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ABSTRACT
Artifacts collected at Stockton Lake sites in Cedar, Dade and Polk counties by Mr.
Howard R. Wimmer of St. Louis were analyzed for evidence of use-wear and classified
according to typologies commonly accepted for the Stockton area. Those artifacts that
were classifiable or that exhibited use-wear are described and many of them are illustrated.
This work complements concurrent investigations at Stockton Lake including
assessments of prehistoric archeological sites 23DA407 and 23DA408. An intensive
survey of 1,372.4 acres on Government lands around Stockton Lake also resulted in the
investigation of 90 sites and 24 isolated prehistoric artifacts. Current issues for the Osage
Prairie Study Unit are addressed using the combined HPA and Wimmer collections.
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(Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment, dated 13 May 1971) and Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation
Act.
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STOCKTON LAKE

WIMMER COLLECTIONS
Analysis of prehistoric artifacts collected by Howard R. Wimmer
from archeological sites
in the Stockton Lake Project, Cedar and Dade Counties, Missouri
Contract No. DACW41-92-C-0072

submitted to the Kansas City District, Corps of Engineers
by Timothy C. Klinger, Don R. Dickson, Steven M. Imhoff and James E. Price
Historic Preservation Associates Reports 93-13

INTRODUCTION
of 1966 Order
Executive
To fulfill its obligations under the National Historic
(PL91-190),Act
1969Preservation
(PL89-665), the National Environmental Policy Act of
of 1974 (PL93-291), the
11593, the Archeological and Historic Preservation Act
and the Procedures for the
Archaeological Resources ProtecProject of 1979 (PL96-95)
the Kansas City District of the
Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties (36CFR800),
and documentation of
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) requested an analysis
Wimmer, an amatur archeologist
artifacts collected from prehistoric sites by Howard R.
awarded to Historic Preservation
living in St. Louis. Contract DACW41-92-C-0072 was
along with other survey and
Associates (HPA) for analysis of the Wimmer collections
assessment work. Results of that effort are included in a separate report (Klinger et al.
1993).
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This and a companion report (Klinger et al. 1993) follow the guidelines and
standards of fieldwork and reports contained in the Guidelinesfor Reporting PhaseH
Testing ofArchaeologicalSite Significance and Evaluation of NationalRegister
Eligibility (Weichman 1987), Guidelinesfor Contract CulturalResource Survey Reports
& ProfessionalQualifications(Weichman 1987), the Master Planfor Archaeological
Resource Protectionin Missouri(Weston and Weichman 1987), McGimsey and Davis
(1977:64-77) and Bense et al. (1986:52-62).
The project sponsor was the Kansas City District of the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers. The Project Manager was Ms. Camille Lechliter who was assisted by Mr.
Berkely Bailey of the Kansas City office. Mr. Ken Lucius of the Stockton Lake office
served as liaison between HPA and the Kansas City District. Mr. Timothy C. Klinger,
Director of HPA, was the Principal Investigator. Mr. Don R. Dickson, Mr. Steven M.
Imhoff and Dr. James E. Price conducted the analysis of all artifacts collected from
various sites by Mr. Howard R. Wimmer.
ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
Because archeologists study the physical remains of past cultures, it is often easy
for us to focus on artifacts as an end in themselves. This is particularly true when they are
unusually beautiful or well preserved, and is a natural outgrowth of the fact that artifacts
comprise our basic data and must be dealt with before we can proceed with other studies.
The real issues before us are not the cultural remains per se but the behaviors that
produced them. These behaviors comprise the means by which people adapt to the
physical and cultural environments in which they find themselves (Rappaport 1969:185).
While other animals adapt to their surrounding environment through genetic mechanisms,
people do so through genetic adaptation and by developing technological and behavioral
strategies. These strategies and their accompanying technologies are closely related
enough that, through the study of the physical remains, we can gain at least a partial
understanding of past behavioral systems. Our discussion focuses on the local
environment as it exists today. While there are certainly pitfalls inherent in this approach,
the Holocene environment has largely remained as we know it with some notable
exceptions.
The Sac River lies roughly at the boundary between the Ozark Highlands and the
Osage Plains (Figure 3). The Ozarks are an elongated dome that encompass most of the
southern half of Missouri. Major physiographic regions of the southwestern Ozarks
include the Salem Plateau and the Springfield Plateau. The Salem Plateau is a maturely
dissected upland surface composed of Cambrian and Ordovician rocks that has been
substantially destroyed by streams that have cut valleys hundreds of feet deep (Vineyard
1967:13). The Springfield Plateau is underlain by Mississippian age rocks and rises
slightly above the Salem Plateau. It slopes downward to the northwest and is an area of
low relief where little of the old surface remains (Vineyard 1967:14). The Osage Plains
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are underlain by Pennsylvanian age sedimentary rocks and are characterized by low rolling
relief (Vineyard 1967:14; Allgood and Persinger 1979; Anderson 1979; Haynes 1976).
Local geology is highly complex. Formations in and around the project area
include the Ordovician age, Canadian Series Jefferson City Dolomite, the Mississippian
age Osagean, Kinderhookian and Meramecian series and the Pennsylvanian age Atokan
series. The Osagean Series includes the Burlington limestone and the Elsey, Reeds Spring
and Pierson formations. The Kinderhookian Series includes the Northview, Compton and
Bachelor formations. The Meramecian Series includes the St. Louis limestone and the
Salem and Warsaw formations.
Floodplains in the area are now submerged beneath Stockton Lake but preinundation topographic maps show them to be broad, level and well circumscribed by
steep walls of dissected uplands that are 15 m to 50 m higher than the floodplain.
Although generally level, the valley is characterized by gently rolling floodplain
topography.
The Sac River originates in Greene County just west of Springfield, Missouri. It
flows generally northward until reaching the Osage River. Named tributaries in the
project area include, from south to north, Sons Creek, Mutton Creek, Hawker Branch, the
Little Sac River, Cothwell Branch, and Edge Branch. Named tributaries of the Little Sac
include Big Branch and Maze Creek.
Both upland and lowland soils are included in the project area. The upland soils
are shallow, rapidly drained and usually stony. The lowland soils are less well drained silty
and clayey alluvium that contain little stone. Neither Cedar nor Dade counties have been
mapped according to current soil classification schemes, although mapping is in progress
in Dade County and preliminary mapping was available for a few of the survey areas
(Harwood 1992). The most recent published soil mapping for Cedar County (Watson and
Williams 1911) is outdated and not useful for our purposes.
The Sac River lies roughly at the boundary between the Eastern deciduous forest
and the western prairie. Shelford (1963:306) notes that:
In dry regions there is commonly a gradual transition at these contacts, with
mixing of grass and woody plants. Inmoist regions, however, an abrupt change occurs
from grassland to forest, and the assemblage of plants and animals is largely different
from that of either grassland or forest. These forest-edge communities are in a state of
constant fluctuation back and forth with changes in climate.
Topography east of the Sac is more dissected than to the west and the dominant
vegetation is Oak-hickory forest. Major plants include white oak (Quercus alba), black
oak (Q. velulina), post oak (Q. stellata), black jack oak (Q. marilandica),scarlet oak (Q.
coccinca) and mockernut hickory (Carya tomentosa) with a lowbush blueberry
(Vaccinium vacillans) understory predominating on acid soils and sugar maple (Acer
saccharum), blue ash (Fraxinus quadrangulata),chiinquapin oak (Quercus prinoidesvar.
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acwmnmala) walnut (Juglans nigra), papaw (Asimina triloba), linden (Tilia americana),
other species
deciduous holly (Ilex decidua), southern buckthorn (Ewnelia lyciodes) and
laciniosa)
(C.
on soils derived from limestone. Pignut (Carya cordiformis) and sheilbark
1963:59;
hickories are intermixed with the oaks on deep soils (Sauer 1920:52-60; Shelford
Steyermark 1963:xix-xx). Major animal species include turkey (Meleagrisgallopavo),
whitetail deer (Odocoileiss virginianus), wolf , bobcat (Lynx rufiss), bear (Euarctos
americanus?), gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis),fox squirrel (S. niger), raccoon
(Procyon lotor), opossum (Dideiphis marsupialis), gray fox (Urocyon cinerec argenteus)
and ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellss). Snakes include the copperhead (Agkistrodon
con tortrix), the rough green snake (Opheodrys aestivus), the rat snake (Elaphe flavirufa),
the coachwhip (Masticophisflagellum), the speckled kingsnake (Lampropeltis getulus),
the cottonmouth moccasin (Agkistrodonpiscivorus), coral snakes (Micrurusfulvius) and
timber rattlesnakes (Crotalus horridus)(Shelford 1963:59-60).
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Dominant vegetation west of the Sac is tall grass prairie on the level areas with
stream-skirting forest in the drainages (Shelford 1963:330, Steyermark 1963:--iii-xxiv;
Watson and Williams 1911:6-7). Dominant species include June grass (Koeleria
cristata),blue grama (Boutelouagracilis), side-oats grama (B. curtipendula), hairy grama
(B. hirsuta), needle-and-thread (Stipa comata), green needlegrass (S. viridula), sheep
fescue (Festuca ovina brachyphilla), little bluestem (Andropogon scoparius), buffalo
grass (Buchloe dactyloides) and the animals bison (Bison bison), pronghorn (Antilocapra
americana),badger (Taxidea taxus), jack rabbit (Lepus sp.). The cottontail (Sylvilagus
sp.), wapiti (Cervus canadensis)and whitetail deer ari*secondary influents in areas having
substantial .,tream-skirting forests.
Climate of Cedar and Dade counties is midcontinental with a yearly range in
temperature extremes of 1000+ F (370 C) in the summer to -25' F (-4) C) in the winter
(Howard 1987:78; Watson and Williams 1911:9). The average annual temperature is
about 56' F (130
C) with 38 to 40 inches of precipitation, including 14 to 18F inches of
snow. Rainfall is abundant, particularly during the spring and summer months. January is,
on average, the coldest and driest month of the year but aisu receives about one third of
the annual snowfall. June is wettest with an average of nearly five inches of rain, while
July is the hottest month. The last spring frost usually occurs in mid to late April but may
occur as late as early May. The first Fall frost nomally occurs in mid to late October.
CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
The prehistory of Missouri has been divided into the Early Man, Paleo-Indian,
Archaic, Woodland and Mississippi periods (Table 1) (Chapman 1975, 1980; Wright
1987) and generally follows long established cultural divisions for the eastern United
States. The Archaic, Woodland and Mississippi periods have been divided into early,
middle and late periods as well. This discussion is not intended to be exhaustive but only
to provide a framework for the results of this work.
Early Man Period (pre-12,000 BC). Early Man is a speculative period that refers
to stone age people having technology similar to Old World Paleolithic cultures.
Percussion flaked crude bifaces, cobble tools and slightly modified flake tools were
allegedly used by pre-Clovis peoples in the Americas (Chapman 1975:31-59; Wright
1987:C-1-1 - C-1-3). The well-made projectile points associated with Clovis and later
cultures supposedly were not made by these peoples. The alleged Lively Complex of
Alabama (Josselyn 1965) and Byran's (1965) pre-projectile point periods are examples of
Ear!y man manifestations. There is little agreement regarding the age or even existence of
Early Man sites in North America (Meltzer 1989: 471:490). Those who accept that
people were present in North America have estimated their arriv3l at anywhere between
100,000 and 12,500 years ago. ,M
lost estimates are in the 25,000 to 40,000 year range
based ca the timing of glaciation episodes and the exposure of a land bridge across the
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Bering Strait. Population densities would have been very low and the archeological
record concomitantly scanty. No Early Man sites have been proposed for the Osage
Prairie Study Unit.
Table 1. Prehistoric sequence for the Western Prairie Region of Missouri.
(after Chapman 1975:230, 1980:.264)
Cultural Period

Date Ran_

Comm"Ie

Late M•ssiWppi
Middle MiNL~ippi
Eatly msamppi

AD 1450 - AD 1700
AD 1210 - AD 1450
AD 900 • AD 1200

LAie Woodlabd

AD 400. AD 900

Middle Woodlood

500 BC AD 400

Early W~odland

1000 BC - 500 BC

Upperoue
ama used only by intermittent hunindg and trading expeditions
Siocknn complex; Steed.Kiskcr phase bunting parle;
(Dryocopus and Flycotbe site•. Forager TradlioO?)
Boliver lreple; Fristoc Bu"ial aggregate; temporary campsiter and burial
mounds; Pomona Phase? Lindley Phuse7 Manae Sprn Phase?
Ssphenlro
e;ptte;
Cooper o m1plcx2
temporary campaites of HopewcUlian I
Forager Tradition may continue
Foraite Tradition continues in Stockton att.

Late Archaic

3000 BC - 1000 BC

poisible Forager component in Harrison sbelter based on Table Rock Stemmed

and Afton Comner Notched p-;ts and in Cat Hollow slcher based on Smith
Middie Archaic

5000 BC - 3000 BC

Basal Notched and Table Rock Stemmed, Munkers Creek phase And John
Redmond Reservoir manifestation Kanas
surface collecions and tools p~obably from the Middle Archaic in proper

Early Archa•c

7500 BC - 5000 BC

sequence in BrounJe and Vkoody sbwte-s
subas•tiul Early Arctic component found at the Montgomery site (23CE261).

Dalton

8500 BC • 7000 BC

pomible use of shelWte at 23BE108; deeply buried Dalton component found at

Paloe-Indian

12,000 • 8(X'3 BC

only a few Clovis Fluted asd Folsom Flu•td

Early Man

Pre-12.000 BC

no data

Montgomery

Paleo-IndianPeriod (12,000 8000 BC). Cultures of this period are generally
characterized as nomadic hunting and gathering bands that subsisted primarily by
exploiting Late Pleistocene megafauna (Chapman 1975:60-94; Wright 1987:C-2-1 - C-23). These Big Game Hunters, as they are known, undoubtedly exploited a wide tange of
other floral and faunal resources with a broader technology than is commonly preserved at
sites of this age. We would expect then to have employed a range of bone and wooden
tools along with the stone tools tLat are normally the only surviving evidence. The
hallmark of Paleo-Indian culture is the fluted projectile point, many of which have been
recovered but few in good context. Fluted points have been found in the Osage Prairie
Study Unit but no Paleo-Indian sites have been recorded. Although the Paleo-Indian
Period is the first well-documented human occupation of North America, we know little of
these peoples beyond their lithic technology.
Dalton Period (8500 - 7500 BC). The Dalton Period (Chapman 1975: 95-126;
Wright 1987:C-3-1 - C-3-4) is the first wide-spread cultural manifestation and sites
yielding Dalton Period artifacts are far more common than the preceding Paleo-Indian. It
is generally regarded as transitional between the Paleo-lndian and Archaic periods,
although some consider it to be terminal Paleo-Indian. Chapman notes that the Dalton
Period marks the transition from free-wandering big game hunting to hunting and
foraging, probably as a result of changing climatic conditions that brought about the
extinction of the Pleistocene megafauna and an end to the lifeway that depended upon
them. The hallmark of the Dalton Period is the Dalton projectile point or knife. Other
tools appeared along with artifacts useful in hunting. Tools for working wood - adzes,
spokeshaves and steep-edged scraping and cutting tools - suggest the manufacture of
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wooden implements possibly useful in procuring small game or other non-game resources.
Faunal remains recovered from the Dalton levels at Graham Cave (23MT2) indicate a
dependence on cottontail rabbit, raccoon, squirrel and whitetail deer (Logan 1952:63).
The addition of milling and pulverizing tools indicates that vegetal resources such as nuts
and seeds were becoming more important. In addition, bone awls and needles have been
recovered from dry caves, giving some insight into the non-lithic technology employed by
these peoples. Dalton activities at a depth of 3.3 m below surface have been documented
at the Montgomery site (23CE261) located on the Sac River a short distance from
Stockton Dam. It was recorded by Roper (1977) in 1976, later tested by Collins et al.
(1983) and is now listed in the National Register of Historic Places.
Early Archaic Period (7500 - 5000 BC). The Early Archaic Period (Chapman
1975:127-157; Wright 1987:C-4-1 - C-4-5) marked an increased shift toward foraging and
the exploitation of aquatic resources with weirs, traps, nets and spears. The chipped
stone tool technoiogy no longer included fluting and new forms emerged. These included
lanceolate points with concave bases and heavily ground edges (Dalton Serrated and Rice
Lobed) and large poin'-,with straight or contracting stems (Eden, Sccttsbluff, Hidden
Valley). Other chipped tools included snubbed-end flake scrapers, round scrapers and
scrapers made of broken projectile points. Projectile points were also reworked into drills.
Milling and pulverizing tools, useful for processing plant resources continued to be used.
Chapman (1975:130) notes that Early Archaic sites are virtually unknown in the area and
none are associated with extinct megafauna. The Montgomery site (23CE261; Collins et
al. 1983) yielded numerous Early Archaic point types including Graham Cave, Cache
River, Scottsbiuff, Holland, Plainview, Agate Basin, Angostura, Hardin, Hardaway SideNotched, Rice Lobed, Big Sandy, Golondrina, Wheeler, and a variety of other points that
exhibited similar forms but could not be classified with confidence. Other materials
included flake tools, cores, hammerstones, drilled stones, drills and miscellaneous lithic
debris. A radiocarbon date of 7850 BC was obtained from a small tree trunk or branch
embedded in the cutbank, but not in direct association with any cultural remains.
Middle Archaic Period (5000 - 3000 BC). During the Middle Archaic Period
(Chapman 1975:158-183; Wright 1987:C-5-1 - C-5-4), the climate of North America was
markedly d,.er. Human adaptation to these conditions, which fostered the expansion of
prair'e environments, included increased reliance on a variety of small game animals and
collecting vegetal foods but apparently did not result in fundamental shifts in settlement
and subsistence activities. Side-notched projectile points (Black Sand, Big Sandy, White
River Archaic) became common and new tools were introduced, including the fullgrooved ground stone axe, the celt (an ungrooved ground stone axe), a variety of twined
fabrics and cordage, bone and shell ornaments and bone and antler tools. Other artifacts
include comer-notched anid contracting-stemmed points, scrapers, pitted cobbles and
choppers. Chapman characterizes the period as one of diversity rather than specialization.
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Late Archaic Period (3000 - 1000 BC). Climate during the Late Archaic Period
(Chapman 1975:184-224; Wright 1987:C-6-1 - C-6-6) continued to be dry through about
2000 BC. Reliance continued to be placed on plant gathering over hunting. It was also
during this time when some of the earliest cultivation of tropical plants occurred at Phillips
Spring (Chomko and Crawford 1978; Kay et al. 1980). New tools included the Clear
Fork Gouge and the Sedalia Digger. The first may have been used for pulverizing roots or
the cambium layers of trees, while the second exhibits gloss from digging. Grinding and
pulverizing implements, such as manos, pestles and hammerstones were common, as were
large flaked knives, such as Etley Stemmed, Sedalia Lanceolate and Stone SquareStemmed. Typical points include Nebo Hill, Smith Basal Notched, Table Rock Stemmed,
Godar, Afton and contracting-stemmed types. Items associated with hunting such as flake
scrapers, flake knives and dart points are less common than in previous periods.
Early Woodland Period(1000 - 500 BC). The appearance of Woodland cultures
is usually marked by mound construction and the addition of pottery to the technology,
however, that does not seem to have been the case in this part of Missouri (Chapman
1980:9-20; Wright 1987:C-7-1 - C-7-3). Whether this is due to the abandonment of the
area during this period, tardiness in the adoption of new lifeways and technologies, or use
of the area in ways that did not require pottery (such as at specialized activity sites) is not
well understood. The problem that this creates, of course, is that, if defining Early
Woodland sites depends on the presence of pottery in a place where the inhabitants did
not use pottery, recognizing sites dating to this period becomes extremely difficult.
Projectile point types are marginally useful since none are exclusively affiliated with the
Early Woodland. The problem can be readily seen in the Schmits (1988:32-36) inventory
of Sac River sites and the Nichols (Nichols et al. 1980:3-2 - 3-9, A-2 - A-3) inventory of
Stockton Lake sites where 45 Woodland components are listed for Cedar County, none of
which is Early Woodland. The consensus appears to be that peoples living in the area
during this period still followed an Archaic lifeway.
Middle Woodland Period(500 BC - AD 400). The Middle Woodland Period
(Chapman 1980:21-77; Wright 1997:C-8-1 - C-8-7) has been defined on the basis of traits
associated with the Hopewell. These include permanent village settlements, the
introduction of pottery, mound construction, the beginning of maize cultivation, trade in
exotic items from distant places. Projectile points are ovate corner-notched (Mankers and
Snyders) and subtriangular corner-notched (Ansell and Steuben). Ceramics are sand or
grit-tempered with decorative techniques that include punch and boss, roulette, dentate
stamp and cross-hatching.
Other diagnostic artifacts include clay figurines, stone platform pipes, celts, stone
hoes, adzes, oval and circular scrapers and flake blades. Exotic items include copper,
silver, obsidian, marine shell, shark's teeth, sheet mica, meteoric iron and bear teeth. In
Missouri, there are 3 clusters of Hopewell activity: The Kansas City Center, the Big Bend
Center in central Missouri, the Cooper Center in southwest Missouri. Other Middle
Woodland phases include the Central Valley and Monroe phases in northeast Missouri,
and the Burkett, Barnes Ridge and Ten Mile Pond phases in southeast Missouri. No
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Middle Woodland phases have been defined for the Sac River Valley. Sites in the p:oject
vicinity that have yielded Middle Woodland materials include an unidentified cave in St.
Clair County, Rockhouse Cave, Ta..rhole Cave, Griffin Shelter, 23CE411 and 23CE417.
Late Woodland Period (AD 400 -AD 900). The Late Woodland Period
(Chapman 1980:78-137; Wright 19g8:C.9-1 - C-9-10) witnessed the decline of Hopewell
culture and the provincialization of Woodland society. The far flung trade networks no
longer functioned and ceremonialism declined. Settlements were more dispersed and areas
not previously inhabited were now occupied on at least a semi-permanent basis.
Subsistence systems had less emphasis on gardening and specialized resource procurement
in favor of more generalized foraging. The artifact inventory was largely the same as the
Middle Woodland except for the inclusion of arrow points and plain and cord marked
ceramics with simple decorations such as scalloping, notching, punctating or impressing
applied to the lip. Tempering agents included principally clay, grit and limestone. Sites i'n
the project area as ---gned to the Late Woodland Period include Dryocopus (23CE120),
Flycatcher (23CE153), Shady Grove, 23CE123, 23CE241, 23CE406 and 23CE412.
Work conducted in the Stockton Reservoir during the 1960s resulted in the
establishment of the Bolivar Burial Complex (Wood and Brock 1984). Excavations were
conducted at nine mounds including Umber Point (23CE148), Sorter's Bluff (23CE150),
Bowling Stone (23CE152), Sycamore Bridge (23CE154), Tunnel Bluff (23DA222),
Bunker Hill (23DA225), Divine (23DA226), Paradise Tree (23DA246) and Slick Rock
(23PO306). These mounds ranged in size from 5 m to 7 m in diameter, 15 cm to 91 cm in
height and contained the remains of 3 to 18 individuals. Two also contained dog burials.
Artifacts included limestone, grog and shell-terapered ceramics; Scallorn, Young, Fresno,
Harrel and Reed arrow points; Rice Side-Notched and Cupp dart points; drills, scrapers,
various flake tools, celts willing implements, bone and antler tools; Anculosa, Marginella,
Oliva and periwinkle beads; mussel shell disk beads; conch shell disk beads, pendants,
rings and gorgets. Vegetal remains include maize, squash, sunflower, Marshelder,
Chenopodium, hickory nuts, hazelnuts, acorns, walnuts, mulberry and dogwood.
Radiocarbon dates were AD 390 ±140 (Bowling Stone), AD 1000 ±120 (Umber
Point), AD 1090 ±100 (Sorter's Bluff), AD 1110 ±75 (Divine) and AD 1465 ±90 (Divine).
Thermoluminescence dates were AD 953 ±49 (Bunker Hill), AD 1085 ±49 (Bunker Hill),
AD 1307 ±30 (Slick) and AD 1580 ±30 (Slick).
Wood and Brock (1984) placed the complex in the Late Woodland Period because
the majority of the ceramics were limestone tempered. Chapman (1980:150-152) places
the complex in the Early Mississippi Period on the basis of the radiocarbon dates. Open
campsites dating to the period have been investigated at Dryocopus Village (23CE120),
Flycatcher (23CE153) (Calabrese et al. 1968, 1969; Pangborn et al. 1971; also see
Pangborn 1965, 1966) and Shady Grove (Ward 1968). These sites contained circular and
oval post-in-ground structures and yielded lithic assemblages that Chapman (1980:86)
feels place them in the Late Woodland or Early Mississippi periods (ca AD 1000). No
ceramics were recovered. Radiocarbon dates of AD 1485 ±100 at Dryocopus Village and
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AD 715 ±95 and AD 1390 ±100 at Flycatcher, however argue for a Middle Mississippi
Period affiliation. It is possible that sites like Flycatcher and Dryocopus, which are
roughly contemporaneous with the various burial mounds in the area, may have been
occupied by peoples returning to their ancestral homeland to bury the dead.
Early MississippiPeriod(AD 900 - AD 1200). The Early Mississippi Period
(Chapman 1980:138-227; Wright 1988:C-10-1 - C-10-8) marked the advent of organized
village life. Classic Mississippi Period cultures in the major river valleys were
characterized by fortified planned civic ceremonial centers having mounds arranged
around a plaza. These centers were surrounded by outlying villages, farmsteads and
specialized activity loci where specific resources were exploited. Subsistence centered
around the cultivation of tropical plants such as corn, beans and squash with organized
exploitation of a wide variety of natural resources. Diagnostic artifacts include shelltempered ceramics and a variety of arrow points, particularly triangular forms. The Early
Mississippi Period occupation in the project area does not fit the classic mold, however.
The Stockton Burial complex, which is has been identified at a number of sites in the area.
including Madrigal Mound, Petit Cote Cairn, King's Curtain Mound, Amity Mound,
Albert Mound, Matthews Mound, Cordwood Cairn, Eureka Mound and shelters at
23DA241, 23DA300, 23DA301, 23DA302, 23DA303, the Vance site, Tater Hole Cave,
Toler Cave, Buck's Cave, Gray Shelter, Harrison Shelter, Elmer Long Shelter and
Gannaway Cave (Wood 1965:130; Chapman 1980:150). The mounds and cairns of the
complex are located on hilltops overlooking the major stream valleys. The mounds are 6
m - 8 m in diameter, less than 1 m high and constructed with earth and rock fill. A variety
of burial types were present, including cremations, extended, flexed, bundle burials and
scattered bones, both burned and unburned. Associated artifacts included plain and cord
marked shell-tempered ceramics, Huffaker Notched and Cahokia Notched arrow points,
chert knives, conch shell beads, effigy elbow pipes, bone fishhooks, puliey type ear spools,
and strip and antler bracelets. Other artifacts, also associated with other complexes,
included Mississippi Triangular, Scallorn Corner Notched, Reed Side Notched and Crisp
Ovate arrow points; Anculosa and Marginellashell beads, conch shell disk beads; bone
awls; Rice Side Notched; Cupp Corner Notched; and large triangular or oval cutting
implements. Chapman feels that the primary contributors to the complex were peoples of
the Gibson Aspect and the Steed-Kisker phase, based on of pottery types found in the
caves and shelters.
Middle MississippiPeriod(AD 1200 -AD 1450). The Middle Mississippi Period
(Chapman 1980:228-261; Wright 1988:C-10-1 - C-10-8) was largely an elaboration of
trends begun in the Early Mississippi Period and represents the florescence of Mississippi
culture. Population expanded, as did the territory under the control of the various civicceremonial centers. No sites ascribable to the Middle Mississippi Period are known in the
area. This is due to an artifact assemblage that is largely identical the Early Mississippi
Period and that the area appears to have been used primarily for hunting forays.
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Late Mississippi and ProtohistoricPeriod (AD 1450 -AD 1700). Chapman does
not discuss the Late Mississippi Period, noting that it includes protohistoric and historic
groups that were to be discussed in a future publication (Chapman 1980:138). We know
from the accounts of the De Soto expedition of 1541 that Late Mississippi cultures in the
Mississippi Valley were highly organized agrarian-based societies capable of fielding
formidable fighting forces. When French explorers arrived, 130 years later, the area had
apparently been largely depopulated and the large towns abandoned, possibly the result of
introduced epidemic diseases to which the native peoples had no immunity (Morse and
Morse 1983:305-315).
Historic Period(AD 1541 - present). Immigrants from Kentucky, Tennessee,
Virginia, Illinois, Indiana and Ohio were among the first to settle the Missouri Highlands
during the 1820s - 1840s (Goodspeed 1889; Rafferty 1982). By the late 19th century
these frontier settlers began a transformation from subsistence farming to more diversified
crop and fruit production (Abbott and Hoff 1971). The economy of the area continued to
improve from the turn of the century through World War II. Buildings and roads were
built throughout the area to support the boom in the farming, mining, oil and tourist
industries (Abbott and Hoff 1971:96). Dairy farming was soon transformed to feeder
cattle production and forests of the region were cut for timber and cleared for pastures
(Girard and Freeman 1992:33).

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS IN THE PROJECT VICINITY
The earliest known professional investigations in the immediate vicinity occurred in
the early 1960s before the construction of Stockton Dam. An initial survey was
conducted by the University of Missouri (UMAAD) and resulted in tht recording of 40
sites (Chapman et al. 1962, 1963). Excavations were conducted at three mound sites and
three shelters. Subsequent excavations continued until 1967 (Calabrese et al. 1969; Wood
"1165, 1966) that clarified the local cultural sequence and defined the Bolivar Burial
Complex (Wood and Brock 1984). Work at three floodplain sites - Dryocopus Village,
Flycatcher (Calabrese et al. 1968, 1969; Pangborn et al. 1971) and Shady Grove (Ward
1968) - in the area produced information on the nature of non-mound sites spanning the
transition from Woodland to Mississippian culture.
After a hiatus in archeological work of about ten years, the Kansas City District
awarded a contract to the University of Missouri for the survey of COE-controlled lands
along il.e Sac River downstream from the Stockton Dam (Roper 1977; also see Roper at
al. 1977; Wood et al. 1965, 1977; Wood and Pangborn 1968a, 1968b, 1968c). This
survey encompassed 9 krn2 , equal to about 45% of the Sac River Valley, between the
Stockton Dam and Caplinger Mills. Forty of the 44 sites visited were newly recorded.
Cultural components identified included Dalton (1), Middle Archaic (6), Late Archaic (8),
Early (?) Woodland (7) and Middle/Late Woodland (9). It is worth pointing out that since
none of the sites yielded pottery, some of the Woodland sites that yielded arrow points
could be either Woodland or Mississippi in affiliation. Roper (1977:97-99) concluded that
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the Sac River Valley has been more or less continuously occupied since Dalton times but
has been used differently by different cultures. Middle Archaic peoples established base
settlements on the floodplain with small specialized activity sites located next to the river.
Late Archaic peoples established two kinds of limited activity sites including those near
the river and those at the base of the valley wall. Woodland peoples early on established
both base camps and limited activity sites but later did not establish permanent
occupations. Limited test excavations were also conducted at Montgomery (23CE261)
which exhibited a deeply buried Dalton occupation.
Test excavations at 23CE235, 23CE252 and 23CE324 were conducted by the
Center for Archaeological Research (CAR), Southwest Missouri State University in 1981
(Perttula and Purrington 1983). CAR had planned to conduct excavations at 23CE240,
23CE241 and 23CE242 as well but landowner permission could not be secured for work
at these sites. 23CE252 proved to be a single component Woodland Period site that
exhibited good integrity but was limited to the upper 15 cm - 20 cm. 23CE235 was found
to be a Woodland Period limited activity site restricted to the plowzone and exhibited
subst,.ntial evidence of damage from erosion. 23CE324 was found to be a probable
hunting camp occupied during the Woodland Period that exhibited shallow deposits.
Work at Montgomery (23CE261) was undertaken in 1976 (Collins et al. 1983).
Previous limited testing had indicated that deeply buried in situ deposits were present at
the site but, since no culturally diagnostic artifacts were recovered, possible cultural
components present could only be guessed at, based on the site's vertical location.
Abundant evidence of Dalton and Early Archaic activities at the site was recovered, as
well as a single Middle Archaic Big Sandy point that was recovered from the river but
thought to be from the site. The major occupation occurred at a depth of 2.4 m and
exhibited discrete horizontal clustering that indicated that activity areas have been
preserved at the site.
In late 1984 and early 1985, American Resources Group (ARG) conducted a
survey of COE slough easements downstream from the Stockton Dam (Moffat and
Houston 1986). Approximately 400 acres were surveyed and 27 sites and 4 isolated
artifacts were located. Test excavations were conducted at 12 of these sites as well as 3
previously recorded sites added by the Kansas City District. Sites tested included
23CE14, 23CE255, 23CE256, 23CE401, 23CE403, 23CE405, 23CE406, 23CE408,
23CE410, 23CE412, 23CE417, 23CE418, 23CE419, 23CE420 and 23CE421. Cultural
components identified included Early or Middle Archaic (1), Late Archaic (8), Middle
Woodland (2), Late Woodland (5), indeterminate Woodland (14), indeterminate
Mississippi (1), indeterminate prehistoric (5) and a historic mill (1). Nine sites were found
to be eligible for inclusion in the National Register including 23CE14, 23CE255,
23CE401, 23CE406, 23CE408, 23CE410, 23CE417, 23CE419 and 23CE420.
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In 1986 the Kansas City District issued a contract to Environmental Systems
Analysis (ESA) for the survey of an additional 148 acres of slough easements and
assessment of 18 prehistoric sites, 14 of which were previously recorded (23CE52,
23CE226, 23CE227, 23CE229, 23CE230, 23CE238, 23CE239, 23CE242, 23CE245,
23CE253, 23CE258, 23CE262, 23CE263 and 23CE409) and 4 newly recorded sites
(23CE423, 23CE425, 23CE426 and 23CE427). Cultural components identified included
Dalton (1), Middle Archaic (6), Late Archaic (9), Late Woodland (11), indeterminate
Woodland (2), indeterminate prehistoric (2) and historic (1). A historic bridge (23CE424)
was not assessed. Six sites (23CE226, 23CE229, 23CE238, 23CE409, 23CE426 and
23CE427) were determined to be eligible for inclusion in the National Register and an
additional 6 (23CE52, 23CE227, 23CE230, 23CE253, 23CE258 and 23CE425) were
found to be potentially eligible.
In 1987 the ESA contract was modified to provide for the survey of 22 additional
Corps easements beginning at Caplinger MilLs and continuing downstream nearly t, the
confluence of the Sac and Osage rivers. This work was conducted in 1988. Previously
recorded sites that were revisited included 23CE46C and 23SR291. Newly recorded sites
included 23CE437, 23CE438, 23CE439, 23CE440, 23CE441, 23CE442, 23CE443,
23CE446, 23SR1059: 23SR1060, 23SR1067 and an unidentified newly recorded site
found in Tract 2603E. One previously recorded site (23SR.1049) was thought to be
located in Tract 2604E and could not be relocated. Little is known of these sites since no
report was required.
Most recently, in 1990 and 1991 Historic Preservation Associates (Klinger et al.
1992) conducted test excavations at 23CE46C, 23CE439, 23CE440, 23CE444, 23CE446,
23SR291 and 23SR1067 in Cedar and St. Clair counties. These sites were all located
along the Sac River downstream from the Stockton Dam and were subject to bank
slumping. 23CE46C yielded evidence of Late Archaic, Late Woodland and Early
Mississippi occupations focusing on seasonal exploitation of river resources. 23CE439
yielded evidence of Middle and Late Woodland occupations probably as a seasonal
hunting and fishing camp. 23CE442 was occupied during the Middle or Late Woodland
period and may represent a single component site. It also produced the only ceramics
found during the project. 23CE444 yielded evidence of a Late Woodland occupation. A
single Dalton point, recovered from the River, suggested an early occupation as well but
no evidence of a Dalton component was recovered. 23CE446 yielded scant evidence of
an Early Archaic and possibly Dalton occupations in the form of a Dalton Serrated point
(again, recovered from the Sac River) and a Beaver Lake-like point but failed to produce
sufficient evidence to assign definite cultural affiliations. 23SR291 produced evidence of
badly mixed and probably redeposited prehistoric and historic materials possibly
associated with Rockhouse Cave (23SR21), which is located immediately to the north.
23SR1067 yielded evidence of Late Archaic and Early Woodland occupations. It also
produced evidence of a well-d"tfined buried component. Three of the sites (23CE46C,
23CE442 and 23SR1067) were determined to contain sufficient data potential to make
them eligible for inclusion in th' National Register of Historic Places.
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Additional HPA investigations (Klinger et al. 1993) were conducted in a
complementary effort to the Wimmer analysis. This work included assessnments of
prehistoric archeological sites 23DA407 and 23DA408. An intensive survey of 1,372.4
acres on Government lands around Stockton Lake resu!ted in the investigation of 90
cultural properties and 24 isolated prehistoric artifacts. These include 64 prehistoric, 20
Historic and 6 sites that exhibited both prehistoric and historic occupations. Thirty-eight
of these sites yielded evidence that they may be eligible for inclusion in the National
Register of Historic Places and Phase II testing and assessment has been recommended for
them. Seven additional sites are located outside our designated survey areas. Five of
these are prehistoric, one is historic and one is both prehistoric and historic. All but one
were previously recorded. Archaeological Survey of Missouri site forms were prepared
for these but they are not discussed in detail in this report.
Thirty-one sites and eight isolated artifacts are located in Cedar County. Twenty
of the sites are prehistoric (seven previously recorded), nine are historic (four previously
recorded) and two are both prehistoric and historic (none previously recorded). Fifty-nine
sites and 16 isolated artifacts are located in Dade County. Forty-four are prehistoric (17
previously recorded), 11 are historic (three previously recorded) and four are both
prehistoric and historic (2 previously recorded). (see Klinger et al. 1993 for a complete
discussion of this work effort).
LABORATORY METHODS
HPA work in connection with the Wimmer collections was limited exclusively to
the analysis of the collections. With the exception of other field work in the general area
in 1992, HPA has conducted no field work at the Wimrnef sites. Cýeramics were sorted
according to their morphological characteristics and identified according to established
types for the Western Prairie Region (Chapman 1980). Tempering agents were identified
as were surface treatments and other attributes.
As anticipated, most of the prehistoric artifacts were lithic specimens. Bifacial
tools and other diagnostic artifacts were individually described and assigned, if possible, to
established types depicted by Bell (1958; 1960), Bell and Hall (1953), Dickson (1968),
Marshall (1958), Skully (1951), Schm and Krieger (1954), Wheeler (1954) and Perino
(1968; 1971). Probable cultural affiliation was determined by comparing the diagnostic
Wimmer artifacts to specimens recovered from deeply stratified regional sites with clear
stratigraphy. All the remaining lithic artifacts were analyzed in light of a lithic reduction
sequence including flakes of primary and secondary decortication, retouch and thinning
flakes and various waste categories (see Sullivan and Rozen 1985; Amick and Mauldin
1989; Rozen and Sullivan 1989a, 1989b; Ensor and Roemer 1989).
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An attempt was made to identify raw material types represented in the collections
including possible exotics. Assessments of post-procurement heat treating were also made
by comparing the color and texture with experimentally heat treated specimens. Heat
treatment made many chert types easier to knap (Gregg and Grybush 1976:189).
Microscopic study performed for the Wimmer study was done with an AO stereo
microscope with a range of amplification from 7X to 40X. The instrument was on a
universal mount with light provided by a Reichert variable microscopic light placed at a
400 angle about 3 in (7.6 cm) from each tool being studied. Freshly made stone tools
were used to perform a series of activities such as skinning an animal, cutting flesh (with
and without bone contact), scraping both f-esh skins and dry hide, and cutting, perforating
and graving bone and wood. Other took ._,re used to cut soft stone, grass, and fired
pottery. These experimental tools were labeled and used to compare with the artifacts
collected by Wimmer. Experimental studies of Ahler (1971:81-87) and his
photomicrographs of tool wear (Ahler 1971:plates 13-20) were considered along with
Experimentation in the Formation of Edge Damage: A New Approach to Lihic Analysis
(Tringham et al. 1974:174-196). The Odell and Odell-Vereedken paper Verifying thC
Reliability of Lithic Use Wear Assessments by Blind Tests: The Low PowerApproach
(Odell and Odell-Vereedken 1980:87-120) was also consulted.
Activity
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In order to assess the accuracy of this type of analysis, the analyst arranged to take
an evaluation in which a series of labeled tools (labels were covered) were given him one
at a time and, without using a comparative collection, evaluations were made regarding
the hardness of the material that was worked, the type of activity (such as cutting,
scraping or sawing), and, if possible, the type of substance that was worked. Over 90% of
the evaluations regarding hardness (soft, medium, hard) and type of activity (cutting,
scraping, sawing) were correct, while 66% of the evaluations of substance being worked
were right. The average accuracy of 83.6% could have been improved by using
comparative materials. Based on these experiments and studies it was possible to assess
the tools recovered by Wimmer for indications of the hardness of the materials that were
worked, the type of activities ( such as cutting, scraping or sawing), and, in many
instances, the types of substances that the tools were used on.
Bifacial and unifacial tools from the Wimmer collections were appraised at 20X for
evidence of distinctive micro breakage, use rounding or polish. A study by Flenniken
(1979:208-213) indicated that trampling often produced edge damage similar to that
found on tools used by prehistoric people and that polish was absent on trampled
specimens. Another study by Dickson (1991:38) also indicated ttiat polish is not found on
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trampled specimens. Therefore the presence of polish was an important criteria in
deciding if a flaked tool had been used. Specimens that apparently featured use alteration
were then carefully studied at 30X to 40X to evaluate the nature of the micro breakage,
use rounding and use polish. Probable function was deter-mined for each specimen based
on a comparison with the experimental specimens.
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ANALYSIS OF THE WIMMER LITHIC COLLECTIONS
Part of the requirements of this contract entailed a detailed analysis of artifacts
collected from the surface of sites at the lake by Mr. Howard R. Wimmer. These
collections were turned over to the government by Wimmer and include 2,000+ items
weighing over 60 kg from 100+ sites. In addition to basic information such as
provenience, counts, weights, etc., we collected data on biface morphology and examined
potential tools under magnification for evidence of use-wear. Bifacial tools were also
assigned to established types and/or cultural periods, where possible. The artifact
descriptions here, and elsewhere in this report, are a result of this analysis. Those that
follow include the Wimmer artifacts that exhibit use wear &nd those that are assignable to
a cultural period. See Appendices A and B for detailed data relating to the analysis of the
Wimmer collections. Representative examples from the sites are also illustrated.
CEDAR COUNTY SITES
23CE436
23CE436 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of a Woodland period
occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1986 when he collected 2 artifacts
w ighing 19.9 g. These included 1 bifacial knife fragment ,9.2 g) and 1 projectile
point/knife (10.7 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a projectile point/knife. It is a contracting stem comer removed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a damaged base. The
tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.3 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.6
cm and it weighs 10.7 g.
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The stem measures 1.8 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises about 34%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Standlee type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.

,_._
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Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial
knife. It is a contracting stem comer
removed specimen with a missing
sloping
Lip, a damaged
and ablade,
concave
base. The
_shoulders

cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.0 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.6 cm
and it weighs 9.2 g. The stem measures 2.0 cm x 2.0 cm and
comprises 50% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chertt, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat without bone contact. This specimen most closely
I
resembles the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic through Woodland periods.

•
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23CE447
23CE447 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1988 when he
collected 2 artifacts weighing 43.4 g. These included 1 bifacial knife fragment (32.3 g)
and 1 unifacial scraper end (11.1 g).

AP
Utn fs tJ Ead Saspe'r (1-1)

Artifact 1-1 is a unifacial end scraper. It is an unstemmed
specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is piano-convex with
no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are
4.8 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 11.1 g. The raw material is
Reeds Spring chert, which is found in southwest Missouri and
northwest Arkansas into northeast Oklahoma and extreme southeast
Kansas. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
scraping wet hide. This specimen is resharpened and is an
unclassified type, which is often associated with the Mississippi
Period.
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Artifact 1-2 is the base of a lanceolate
bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no b . cling.I
Maximum dimensions are 4.4 cm x 5.3 cm x 1.2 cm
and it weighs 32.3 g. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, whicl is found locally.-Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen most closely resembles the Red Ochie
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.

-
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(1.2)

23CE448
23CE448 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Woodland Period occupations. It was visited by Howard Wimmer in 1988 when he
collected 10 artifacts weighing 146.6 g. These included 3 bifacial knife fragments (18.1
g), 3 bifacial knives (25.5 g), 2 preform fragments (54.8 g), 1 aborted preform fragment
(13.7 g) and 1 aborted preform (3,i.5 g).

I
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King Comr
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Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches,
barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.3 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 6.2 g.
The stem measures 1.0 cm long and comprises about 30% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found lozally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
Sbone ontact. This specimen is a variant of the Kings Corner
Notched type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period, although the stem is
shorter than is usual. It is also similar to
Ensor points.

Artifact 1-2 is a Lifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a pointed tip, an asymmetrical blade, comer notches,
barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.9
cmx 2.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.6 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm
long and comprises about 22% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
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with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Ellis
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic or Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-3 is a lanceolate bifacial knife. It is an
unstemmed specimen with a missing tip, a lanceolate blade, no
sectioninis
The cross
a damaged
shoulders
notches, no
It expands
beveling.
nobase.
S~~biconvex
and
abrading
no edgeand
with
missing
is
ear
One
is
broken.
it
where
center
the
width toward
also. Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.9 cm and it
weighs 12.7 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is an
unclassified type, which probably is associated with the Lawe
Archaic Period. It may be a preform for a Sedalia or similar
biface.

:

BIf*dat kaie (1-3)
-

Artifact 1-7 is a preform distal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip,
an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the blade but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.5
cm x 5.6 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 23.1 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen is an unclassified type, not associated with a cultural period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-8 include three bitace midsection fragments. The stems
and tips of these specimens are missing and the blades are damaged. None appear to have
been notched and no edge abrading or beveling is evident. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. These specimens are unclassified not
associated with a cultural period.
DADE COUNTY SITES
23DA52
23DA32 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late to Terminal Archaic
Late Woodland and Mississip[ ' Period occupations. It was itc:orded some time in the
1950s by Leonard Gum and visited by Howard Wimmer in 1988 when he collected 4
art'facts weighing 13.5 g. These included I arrow point (0.5 g), 1
biface fragment (1.6 g), 1 dart point (4.9 g) and 1 hifacial s,de
scraper fragment (6.5 g).

KctwA(,-.)

Artifac. 4-1 is a dart point. It is at, expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a straight blade, comer notches, square shoulders
and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0
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cm x 2.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.9 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm x 1.6 cm and
comprises about 30% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Reeds
Spring chert, which is found in southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas into northeast
Oklahoma and extreme southeast Kansas. The tip has been broken away by an impact
fracture. This specimen most closely resembles the Kings Comer Notched type, which is
associated with the Terminal Archaic and Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial side scraper proximal. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, basa! notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is plano-.convex with edge abrading on the stem and beveling on the left edge of
the blade. Maximum dimension, are 2.1 cm x 4.1 cm x 0.g cm and it weighs 6.5 g. The
stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.8 cm and comprises about 48% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is fournd locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This is a flake
slightly modified by unifacially beveling the left side of each blade and adding basa!
notches. This specimen is an unclassified type, which may be associated with the Late
Archaic Period. The basal notching is suggestive of the Smith type.
Artifact 1-3 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing tip, a straight blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a straight
base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 1.6 cm x 0.7 cm x 0.2 cm and it weighs 0.5 g. The
stkm measures 0.4 cm x 0.7 cm and comprises about 25% of the total length
s
of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
L
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated with the Late Woodland and
Mississippi periods.
23DA63
23DA63 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded some time in the 1950s by Leonard Gum
and visited by Howard Wimmer in 1988 when he collected 10 artifacts weighing 119.0 g.
These included 1 stemmed biface fragment (9.7 g), 1 dart point fragment (5.5 g), 2 bifacial
knife fragments (9.2 g), 1 bifacial knife (24.9 g), 4 preform fr'gments (64.1 g) and 1
aborted preform (5.6 g).

LAMM (1-1)

Artifact 1-1 is a dart point stem. It is a contracting
specimen with most of the blade missing, barbed shoulders and a
"straightbase. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x
3.3 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.5 g. The stem measures 2.1 cm
x 2.0 cm and comprLses about 70% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is
found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination
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revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Langtry
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-2 is a stemmed biface fragment. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, side noiches, no
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maxirmun dimensions are 4.1 cm x
2.5 cm x 0.9 cm and il weighs 9.7 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x
2.5 cm and comprises about 37% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no eviderce of use-wear.
This specimen has been resharpened until all shoulders are gone and
only a slight indentatiou indicates notching. It was not used after the
last resharpening since no polish appears on the blade edges. It most
closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is associated
with the Late Woodland Period.

4t

Rim Side Niobchd(1-2)

Artifact 1-4 is an bifacial knife fragment. It is an unstetnmed specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base.. The cross
section is lenticular with no edge abrading and beveling that carries to the center of blade
on the right side of each face. Maximam dimensions are 5.2 cm x 4.1 cm x 0.9 cm and it
weighs 24.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife midsection. The stem and tip are missing and the
excurvate blade exhibits no evidence of notches. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.4 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 7.8 g. The raw material is heat-treated Reeds Spring chert, which is generally
found in southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas into northeast Oklahoma and
extreme southeast Kansas. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-6 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a damaged (probably once pointed) tip,
a straight blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.9 cm x
1.4 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 1.4 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
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23DA339
23DA339 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of a Middle Archaic
Period occupation. It was recorded in 1984 by Prewitt and Associates investigators and
visited by Howard Wimmer in 1990 when he collected 5 artifacts weighing 82.1 g. These
included 1 dart point fragment (2.0 g), 1 dart point (5.0 g), 2 bifacial knife fragments (15.1
g) and 1 aborted preform (60.0 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a Concave base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading on the notches base and stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 1.2 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 2.0 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.3 cm
and comprises about 83% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type which may date to the Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has an excurvate blade, no notches
and no shoulders. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.4 g. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.. 1s sp.ecimnen is an unclassified
type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife tip. It has a broad tip, an excurvate blade and a
biconvex cross section with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
2.9 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 5.7 g. The raw material i3 heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with
a specific cultural period.

whit •,, ((•-•3

ArtifactL 1-5 is a dart point.. It is an unstemmed specimen with
a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and
a concave ba,,.e. The cross section is biconvex with ao edge abrading
and bifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.0 cm x 2.2 cm x
0.7 cm and it weighs 5.0 g. The raw material is Pierson chert, which
is abundant in the Branson area and may be exposed in iimited areas
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the White
River type, which is associated with the Middle Archaic Period. It
has been exposed to heat as evidenced by a potlid fractume on one
side.
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23DA.344
23DA344 is a prehistoric lithic scatter of unknown affiliation. Wimmer collected 2
artifacts weighing 463.4 g. These included 1 flat abrader (443.4 g) and I preform
fragment (20.0 g). Neither are associated with a specific cultural period.
23DA362
23DA362 is a prehistoric lithic scatter~"f unknown affiliation. Wimmer collected 8
artifacts weighing 61.1 g. These included 2 bifacial knife fragments (7.0 g), 1 bifacial
knife (17.2 g), 4 preform fragments (32.6 g) and 1 flak- scraper (4.3 c).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is a corner removed
parallel stem specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade,
sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
rhomboidal with edge abrading on the stem and beveling on the
right blade edge. Maximum dimensions are 6.1 cm x 3.6 cm, x
0.9 cm and it weighs 17.2 g. The stem measures 2.0 cm x 2.3
cm and comprises about 33% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resul.ing from cutting meat with bone ccntact. This specimen
is resharpened and most closely resembles the Stone Square
Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
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Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is unstemmed with a rounded tip and a straight
working edge. The cross section is plano-convex with no edge abr.ding and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 1.9 g. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. Thhi speciinem, is an unclassified
type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a straight blade and a biconvex
cross section with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.1 cm x
3.2 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.1 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-4 is a unifacially beveled flake scraper. Maximum dimensions are 3.9
cm x 3.1 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 4.3 g. The raw iaterial is Jefferson City chert, which
is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
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from scraping wet hide and fr'om perforating a soft material. This specimen is not
associated with a specific cultural period.
23DA364
23DA364 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting
S~recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1987 when he collected
1 bifacial knife (1-1). It is an expanding stem specimen
with a broad tip, a straight blade, comer notches, barbed

••

shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
• • •,biconvex
with edge abrading on the base and stem and
•
: :,no
beveling. Maximu~m dimensions are 4.8 cm x 4.6 cm
: .- ,•
ax
0.9 cm and it weighs 15.7 g. The stem measures 1.3
•" • •
icm
•..._.,•
x 3.1 cm and comprises about 27% of the total length
Sof
the specimen. 'I he raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
caufte (1.1)
with bone contact. This specimen most closely
-esembles the Castroville type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
23DA365
23DA365 is a preh~istoric habitation exhibiting evidence of a Late Archaic or
Woodland Period occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wimmcr in 1986 when he
coxllected 13 artifacts weighing 156.5 g. These included 1 biface fragment (3.6 g), 1 dart
point fragment (4.0 g), 3 bifacial knife fragments (32.9 g), 2 bifacial knives (19.3 g) and 6
preform fragments (96.7 g).
N

Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a pointed tip, a recurved blade, comer notches,
barbed shoulders and a convex base. One shoulder a barb and
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 5.2 cmux 3.6 cmux 0.9 cm and it weigh~s 16.8 g. The stem
measures 1.7 cm x 2.6 cm and comprises about 33% of the
total length of the specimen. Ile raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. Ibis specimen most closely
resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed tip,
a recurved blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight býSe. Ile cross section
is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. One shoulder, a barb and
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part of one tang are missing. Maximum dimensions are 2.8 cm x 2.0
cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 2.5 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 1.1 cm
and comprises about 18% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an
unclassified type, which resembles others associated with the Woodland
Period.
Artifact 1-3 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding specimen
with comer notches, missing shoulders and a concave base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no
L.veling. Most of the blade and the tip have been carried away by an impact fracture.
Max:.n,,m dimensions are 2.3 cm x 2.1 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 4.0 g. The stem
measures 1.0 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 43% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Fairland
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
BiftcI Kfe Q.2)

Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife. It has an excurvate blade with a pointed tip, but is
missing the entire proximal portion. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.8 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.1 g.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-6 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a straight blade and is pianoconvex in cross section with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
1.8 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 2.4 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified
type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing blade and tip, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
piano-convex with no edge abrading and beveling on the left edge of the blade. Maximum
dimensions are 4.0 cm x 4.1 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 21.4 g. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
23DA366
23DA366 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Early to Late Arcnaic,
Late Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer
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in 1987 when he collected 120 artifacts weighing 11,766.6 g. These included 1 adze (91.5
g), 4 biface fragments (27.7 g), 5 stemmed biface fragments (48.0 g), 2 unstemmed biface
fragments (49.0 g), 1 dart point (3.4 g), 1 grinding basin (9,999.9 g), 1 piece of hematite
(47.4 g), 15 bifacial knife fragments (115.3 g), 12 bifacial knives (183.9 g), 4 mussel shell
fragments (41.0 g), 69 preform fragments (1,029.5 g), 2 preform s(23.2 g), 1 aborted
preform fragment (66.4 g), I aborted preform (31.6 g) and 1 projectile point/knife (8.8 g).
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Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is a square
stemmed comer removed specimen with a pointed tip, an
excurvate blade, square shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base
and stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 8.7 cm
x 4.1 cm x 1.1 cm and it weighs 36.2 g. The stem measures
1.6 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises about 18% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone
contact This specimen most closely resembles the Smith
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife proximal. it is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a straight

blade, basal notches,

barbed shouicers and a
straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with
slth (1-1)
edge abrading on the base
but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.5 cm x 4.6
cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 14.7 g. The stem measures
1.3 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 37% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Mroa.(2)
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
meat
cutting
from
resulting
wear
examination revealed
without bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Marcos type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a rounded
tip, a straight blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders (now missing) and a convex base.
The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 6.7 cm x 3.6 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 22.0 g. The stem
measures 1.4 cm x 3.5 cm and comprises about 21% of the total length of the specimen.
The tw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meal. with bone contact. This specimen
most closely resembles the Marcos type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing blade, basal notches,
barbed shoulders and a thinned concave base. The cross
section is irregular with edge abrading on the base but no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.6 cm
and it weighs 3.8 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm x 2.2 cm and
tomprises about 45% of the total length of the specimen. The
E,• .,,•,t~~t
14)
raw material -is unidentified chert. This is a fairly rare variant
.
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the Edgewood type foud in Middle Archaic contexts

throughout Southwest Missouri and Northwest Arkansas. Basal notches angle inward and
the thinned base is concave or recurved. Tangs are sharp or slightly rounded and barbs
long, usually aligned with the base. Almost all of the blade is missing,
but the barb margin on one side shows use wear and polish typical of
cutting meat with little bone contact.
Artifact 1-5 is a projectile point/knife. It is an lobed stem
specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, sloping
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 5.3 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.8 g. The stem measures
1.3 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 36% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
without bone contact. The tip has been carried away by an impact
w
5.
fracture. This resharpened specimen most closely resembles the White River type, which
is associated with the Middle Archaic Period.

ct Side

c

(1-6)

Artifact 1-6 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, side notches, sloping
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is rhomboidal with
edge abrading on the stem and beveling on the right blade edge.
Maximum dimensions are 4.7 cm x 2.3 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 12.7
g. T'he stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.6 cm and comprises about 28% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Rice Side
Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period. It has
been extensively resharpened, producing a slight beveling of the blade
and probably could also have been classified as a Steuben.

Artifact 1-7 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a broad tip,
an excurvate blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.7 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.8 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm
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x 3.1 cm and comprises about 38% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination at 25X
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Big

I'
'i,

-
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Biracial knife (1-8)

Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife. It is
an expanding stem specimen with a broad
& Omek (14)
tip, an excurvate blade, corner notches,
barbed shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
3.9 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 5.8 g. The stem measures
0.7 cm x 1.4 cm and comprises about 18% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an
unclassified type, which may be associated with the Woodland

Period.
Artifact 1-9 is a biface fragment. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, comer notches,
square shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.3 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 5.6 g.
The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 43%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without
bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Kings
Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.

Kin
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o(1-9)

Artifact 1-10 is a biface fragment. It is a parallel stem
specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, basal notches,
barbed shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
piano-.convex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
It has been resharpened so extensively that one shoulder is
missing and the blade is very short. The barbs (now missing)
were very long and the blade is damaged with margin existing
only on one side of the biface. It is made from a large flake.
Maximum dimensions are 4.6 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 11.3 g. The stem measures 1.8 cmx 2.2 cm and
Calf C,•ek v,"nt (1-10)

comprises about 39% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
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Microscopic examinatUon mrvealed wear resulting from cutting ment without bone contact.
This specimen is a variant of the Calf Creek type, which is associated with the Middle
Archair. Period.
Artifact 1-11 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a serrated blade, side notches, square
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 4.3 cm x 2.8 cmx 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.2 g. The stem
measures 1.5 cm x 2.0 t.m and comprises about 35% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type
midway in the continuum between Breckenridge and Rice Lobed.
The base is deeply concave to recurved like Breckenridge but the
stem edges are not alternately beveled. Serrations appear on this
example, but no blade edge beveling. The tip is missing and one
tang is damaged. It is probably Early Archaic in age.

"
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Artifact 1-12 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a parallel stem comer removed
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 5.2 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 15.6 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.3 cm
and comprises about 25% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with much bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Stone square stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period. This originally was a very long example of the type, but the tip was broken.
Artifact 1-13 is a small thin dart point. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, basal notches, barbed
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x
2.3 cmx 0.4 cm and it weighs 3.4 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 1.4
cm and comprises about 19% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found localiy.
This small and very thin biface has tip damage which could be the
result of impact. Slight blade edge damage might be attributable to
IDart point (1-13)
the same cause since no use polish seems apparent. One tang is
damaged. One notch is strongly basal while the other is almost a comer notch. One barb
is very long, extending below the existing base while the other is shorter. Similar points
have been found in Woodland contexts.
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Artifact 1-14 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem
specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, sloping shoulders
and a convex base. The cross section is piano-convex with no
edge abrading and beveling on the right blade edge. Maximum
dimensions are 5.9 cm x 2.9 cm x 1.1 cm and it weighs 21.8 g.
The stem measures 22 cm x Z2 cm and comprises about 37% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
damaged blade edges. Sections are snapped off and some areas
show crushing. Some hinge fractures originate from the edge.
No polish is apparent so its last use was probably not
dismembering. It may have been used to pry something open
(bivalve shells, for example). This specimen most closely
resembles the Waubesa type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.

'K

Waube•s (1.14)

Artifact 1-15 is a roughly elliptical bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen
with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on the right blade edge.
Slight indentions near the base suggest that it was hafted. Maximum dimensions are 6.2
cm x 2.3 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 16.3 g. The raw material is Jefferson City quartzite,
wvhich is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.

I:
S•

Artifact 1-16 is a large bifacial knife. It is a parallel
stem specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, notching,
barbed shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 5.5 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 20.9 g.
The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type,
that may be associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-17 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate
Rdac&,,
Wk (1 16)
blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders (now missing) and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.7 cm x 4.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 14.7 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about 26% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear although the thinness
suggests a cutting implement. It may have been broken before use. This specimen most
closely resembles the Castroville type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-18 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, an incurvate blade, side notches, no
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is rhomboidal with
edge abrading on the base and stem and beveling on the left edge of
the blade. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 9.5 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises
about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic

examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened so extensively that the
shoulders have been removed and most closely resembles the Rice

R

Lobed type, which is associated with the Early Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-19 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, an asymmetrical
blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders (one now missing) and

a concave base. One edge is missing and the other is so

4:

battered that function cannot be evaluated. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.4 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 12.7 g.
The stem measures 1.1 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about 25%
of the total length of the specimen. The rAw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic

"

-

examination revealed battering but no use-wear. This
Martindal (1-19)

-

specimen most closely resembles the Martindale type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-20 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing tip, a straight blade, side notches, no shoulders and a concave base. The cross
section is rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on the left edge of the blade.
Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 9.4 g. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified
type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-21 is thin a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing blade, comer notches, missing shoulders and a straight base. One tang 's
missing and the other is sharp and angular. One blade edge is almost totally snapped away
and the small part remaining of the other margin shows slight use rounding and some
polish. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.3 cm 1 2.4 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 3.3 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm
x 1.7 cm and comprises about 35% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
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resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles
the Ensor type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-24 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, corner notches, missing shoulders and a missing base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 4.0 cm x 3.7 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 8.7 g. The stem measures 0.0 cm x 0.0 cm
and comprises about 0% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat..
treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type
resembling the Fairland or Martindale types, which are both Late Archaic types.
Artifact 1-27 is a biface stem. It is a contracting stem specimen with a missing
blade, sloping shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.1 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 6.3 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises about 62% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in
the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from battering on the
stem edges, particularly the basal edge, a, if it were used as a small hammerstone, Ferhaps
in resharpening. This specimen most closely resembles the Waubea. type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-28 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a broad tip, an excurvate blade and is
missing the entire proximal portion. The crws.s section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no bcveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x 4.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 7.5 g.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
speci•iien is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural per;"d.
Artifact 1-29 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a pointed tip, an excI Yate blade and
is missing the entire proximal portion. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x 2.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it
weighs 4.4 g. The iaw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultura! period.
Artifact 1-30 is a bifacial knife. It has a damaged tip, a straight blade, no shoulders
and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.6 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 8.7 g. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contacL This specimen
is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
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Artifact 1-31 is z bifacial koife midsection. It has a missing tip, an excurvate
blade, unidentifiable notching, no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross
scct;-%n is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.3
cm x 3.5 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated
with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-32 is a crude hafted adze. It is an unstemmed specimen with a convex
tip, ana excurvate blade, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is pianoconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maxinrum dimensions are 9.7 cm x 4.9
cm x 2.5 cm and it weighs 91.5 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from chopping. This specimen
is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-36 is a preform. it is an unstemmed specimen with
a broad tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a
convey base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the
blade but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x 2.3 cm x
0.5 cm and it weighs 5.3 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This is a most informative preform
for either a small dart point or an arrow point. A flake has been
roughly percussion flaked. Then, starting at the tip, the specimen has
been carefully pressure flaked for about 2.3 cm toward the base. For
an unklnown reason flaking ceased here. The final product would
have been quite thin. It is probably Woodland or post Woodland, but
there is no way to be certait.
Artifact 1-43 is a bifacial knife stem. It is an expanding
stemmed specinrrn with a blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and
a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.7 '.m x 2.6
x 0.5 cm and it weighs 2.8 g. The stemn easures 0.5 cm x 1.8
cm and comprises about 29% of the total length of the specimen.
_______itL_____3
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examinatiou revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone
contact. This unclassified specimen resembles other types associated with the Woodland
Period. This is a fairly rare but widely distributed unnamed biface form. Basal notches are
executed at an angle to form a very short expnding siem with a concave or recurved
base. Massive bart s align with the base. Slight use polish can be seen on small rt.mnant of
barb/blade edge margin.
_cm

Artifact 1-44 is a bifacial knife. it ir an expanding stem specimen with a pointed
tip, an excurvate blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a sLtaight base. The c:oss
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section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.8
cm x 2.0 cmx 0.3 cm and it weighs 2.2 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm %1,0 cm and
comprises about 18% of the total length of the specimen. One corner of the stem is
missing so it was once wider. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examiration revealed wear resulting from cuttin, r ; it
'without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type, which may be asaciated with
the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-45 is a lanceolate bifacial knife. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
damaged tip, an excurvate blade, shallow side notches, sloping shoulders and a convex
base. The cross section is rhomboidal with no edge abrading and steep beveling on the left
edge of the blade. Maximum dimensions are 6.4 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 18.5
g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 19% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period,
although the beveling suggests an Early Archaic affiliation.
Artifact 1-47 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a pointed tip, a straight blade, no
notches, missing shoulders ..-nd a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading ci beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.7 cm
and it weighs 6.0 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone
contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-48 is a broad bifacial knife distal. It has a broad tip, an excurvate blade,
no notches, missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex
v,•th no edge abrading and no beveling. MaxL-num dimensions are 2.5 cm x 4.1 cm x 0.8
cm and it weighs 7.6 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington co'ert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
23DA.;67
23DA367 is a prehistoric hat itation exhibiting evidence of Late Archai: and
Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1987 when he
collected 8 artifacts weighing 120.0 g. These included 1 dart point fragment (8.8 g), 1
dart point (3.7 g), 1 bifacial knife hgment (12.3 g) and 5 preform fragments (95.2 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a damaged tip,
a straight blade, side notches, square shoulders and a convex base. One tang is missing.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dim msions are 3.5 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 3. 7 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm
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x 1.3 cm and com prises about 20% of the total length of the specimen. The rMw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type, which is often associated
with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-2 is a dart point stem, It is a parallel stem comer removed specimen
with a missing tip, a straight blade, square shoulders (one now missing) and a convex base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.4 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 8.8 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm
x 2.2 cm and comprises about 41% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no u-,e-wear. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. This specimen most
closely resembles the Stone Square Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a broad tip, an excurvate blade and is
missing the entire proximal portion. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 3.8 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 12.3
g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
23DA368
23DA368 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Early and Late Archaic,
Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. it was recorded by Howard Wimmer in
1987 when he collected 43 artifacts weighing 514.5 g. These included 3 stemmed biface
fragments (21.3 g), 3 dart point fragments (23.5 g), 1 bifacial drill fragment (3.1 g), 1
bifacial drill (1.6 g), 12 bifacial knife fragments (105.2 g), 2 bifacial knives (30.8 g), 1
flake knife fragment (11.4 g), 3 knife/scraper fragmeiuts (,-49.5 g), 1 knife/scraper (11.5 g),
1 preform fragm .:-.t (17.4 g), 13 aborted preform fragments (226.4 g), 1 projectile
point/knife fragment (9.6 g) and 1 bifacial end scraper fragment (3.2 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate biade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.9 cm x 4.2 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 13.3 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 2.7 cm and comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Reeds Spring chert, which is generally found in southwest Missouri and northwest
Arkansas into northeast Oklahoma and extreme southeast Kansas. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
specimen most closely resembles the Lander Comer Notched type, which is associated
with the Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife/scraper proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a straight blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base,
It is snapped 3 cm above shoulder on one side. The opposite shoulder, barb and blade
edge are missing. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem
but no beveling. Maximun dimensions are 4.4 cm x 3.7 em x 0.8 cm and it weighs 18.3 g.
The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 32% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which Lq found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact and from
scraping wood. This specimen most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is a parallel stem specimen with a missing
tip, a straight blade, side notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section
is biconvex with edge abrading on the base but no beveling. Maximman dimensions are 3.4
cm x 2.8 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 10.0 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 0.8 cm and
comprises about 21% of the total length of the specimen. Rhe raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting and scrping wood. This specimen is an unclassified type, which may be
associated with the Late .,rchaic Period. It is a rare, possibly unique, specimen with a
short squared stem, one barbed and one squared shoulder and a side notch located
immediately above wch shoulder. It is unlike the Evans point in stem morphology.
Artifact 1-4 is a biface fragment. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a straight blade, side notches, squai.e shoulders (one of which is missiig) and a
damaged base. The cross section is biconvex with io edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 10.0 g. The stein
measures 1.2 cm x 3.0 cm and comprises about 31% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is asiociated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a straight blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.4 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.6 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm
x 1.9 cm and comprises about 46% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Kings Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-6 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
blade, corner notches, missinig shoulders and a convex base. An impact fracture has
removed most of the blade and blade margins and extends into the hafting area on one
side. Part of base is also snapped off. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
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abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an impact fraeture. Maximum
dimensions are 3.4 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.2 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm
x 2.4 cm and comprises about 32% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Stone Corner
Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-7 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing

blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an
impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 2.7 can x 2.8 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 7.5 g.
The stem measures 1.6 cn x 2.8 cm and comprises about 59% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-8 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
blade, comer notches, barbed should.-rs and a convex base. One shoulder is missing due
to an impact fracture. The cross sec:ion is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.6 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.8 g. The
stem measures 1.5 cm x 3,0 cm and comprises about 58% of the total length of ýhe
specimen. The raw material is yellowv and gray mottled unid6ntified chert. Microscopic
examination revealed no use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Stone
Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-9 is a projectile pointknife stem. It is a parallel stem comer removed
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, missing shoulders and a straight base. There
is an impact fracture on one face. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the
stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs
9.6 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 44% of the total length of
the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen most closely resembles the Stone Square Stemmed type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-10 is a biface stem. It is a parallel stem specimen with a missing blade,
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is unidentifiable with edge
abrading on the stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.8 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.7 cm
and it weighs 3.9 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 1.8 cm and comprises about 72% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-we
This specimen most closely
resembles the Stone Square Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
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Artifact 1-11 is a hafted bifacial end scraper made from a broken and reworked
Table Rock Stemmed point. It is an expanding stem comer removed specimen with a
missing blade, square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm x 2.3 cm x
0.6 cm and it weighs 3.2 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 1.7 cm and comprises about
55% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
scraping wet hide. This specimen most closely resembles the Table Rock Stemmed type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-12 is a bifacial knife/scraper midsection. It has a missing tip, an
excurvate blade, square shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.0 cm x 3.6
cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 21.2 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting and scraping Bone
or antler. This specdnen is an unclassified type that may be associated with the Late
Archaic Period. This could be part of a broken Smith point, but not enough of the stem is
present to be sure.
Artifact 1-13 is a bifacial knife fragment consisting of one barb and one side of the
stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing blade, corner notches, barbed
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is unidentifiable with edge abrading on the
stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 2.1 em x 0.9 cm and it weighs
4.8 g. The stem measures 2.0 cm long and comprises about 65% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-14 is a bifacial knife base. It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing
tip, a straight blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
piano-convex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm x
2.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 5.6 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. It was probably not hafted. This specimen is an unclassified type
not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-15 is a bifacial drill midsection. It has a missing tip, a straight blade, no
shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveiing. Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.6 cm and it
weighs 3.1 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found loc-ally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from perforating a soft material. This specimen is
exhausted and is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-16 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a damaged tip, an excurvate blade,
missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no
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edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.0 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 12.1 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which ir, found locally. Microscopic

examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-17 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a rounded tip, an excurvate blade,
missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 3.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 14.6 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-18 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
pointcd tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and beveling on the left edge of the blade.
Maximum dimensions are 4.8 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 11.5 g. The raw
material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact and from scraping wet hide. This
specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-19 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a pointed tip, an excurvate blade,
missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.6 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 7.4 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-20 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a pointed tip, an excurvate blade,
missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is piano-convex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x 3.2 c= x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 4.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-21 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a pointed tip, an excurvate blade,
missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.8 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.5 cm and it
weighs 4.3 g. The raw material is h,!at-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-22 is a bifa-zial knife distal. It has a pointed tip, an excurvate blade,
notching, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 4.5 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
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examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-23 is a flake knife. Maximum dimensions are 7.0 cm x 2.0 cm x 0.7 cm
and it weighs 11.4 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This is a true blade with two longitudiaal arrises and much use polish and some
edge crushing on margins. It resembles blades associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-25 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel stem comer removed specimen with
a missing tip, a damaged blade, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 5.4 cm x 4.2 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 24.3 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.3 cm
and comprises about 28% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
most closely resembles the Stone Square Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-26 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem comer removed specimen
with a missing ti?, a damaged blade, square shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.8 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.5 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm
x 1.8 cm and comprises about 29% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Kings Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-27 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is a contracting stem specimen with
a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, missing shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is biconvex with heavy edge abrading on the stem but no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 6.3 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 12.6 g. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, whiich is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type, which may be
associated with the Woodland Period. Some Woodland contracting stem bifaces exhibit
heavy grinding on the stem. While the Early Archaic Hidden Valley points have wellground stems, they also have fine pressure edge treatment, often with serrations, which the
Woodland bifaces do not have. The edges on this specimen are too damaged to evaluate.
Artifact 1-28 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,
no notches, missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is diamondshaped with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.0 cm x 2.3 cm
x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.6 g. The raw material is heat.-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
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bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type, which exhibits fhue, almost parallel,
pressure flaking that suggests an Early Archaic affiliation.
Artifact 1-29 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, no
notches, no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.5 cm x 33.6 cm x 0.8 cm and
it weighs 16.3 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.

Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-31 is a bifacial drill. It is an unstemmed specimen with a pointed tip, a
straight blade, no notches, no shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is diamondshaped with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.5 cm x 1.0 cm
x 0.5 cm and it weighs 1.6 g. The raw material is an unidentified chert. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from perforating. This specimen is an unclassified
type, which Ls often associated with the Woodland and Mississippi periods.
23DA369
23DA369 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic, Middle
Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in
1987 when he collected 7 artifacts weighing 32.2 g. These included 1 arrow point
fragment (0.8 g), 1 arrow point (0.9 g), I stemmed biface fragment (14.2 g), 2 dart point
fragments (9.9 g), I aborted preform fragment (1.7 g) and 1 flake scraper fragment (4.7

g).
Artifact 1-1 is a stemmed bifacie proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 4.2 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs• 14.2 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.7 cm
and comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from battering. This specimen most closely resembles the Gibson type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-2 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specinion with a missing
tip, a straight blade, missing shoulders and a straight base. This is a thin dart point with an
impact fracture and damage to both edges and barbs. The ciuss section is biconvex with
edge abradin~g on the base and stem and no beveiing. Mrximum dimensions are 2.8 cm x
2.6 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 5.1 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises
about 39% of the total length of the specimen. The raw mato-rial is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination '-.veaJed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is a variant of the Fairland type, which is associated with the
LUte Archaic Period. Most Fairland points have more concave bases.
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Artifact 1-3 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a straight blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a straight base. The tip has
been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the base and stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.6 cm x 2.1 cm
x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.8 g. The stem mnasures 1.0 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about
38% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no use-wear. This
specimen is extensively resharpened and most closely resembles the Kings Corner Notched
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-4 is an arrow point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a straight serrated blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 1.5 cm %1.0 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 0.8 g. The stem meas.ires 0.5 cm
x 0.9 cm and comprises .bout 33% of the total iength of the specimen. The raw matetial
is a variety of Reeds Spring chert fouihd in McDonald County, Missouri. Microscopiexamination revealed tm evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Sequoyah type, which is associated%.;'th th.e Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-5 is a aborted preform proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on the left edge of the blade. Maximum
dimensions are 2.2 cm x 1.3 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 1.7 g. The raw ma:erial is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed rio
evidence of use-wear. This is the distal portion of a preform for an arrow point.
Arifact 1-6 is a flake scraper. Maximum .iimcnsions are 2.8 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.6 cm
-nd it weighs 4.7 g. The rzw material is B-,zrington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear ,sultmng from scraping dry hide. This specimen is
an unclassified type not associated with a ,pecific cultural period.
Artifact 1-7 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed tip,
an incurvate blade, side notches, square shoulders and a concave base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.6 cm x
1.1 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.9 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 0.9 cm and comprises
about 19% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Sallisaw type, which is associated
with the Mississippi Period.
23DA370
23DA370 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late to Terminal
Archaic and Late Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in
1987 when he collected 22 artifacts weighing 235.7 g. These included 2 biface fragments
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(3.0 g), 11 bifacial knife fragments (129.2 g), 1 bifacial knife (21.0 g), 7 preform
fragments (74.3 g) and 1 projectile point/knife fragment (8.2 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
missing tip, a straight blade, square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
piano-convex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
4.3 cm x 3.8 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 18.3 g. The stem measures 1.9 cm x 2.2 cm and
comprises about 44% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contaCL This specimen most closely resembles the Stone Square
Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a corner removed parallel stem
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, square shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.8 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 19.4 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm
x 2.0 cm and comprises about 31% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
weai ,resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Sionc Square Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-3 is a projectile point/knife proximal. It is a paralle! stem specimen with
a missing tip, an excurvate blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section
is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no beveling. The tip has L. Mn
carried away by an impact fracture. One shoulder is missing, possibly due to the impact
fracture or to arduous dismembering activity. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x 2.9 cm
x 0.8 cm and it weighs 8.2 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 1.7 cm and comprises about
34% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Table Rock
Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-4 is a biracial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no beve'ng.
Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 13.9 g. The stem
measures 1.4 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about 38% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact This specimen most closely
resembles the Lander Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland
Period.
Artifact 1-5 is a biracial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a straight blade, shallow wide side notches, sloping shoulders and a concave
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base. Both tangs are damaged. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the
Notches and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.3 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.6 cm, and it
weighs 12.0 g. The stem measures 2.0 cm x 2.9 cm and comprises about 38% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is associated
with the Late Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-6 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a contracting stem specimen with a
missing tip, a recurved blade, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.8 cm x 3.7 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 13.4 g. The stem measures 1.8 cm x 2.9 cm
and comprises about 47% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting nleat wil-hout bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles
the Standlee type, which begins during the Terminal Archaic, but is most common in
Woodland times.
Artifact 1-7 is a bitacial knife proximal. It is a contracting stem specimen with a
missing tip, a recurved blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 4.4 cm x 3.6 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 10.3 g. The stem measures 1.7 cm x 2.9 cm
and comprises about 39% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resuling from cutting meat without bone contact. This
specimen most closely resembles the Standlee type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a recurved blade,
corner notches, barbed shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm x 3.1
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
i; found locaily. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a pointed tip, an excurvate blade. The
shoulders, stem and base are missing. The cross section is plano-convex with no edge
abradir-g and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.5 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 8.0 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is an unclazssified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-10 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a straight blade, but the tip,
shoulders stem and base amt missing. The coss section is biconvex with no edge abrading
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and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.9 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 13.9
g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-11 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has an excurvate blade, but the tip,
shoulders, stem and base are missing. The cross section is bicoavex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 7.2 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-12 is a bifacial knife tip. It has a broad tip, an excurvate blade, but the
shoulders, stem and base are missing. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.7 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 4.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-13 is a bifacial knife. This is a small heat treated pebble that has been
bifacially flaked to a sharp edge on the base part. The cross section is not identifiable and
there is no edge abrading or beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x 4.0 cm x 1.8 cm
and it weighs 21.0 g. The raw material is heat-treated oolitic Jefferson City chert, which is
found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated
with a specific cultural period. Cortex still appears at the opposite end where the
thickness is greatest.
23DA371
23DA371 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Middle to Terminal
Archaic, Middle to Late Woodland and Early Mississippi Period occupations. It was
recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1987 when he collected 285 artifacts weighing 5,646.1 g.
These included 2 flat abraders (1,175.8 g), 3 adze fragments (56.7 g), 2 adzes (163.0 g), 4
arrow points (6.4 g), 8 biface fragments (46.2 g), 18 stemmed biface fragments (73.0 g), 2
stemmed biface (17.1 g), 1 unstemmed biface fragment (24.0 g), 2 tested cobbles (195.4
g), 1 core (86.6 g), 8 dart point fragments (65.8 g), 2 dzrt points (19.1 g), 2 bifaciai drill
fragments (11.5 g), 1 bifacial drill (4.2 g), 73 bifacial knife fragments (602.2 g), 27 bifacial
knives (395.6 g), 1 knife/scraper (12.7 g), 1 knife/flake scraper fragment (18.0 g), 105
preform fragments (2,231.4 g), 1 preform (31.4 g), 4 projectile point/knife fragments
(24.0 g), 4 projectile point/knives (46.0 g), 1 bifacial end scraper fragment (27.6 g), 3
bifacial end scraper (56.1 g), 1 scraper, bifacial fragment (27.7 g), 2 bifacial side scrapers
fragmeat (44.7 g), 1 bifacial side scraper (8.7 g), 1 core scraper (55.9 g), 3 flake scrapers
(84.8 g) and 1 flake scraper fragment (34.5 g).
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Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife proximal. It
,
is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip
and blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a
s, iight base. Thecross section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.3 cm x 5.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 13.0 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 3.0
|
cm and comprises about 30% of the total length
of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the
.1
deeper valleys. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This is an unusual type
featuring narrow basal notches, massive barbs and a very wide thin blade. The notches are
too narrow and the stem too expanding to fit into the Ouachita type and the stem is too
short and barbs too rounded to represent the Smith type. Its thinness and broad blade
suggests a Woodland affiliation.

[

Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a straighit base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.5 cm x 3.8 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 10.3 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 2.0 cm
and comprises about 14% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contacL This specimen is the same type as 1-1, but
the notches are more shallow.

L&,it, (1.3)

Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife. It is a corner removed
contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate
blade, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 5.4 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 15.9 g.
The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about 28%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without
bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the
Langtry type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through
Woodland periods.

Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. ThL
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.7 cm x 4.9 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 16.6 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 3.3 cm
and comprises about 41% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-
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treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealeJ wear
resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specirnen most closely resembles
the Ston6 Corner Notched type, which is associated with the LaUt Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-5 is a projectile point/knife stem. It is a corner
removed parallel stem specimen with a missing tip, an incurvate
blade, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The tip has been
carried away by at. impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling.

Maximum dimensions are 3.5 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.6 em and it weighs
6.8 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about
31% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without

bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Stoiie

swse,,
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Square Stemmed-like type, which is associated with twe lUkArchaic Pcfod.
Artifact 1-6 is a projectile point/knife st-cm. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade,

comer notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The tip

______

and part of the blade have been carried away by an impact
fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on
the base and no beveling. Maximum dimensi-as are 2.3 cm x
3.8 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 3.4 g. The stem measures 0.9
cm x 1.1 cm and comprises about 39% of the total length of
the specimen. The mw Laterial is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone
contact This specimen most closely resembles the Kings
Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late
I Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-7 is a dart point stem. It is a corner removed contracting stem
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The
tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edgt
abrading on the base aad stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.8 cm x 3.4
cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 12.6 g. The stem measures 2.0 cm x 2.1 cm and comp-ises
about 42% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic through Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-8 is a dart point .;tem. It is a comer removed contracting stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, missing shoulders and a concave base. The tip has
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been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading an the st.m 0 nd no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.7
cm and it weighs 8.5 g. The stem measures 1.8 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about 44% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no use-wear. This specimen most
closely resembles the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through
Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a parallel
stem specimen with a missing tip, ;Adamaged blade, basal
notches, barbed shoulders and iýstraight base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.0 cmx 3.2 cmx 0.9 cm and it weighs 8 .8 g.
The stem measures 1.8 cmx 2.0 cm and comprises about 45%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Jefferson City, which Ls found locally in the deeper
valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is a variant of
the Calf Creek variant type, which is associated with the Middle
Archaic Period.

Big Ceek (1.10)
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Artifact 1-10 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, side
notches, square shoulders and a convex base. The cross
* section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base. but no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 -mx 3.6 cmx 0.8 cm
and it weighs 11.9 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 3.2 cm and
comprises about 45% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of usewear. This specimen most closely resembles the Big Creek
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic iLeriod.

Artifact 1-11 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches,
barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is diamondshaped with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.0 cm x 2.6 cm x 1.2 cm and it weighs 13.4 g. The
stem measures 1.1 t.w x 1.7 cm and comprises about 28% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City
chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examirAtion revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Kings Corner
Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period. It
is urusually thick mni crude because the chert was difficult to work.
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Artifact 1-12 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, barbed shoulders and a stra ghm base. The erc.ss section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maxim=m dimensions
are 2.6 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 5.5 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 1.9 cm
and comprises about 46% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is a variant of the Stone
Square Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-13 is ! bifacial kniL- proximal. It is a parallel stem
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, basal notches, barbed
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.8
cmrx 2.3 cmrx 0.8 cm and it weighs 7.6 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm
0.0 cm and comprises about 29% of tht total length of the specimen.
The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
ML

_(I.13'

Micros&.:opi,-, examination reveald wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Marshall
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-14 is a bifacial end scraper. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, no shoulders and a concave base. The cross
sc ntion is unidentifiable with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.8 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 7.3 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm
x 2.7 cm and comprises about 36% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen is a broken unrecognized side notched
point that has been reworked into scraper by unifacial percussion work. It is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-15 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 2.3
cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 9.7 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a culturai period.
Artifact 1-16 is a biface stem. It is a comer removed contracting stem specimen
with a missing tip and blade, missing shoulder. and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.2
cm x 2.8 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.0 g. The stem measures 1.8 cm x 2.0 cm and
comprises about 82% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
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of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Langtry type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic through Woodland periods.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-17 include five biface stems. These items have expanding
stems with missing tips and blades, corner notches, barbed shoulders and missing bases.
No edge abrading and no beveling are present. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence

of use•wear. These specimens most closely resemoýe the Big Creek type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifacts cataloged as 1-18 incl'ide ten bifacial knife midsections. All have missing
tips, damaged blades, no shoulders and missing srems and bases. Cross sections are
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Raw materials include heat-treated
Jefferson City and ht at-treated Burlington cherts, both of which f..re found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed that these tools were used to ,:ut meat with bone
contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.

Artifacts cataloged as 1-20 include three bifacial knife raidsections. All have
missing tips, damaged blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. None exhibit
edge abrading or beveling. The raw material is hea -treated Burlington chert, which is

found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural perioL.
Artifact 1-25 is an adze bit. It is an unstemmed specimen with a ro-inded tip, an
excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is pianoconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm x 3.9
cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 11.9 g. The raw material is unidentified heat-treated yellowish
chert that is similar to some Kansas types. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting wood. This specimen is exhausted and is an unclassified type nct
associated with a specific cul.ural period.
Artifact 1-26 is an adze proximal. It is an urnstemmed specimen with a missing tip,
an excurvate blade, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is piano-convex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.0 cm x 3.0 cm x 1.2
cm and it weighs 15.5 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting wood. This
specimen is exhausted and is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-27 is an adze proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing tip,
an excurvate blade, no shoulders and a convex base.. The cross section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimeusions are 4.1 cm x 4.1 cm x 1.5 cm
and it weighs 29.3 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
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locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting wood. This
specimen is exhausted and is an unclassified type that resembles adzes found in the Middle
Woodland deposits at the Albertson site (3BE174; Dickson 1991:118).
Artifact 1-29 is a bifacial knife. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, an
excurvate blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and
a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 4.8 cm x 4.9 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 23.2 g.
The stem measures 1.4 cm x 3.0 cm and comprises
about 29% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen most closely resembles the Snyders type,
which is associated with the Middle Woodland Period.

sayd, (12)
-

Artifact 1-30 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 4.4 cm x
0.8 cm and it weighs 13.6 g. The stem measures 1.6 cm x
3.2 cm and comprises about 41% of the total length of
the specimen. The raw material is an unidentifled very
fossiliferous brown and tan heat-treited chert dmt which
is not found locally. Microscopic (.xaminaticn revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat vith bone contact. This
Saydem (1.30)

specimen most closely resembles the Snyders type, which
is associated with the Middie Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-31 is a bifaciai knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.5 cm x 4.5 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 16.9 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm
x 3.4 cm and comprises aboilt 43% of the total length of the specimen. The raw nraterial
is heat-treated Burlington chuct, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Snyders type, which is associated with the Middle Woodlanc' Period.
Artifact 1-32 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. A nhe
cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and one unifacially beveled edge that
has not been compleirly reduced. Maximum dimensions are 4.0 cm x 5.7 cm x 1.0 cm and
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it weighs 22.2 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 3.3
cm and comprises about 35% of the total length of
the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of
use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles
the Snyders type, which is associated with the
Middle Woodland Period. Apparently, it was
broken in manufacture.
Artifact 1-33 is a bifacial knife proximal.
It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
say,, (1-32)
tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed
shoulders (one missirAg) and a convex base with missing tangs. Potlid fractures are
present, indicating exposure to heat after manufacture. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the base but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 4.4 cm x
0.7 cm and it weighs 9.4 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about
45% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Snyders type,
which is associat d with the Middle Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-34 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 4.1 cm x 3.8 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 12.6 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.9 cm
and comprises about 29% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattrea I Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
-•
from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen most closely resembles the
Snyders type, which is associated with the
Middle Woodland Period.
-resulting

Artifact 1-37 is a bifacial knife. It is an
unstemmed specimen with a pointed tip, an
excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 7.3 cm, x 6.0 cm x
1.6 cm and it weighs 60.3 g. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microccpic examination revealed
wear resulting trom cutting meat without bone
contact. This specimen may be a preform for a
,.Woodland Period Suyders point.
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Artifact 1-38 is an adze. It is an unstemned
specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
piano-convex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 9.3 cm x 4.8 cm x 2.2 cm
and it weighs 86.8 g. The raw material is Burlington

/

chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination

revealed wear resulting from cutting wood as well as
some battering. This specimen is an unclassified type
not associated with a specific cultural period.

\.

Artifacts cataloged as 1-40 include 17 bifacial
knife m-dsections. All have missing tips, excurvate

,/

/

blade-s, no shoulders and missing stems and bases.

None exhibit edge abrading or beveling. Raw materials
include heat-treated Jefferson City and Burlington
chert (both heat-treated and non heat-treated) both of/N,
which are found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat w.ith bone
contact. These specimens are an unclassified type not

.,
'

.
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associated with a specific cultural period.
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Artifact 1-42 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a broad tip, an excurvate blade and is
missing the entire proximal portion. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x 5.2 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 22.7
g. The raw material is Burling'.on .-hert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-44 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem

I specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, corner notches,
j

-

barbed shoulders and a recurved base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.9 cm
and it weighs 11.7 g. The stem measures 1.3 cmx 2.5 cm and
comprises about 35% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found

locally. Microscopic examination revealed no use-wear but
some battering. This specimen is an unclassified type, which
resembles others associated with the Middle Archaic Period.

The lobed base suggests the Rice type, but there is no beveling or serrating. There is
some similarity to the Jakie type, but the latter usually has a more concave base.
Comparable specimens were found in Middle Archaic levels at the Pohly site (34MY54) in
Mayes County, Oklahoma (Ray 1965:Plate 16, 9-12).
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Artifact 1-45 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a recurved base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the bose and stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.0 cm x 3.8 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.6 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 2.7 cm and comprises about 65% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type, that resembles others
associated with the Middle Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-46 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a recurved base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.7 cm x 3.9 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 12. 4 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.4 cm
and comprises about 32% of the total length of the specimen. The ra.w material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type, that resembles others a-iociated with
the Middle Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-47 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.9 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 5.1 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.3 cm
and comprises about 41% of tle total length of the specimen. The raw material is Reeds
Spring chert, which is found in southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas into north.ast
Oklahoma and extreme southeast Kansas. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact This specimen most closely resembles the
Snyders type, which is associated with the Middle Woodland Period, although the tangs
are more rounded and notches slightly narrower than in typical Snyders bifaces.
Artifact 1-48 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip and blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex oase. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 3.0
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.4 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises
about 52% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Snyders type, which is associated with the Middle
Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-49 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, square
shoulders and a convex base. The tip has been carried away by an
impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading
on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.8
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cm x 2.6 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.1 g. The stem measures 3.3 cm x 2.2 cm and
comprises about 87% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Steuben
tyFz, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-50 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate
blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a straight base.
The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the
base and stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are

3.7 cmx 4.0 cmx 0.8 cm and it weighs 12.7 g. The stem
measures 1.2 cmx 2.6 cm and comprises about 32% of the

Swt, Corn
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total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examinatiou revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact and from scraping wet hide. This specimen
most closely resembles the Stone Comer Notched type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1&51 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a contracting stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading on the base and stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.9
cm x 2.6 cm x 0.6 cm aud it weighs 10.7 g. The stem measures 2.0 cm x 2.2 cm and
comprises about 34% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is unidentified
tan and light gray chert with gray inclusions. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the
Langtry type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-52 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a corner removed contracting stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.4 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.6 g. The stem measures 1.7 cm x 2.0 cm
and comprises 50% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic

examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
without bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Langtry type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic through Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-53 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a
contracting stem specimen with a missing tip and blade,
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm x 4.0 cm x 0.7
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cm and it weighs 6.9 g. The stem measures 2.0 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about 69% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen most closely resembles the Dickson type, which is associated with the Middle
Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-54 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a contracting stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
piano-convex with edge abrading on the stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
4.0 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 7.2 g. The stem measures 1.8 cm x 2.0 cm and
comprises about 45% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Dickson
type, which is associated with the Middle Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-55 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders
and a concave base. The cross section is diamond-shaped with
edge abrading on the base and stem and beveling on the left
edge of the blade. Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 3.3 cm x
0.7 cm and it weighs 8.0 g. The stem measures 1.6 cm x 2.3 cm
and comprises about 39% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most
closely resembles the Standlee type, which is associated with the
su(d2(-55)

Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-56 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading on the stem but no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.4 cm x 3.7 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 12.3
g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about
34% of the total length of the specimen, The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Standlee type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.

0

SaW(1-56)

Artifact 1-57 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a contracting stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.5 cm x 4.0
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 11.2 g. The stem measures 2.2 cm x 2.9 cm and comprises
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about 49% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is an unidentified chert.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen most closely resembles the Standlee type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-58 is a projectile poin/knife. It is a contracting stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The tip has been
carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cmn x 3.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.3 g.
The stem measures 1.3 cm x 1.7 cm and comprises about 31% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in
the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Langtry type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic through Woodland periods.

c,

Sstem
\

Artifact 1-59 is a bifacial knife. it is a corner removed
contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is planoconvex with edge abrading on the stem but no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 5.3 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.4 g. The
measures 1.6 cm x 1.8 cm and comprises about 30% of the total
,length
of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most
closely resembles the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic through Woodland periods.

Langtry (1-59)

Artifact 1-60 is a dart point. It is a corner removed contracting stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The tip has
been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.9
cm and it weighs 8.3 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 1.9 cm and comprises about 38% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no use-wear. This specimen most
closely resembles the Langtry type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic through Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-61 is a bifacial knife. It is a comer
removed contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base.
The cross section is piano-convex with edge abrading on
the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.9
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cm x 4.3 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 13.5 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.3 cm and
comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. '-' -oscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. ThL., .. c.eimen most closely resembles Ohe Standlee
type (except for the shorter stem), which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-62 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem
specimen witli a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, square shoulders
and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.1 cm x 2.8
cmx 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.5 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 1.8
cm and comprises about 27% of the total length of the specimen.
""/Thu raw material i heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact.. This specimen most closely
resembles the Gary type, which is associated with the Woodland
Period.
G.ry (1.62)

Artifact 1-63 is a projectile point/knife. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged
blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex
base. The tip has been carried away by an impact
fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.7
cm x 4.6 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 23.5 g. The stem
measures 1.7 cm x 2.9 cm and comprises about 30% of
the total length of the specimen. The iaw mraterial is
heat-treated Burlington cher which is found lo.'ally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most
closely resembles the Stone Comer Notched type, which
is asscciated with the Late ArchdL; Period.

s

n,. Nod d1.63)

Artifact 1-64 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.7 cm x 2.1 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.7 g. The stem is 1.1 cm long and comprises
about 41% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Stone
Corner Notched type, which is associated with twe Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-68 is a projectile point/knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base.
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The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.6 cm
and it weighs 6.6 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 30% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.

~
,

Artifact 1-69 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner
notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.5 cm x 4.1 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 12.8 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.9 cm and

I (~4~comprises about 29% of the total length of the specimen.

i
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The raw materal is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.

Artifact 1-71 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.5 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.7 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.9 cm
and comprises about 40% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated B1irlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type
not a',ociatcd with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-73 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,
sloping shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is rhomboidal with no
edge abrading and beveling on the left edge of the blade. Maximum dimensions are 3.6
cm x 2.4 cm x 0.9 cm and ii weighs 8.2 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting and scraping
wood. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-74 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, missing shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 4.7 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 11.2 g. The stem
measures 1.3 cm x 3.0 cm and comprises about 28% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting bone or antler. This specimen most
closely resembles the Snyders type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-75 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a convex base. The tip has been
carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.0 cm x 3.9 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 10.8
g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 3.0 cm and comprises about 33% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an ,unclassifiedtype not
associated with a cultural period.
Artifact 1-76 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side
notches, square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.7 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.7 cm and
it weighs 6.4 g. The s.frm measures 1.2 cm x 2.3 cm and
comprises about 44% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the
Steuben type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.

(1.'6)

Artifact 1-77 is a projectile point/knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, missing shoulders and a straight base. The tip has
been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.4 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.6 cm and it
weighs 7 .2 g. The stem measures 1.0 cmx 2.7 cm and comprises about 23% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which' is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wea" resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Steuben type, which is associated with
the Woodland Period.

Bif••aJ knife (1.-7)

Artifact 1-78 is a bifi.cii'l knife. It is an unstemmed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged biade, no notches, ro shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on
the stem and no beveling. Manimum dimensions are 3.5 cm x 2.5 cm
x 0.8 cm and it weighs 10.0 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact and
some battering. This specimen iLexhausted and is an unclassified
type not associated with a sF-.cfi.: cultural period.

Artifact 1-80 is a biface proximal. It is an expinding stem specimen with a missing
tip and blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
rhomboidal with edge abrading on the base and stem and beveling on the left edge of the
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blade. Maximum dimensions are 2.4 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 4.3 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 1.6 cm and comprises
50% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is
exhausted and most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type,
which is associated with the Woodland Period.

,s
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Artifact 1-81 is a biface stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip
and blade, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is unidentifiable with
edge abrading on the base and stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.3 cm x
1.9 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 2.5 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 1.9 cm and comprises
about 52% of the total length of .he specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is a variant of the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is
issociated with the Late Archaic Period.
S
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Artifact 1-83 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, side notches, square shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.4 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.4 m and it weighs
1.0 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises .,out 25% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which
is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopi.' cxamina.ion revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimnen most closely resembles the Klunk Side
Notche I type, which is associated with the Late Woodland Period.

Artifacts cataloged as 1-84 include two bifacial knife midsections. Both have
missing tips. damaged blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. Neither exhibit
c.ge ab.. ling or beveling. Both are manufactured of heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. These specimens are of an umclassified type not associated with a specific
ltural period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-85 it.,'lude two dart point midsections. Both have missing
tips, damaged blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. Neither exhibits edge
abrading or beveling. Raw materials include Jefferson City and heat-treated Burlington
chiert, both of which are found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of
use-weai. Both are damaged by impact fractures. This specimen is an unclassified type
not associated with a cultural period.
Artifact 1-86 is a biracial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen ":,ith a
missing tip, a damaged blade, corner uotches, missing shoulders and a straight base. It is
broken lengthwise with one blade and stem edge missing. Thc cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.6
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cm and it weighs 6.0 g. The stem is 1.0 cm long and comprises about 24% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone
contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-87 is a bifacial side scmper midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged
blade, barbed shoulders and a missing stem and base. It is broken lengthwise and has a
concave area unifacially worked into remaining edge. The cross section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and beveling on the left edge of the blade. Maximun dimensions are 4.2
cm x 1.9 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revea!ed wear resulting from
scraping bone or antler. This specimen is exhausted and is an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-88 is a bifacial drill. It is an unstemmed specimen with
a pointed tip, a straight blade, no shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on the
left edge of the blade. Maximum dimensions are 3.8 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.5
cm and it weighs 4.2 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
"resultingfrom perforating. This specimen is an unclassified type that
resembles similar tools associated with the Late Woodland Period. It
appears to be a small arrow point preform that was broken and then used
as perforator.

D
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Artifact 1-89 is a bifacial drill midsection. It has a missing tip, a straight blade, no
shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is diamond-shaped with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x 0.9 cm x 0.5 cm and it
weighs 2.1 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from perforating. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-90 is a bifacial oval drill base with one side damaged. It is an
unstemmed specimen with a missing tip and blade, no shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is unidentifiable with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.8 cm x 2.4 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs
9.4 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period. The tip is broken off 0.3 cm above the base.

-- aM, (m

Artifact 1-91 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip and blade, side notches, missing
shoulders and a recurved base. The tip and part of the blade have
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been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is unidentifiable with edge
abrading on the stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.8 cm
and it weighs 7.5 g. The stem measures 1.6 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises 50% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no use-wear. This specimen is exhausted and
most closely resembles the Hanna type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-92 is a flake knife/scraper. Maximum dimensions are 4.6 cm x 4.3 cm x
0.9 cm and it weighs 18.0 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact and from scraping dry hide. Ths specimen is an unclassified type, which is
similar to other tools associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-93 is a bifacial side scraper. It is an unstemmed
specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is piano-convex with no edge
abrading and unifaciai beveling. M~aximum dimensions are 4.5 cmnx
2.2 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.7 g. The raw material is heat-treted
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
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revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an
unclassified type that resembles other tools associated with the

Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-94 is a bifacial end scraper. It is an expanding stem specimen with an
irregular tip, an excurvate blade, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross section
is pIano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are
2.5 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.8 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.6 cm and
comprises about 52% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from scraping wet hide. This specimen is reworked from the proximal portion of an
unclassified stemmed biface that resembles others associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-95 is a preform proximal. It is a contracting stem comer removed
specimen with a missing tip and blade, sloping shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2
cm x 4.2 cm x 1.1 cm and it weighs 19.3 g. The stem meaaures 2.3 cm x 3.4 cm and
comprises about 55% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is an
unidentified heat-treated chert. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of usewear. This specimen is an unclassified type that resembles others associated with the
Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-96 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.3
cm x 4.4 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 25.8 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
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chert, which i3 found locally. Microscopic. examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated
with a specific cultural period. It was broken during reduction due to chalky place in
chert.
Artifact 1-100 is a core scraper. The cross section is plano-convex with no edge
abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.0 cm x 3.3 cm x 2.3 cm and
it weighs 55.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Butlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resuaing from scraping wet hide. This specimen
is an unclassified type that is similar to others associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-101 is a flake screper. Maximumn dimensions are 5.0 cm x 4.3 cm x 1.6
cm and it weighs 34.5 g. The raw material is heat-treated ourlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This
specimen is an unclassified type that resembles others associated with the Woodland
Period.
Artifact 1-102 is a bifacial side scrapec proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen
with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section
is plano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are
5.6 cm x 4.5 cm x 1.4 cm and it weighs 39.8 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an unclassified type that resembles others
associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-103 is a bifacial scraper proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
mis.iing tip and blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex widh no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.8 cm
x 4.9 cm x 1.5 cm and it weighs 27.7 g. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This
specimen is an unclassified type that resembles others associated
with the Woodland Period.
, •

•

:,Artifact
1-104 is a bifacial end scraper. It is an
unstemmed spe.cimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no
>notching,
no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
plano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 6.3 cm x 2.9 Lm x 1.2 cm and it weighs
27.6 g. The raw material is heat-treated Jefferson City chert,
which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from scraping dry hide. This
Bifc,, end
,,pc,(1 .104)
specimen is an unclassified type, which is associated with the
I Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-105 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, comer
notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.7 cm x 3.9 cm x 0.8
cm and it weighs 16.8 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.9
cm and comprises about 28% of the total length. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely re,,",embles the Lander Corner
Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland
Period.
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Artifact 1-106 is a bifacial knife. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a

con, ax base. The cross section is biconvex with edge
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abrading on the stem and no beveling Maximum
are 5.0 cm x 4.9 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs
//
/dimensions
stem measures 1.5 cm x 3.0 cm and
The
g.
24.3
comprises about 30% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact and some battering. This specimen is
resharp-'ned and m-ost closely resembles the Lander
Comer Notched type, which is associated with the
Nod,,ed (1-106)
Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-107 is a biracial knife. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged
blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex
base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
3.3 cm x 4.7 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 14.6 g. The
stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about
36% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is Burlington chert, wrich is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen
most closely resembles the Lander Corner Notched
type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-108 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer
notches, barbed shouldJers and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex v'ith edge abrading on the stem and no
beveling. Maximun; dimersions are 3.6 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.7 cm
and it weighs 10.1 g. Th1e stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.3 cm and
comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is exhausted
and most closely resembles the Lauder Corner Notched type,
is associated with the Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-109 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged
blade, cornei notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and
beveling on the right blade edge. Maximum dimensions are
3.7cm ,: 4.0cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 11.1 g. The stem
measures 1.2 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 32% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting bone or antler. This specimen is exhausted and
s,,n (1-109)
most closely resembles the Snyders type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period. One corner of the 5rokzn tip has been beveled by
percussion flaking to form a diagonal cutting edge, which has been resharpened several
times by percussion. A burin-like chisel edge exhibits much use rounding and polish,
suggesting cutting a hard material such as bone or antler. Whether this is reinvention of a
Paleo-Indian/Early-Middle Archaic tool type to fulfill a specific need is unknown. This is
a rare Late Middle Woodland tool.
-

Artifact 1-110 is a biface. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged, blade, comer notches,
barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no
\ x~.beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.5 cm x 3.7 cm x 0.8 cm
and it weighs 10.6 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.1 cm and
comprises about 37% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and
Big Cra,(1-110)
most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 14111 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip and blade, corner notches, barbed
shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the base but no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 1.8 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.2 g. The stem
measures 1.0 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 56% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Reeds Spring chert.,
which is found in southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas into
northeast Oklahoma and extreme southeast Kansas. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most
closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period.

,

.

Artifact 1-112 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, missing shoulders and a convex base. Most
of the distal portion has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 2.9
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.9 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 3.0 cm and comprises
about 42% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no use-wear.
This specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-113 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 2.6
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.8 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises
about 27% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is exhausted and most clostey
resembles the Grand type, which is associated with the Woodland
Period.

Rice Side.

Artifact 1-114 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, side notches, sloping
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is rhomboidal
with edge abrading on the base and stem and beveling on the left
edge of the blade. Maximum dimensions are 6.0 cm x 2-8 cm x 1.0
cm and it weighs 18.8 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.8 cm and
comprises about 23% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
,,," (1.-114)
resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is associated with the
I Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-115 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a straight blade, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is plano-convex
with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.5 cm x 2.2 cm x
0.7 cm and it weighs 8.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Rice Side
Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period. This biface has been
resharpened so extensively that no shoulders exist at all. The original shape is
indeterminate and could have resembled a variety of types, such as Steuben, Snyders,
Lander, etc.
Artifact 1-116 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on the left edge of the b!ade. Maximum
dimensions are 4.9 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 11.4 g. The stem measures 1.9 cm
x 2.2 cm and comprises about 39% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and
most closely resembles the Standlee type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-117 is a dart point stem. It is a corner
removed contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, notching, sloping shoulders and a concave
base. ,The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x
3.6 cm x 0.7 cm
and it weighs 8.5 g. The stem measures 1.6 cm x 1.7 cm and
comprises abou 38% of the total length of the specinlen. The
raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no use-wear. This
specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Langtry
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through
Woodland periods.

-

(1.117)

Artifact 1-118 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a comer removed contracting stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, square shoulders and a concave base. The
cross section is rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on the left edge of the
blade. Maximum dimensions are 3.4 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 6.4 g. The stem
measures 1.8 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about 53% of the total !ength of the specimen.
The raw material is Pierson chert, which is abundant in the Branson area and may be
,,,,,AJLd h, llaiurid areas localty. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bona, contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles
the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through Woodland periods.
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Artifact 1-119 is a bifacial knife. It is a corner removed contracting stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.7 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.3 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm
x 2.0 cm and comprises about 41% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely resembles the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through
Woodland periods.

,and
I

Waube

(1-120)

Artifact 1-120 is a stemmed biface. It is a corner
removed contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.6 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.5 cm
it weighs 7.3 g. The sxem measures 1.5 cm x 1.8 cm and
comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the
deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from perforating a soft material. This specimen is resharpened
and most closely resembles the Waubesa type, which is
associated with the Middle Woodland Period. The blade of this
biface has been resharpened and not used subsequently. The

other margin has been removed via a burin spall or by an impact
-fracture.

Artifact 1-121 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a comer removed contracting stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a missing base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.9 cm x 2.7 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 8.7 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.0 cm
and comprises about 34% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact This specimen is resharpened aLd most closely
resembles the Table Rock Fointed Stem type, which is associated with the Loftin phase of
Mississippi Period (Chapman 1980:313).
Artifact 1-124 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a straight base. The tip and
most of the blade have been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.4 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 9.1 g. The stem measures 1.8 cm x 2.8 cm
and comprises about 53% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no use-wear.
This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Stone Comer Notched type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-125 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip and blade, corner notches, missing shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.9 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 7.4 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.4 cm
and comprises about 48% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-127 include nine bifacial knife midsections. All have
missing tips, a damaged blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. None exhibit
edge abrading or beveling. Raw materials include Pierson chert, heat-treated Reeds
Spring chert and Burlington chert (both heat-treated and non heat-treated). Microscopic
examiration revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. These
specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-129 is a projectile point/knife. It is an unstemmed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping
shoulders and a concave base. The tip has been carried away by an
impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading
on the notches and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x
2.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 9.3 g. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen most closely resembles the White River
type, which is associated with the Middle Archaic Period.

,
Whiitetv(1-129)

Artifact 1-130 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed
shoulders and a straight base. The tip has been carried away by an
impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.3 cm x 2.0 cm x 0.5 cm
and it weighs 2.6 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 1.5 cm and comprises
about 30% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Koite, (1.3)
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified
type, which is associated with the Early Mississippi Period. Comparable arrow points
were found in Early Mississippi context by Dickson (1991:144-145) at the Albertson site
(3BE174). The point also resembles the Koster type, a Late Woodland arrow point
(Perino 1985:211), except that it is completely flaked while most Koster points have part
of original flake surfaces showing.
S
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Artifact 1-131 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.8 cm, x 1.7 cm x
0.4 cm and it weighs 1.5 g. The stem measure 0.6 cm x 1.2 cm and
comprises about 33% of the total length of the specime •. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is an unclassified type that resembles others associated with the
Early Mississippi Period.

Scallom (1.132)

A

pt

(1.131)

Artifact 1-132 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed
shoulders and a convex base. The tip has been carried away by an impact
fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.7 cm x 1.7 cm x 0.3 cm and it
weighs 1.3 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 1.1 cm and comprises about
29% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallom
type, which is associated with the Late Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-133 is an ovate bifacial end
scraper. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.9 cm x 5.3 cm
x 0.9 cm and it weighs 42.0 g. The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat without bone contact
and from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an
unclassified type that resembles others associated
with the Woodland Period.

V

/ .-.

BdwW end temper (1-133)

Artifact 1-134 is a flake scraper. Maximum dimensions are 3.8 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.8
cm and it weighs 12.8 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen
resembles others found in association with Woodland Period deposits.
Artifact 1-135 is a flake scraper. It is a thick elongated flake with one end
unifacially worked into scraping edge. Maximum dimensions are 6.5 cm x 4.4 cm x 1.2
cm and it weighs 46.7 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
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Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This
resharpened specimen resembles others found in association with Woodland Period
deposits.
Artifact 1-136 is a flake scraper. It is a thick, elongated blade-like flake that has
been unifacially worked at one end and along both edges. Maximum dimensions are 6.4
cm x 3.1 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 25.3 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination at 25X revealed wear resulting from scraping wet
hide. This specimen resembles others found in association with Woodland Period
deposits.
Artifact 1-139 is a preform proximal. It
is an unstemmed specimen with a missing tip
and blade, no notches, no shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading on the base but no beveling.

,I
': ---

•L.'
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Maximum dimensions are 5.0 c= x 6.2 cm x
1.4 cm and it weighs 51.6 g. The raw material
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an
unclassified type that resembles others
associated with the Woodland Period.

-• "-.-is

(1)
P,,,,in(1

Artifact 1-140 is a preform proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing
tip and blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading on the base but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x 5.2
cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 17.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is an unclassified type that resembles others associated with the Woodland
Period.
Artifact 1-142 is an adze. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip, an
excurvate blade, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is piano-convex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.6 cm x 5.5 cm x 2.3 cm
and it weighs 76.2 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting wood. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period. It is a large and thick (at
one end) wedge-shaped flake that has been modified slightly at the thin and sharp end and
used as adze.
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23DA372
23DA372 is a prehistoric habitation of unknown cultural affiliation. It was
recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1987 when he collected 3 preform fragments (80.6 g).
None are associated with a specific cultural period.
23DA373
23DA373 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of a Late Archaic Period
occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1987 when he collected 7 artifacts
weighing 140.9 g. These included 1 blank fragment (53.8 g), 1 dart point fragment (10.3
g), 2 bifacial knife fragments (16.2 g), 2 preform fragments (43.1 g) and 1 preform (17.5
g).
Artifact 1-1 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, comer
notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base but no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.6 cm x 4.2 cm x 0.8
cm and it weighs 10.3 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.6
cm and comprises about 54% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period.

B

Ce(l.1)

Artifacts cataloged as 1-3 include two bifacial knife midsections. Both have
missing tips, a damaged blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. Neither
exhibits edge abrading or beveling. Raw materials include heat-treated Reeds Spring and
heat-treated Burlington chert, both of which are found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. Thtse specimens are
resharpened and are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
23DA374
23DA374 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of a Woodland Period
occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1987 when he collected 6 artifacts
weighing 80.2 g. These included 1 stemmed biface fragment (5.5 g), 2 bifacial knife
fragments (19.9 g), 1 preform fragment (19.3 g), 1 b~facial end scraper fragment (8.2 g)
and 1 flake scraper (27.3 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a flake scraper. Maximum dimensions are 4.8 cm x 3.7 cm x 61.1
cm and it weighs 27.3 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
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Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide. Th;', specimen
resembles others associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial end scraper fragment. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.0 cm x 3.8 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 8.2 g. The raw material is Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from scraping
wet hide. This specimen is an unclassified type that resembles others associated with the
Woodland Period. This is probably the base of a thin preform that has been beveled and
modified into a scraper. Two marginal constrictions at the opposite end may mean
specimen was hafted.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-5 include two bifacial Luife midsections. Both have
missing tips, damaged blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. Neither exhibits
edge abrading or beveling. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
23DA375
23DA375 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of a
Late Archaic Period occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer
in 1987 when he collected 1 bifacial knife (1-1). It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a recurved blade, corner notches, barbed
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm
x 2.1 cm x 0.5 cm and it w.ighs 4.4 g. The stem is 0.6cm long and
comprises about 19% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period. Similar bifaces were found in
Late Archaic context at the Albertson site (3BE174; Dickson 1991:87)
where they were classed as LA-3 bifaces.

BUz k

(1.1)

23DA377
23DA377 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic,
Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in
1987 when he collected 14 artifacts weighing 126.6 g. These included 1 stemmed biface
fragment (5.3 g), 6 bifacial knife fragments (50.9 g), 3 bifacial knives (31.6 g), 2 preform
fragments (28.6 g) and 2 projectile point/knives (10.2 g).
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Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an
rxpanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a straigh blade, corner notches, barbed
shoulders and a straight base. The cro,- section is diamond-shaped
with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.5 cm x 2.2 cm x 0. cm and it weighs 7.8 g. The
stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.2 cm "nd comprises about 22% of the total
- .length
of the specimen. The raw material is heat-tre-.ted Burlington

'% chert, which is found locally. Microcopvic ,xzination revealled wear
Sf.V'• resulting from cutting ieat with bone coniact. This specimen is
resharpenad and most closely re scmbie. the Ensor type, which is

associated with the Late Archaic Peti(,.

EawT(I0I)

Artifact 1-2 is a projectile poin, Lkife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a mi'sing tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, slopng
shoulders and a concave base. The tip has been carried away by impact fracture. The cross section is piano-convex with edge abrading
on the base and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4 1 era x 2.1
cm x 0.8 crn and it weighs 7.3 g. The ctem measures 1.3 cmx 1.8 cm
and comprises about 32% (if the total length of the specimen. The ,Aw
material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Micrcsopic
examination revealed we-ar resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen most closely rerembles the Hannz type, whiz-h
is associated with the Late Archaic Pe--od.

.

B1 fcral knie (1 3)
-

:

H.-(1.2)

Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
corner notches, barbed sl"oulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and n(, bevelhig.
Maximum dimensions .re 3.0 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 7.6 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm x 2.3 cm and
comprises about 30% of the total mngt" of the specimen. The
raw material is heat- treated Burlingtoi -hen, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination rev,c.ei wear rsulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified
type possibly associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
mis..sing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. It has
been split longitudinally from nea! the tip to one shoulder. The crcss section is pianocjonvex with edge abrading on the stem and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are
5.0 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 9 .2 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm x 2.3 cm and
comprises about 18% of the total leugth of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
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from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-5 is a projectile point/kiife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, corner notches, barbed
shoulders and a straight base. The tip has been carried away by an
impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on
the base and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.7 cm x 1.9 cm x
0.6 cm and it weighs 2.9 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 1.7 cm and

comprises
about 26% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic

examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
r

contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Kings Comer

.d(1.5)

Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-6 is a biracial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches,
square shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.6 cmx 3.4 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.6 g.
The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 39%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
PgcCrek(1-6)

resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-7 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.0 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 5.3 g.
The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 65%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a rounded tip, an asymmetrical blade, corner
notches, square shoulders and a straight base. One blade margin
is erratically excurvate, the other erratically straight. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. It is
made by percussion flaking with no pressure retouch.
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Maximum dimensions are 6.0 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 14.2 g. The stem
measures 1.0 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about 17% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact This specimen
is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period but may im Early
Mississippian.
Artifact 1&9 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an unstemmed and unnotched
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, missing shoulders and a convey base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.9 cm x 5.0 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 20.5 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type, which may be

associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-10 inrclude three bifacial knife midsections. All have
missing tips, damaged blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. None exhibit
edge abrading or beveling. The raw material is Burlington chert (both unheated and heattreated), which is found locally, Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period.
23DA378

23DA378 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of a Late Archaic Period
occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1987 when he collected an ovate
bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a damaged tip, an excurvate blade,
comer notching, downtumed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.5 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.8
cm and it weighs 7.8 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 24% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
Locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without
bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is

associated with the Archaic, Late Period. It may have been broken late in the
manufactuting process.
23DA379
23DA379 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of a Late Archaic Period
occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1987 when he collected 2 artifacts
weighing 16.1 g. These included I bifacial knife fragment (10.0 g), 1 bifacial knife (6.1 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem -pecimen with a

missing tip, a damaged blade, comner notches, missing shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling.
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Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 10.0 g. The stem
measures 1.0 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 27% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Micioscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is an unclassified type, which may be associated with the Late Archaic Period. It broke
due to a brizoan fossil which weakened the specimen.
,

A,,,• (.2)

,Artifact

-

1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, rorner notches,
barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is pianoconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.4 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.1 g.
The stem is 1.0 cm long and comprises about 29% of the total
"lengthof the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting wood. This specimen is a variant of the
Afton type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

23DA380
23DA380 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1987 when he
collected 4 artifacts weighing 132.0 g. These included 1 blank (97.1 g), I bifacial knife
fragment (5.7 g), 1 bifacial knife (2.7 g) and I preform fragment (26.5 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It has a pointed tip, an
asymmetrical blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a missing
stem and base. The cross section is rhomboidal with edge abrading
on the stem and beveling on the left edge of the blade. Maximum
dimensions are 4.0 cmx 2.5 cmx 0.6 cm and it weighs 2. 7 g. The
raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. Although the base is missing, the biface has all
the characteristics of the Kings Comer Notched type. Because these
points became smaller in post Archaic times, this specimen •
probably Woodland.
I_

A

....
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Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade, no
shculders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is rhomboidal with no edge
abrading and beveling on the left edge of the blade. Maximum dimensions are 4.0 cm x
2.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.7 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
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23DA381
23DA381 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1987 when he
collected 3 artifacts weighing 32.2 g. These included 1 stemmed biface fragment (1.7 g)
and 2 preform fragments (30.5 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a biface stem. It is an expanding specimen with a missing tip and
blade, missing shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is not discernible with
edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.2 cm x
2.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 1.7 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an
unclassified type that may be associated with the Late Archaic or Woodland periods. It
may be from a Kings Comer Notched.
23DA382
23DA382 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic, Late
Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in
1987 when he collected 7 artifacts weighing 41.3 g. These included 1 arrow point (1.8 g),
2 biface fragments (20.5 g), I dart point fragment (3.1 g), 2 bifacial knife fragments (12.5
g) and 1 preform (3.4 g).

Scalor, (1.1)

Artifact 1-1 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and
a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.4 cm x 1.6 cm x 0.4 cm and it
weighs 1.8 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.4 cm and comprises about
25% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles
the Scallorn type, which is associated with the Late Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-2 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem
corner removed specimen with a missing tip and blade, sloping
shoulders and a straight base. The tip has been carried away by an
impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on
the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm,
x 2.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 3.1 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x
1.5 cm and comprises 50% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear revealed no use-wear. This
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specimen most closely resembles the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with
the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-3 is a preform. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip, an
excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is pIanoconvex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x
1.5 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 3.4 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Mississippi Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-4 include two bifacial knife midsections. Both have
missing tips, damaged blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. Neither exhibits
edge abrading or beveling. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. These specimens are not associated with a specific cultural period.
23DA383
23DA383 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wirnmer in 1987 when he
collected 11 artifacts weighing 14 2.9 g. These included 1 stemmed biface fragment (11.1
g), 1 bifacial knife fragment (19.9 g), 2 bifacial knives (25.0 g) and 7 preform fragments
(86.9 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, comer notches,
barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base but no beveling.
Maximum dimensions aze 4.3 cm x 3.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 12.6 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.5 cm and
comprises about 30% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with
Big Crtk (.-1)
bone contact. This specimen most
closely resembles the Big Creek
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders
and a convex base. The cross section is piano-convex with edge
abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
4.3 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 12.4 g. The stem
measures 1.3 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about 30% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
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Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the
Waubesa type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,
missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cros section !s biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.3 cm x 4.1 cm x 1.0 cm and it
weighs 19.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-4 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0
cm x 4.1 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 11.1 g. The stem is 1.2 cm long and comprises about
40% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
231DA385
23DA385 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Middle to Late Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in
1988 when he collected 42 artifacts weighing 571.0 g. These included 3 dart point
fragments (23.3 g), 1 bifacial drill fragment (2.5 g), 6 bifacial knife fragments (72.3 g), 8
bifacial knife (98.8 g), 1 knife/scraper fragment (18.8 g), 21 preform fragments (333.8 g),
1 bifacial end scraper (6.4 g) and 1 bifacial side scraper fragment (15.1 g).

S•
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Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, barbed
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is pianoconvex with edge abrading on the stem and unifacial
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.7 cm x 3.8 cmx 1.0
cm and it weighs 17.1 g. the stem measures 1.6 cm x 2.1 cm
and comprises about 34% of the total length of the specimen.
"neraw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles the Smith type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifacts cataloged as 1-3 include four bifacial knife midsections. All have missing
tips, damaged blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. None exhibit edge
abrading or beveling. Raw materials include Burlington (both untreated and heat-treated)
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and an unidentified chert. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife/scraper basr. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing tip and blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.5
cm x 5.7 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 18.8 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington

chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resu!,ing from
cutting meat with bone contact and from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-6 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches,
sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.8 cm and
it weighs 7.4 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 2.2 cm and
comprises about 34% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is Keokuk chert, which is abundant further south but may
be available locally in highly restricted areas. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
most closely resembles the Hanna type, which is associated with
the Late Archaic Period and usually serves as a dart point.
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Artifact 1-7 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a broad tip, an excurvate blade, side notches,
sloping shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 5.9 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 15.2 g.
The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises about 24% of
the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally.
I
Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is a
variant of the Steuben type, which is
I
associated with the Woodland Period.
f
-

Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, an excuivate blade, side notches,
square shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 5.5 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 7.4 g.
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The stem measures 1.8 cm x 2.9 cim and comprises about 33% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
closely resembles the Gibson type, which is associated with the Middle Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife. it is an expanding stem
specimen with a broad tip, a recurved blade, corner notches,
barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.2 cm x 3.6 m x 0.6 cm and it weighs 10.0 g.
The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 31%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. M'croscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
"bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-10 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip and blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.8
cmx 2.1 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 3.0 g. The stem measures 1.7 cm x 2.1 cm and
comprises about 94% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembi-s the Duncan type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-11 is a bifacial end scraper. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a reworked tip, a damaged blade, side notches,
missing shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and uaifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.6 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.4 g. The stem
measures 1.2 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises about 46% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
r
(!1)
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from scraping wet hide and battering. This specimen most closely
resembles a basal fragment of a Hanna point, broken and unifacially reworked just above
the side notches to form hafted scraper, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
It could be Late Archaic or a reworked find modified into a scraper at a later time. It has
been battered somewhat after use on hides.
Artifact 1-12 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.0 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 10.3 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
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x 2.5 cm and comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and
most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-13 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.6
cm x 2.7 cmx 0.8 cm and it weighs 12.2 g. The stem measures 1.1 cmx 2.8 cm and
comprises about 24% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Gibson
type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-14 is a dart point midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,
notching, missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The tip has been carried away
by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 3.4 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 12.9 g. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type that
may be associated with the Late Archaic or Woodland periods. Only a tiny portion of the
stem remains and could have been square or contracting. If square, point is Late Archaic,
if contracting probably is Woodland.
Artifact 1-15 is a bifacial knife. It is a comer removed parallel
stem specimen with a damaged tip, an asymmetrical blade, sloping
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is rhomboidal with no
edge abrading and beveling on the right blade edge. Maximum
dimensions are 6.3 cm x 2.3 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 16.9 g. The
stem measures 1.5 cm x 1.7 cm and comprises about 24% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
SArtifact

1-16 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem
sPecimen with a missing tip, an asymmetrical blade, sloping shoulde-s
and a straight base. The cross section is rhomboidal with no edge
Bdacii kne (1 15)
abrading and beveling on the right blade edge. Maximum dimensions
are 4.6 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.7 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 1.6 cm
and comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is exhausted and most
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closely resembles the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through
Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-17 is a bifacial knife midsection. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and missing the base and
most of the stem. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 3.3 g. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type
not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-18 is a bifacial drill midsection. it has a missing lip, a damaged blade,
no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is diamond-shaped with edge
abrading on the blade and beveling on the left edge of Lie blade. Maximum dimensions
are 3.0 cm x 0.9 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 2.5 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locaily. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from perforating. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
Artifact 1-19 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.6 cm x 5.0
cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 22.2 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
23DA386
23D.,\386 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Middle to Late Archaic
and Middle to Late Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer
in 1988 when he collected 92 artifacts weighing 1,456.9 g. These included 5 stemmed
biface fragments (39.9 g), 1 unstemmed biface fragment (5.4 g), I blank (217.3 g), 2 dart
point fragments (14.9 g), 3 dart points (16.8 g), 2 bifacial drill fragments (15.6 g), 17
bifacial knife fragments (132.8 g), 7 bifacial knives (56.8 g), 47
preform tragments (884.9 g), 1 preform (18.3 g), 3 projectile
point/knife fragments (31.5 g) and 3 projectile point/knives
(22.7 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a parallicI
stem specimen with a broad tip, an excurvate blade, basal
notches, barbed shoulders (both now missing) and a concave
base. The cross section is biconvex w-'-, -io edge abrading and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions air 4.1 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.7
cm and it weighs 8.8 g. The stem measures 1.7 cm x 1.9 cm
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and comprises about 41% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is reshapened and as a variant of the
Calf Creek type, which is associated with the Middle Archaic Period. The concave base
and lack of stem grinding are not typical of Calf Creek and this is probably a late variant of
the type.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a broad tip, an excurvate blade, basal notches,
barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on the right
blade edge. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 4.0 cm x 0.8
cm and it weighs 9.3 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.3 cm
and comprises about 36% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Micioscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
Calf c,,k (1-2)
meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is
an unclassified type that may be associated with the Middle
Archaic Period. It may be related to the Calf Creek type, but is probably younger.
Similarly shaped specimens were re~overed in Calf Creek Cave in a disturbed context
(Dickson 1970:63).
Artifacts cataloged as 1-4 include four bifacial knife midsections. All have missing
tips, damaged blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. None exhibit edge
abrading or beveling. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
coptact. These are of an unclassified type not associa:ed with a specific cultural period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-5 include nine bifacial knife midsections. All have missing
tips, damaged blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. None exhibit edge
abrading or beveling. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. These are of an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-7 is a projectile point/knife. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches,
square shoulders and a convex base. The tip has been carried away
by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x 2.8
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.9 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.0
cm and comprises about 27% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locaily. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
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cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a damaged tip, an excuivate blade, square shoulders
and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.4 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 6.2 g. The
stem measures 1.4 cm x 1.8 cm and comprises about 41% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
•Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
"revealedwear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen is resharpened and is a variant of the Table Rock Stemmed
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type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, sloping
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is rhomboidal with
edge abrading on the base and beveling on the left edge of the blade.
Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.8
g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about 33% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Hanna type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-11 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip and blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a concave base. The tip has been
carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is irregular with edge abrading on
the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.6 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.6 cm and it
weighs 4.0 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 1.8 cm and comprises 50% of the total length
of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted
and most closely resembles the Hanna type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-12 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders
and a concave base. The tip has been carried away by an impact
7fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on and
immediately above, the sloping shoulders but no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.8 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 7.3 g. The
stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about 34% of the total
1114M(1 -2)
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
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chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Hanna type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-13 is a dart point. it is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed tip, a
straight blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.2 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.0 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.2 cm
and comprises about 55% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Hanna
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period. This specimen has been
re-sharpened to a pointed stub, probably on a foreshaft. The steeply beveled edges would
not be effective as a cutting tool. It was probably resharpened in the field and discarded
when new a biface was made.
Artifact 1-14 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, barbed shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on
the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 2.7
cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.6 g. The stem measures 1.1 cmx 1.9
cm and comprises about 44% of the total length of the specimen..
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is a variant of the
Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.

Tab,. Rc,, Stleinun
vant (1-14)

Artifact 1-15 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, an excurvate blade,
side notches, square shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.3 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.6
cm and it weighs 10.0 g. The raw material is heat-treated Elsey chert, which is generally
found further south. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Gibson type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-16 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The tip has been
carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on
the notches and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2-6 cm x 2.0 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 5.5 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about 54% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is
exhausted and most closely resembles the Hanna type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-17 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, missing shoulders and a convex base. The tip has
been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.8 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 10.9 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about 32% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is
exhausted and most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-18 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip 'which was probably pointed), a straight blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is diamond-shaped with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.0 cm x 2.0 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 10.0 g. The
stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about 24% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is exhausted and is an unclassified type, which may be associated with the
Woodland Period. Probably it was a Steuben or Rice Side Notched, but it has been too
extensively resharpened to be certain.
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Artifact 1-19 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches,
barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.0 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 10.2 g.
The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about 38%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-20 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is
an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and blade,
comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base
and no beveling. Maximum dimensiona are 2.9 cm x 4.4
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 9.3 g. The stem measures 1.4
cm x 3.0 cm and comprises about 48% of the total length
of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
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Notcd (1-20l)

Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which
is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-21 is a projectile point/knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base.
The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.9 cm
and it weighs 12.6 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about 31% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period. Some damage has resulted from heat,
as evidence by a potlid fracture on one face.
Artifact 1-22 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing :ip and blade, crner notches, square shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.1 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 8.9 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm
x 2.9 cm and comprises about 45% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the
iLings Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifazct 1-24 is a biface fragment. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, side notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section
is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1
cm x 2.8 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 8.0 g. The stem measur,.a 1.3 cm x 2.5 cm and
comprises about 42% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Big Creek
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-25 is a projectile point/knife. It is an expanding
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stem specimen with a missing tip by an impact fracture, a damaged
blade, side notches. barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs
g. The stem measures 1.6 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises about
39% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Keokuk chert, which is abundant further south but may be available
locally in highly restricted areas. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen most closely resembles the Late Archaic Feriod
Texas Palmillas type not generally found as far north as Missouri.
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Artifact 1-26 is a projectile point/knife. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notching,
barbed shoulders and a convex base. The tip has been carried away
by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 2.6
cmx 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.8 g. The stem measures 1.0 cmx 1.8
cm and comprises about 26% of tihe total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact This specimen is an unclassified
type, which may be associated with the Late Woodland Period.
Similarly shaped bifaces were found in Late Woodland coatext at
the Albertson Site (3BE174; Dickson 1991:131).
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Artifact 1-2/ is a hifi-,'e• knife. It is an expanding stem comer removed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders aud a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.9
cm x 2.3 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 5.5 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 1.8 cm and
comprises about 31% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified
type that may be associated with the Late Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-28 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a missing base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.3 cm x 3.7 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 13.6 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Smith type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-33 is a projectile point/knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a convex base.
The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.9 cm
and it weighs 10.2 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises about 29% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealkd wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-34 is a projectile point/knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a concave base.
The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with
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no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.5 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.7 cm
and it weighs 8.7 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-35 is a bifacial drill proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, no
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is diamondshaped with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.4 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 9.6 g.
The stem measures 2.0 cm x 3.3 cm and comprises about 59%
,of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-

tieated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
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examination revealed wear resulting from perforating. This
specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.

Artifact 1-36 is a bifacial drill midsection. It is an missing stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
diamond-shaped with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm
x 1.8 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 6.0 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found loc~ily. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from perforating.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
23DA387
23DA387 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Early to Late Archaic
and Middle to Late Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer
in 1988 when he collected 88 artifacts weighing 1,221.7 g. These included 5 biface
fragments (23.6 g), 9 stemmed biface fragments (65.7 g), 1 dart point (12.7 g), 2 bifacial
drill fragments (13.2 g), 12 bifacial knife fragments (167.4 g), 13
bifacial knives (157.1 g), 1 flake knife (12.3 g), 1 knife/scraper
fragment (14.8 g), 1 knife/scraper (13.3 g), 36 preform
fragments(604.5 g), 3 preforms (90.5 g), 1 projectile point/knife
fragment (11.3 g), 2 projectile point/knives (22.1 g) and 1 bifacial
side scraper fragment (13.2 g).
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a pointed tip, art excurvate blade, side notches,
sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cioss section is Liregular
with edge abrading on the base and stem and beveling on the left
edge of the blade. Maximum dimensions are 5.7 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.8
cm and it weighs 12.5 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.5 cm and
comprises about 25% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
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Rice Lobed (1-2)

material is Keokuk chert, which is abundant further south but may be available locally in
highly restricted areas. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is a variant of the Rice Lobed
type, which is associated with the Early Archaic Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-3 include four bifacial knife midsections. All have missing
tips, damaged blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. None exhibit edge
abrading or beveling. The raw material is Burlington chert (both heat-treated and
untreated), which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with
a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed tip,
an asymmetrical blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is rhomboidal with edge abrading on the stem and beveling on the right blade edge.
Maximum dimensions are 5.8 cm x 3.8 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 18.6 g. The stem
measures 1.6 cm x 3.3 cm and comprises about 28% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is resharpened and most closely resembles the Big Creek variant type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip,
a damaged blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a convex base. The cross section
is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2
cm x 3.8 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 17.7 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.7 cm and
comprises about 31% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed w,'ear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Big Creek
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-6 is a biracial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a broad tip, a
straight blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x 3.5
cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 10.0 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm
x 3.2 cm and comprises about 39% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-uteated Burlington cheit,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Big
Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
1-7 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
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biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.1
cm x 3.6 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 12.0 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.5 cm and
comprises about 34% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treatcd
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a rounded
tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, square shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.7
cm x 2.8 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.3 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.7 cm and
comprises about 44% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cuttinlg meat without bone contact. This specimen is exhausted and most closely
resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-10 is a projectile point/knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The
tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.6 cm x 4.0 cm x 0.9
cm and it weighs 14.5 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 33%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-11 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a resharpened tip, an
excurvate blade, square shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem but
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 3.8 cm x
0.8 cm and it weighs 13.3 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x
2.3 cm and comprises about 33% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from scraping dry hide. This specimen is an
unclassified type, which may be associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-12 is a bifacial side scraper midsection. It has a missing tip, a straight
blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the blade and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.6
cm x 3.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 13.2 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
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acraping an abrasive substance, probably dried pottery. This specimen is an unclassified
type not associated with a specific cultural period.
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Sine Squam Steme4(1-13)

Artifact 1-13 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section
is rhomboidal with edge abrading on the steni and
beveling on the right blade edge. Maximum dimensions
are 4.6 cmx 4.5 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 19.0 g. The
stem measures 2.6 cm x 2.7 err, and comprises about
57% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic- examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen most closely resembles the Stone Square
Stemmed type, which is associated with the Latt' Archaic
Period.

Artifact 1-14 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stemr
specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, side notches,
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross &ection is
biconvex with edge abrading on the notches and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 5.9 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.9 cm and it
weighs 8.8 g. The stem is 1.5 cm long and comprises about
25% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely resembles the Steuben type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.
Si Abea (1 -14)

Artifacts cataloged as 1-15 include four stemmed biface proximals. All have
expanding stems, missing tips and blades, corner notches, square shoulders and a straight
bases. None exhibit edge abrading or beveling. Raw materials include heat-treated Reeds
Spring and heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. These specimens are of an unclassified
type, which may be associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-16 include five bifacial knife midsections. All have
missing tips, damaged bades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. None exhibit
edge abrading or beveling. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contacL These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
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Artifact 1-17 is a projectile point/knife. It is a parallel stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a
straight ba.se. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture.
The crow section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.8 cm x 2.2 cmx 0.8 cm and it
weighs 7.6g. The stem measures 1.1 cmx 1.5 cm and comprises
.,
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about 29% of the total length of the specLmnen. The raw material is

Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
_ examination revealed wear resulting from c'itting meat with bone
Iheat-treated

contact. This specimen is resharpened and is a variant of the Table
Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-18 is a bifacial drill proximal. it is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches,
shping shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading an the notches but no beveling. Maximum
dimensionsu are 3.1 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.1 g. The
stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 42% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from perforating. This specimen is an
unclassified type, which may be associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
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Artifact 1-19 is a bifacial drill midsection. It has a missing tip and blade, no
shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is diamond-shaped with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 7.1 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from perforating. ThiLs specimen is an unclassified
type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-20 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 2.8
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.2 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-21 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading in the notches and no beveling. Maximum
dimernsions ale 5.3 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 11.2 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 2. 1 cm and comprises about 25% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
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is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
battering and wear resulting from cutting bone or antler. This specimen is exhausted and
most closely resemble-s the Rice Side Notched type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-22 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, side
notches, missing shoulders and a concave base. The cross section
is biconvex with edge abrading in the notches but no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs
7.4 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises 60% of
White

(1.22)
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the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated

Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is a variant of the White River type,
which is associated with the Middle Archaic Period. This is a fairly rare variant of White
River type. Instead of being parallel below the notches, this area contracts sharply to a
basal notch.
Artifact 1-23 is a projectile point/knife stem. It is a
parallel stem corner removed specimen with a missing tip,
a damaged blade, barbed sh.-,..ders and a concave base.
The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem
but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.5 cm x 4.2
cmx 0.8 cm and it weighs 12.9 g. The stem measures 1.2
cm x 2.3 cm and comprises about 34% of the total length
of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen most closely resemL
the Stone Square Stemmed type, which is associated wiut
the Late Archaic Period.
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StoneSquam Stemmzed (1-23)

Artifact 1-24 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches,
barbed shoulders and a straight base. It is split lengthwise through
blade and stem. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.8 cm x 2.4 cm x 1.1 cm
and it weighs 18.1 g. The stem is 1.3 cm long and comprises about
27% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
---,contacL
This specimen most closely resembles the Afton type, which
is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-25 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches,
square shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
3.6 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.4 g. The stem measures
1.2 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about 33% of the total length of
the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is
exhausted and most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.

7

Egcrk

(0.25)
-

-

Artifact 1-26 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, comer notches, missing shoulders and a convex base. The tip has been
carried away by and impact fracture. The cross secticn is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 12.7
g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 3.2 cm and comprises about 34% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted
and most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-27 is a stemmed biface midsection. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, missing shoulders and a missing base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.9 cm x 3.7 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 13.7 g. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from battering, however, the stem is mostly missing and the blade margins are so
battered that evaluation of function is impossible. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-28 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a oarallel stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.8 cm x 3.2
cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 12.6 g. The stem is 1.1 cm long and comprises about 23% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Elsey chert, which is generally found
further south. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Stone Square
Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-29 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, side notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.3
cm x 2.8 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 8.0 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 2.5 cm and
comprises about 26% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
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Burlington chert, which is fuund locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Steuben type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-30 is a stcmmned biface proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing tip and blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abra-ing on the stem but •o beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.5 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 7.9 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 3.3 cm
and comprises about 56% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-31 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing tip and blade, side notches, sloping shoalders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.4 cm x 2.8 cm x 1.0 cm ard i. weighs 8.7 g. The stema measures 1.7 cm
x 2.8 cm and comprises abou, 71% of the total lengI of the sp-.ci'nen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscc pie examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is a variant of the Stone Corner Notched type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-32 is a stemmed biface proximaL It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing tip and blade, corner not,.hes, square shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.8
cm x 3.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 5.1 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.8 cm and
comprises about 67% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Stone Comer Notched type, which
is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-33 is a prciectile point/knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a conve- base.
The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is bicon. ex with
edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 2.9 cm x
0.9 cm and it weighs 11.3 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.9 cm and comprises about
3 ý%of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examina oýu revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles
the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-34 is a bifacial knife/scraper proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base.
The cross section is piano-convex with edge abrading on the stem and unifacial beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 4.5 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 14.8 g. The stem
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measures 1.5 cm x 3.0 cm and comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact and from
scraping wet hide. This specimen is exhausted and is an unclassified type not associated
with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-35 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing tip, a damaged blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 4.0 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 3.9 g. The stem mensures 1.0 cm x 0.0 cm
and comprises 25% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City
chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resuiting from battering. This specimen is a variant of the Kings Comer Notched
type, which is associated with the Lzte Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-36 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed
specimen with a missing tip, an asymmetrical blade, no
S(
notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
//I/ i//,'fA
dimensions are 5.7 cm x 3.5 cmx 0.7 cm and it weighs 18.,+ g.
•,
,
, ,The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
"I, ' '
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is resharpened and is an unclassified type not associated with a
1.•(/•th
especific cultural period. This may benpreform for a type like
,=!'
the Kings Comer Notched, but there is no 1-tafting provision.
• •{--i•.,
-•,

/

,

'

Artifact 1-37 is a flake knife. Maximum dimensions are
5.0 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 12.3 g. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
reve...A wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen _; not
associated with a cultural period.
Bf.,cial knife (1-36)

23DA388
23DA388 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1988 when he
collected 3 artifacts weighing 31.6 g. These included 1 stemmed biface (8.2 g), 1 bifacial
knife fragment (13.8 g) and 1 1-ifacial knife (9.6 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem corner removed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a straight ba."re. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.3
cm x 3.0 cm x 0.8 cm and it 4eighs 9.6 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 1.9 cm and
coraprises about 35% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
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Burlingtor chert, which Is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic through Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing
tip. a damaged blade, no notches, missing shoulders and a missing
stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.8 cm x 3.8
Ut,• (1-1)
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 13.8 g. .he raw material is heatMicroscopic
locally.
found
treated Burlington chert, which is
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is an unclassified type nct associated V,ith a specific cultural period
Artifact 1-3 is a stemmed biface. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, an asymmetri(.al blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 4.3 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.2 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.1 cm
and comprises about 28% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examinaticl revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Lander Comer Notched
type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
23DA389
23DA389 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Early Archaic and
Middle Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1988
when he collected 6 artifacts weighing 94.2 g. These included 1 bifacial knife fragment
(6.9 g), 3 bifacial knives (29.3 g) and 2 preform fragment s(58.0 g).

/"
_

'
4

Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem corner
removed specimen with a pointed tip, an asymmetrical blade, sloping
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 6.5 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 11.3 g. The stem
measures 1.7 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 26% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting frommost
cutting
meatresembles
with bonethe
contact.
This
specimen
which is
type,
Dickson
closely
is resharpened and
associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem comer
,removed specimen with a missing tip, an incurvate blade., sloping
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shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is rhomboidal with no edge abrading
and beveling on the left edge of the blade. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 3.0 cm x
0.7 cm and it weighs 7.8 g. The stem measures 1.7 cm x 2.1 cm. and comprises aboa
44% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlint',tu
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear reoulting frc'
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is exhausted ,,d carJz -de.-e,
resembles the Dickson type, which is associated with the WoodlhRqd ?eri'cx
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a
damaged base. The cross section is rhomboidal with edge abrading
on the base and stem and beveling on the left edge of the blade.
Maximum dimensions are 4.0 cm x 2.4 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs
10.2 g. The stem is 1.5cm long and comprises about 38% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is a poor grade
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen is exhausted and most closely
resembles the Dalton type, which is associated with the Early
Archaic Period.

1iii_->
Dh

(1.3)

Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade, no
notches, no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is rhomboidal with
no edge abrading and beveling on the left edge of the blade. Maximum dimeasions are 3.5
cm x 2.2 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 6.9 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which
is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated
with a specific cultural period.
23DA390
23DA390 is a prehistoric habitation of unknown cultural affiliation. It was
recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1988 when he collected 3 artifacts weighing 154.0 g.
These included 1 blank (125.8 g) and 2 bifacial knife fragments (28.2 g).
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a straight blade, side
notches, missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is pianoconvex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x
2.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.4 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade, no
notches, no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no
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edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.2 cm x 3.7 cm x 0.9 cm
and it weighs 21.8 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
l:;cally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact and from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated
with a specific cultural period.
23DA391
23DA391 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1988 when he
collected 2 artifacts weighing 14.6 g. These included 1 stemmed biface fragment (3.4 g)
and 1 bifacial knife fragment (11.2 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is a contracting stem comer removed
specimen with a missing tip and blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.5 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 3.4 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 1.7 cm and comprises about 52% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Buolington chert, whir-h is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the
Langtry type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife midsection. It is an missing stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, missing shoulders and a missing base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.4
cm x 2.7 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 11.2 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with
a specific cultural period.
23DA392
23DA392 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of a Late Archaic Period
occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1998 when he collected 4 artifacts
weighing 76.1 g. These ' cluded 1 dart point (8.0 g), 1 knife/scraper fragment (21.6 g), 1
preform fragment (38.1 g) abd 1 bifacial side scraper fragment (8.4 g).

,I
-

Big C

(11)

Artifact 1-1 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem
specimea with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, missing
shoulders and a convex base. The tip has been carried away by an
impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.4 cm x 2.8
cmx 0.8 cm and it weighs 8.0 g. The stem measures 1.4 cmx 2.9
cm and comprises about 41% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
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Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted
and most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the. L.a-te Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial side scraper midsection. It is an unstemmed specimen with
a missing tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cioss
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimeaions are 3.4
cm x 3.1 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.4 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
scraping dry hide. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial end scraper distal. It is an unsteinmed specimen witb a
rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimcn.s'oi
are 5.1 cm x 3.8 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 21.6 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed we..a r~siti,
from cutting meat without bone contact and from scraping dry hide. This specwiren is ao
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
23DA393
23DA393 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Early to Late Archaic
and Middle to Late Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer
in 1988 when he collected 183 artifacts weighing 3,619.2 g. These included 20 stemmed
biface fragments (153.8 g), 1 stemmed biface (17.5 g), 6 blanks (729.1 g), 1 chopper
(348.6 g), 1 core (58.5 g), 2 dart point fragments (22.6 g), 5 dart points (38.0 g), 3
bifacial drill fragments (12.3 g), 1 notched flake (10.0 g), 1 piece of hematite (3 L4 g), 33
bifacial knife fragments (278.8 g), 22 bifacial knives (208.4 g), 1 flake knife (2.7 g), 2
knife/scraper fragments (12.5 g), 4 knife/scrapers (34.2 g), 71.) preform fragments (1,514.4
g), 4 preforms (95.3 g), 1 aborted preform fragment (J8.5 g), 1 projectile pointilnife
fragment (4.6 g), 3 projectile point/knives (15.2 g) and 1 biracial spokeshave (12.8 g).
Artifacts cataloged as 1-2 include 20 bifacial knife midsections. All have missing
tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. None exhibit
no edge abrading or beveling. Raw materials include Reeds Spring and Burlington (both
heat-treated and untreated) chert, both of which are found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. These are of an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
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Artifact 1-4 is a
chopper. It is an
unstemied specimen
with a rounded tip, an
excurvate blade, no
notches, no shoulders
and a convex base. The
cross section is
biconvex with no edge
abrading and no
beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 11.9 cm
x 10.0 cmx2.7cand it
i
weighs 349.6 g. The
raw material is heatI
/.
treated Pierson chert,
which is abundant in the
Branson area and may
/
be exposed in limited
/
areas locally.
Microscopic
examination revealed
.
battering but no
evidence of use-wear.
This specimen is an
unclassified type not
Cl,,,.(1 -4)
associated with a
specific cultural period.
This large aitifact may represent a preform for an axe or hoe, but some battering can be
seen on margins, so it was used as is. A bit of stream cortex is present on one face,
otherwise it is worked bifacially.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-6 inclide three bifacial knife midsections. All have
missing tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and missing stems and bases.
None exhibit edge abrading or beveling. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. These are of ar, unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-19 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a 'oncave base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.2 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 12.2 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 2.3 cm and comprises about 31% of the total length of tie specimen. The raw material
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knife (1.19)

is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contachaThis specimen is rtsharpened and is an unclassified type,
which may be associated with the Early Archaic Period. This ispe
fairly common but unnamed type. It resembles Breckenridge except
it is unbeveled. It also resembles the Rice, but the tangs are too
pointed. The stem does not expand as mtch as does the Middle
Archaic Jakie point.
-semArtifact

1-20 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is a parallel

stem comer removed specimen with a missing tip and blade, sloping

shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the
base and stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensiors are 2.9 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.6 cm and it
weighs 5.8 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 52% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington -zhert,which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an
unclassified type, which may be associated with the Early Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-21 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is a parallel stem corner removed
specimen with a missing tip and blade, square shoulders and a concave base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.8 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.4 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm
x 1.9 cm and comprises 50% of the total length of the specimem The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Jakie type, which is
associated with the Middle Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-22 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
comer removed specimen with a rounded tip, an asymmetrical blade,
sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is irregular
with edge abrading on the base and stem and beveling on the left
edge of the blade. Maximum dimensions are 4.5 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.7
cm and it weighs 9.3 g. The stem measuies 1.5 cm x 2.0 cm and
comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the
Jakie type, which is associated with the Middle Archaic Period.

Ja,(1-22)

Artifact 1-23 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel stem corner removed specimen with
a pointed tip, a straight blade, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.5
cm x 4.4 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 23.5 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.0 cm and
comprises about 22% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson
City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
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wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen most closely resembles the Stone Square
Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.

/,

,

Artifact 1-24 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a
parallel stem corner removed specimen with a missing tip,
a damaged blade, square shoulders and a straight base.
The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the
/
/
stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.6 cm x
4.1 cmx 1.1 cm and it weighs 22.1 g. The stem measures
1.5 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 33% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
Stone Squ, Stemme (1.23)
examination revealed battering and wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact- This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles the Stone Square Stemmed type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-25 is a bifacial knife/scraper proximal. It is a
parallel stem comer removed specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, square shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.4 cm Y3.3 cm x 1.0
cm and it weighs 12.5 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.3 cm
and comprises about 35% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally
in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from scraping dry hide. This specimen is resharpened
and most closely resembles the Stone Square Stemmed type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-26 is a bifacial knife proximai. it is a parallel stem comer removed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, square shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.2 cm x 3.7 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 12.1 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm
x 2.4 cm and comprises about 38% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting frcm cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely resembles the Stone Square Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-27 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum
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dimensions are 3.5 cm x 4.2 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs
g. The swm measures 1.3 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises
about 37% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of
This specimen is a variant of the Smith type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period. Unlike
typical Smith bifaces, the stem expands slightly. The blade
margins are too damaged to evaluate, however, the Smith
type usually is a cutting tool.

Artifact 1-28 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
comer notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and
stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.9 cm x 3.66
cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 11.7 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm
x 2.3 cm and comprises about 24% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact and from
scraping wet hide. This specimen most closely resembles the
Kings Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.

Kinp Coe

(1-28)
,Noied

Artifact 1-29 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
damaged
blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
tip, a
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.3
cm x 3.7 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 11.8 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.5 cm and
comprises about 28% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is a variant of
the Kings Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
K
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(1-30)

Artifact 1-30 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen
with a pointed tip, a serrated blade, side notches, square shoulders
and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading
on the notches and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.2 cm x
2.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.4 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
specimen is a variant of the White River type, which is associated
with the Middle Archaic Period. It is a typical White River Archaic
shape except for the serrations which are unusual.
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Artifact 1-31 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate
blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and
unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.3 cm x 3.6 cm
x 0.7 cm and it weighs 10.7 g. The stem measures 1.3 cmx
2.3 cm and comprises about 30% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. The distal part has been unifacially
beveled by pressure and used briefly as a scraper. Microscopic
examinatic.i revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without
bone contact and from scraping wet hide. This specimen is
resl.arpened and most closely resembles the Big Creek type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Bi Crf. 1-31)

Artifact 1-32 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. The tip has been
carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 4.5 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.9 cm
and it weighs 10.7 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises about 33% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Big Cftek (1-33)

Artifact 1-33 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a poinied tip, an excurvate blade, side
notches, square shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.5 cm x 3.2 cm x
0.9 cm and it weighs 12.8 g. The stem measures 1.4 cmx 2.7
cm and comprises about 25% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles
the Big Creek type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-34 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x
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Side No~dIl (1-34)

2.4 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.2 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises
about 27% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Rice Side
Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period. This biface was made from
a curved flake with a minimum of alteration, mostly by percussion flaking.

\A

%

Artifact 1-35 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, comer notches,
barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 5.7 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 13.5 g.
The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 23%

of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated

with the Late Archaic Period.
Stone Corawt No&ced (1-35)

Artifact 1-36 is a bifacial knife.
It is an expanding stem specimen with a rounded tip, an
asymmetrical blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.6 cm x
3.3 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 9.2 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm
x 2.0 cm and comprises about 24% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which is

associated with the Late Archaic Period.

stoa conNo,,ed(I M3)

Artifact 1-38 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing tip and blade (although the small amount of blade remaining suggests incurving
margins), corner notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.5 cm x 4.2
cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 11.2 g. The stem is 1.2 cm long and comprises about 34% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-39 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a straight base. The
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cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.3 cm x 3.9 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 12.7 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 2.5 cm and comprises about 39% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-40 is a bifacial knife/scraper proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, missing shoulders and a straight base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.2 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 10.1 g. The stem me.asures 1.4 cm
x 2.8 cm and comprises about 44% of the total length ,' the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locall). Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from scraping dried pottery of a soft gritty stone. This specimen is a
variant of the Steuben variant type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.

Siubm (1-41)

Artifact 1-41 i-; a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, side notches,
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.7 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 9.8 g.
The stem measures 1.4 cm x 3.0 cm and comprises about 38% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting bone or antler
and from cutting soft stone. This specimen is exhausted and most
closely resembles the Steuben type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-42 is a projectile point/knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an incurvate blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried
away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.8 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 8.0 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises about 34% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Big Creek type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-43 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing tip and blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0
cm x 3.5 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 10. 0 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.6 cm and
comprises 50% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
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Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which
is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

\
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Artifact 1-44 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an
/
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, corner
notches, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross
SOCCorN (0843)
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.7 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.7 g.
The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.8 cm aad comprises about 52% of fie total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Stone Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-45 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base, The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.9 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-46 is an aborted preform proximal. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is pIano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.3 cm x 4.7 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 18.5 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm
x 2.2 cm and comprises about 36% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen appears to be a preform for a Smith point, which
is associated with the Late Archaic Period. The notches were started but not finished.
The blade was roughly flaked and beveled to aid reduction.
Artifact 1-47 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders aad a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 4.2 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.7 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.2 cm
and comprises about 31% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely resembles the Hanna type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-48 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.6 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 5.6 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm
x 2.1 cm and comprises about 46% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is exhausted and rr ,st
closely resembles the Hanna type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Haws (1,A9)

Artifact 1-49 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, damaged shoulders
and a concave base. The tip has been carried away by an impact
fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm . 1.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 6.4 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 1.7 cm and comprises about
30% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles the Hanna type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-50 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The tip has been
carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 6.9 g.
The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises 50% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened
and most closely resembles ,he Hanna type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-51 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, side notches, sloping
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.7 cm x
2.4 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.1 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.4
cm and comprises about 26% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. It has been exposed to heat, as evidenced by a large potlid
fracture on one side. The tip probably has been broken by heat as
well. Microscopic examinauon revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely resembles the Hanna type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-52 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders
and a concave base. The tip has been carried away by an impact
fracture. The cross setion is biconvex with n edge abrading and no
beveling, Maximum dimensiow, are 2.8 cm x 2.3 cra x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 5.1 g. The stern measures 1.3 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises
about 46% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed i ) evidence of use-wear. This specimen is
e-dtausted and most closely resembles the Hanna type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-53 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimet with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping .3houlders and a concave base. The
cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.8 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.7 cm and ;t weighs 7.1 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm
x 2.6 ,,n and comprises about 43% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely resembles the Hanna type, which is associated with the Lte Archaic Period.
Artifa.ct 1-54 is a projectile point/knife. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, .ide notches,
square shoulders and a concave base. The tip has been carried away
by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge
'
abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions -ire 3.6 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 5.4 g. The
stem measures 1.9 cm x 1.8 cm and comprises about 28% of the
total leugth of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
L
This resharpened specimen is an unclassified type that may be
associated with the Middle Woodland Period. It resembles a fairly rare type found by
Dickson (1991:95) in Middle Woodland levels at the Albertson site, where it was used as
dart point. The 23DA393 specimen has evidence of an impact fracture but it has been
resharpened obliterating most of it.

.

s,.,, (I-55)

Artifact 1-55 is a bifacial knife proximal. 1, is a
parall' stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, basal
notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 2.3 cm x 3.8 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 7.3 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 2.4 cm and
comrrrises about 48% of the total length of the specimen.
v iaaterial is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
Ti.
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found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
most closely resembles the Smith type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-56 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a parallel stem comer removed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.6 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.0 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.3 cm
and comprises about 46% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Pierson
chert, which is abundant in the Branson area and may be exposed in limited areas locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-58 is a bifacial knife It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner
notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions arz 3.1 cm x 4.0 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 9.2 g. The stem measures 1.5 cmx 2.3 cm and
comprises about 48% of the total length of &.e specimen.
The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most
closely resembles the Kings Comer Notched type, which is

(1-)

ass;ociated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-39 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding steni comer removed specimcn
with a mnissing tip. a damaged blade, damaged shoulders and a damaged base. .Thecross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.7
cm x 2..8 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.8 g. The stem measares 1.2 cm x 0.0 cm and
com,,_rises about 32% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with botne contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Late Archaic Kings Corner Notched type.

L

Artifact 1-60 is a projectile point/knife stem. It is a parallel stem
corner removed specimen with a missing tip and blade, missing shoulders
and a straight base. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture.
The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the bpse and stem and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 1.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it
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weighs 4.6 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 1.5 cm and comprises about
35% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington cheit, which is fourd locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
Roc.k
-d(I-W)
specimeu is resharpened and most closely resembles the Tablt Rock
Stemmed type, which iLassociati with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-61 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a pointed tip, a straight blade, basal notches, barbed
shoulders and a damaged base. The cross s:.flion is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x
2.4 cmx 0.4 cm and it weighs 2.9 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x
1.2 cm and comprises about 27% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified
type, which may be associated with the Woodland Period. The stem
is small enough for an arrow point, however the blade is wide and
very thin and features some use polish.

F-f
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Artifact 1-62 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip. a damaged blade, side notches, square
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.6 cm x 2.0
cmx 0.4 cm and it weighs 2.4 g. The stem measures 0.6 cmx 1.5 cm
and comprises about 23% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat*treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat

without bone contact This specimen is an unclassified type that may be
associated with the Woodland Period. Similar bifaees were found at the
Albertson site (3BE174; Dickson 1991:95) and classified as MW-2 bifaces. These very
thin examples seem to have served as cutting toows, while the thicker examples served as
dart points.
itaia,, knife (162)

Artifact 1-63 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.4 cm x 2.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 3.7 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm
x 1.6 cm and comprises about 38% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type,
which may be associated with the Woodland Period. The shape similar to Kings Corner
Notched, but it is not a good example of this type.
Artifact 1-64 is a projectife point/knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
pointed tip, an incurvate blade, side notches, square shoulders and a straight base. The
cross secti.-n iLbiconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.5 cm x 1.7 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 1.8 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.5 cm
and comprises about 32% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting acm cut:ing meat without bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is an
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unclassified type, that may be associated with the Woodland Period. It is small enough to
have functk,ued as an arrow point, but use polish on the margins indicate use as a cutting
tool as well. It may be an early example of an arrow point, or a nearly exhausted small
cutting tool.
Artifact 1-65 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
rounded tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The
tip was broken and subsequently reworked to a round-pointed stub. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Ma.ximum dimensions are 2.3 cm x 2.7
cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 3.5 g. The stem is 1.0 cm long and comprises about 43% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material ;s heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact and from scraping wet hide. This specimen is exhausted and most closely
resembles the Kings Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-66 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. It is
heat damaged and part of the stem and one edge are gone. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.6 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.9
cm and it weighs 10.3 g. The stem is 1.1 cm long and comprises about 24% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Jefferson City chert, which is
found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with
a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-67 is a projectile point/knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shculders and a straight base. The
tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.4 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.5 cm and it
weighs 5.9 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 29% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone
contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-68 is a bifacial drill proximal. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is diamond-shaped with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.5 cm x 1.3 cm x
0.5 cm and it weighs 2.6 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.2 cm and
comprises about 23% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from perforating. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
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Drill (1,69)

Artifact 1-69 is a bifacial drill proximal. It is an unstemmed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no
shoulders and a convex base. The cross setion is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.8 cm x
2.8 cmx 0.6 cm and it weighs 4. 4 g. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed webr resulting from perforating. This
specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.

Artifact 1-70 is a bifacial drill midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,
no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the blade but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.6
cm and it weighs 5.3 g. The raw material is heat-treate, Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Micioscopic examination revealed wear resulting from perforating. The edges are
well-ground and a narrow point is flakted un the tip (most of which is now missing). This
specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-71 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2
cm x 3.2 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.9 g. The raw material is Burlington cliert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Kings Comer
Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-72 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem
comer removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
sloping shoulders and a straight base. The tip has been carried
away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the base and stem but no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it
weighs 8.9 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.5 cm and
comprises about 24% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen is a variant of the Stone Comer Notched type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Store N,,,o, variat(1-72)

Artifact 1-73 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.5 cm x 3.9 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 16.0 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 2.8 cm and comprises about 37% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
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is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from

cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles the Stoue Corner
Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-74 is a bifacial
Slone

at

Ntched(1-73)

-

knife. It is an expanding stem

specimen with a rounded tip, an
damaged shoulders and a danaged
side
notches,
blade,
excurvate
base. The cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.0 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.7
cm and it weighs 10.8 g. The stem is 1.3 cm long and comprises
about 26% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles

the Steuben type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
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(1.74)

Artifact 1-75 is a bifacial spokeshave proximal. It is an unstenmed specimen with
a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.3 cm x 4.3 cui x 0.8 cm and it weighs 12.8 g. The raw material is heat-mreated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from scraping wood. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specic.9
cultural period.
Artifact 1-76 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a pointed tip, an asymmetrical blade, side
notches, square shoulders and a damaged base. The coss
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 4.8 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 8.8 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm long anrd compt ises
about 21% of the total length of the specimen. 'The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found localiy.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is a variant of the
Gi,, (1-76)

Gibson type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-78 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a rounded
tip, an excurvate blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.6
cm x 3.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 11.1 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 0.0 cm and
comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington
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chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is a variant of the Jakie type, which is associated
with the Middle Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-79 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is planoconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.1 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 13.2 g.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear

0
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z

(148)

resulting from cutting and scraping a gritty substance such as soft stone or pottery. This
specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-80 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The tip has
been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.8 cm x 2.6 cm x 1.0 cm and it
weighs 16.2 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 0.0 cm and comprises 25% of the total length
of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic xamination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Stone Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-81 is a flake knife. Maximum dimensions are 5.9 cm x 2.1 cm x 0.7 cm
and it weighs 2.7 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from battering. This specimen
is not associated with a cultural period.
Artifact 1-83 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip,
an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x 2.5
cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 3.5 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
without bone contact. This spezimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
Artifact 1-84 is a dart point stem. It is a parallel stem corer removed specimen
with a missing tip and blade, missing shoulders and a missing base. The tip has been
carried away by an impact fractu-e. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.4 g.
The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 40% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
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Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a cultural period.
Artifact 1-85 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is an expanding stem corner removed
specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, damaged shoulders and a convex base.
The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.2 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 8.3 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 3.1 cm and comprises about 41% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed

wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact and from scraping wet hide. This
specimen is exhausted and most closcly resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-86 is a biface stem. It is a parallel stem corner removed specimen with a
missing tip and blade, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.9 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.6
cm and it weighs 5.2 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 58% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-88 is a bifacial knife. it is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.8
cm x 2.8 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.3 g. The stem is 1.2 cm long and comprises about
43% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Steuben
type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
23DA395
23DA395 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and Late
Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1988 when he
collected 9 artifacts weighing 174.4 g. These included 2 stemmed biface fragments (17.9
g), 1 grog-tempered plain body sherd (62.8 g), 1 bifacial knife (7.3 g), 4 preform
fragments (79.1 g) and 1 projectile point/knife (7.3 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a stemmed biface proximaL It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.3 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 9.2 g. The stem measures 1.8 cm
x 3.2 cm and comprises about 55% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
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Artifact 1-2 is a projectile
point/knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged
blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and
a concave base. The tip has been carried

"J
j:

Rice SWdN

of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Rice
Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland
Side
Period.

away by an impact fracture. The cross

(1-1)

section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no
'
/
beveling. Maximum dimensious are 4.3 cm x 2-5 cm x 0.7 cm and
weighs 7.3 g. The stem measures 1.7 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises
about 40% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is
P
(1.2)
exhausted and most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type,
which is associated with the Woodland Period. It was probably used as cutting tool until
resharpening reduced the size and then it was used as dart point.
Artifact 1-4 is a p, frm base. It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing tip and
blade, no notches, no shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x 3.8 cm 7 1.1 cm
and it weighs 11.2 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen may be a
preform for the Rice Side Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip,
a damaged blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section
is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
3.3 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.3 g. The stem is 1.5 cm long and comprises
about 45% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period.

Stone C

Notcb
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Artifact 1-7 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and blade,
corner notches, square shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x 4.0 cm x 0.6
cm and it weighs 8.7 g. The stem is 1.2 cm long and
comprises 33% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is

(1-7)

found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
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evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
23DA396
23DA396 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1988 when he
collected 12 artifacts weighing 171.3 g. These included I stemmed biface fragment (3.3
g), 2 bifacial knife fragments (13.9 g), 2 bifacial knives (69.6 g), 6 preform fragments
(10.0 g) and 1 bifacial side scraper (74.5 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemrned
specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no
notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 11.3 cm x 4.2 cmx 1.1 cm and it
weighs 55.0 g. The raw material is Keokuk chert, which is
abundant further south but may be available locally in,/
highly restricted areas. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
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Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel stem
rcomer removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged
blade, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
V
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem but no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 4.4 cm x 0.7
/
cm and it weighs 14.6 g.. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.4
cm and comprises 33% of
the total length of the
specimen. The raw
A
material is an unidentified
-,
chert. Microscopic
examination revealed wear
lhada le (1.1)
I
resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Stone Square Stemmed type, which is
Stone Squa•e Slmnwed(1-3)
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial side scraper. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded
tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 7.3
cm x 5.5 cm x 1.8 cm and it weighs 74.5 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
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found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide.
This specimen is an unclassified type, which may be associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a pointed tip, an exeurvate blade and is
missing the entire proximal portion. The cross section is plano-convex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.4 cm x 3.6 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 9.5 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-7 is a biface fragment. It is an expanding stem comer removed
specimen with a missing tip and blade, missing shoulders and a concave base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 1.4 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 3.3 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm
x 2.5 cm and comprises 100% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Hanna type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-8 is a biface stem. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no
shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.5 cm and it
weighs 4.4 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
23DA397
23DA397 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Middle to Terminal
Archaic and Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1988
when he collected 39 artifacts weighing 598.1 g. These included 2 stemmed bifaces
fragment (8.7 g), 1 blank fragment (121.8 g), 2 dart point fragments (10.4 g), 1 dart point
(13.8 g), I bifacial drill fragment (1.3 g), 11 bifacial knife fragments (87.6 g), 3 bifacial
knives (29.3 g), 15 preform fragments (240.5 g), 1 preform (62.5 g), 1 projectile
point/knife (13.8 g) and 1 bifacial end scraper fragment (8.4 g).
Artifacts cataloged as 1-3 include four bifacial knife midsections. All have missing
tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. None exhibit
edge abrading or beveling. Raw materials include heat-treated Pierson and heat-treated
Burlington chert, both of which are probably found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-4 include five bifacial knife midsections. All have missing
tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and missing stems and base,-. None exhibit
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edge abrading or beveling. The raw material is Burlington chert (both heat-treated and
untreated), which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. These are of an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial end scraper base. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing tip and blade, no notches, no shoulders znd a convex base. The cross section is
piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.8
cm x 3.2 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.4 g. The raw material is heat-treated Jefferson City
chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period. The convex base of a thin late stage preform
was unifacially beveled and used as a scraper.
Artifact 1-6 is a bifacial drill midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade, rio
shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is diamond-shaped with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm x 1.0 cmx 0.6 cm and it
weighs 1.3 g. The- raw material is heat-treate Burlingtn chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from perforating. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-8 is a projectile point/knife. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged
blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a concave
base. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture.
The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the
base and stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
4.5 cmx 4.0 cmx 0.7 cm and it weighs 13.8 g. The stem
measures 1.3 cm x 2.6 cm and comprises about 29% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is a
variant of the Jakie type, which is associated with the
Middle Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-9 is a dart point, It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches,
square shoulders and a damaged base. The tip has been carried
away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with

edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.8 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 13.8 g.
SThe
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stem measures 1.2 cm x 3.1 cm and comprises about 32%

of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
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examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened and is a
variant of the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-10 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches,
barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.9 cm and it
weighs 10.0 g. The stem measures 1.4 cmx 3.2 cm and
comprises about 44% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened
and most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.

-

Big Ceek (.10)

Artifact 1-11 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem corner removed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, square shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base but no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.8 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 11.2 g. The stem is 1.5 cm long
and comprises about 39% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Pierson chert, which is abundant in the Branson area and may be exposed in
limited areas locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period. Probably it was broken during notching. There
is bright polish on the specimen as if it was stream tumbled some.
Artifact 1-12 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem comer
removed specimen with a missing tip and blade, square shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 2.2 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.2 g. The stem
measures 1.5 cm x 3.3 cm and comprises about 68% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-13 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
comer removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.9 cm x 3.5 cmx 0.5 cm and it weighs 11.3 g.
The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 29%
of the total length of the .- ,-imen.The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
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examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is resharpened and is an unclassified type that may be associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-14 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem

corner removed specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade,
sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.8 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs
8.0 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about
39% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat without bone contact This specimen is exhausted and most
closely resembles the Standlee type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.

St~d I (1-14)

Artifact 1-15 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem comer removed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, missing shoulders and a concave base. The
tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 4.9 g. The stem measures 1.2 cmx 2.0 cm and comprises about 41% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is an unidentified heat-treated chert.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Hanna type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-16 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem
comer removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
-missing

mhia,,aiat (d6)

shoulders and a damaged base. The tip has been carried
away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm x
2.5 cmx 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.5 g. The stem is 1.2 cm long and
comprises about 41% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen most closely rescmbles the Hanna variant type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-17 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a
parallel stem comer removed specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, square shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on tht; base and
stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x
3.8 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 9.1 g. The stem measures 1.0
cm x 1.7 cm and comprises about 32% of the total length of
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the specimen. The raw material is Pierson chert, which is abundant in the Branson ai ea
and may be exposed in limited areas locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact This specimen is a variant of the Table
Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period. This specimen has
an unusually short stem, but otherwise is typical of the type.
23DA398
23DA398 is a piehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Middle to Late
Woodland and Historic Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wiznmer in 1988
when he collected 8 artifacts weighing 139.3 g. These included 1 biface fragment (4.0 g),
1 stemmed biface fragment (9.8 g), 2 bifacial knives (21.3 g) and 4 preform fragments
(104.2 g).
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Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanditig stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches,
missing shoulders and a Lonvex base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no b--veling.
Maximum dimensions are 5.3 cm x 28 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs
14.8 g. The stem measures 1. cm x 2.3 cm and ,..oruprises about
21% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Pierson cheit, which is abundant in the Branson area and may be
exposed in limited areas locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is resharpened ane. most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched
type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-6 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem comer
removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions ar., 3.3 cm x
2.2 cmx 0.8 cm and it weighs 6.5 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 1.6
cm and comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened and is a variant of the Steuben
type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.

Steuca

(1-6)

23DA399
23DA399 is a prehistoric site of unknown cultural affiliation. It was recorded by
Howard Wimmer in 1988 when he collected 2 bifacial knife fragments (12.5 g). Both
have missing tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and missing stems and bases.
Neither exhibits edge abrading or beveling. The raw material is Burlington ct.ert (both
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heat-treated and untreated), which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting mrneat with bone contact. These tools are unclassified as to
type and arc not aesociated with a specific cultural period.
23DA400
23DA400 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Early and Late Archaic
and Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1988 when he
collected 23 artifacts weighing 375.4 g. The.ýe included I arrow point (1.2 g), I biface
fragment (2 ') g), I biface (0.0 g), 2 stemmed biface fragments (15.2 g), I blank (108.5 g),
2 bifacial knife fragments (30.2 g), 2 bifacial knives (16.7 g), 1 knife/scraper (7.6 g), 9
preform fragments (137.9 g), 2 projectile point/knives (23.4 g) and 1 flake scraper (31.8

g).

S(1

Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is a parallel stem
specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no
shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the base aud stem but no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.8 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 7.6 g. The
stem measures 1.8 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 38% of the total
iength of the specimen. The raw material is Reeds Spring chert,
which is found in southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas into
northeast Oklahoma and extreme southeast Kansas. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact and from scraping wet hide. This specimen is resharpened
and most closely resembles the Dalton type, which is associated with
the Early Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a
parallel stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged,
blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a straight
•
base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
, '
m
abradi" -nd no bevcling. Maximum dimensioa are
,
7cmx 1.1cm and it weighs 24.6 g. The
5.1 c,
/
stem ir(azues 1.5 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about
i
29% of the total frngth of the specimen. The raw
1
material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in
the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
0-3)
sa
This specimen most closely resembles the Smith type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period. One
barb (now broken) was massive while the other one (damaged) was smaller. The stem is
rather small for a Smith point with its massive blade; however this was probably due to the
difficulty of flaking the Jefferson City chert. Very little of original blade ýs left intact on
one side, but this shows use polish.
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Artifact 1-4 is a projectile point/knife. It is a parallel
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, basal
notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The tip has
been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is

biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling.

. .Maximum

dimensions are 4.6 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.9 cm and it
weighs 17.2 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.3 ;m and
comprises about 30% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is Reeds Spring chert, which is found in
southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas into northeast
Okiahoma and extreme southeast Kansas. Microscopic
sali t(14)
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without
hone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Smith type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period. Impact fractures are unusual on Smith
bifaces, since they were mosdy used as cutting tools. This one was used as a dart point
after much resharpening reduced its size.
Artifact 1-6 is a flake scraper. Maximum dimensions are 5.8 cm x 4.6 cm x 1.2 cm
and it weighs 31.8 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in
the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet
hide. This specimen is not associated vith a cultur.1 period.
Artifact 1-7 is a biface stem. It is a parallel stem specimen with a missing tip and
blade, basal notches, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading on the stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm x 3.4
cm x 1.1 cm and it weighs 10.3 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises
about 48% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is an unidentified chert.
Microscopic examination revealed nu evidenrck. of use-weax. This specimen most closely
resembles the Smith type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-8 is a projectile point/knife. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missiLg tip, a damaged blade, corner notches,
barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abr.ding cn the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.5 ci' x 2.8 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.2 g. The
stem measures 1.3 cn, x 2.2 cm and comprises about 37% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw inaterial is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
reve.ied wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimnn is resharpened and most closely resembles the Kings
Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
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Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
comer removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.1 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 9.6 g.

"'

The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 42%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Pierson
chert, which is abundant in the Branson area and may be
exposed in limited areas locally. Microscopic examination
SLoneCorw N

1(-9)

revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.

This specimen most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-10 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is a parallel stem corner removed
specimen with a missing tip and blade, square shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.7
cm x 3.1 cmx 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.9 g. The stem measures1.1 cm x 1.5 cm and
comprises about 41% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is a variant of the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-11 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem
corner removed specimen with a pointed tip, a straight blade,
sloping shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 4.5 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs
7 .1 g. The stem
measures 2.6 cm x 1.6 cm and comprises at )ut
58% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
unidentified chert. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles the Langtry type, which is
associated with the Late Arcbl',. through Woodland periods.

-

._
______

Artifact 1-13 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed
tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.7
cmx 1.3 cmx 0.6 cm and it weighs 1.2 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 1.1 cm and
comprises about 29% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Reeds
Spring chert, which is found in southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas into northeast
Oklahoma and extreme southeast Kansas. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is exhaus-ted and is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period. This small short biface has been resharpened to a stub. It may
have served as an arrow point, but is rather thick for this category of tool.
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Artifact 1-14 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,
no notches, missing shoulders ani a missing stem and base, The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.5 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.6
cm and it weighs 5.6 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in
the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
23DA401
23DA401 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Middle to Late Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in
1988 when he collected 58 artifacts weighing 925.5 g. These included 7 biface fragments
(31.7 g), 2 stemmed biface fragments (22.8 g), 1 stemmed biface (6.1 g), 3 blanks (237.4
g). I dart point fragmtrnt (10.7 g), 1 dart point (13.7 g), 10 bifacial knife fragments (92.6
g), 5 bifacial knives (58.9 g), 25 preform fragments (402.0 g), 1 preform (20.0 g) and 2
projectile point/knives (29.6 g).
p
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Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and
a ccncave base. The cross section is irregular with edge abrading
on the stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.2 cm x
2.a cmx C.8 cm and it weighs 4.1 g. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
trevealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. Tnis
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Rice Side
Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period. This
specimen has all of the slight shoulders removed by resharperiing.
The side notche&. are really more constrictions than a true notches.

Artifact 1-3 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and blade,-is
comer notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no,
a
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.4 cm x 4.3 cmx 0.8
cm and it weighs 10.0 g. The stem measures 1,5 cm x 3.1
cm and comprises about 63% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-Lteated Burlington
SktC,,NoirW(I.3)
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem comer removed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem but no beveling. Maximum
HPUAReporb
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dimensions are 3.3 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.8 cm and i, weighs 9.8 g. Tih stem measures 1.3 cm
x 2.2 cm and comprises about 39% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact This specimen is resharpened and
most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem comer removed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, square shoulder. and a straight base. The cross
section is plano-convex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
3.7 cm x 3.7 cm x 1.1 cm and it weighs 17 .4 g. The stem measures 1.6 cm x 2.8 cm and
comprises about 43% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated

Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Stone Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-6 is a projectile point/knife. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer
notches, square shoulders and a convex base. The tip has been
carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is

biconvex with edge abneding on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions ,re 5.2 cmx 3.3 cm x 0.9 cm and it
".

Swoe Corm Notcbd•(1-6)

weighs 16.1 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.7 cm and
comprises about 23% o" the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles
the Stone Comer Notched type, which is associated with the

Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-7 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem comer removed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sqaare shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.4 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 10.5 g. The stem
measures 1.6 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 5% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Max` am dimensions
are 3.9 cm x 4.0 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 16.2 g. The stem is 1.2 cm long and
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comprises about 31% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from

cutting meat with bone contact. This sprcimen is resharpened and most closely resembles
the Stone Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.3 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.5 g. The stem is 1.3 cm long and comprises
about 39% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Stone Comer Notched
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period. This fragment consists of half of
the stem, one notch, one shoulder and 2.0 cm of one blade margin.
Artifact 1-10 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and
unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.8 cm x 3.6 cm
x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.0 g. The stem measures 1.3 cmx 2.3
cm and comprises about 34% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is resharpened and most closely resembles the Big Creek type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

A
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Big Cnek(1-10)

Artifact 1-11 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing tip and bladc, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.9 cm x 5.0 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 12.8 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm
x 0.0 cm and comprises about 48% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Grand type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-12 include four bifacial knife midsections. All have
missing tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and missing stems and bases.
None exhibit evidence of edge abrading or beveling. The raw material is Burlington chert
(both heat-treated and untreated), which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. These are of an unclassified
type not associated with a specific cultural period.
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.Artifact 1-15 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches,
missing shoulders and a straight base. The tip has been carried
away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with

'~

edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum

dimensions are 3.7 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 13.7 g.
The stem measures 1.2 cm x 3.2 cm and compris about 32%
-,

Stoae Ce, Notdwe(1 .1•)

of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is

Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
most closely resembles the Stone Comer Notched type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-16 is a projectile point/knife. It is a parallel
stem corner removt'd specimen with a missing tip, a damaged
blade, square shoulders and a damaged base. The tip has been

carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 3.6 cmx 0.8 cm and it
weighs 13.5 g. The stem measures 1.2 cmx 3.1 cm and
comprises about 29% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination reveaied wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Stone Square Stemmed type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.

\

St,.Sq

Stemmed (1.16)

Artifact 1-17 is a dart point proximal. It is an expanding stem corner removed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, missing shoulders and a convex base. The
tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.7
cm and it weighs 10.7 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about 33%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-18 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, square shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem but no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.5 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 11.6 g. The stem is 1.4 cm long
and comprises about 31% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is an
unidentified chert. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type, which may be associated with
the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-19 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.0 cm x 3.8 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.8 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm
x 3.1 cm and comprises 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type
that may be associated with the Late Archaic Period.

N

Bitc,,a bife (1.20)

Artifact 1-20 is a bifacial knife. it is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches,
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.4 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 8.3 g.
The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.6 cm and comprises about 29% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson
City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat without bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is
an unclassified type that may be associated with the Late Archaic
Period.

Artifact 1-23 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip,
an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is
plano-convex with edge abrading on the blade and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
5.6 cm x 3.6 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 22.3 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated
with a specific cultural period. It was aborted due to a flaw in the chert and then used as
cutting tool.
23DA402
23DA402 is a lithic scatter exhibiting evidence of a Middle to Late Archaic Period
occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1989 when he collected 8 artifacts
weighing 75.7 g. These included 2 unstemnmed biface fragments (8.4 g), 1 bifacial knife
fragment (12.5 g), 1 bifacial knife (11.0 g) and 3 preform fragments (37.7 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip,
a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading in the notches but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.6
cmx 2.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 11.0 g. The stem measures 1.5 cmx 2.3 cm and
comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
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from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles the White River type, which
is associated with the Middle Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches,
missing shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.6 cm x 2.9 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 12.5 g. The
stem is 1.4 cm long and comprises about 39% of the total length of
the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated with
I
the Late Archaic Period.

f
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23DA403
23DA403 is a lithic scatter exhibiting evidence of a Middle to Late Archaic
occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1989 when he collected 8 artifacts
weighing 75.7 g. These included 2 biface fragments (37.5 g), 3 bifacial knife fragments
(11.8 g), 2 bifacial knife (17.9 g) and 1 projectile point/knife (8.5 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a projectile point/knife. It is a parallel stem
comer removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
sloping shoulders and a convex base. The tip has been carried away
by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the stem and beveling on the right blade edge. Maximum
dimensions are 3.7 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.5 g. The
stem measures 1.4 cm x 1.7 cm and comprises about 38% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most
closely resembles the Nolan type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period. This is a good example of the Nolan point, which usually is not found this
far north. However Perino (1985:274) notes that similar points have been found in westcentral Illinois.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-4 include three bifacial knife midsections. All have
missing tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and missing stems and bases.
None exhibit edge abrading or beveling. The raw material is Burlington chert (both heattreated and untrcated), which is tound locally. Microscopic examiaation revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. These are of an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period.
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Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip,
a damaged blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.9 cm x
3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 11.0 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.6 cm and comprises
about 27% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Stone
Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-6 is a bifacial knife. It is an bifurcated expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damagcd blade, corner
notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.0 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.9 g. The
raw material is heat-treated Jefferson City chert, which is found
locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen is rsharpened and is an unclassified type that may be
associated with the Middle Archaic Period.

"
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23DA405
23DA405 is a lithic swatter exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic, Late Woodland
and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1990 when
he n.oi!ected 6 artifacts weighing 60.4 g. These included 1 arrow point (0.4 g), 1 biface
fragment (i.2 g), 1 dart point (17.2 g), 1 bifacial knife (4.7 g), I preform fragment (7.2 g)
ard 1 core scraper (29.7 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an ecpanding stem corner
removed specimen with a pointed tip, a straight blade, sloping
shoulders and a straight base. The cross ,ection is piano-convex with
no edge abrading and unifazial beeling. Maximum dimensions are
~.cm
• '•"•:'

4.0

x2.3 cm x0.5cm and it weighs

-

4v. 7 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.1
cm
andofcomprises
about T11e
30%raw
of the- total
length
the specimen.
material is Reeds Spring chert, which is

found in southwest Missouri andI
northwest Arkansas into northeast
Oklahoma and extreme southeast Kansas. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Kings Corner Notched type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
nca
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Artifact 1-2 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, corner notches, damaged shoulders and a straight base. The tip has been
carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on
the stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.2 cm x 3.7 cm x 0.9 cm and it
weighs 17.2 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 29% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Stone Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-3 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, damaged shoulders and a
straight base. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross
,$
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 1.7 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.4 g. The stem
measures 0.5 cm x 0.9 cm and comprises about 29% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
*(L 3)
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no use-wear. This specimen most
closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated with the Late Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-4 is a core scraper. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip, an
excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is pianoconvex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.5 cm x
3.4 cm x 1.8 cm and it weighs 29.7 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from scraping
wet hide. This specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified type that may be associated
with the Woodland Period.
23DA406
23DA406 is a prehistoric habitation of unknown cultural affiliation. It was
recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1990 when he collected 1 bifacial knife fragment (18.5
g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
"missingtip and blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 5.6
cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 18.5 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This is either the base of an advance stage preform used as a
knife or an unhafted specimen, since use rounding and polish are found on the basal area.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
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23DA410
23DA410 is a lithic scatter exhibiting evidence of a Mississippi Period occupation.
It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1990 when he collected 1 arrow point (1-1). It is
an expanding stem specimen with a pointed tip, a serrated blade, comer notches, square
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is irregular with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.4 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.4
cm and it weighs 0. g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises
about 29% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson
City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
Sewya•h 1.4)
resembles the Sequoyah type, which is associated with the Caddoan Period.
23DA412
23DA412 is a prehistoric shelter exhibiti:ig evidence of Middle to Late Woodland
and Mississippi Period occupations. it was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1991 when
he collected 4 artifacts weighing 7.7 g. These included 3 arrow points (2.9 g) and 1
stemmed biface fragment (4.8 g).
Artifact 1-1 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a pointed tip, a straight blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a convex
base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 1.9 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 0.9 g. The
stem measures 0.5 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises about 26% of the total length
of the specimen. The vwmaterial is he:i-treated Burlington chert, which is
sIlil(11
found locally. Microscopic examination ievealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Scallom type, which is associated with the
Mississippi Period.
Antif,.ct 1-2 is aa arrow point. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing tip, au excurvate blade, side notches, square shoulders and a convex
base. The cross section is plano-convex with no edge abrading and no
beveling Maximum dimensions are 1.6 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs
0.8 g. The raw material is Jefferson City quartzite, which is found locally in
the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no cv:idence of usewear. This specimen most closely resembles the Keota type, which is

K,,

(1-2)

associated with the Mississippi Period.

-,au (1•3)

Artifact 1-3 is an arrow point. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing tip, a straight blade, side notches, no shoulders and a concave base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 1.2 g. The
raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened
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and most closely resembles the Haskell type, which is associated with the Mississippi
Period. The blade appears reworked, as it is narrower than usual for the type.
Artifact 1-4 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, side notches, square shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base but no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 1.9 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.8 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.9 cm
and comprises about 63% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Steuben type (except for
the short hafting area), which is associated with the Woodland Period.
POLK COUNTY SITES
23P0230
23PO230 is a lithic scatter exhibiting evidence of Middle to Late Archaic, Middle
to Late Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded in 1973 by Mark
Shadwick and visited by Howard Wimmer in 1991 when he collected 4 artifacts weighing
24.0 g. These included 1 arrow point fragment (0.7 g), 1 dart point (6.2 g), 1 bifacial
knife fragment (6.4 g) and 1 projectile point/knife fragment (10.7 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a dart point recovered from Surface Area 21. It is an unstemmed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a
concave base. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.0 cm x 1.9
cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 6.2 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles the White River type, which is associated with the
Middle Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife proximal recovered from Surface Area 1. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed
shoulders and a missing base. The c;oss section is biconvex with edge abrading on the
stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs
6.4 g. The raw material is heat-teated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed v,.'+ar resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Kings Corner Notched type,
which is associated with the Terminal Archaic through Middle Woodland Period. This is a
well-made biface, finished by pressure flaking. The biade margins probably were recurved.
One exhibits serrations.
Artifact 1-3 is a projectile poiniAknife proximal recovered from Surface Area 1. It
is a contracting stem comer removed specimen with a missing tip, an incurvate blade,
sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading
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on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.5
cm x 4.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 10.7 g. The stem
measures 1.7 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises about 38% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated B-flin/&in chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles the Dickson type,
which is a '-ciated. with the Middle Woodland Period.
o(1-3)
,ik

Artifact 1-4 is an arrow point stem recovered from Surface Axea 1.
It is a parallel stem specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, comer
notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex
•
' with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.5 cm x
1.2 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 0.7 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm
and comprises about 40% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
Scalor (1-41
material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles thr,
Scallorn type, which is associated with the Late Woodland through Mississippi Period.
S

23P0304
23PO304 is a lithic scatter and cairn burial exhibiting evidence of Middle to Late
Archaic, Late Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded in 1962 by
McMillan and Pangbom and visited by Prewitt and Associates investigators in 1984.
Howard Wimmer visited the site in 1989 when he collected 5 artifacts weighing 121.1 g.
These included 1 stemmed biface fragment (6.0 g), 2 bifacial knives (20.6 g) and 2
preform fragments (94.5 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen
with a missing tip, an incurvate blade, side notches, square shoulders
and a damaged base. The cross section is rhomboidal with no edge
abrading and beveling on the left edge of the blade. Maximum
dimensions are 4.2 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 8.9 g. The
raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the
deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the White River type, which is associated with the Middle
Archaic Period.

_
-
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%WhieRivet (1- 1)

Artifact 1-2 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem corner removed
specimen with a missing tip and blade, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.6
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cmx 3.1 cmx 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.0 g. The stem measures
1.4 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 54% of the total length of
the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely re.sembles the
Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Big Cnek (1.2)

Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife. It has a pointed tip, an

excurvate blade, no notches, sloping shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge. abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.5
cm x 2.3 cm x 0.9 em and it weighs 11.7 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found local!y. Microscopic examination ievealed wear resulting from
"cuttingmeat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified type
not associated with a six:, ific cultural period.
23P0320
23PO320 is a prehistoric and historic habitation exhibiting evidence of EarOy to
Late Archaic, Early and Middle Woodland dnd Mississippi Period occupations. It was
recorded in 198K by Prewitt and Associates investigators and visited by Howard Wimmer
in 1988 when he collected 2 artifacts weighing 18.1 g. These included 1 biface edge
fragment (8.7 g) and 1 preform proximal (9.4 g). Neither is associated with a specific
culturai period.
23P0351
23PO351 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Early to Late Archaic,
Middle to Late Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by
Howard Wimmer in 1986 wh,-n he collected 129 artifacts weighing 2,332.8 g. These
included 1 flat abrader (564.9 g), 1 arrow point (0.6 g), 38 biface fragments (326.5 g), 7
stemmed biface fragments (63.3 g), 6 unstemned biface fragments (38.7 g), 1 sandstone
concretion (64.7 g), 5 dart point fragments (31.4 g), 1 bifacial drill fragment (0.7 g), 1
hammerstone (88.6 g), 10 bifacial knife fragments (67.6 g), 9 bifacial knife (73.1 g), 1
"knife/scraper(11.2 g), 15 mussel shell fragments (195.6 g), 29 preform fragments (655.8
g), .2 preforms (134.5 g) and 2 projectile point/knife fragments (15.6 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area C. It is an expanding
sOcem ceiner removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and
a concave base. The cross section is rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on
the ieft edge of the blade. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 10.1 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.4 cm and compr'ses about 31% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened and is a late variant of the Rice type, as indicated
by the absence of stem grinding. It is associated with the Middle Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area C.
It is an expanding stem specimer with a pointed tip, a straight blade,
corner notches, barbed shoulde.s and a straight base. The cross section
is plano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 4.5 cm x 2.1 cm x G.7 cm and it weighs 5.9 g.
The stem measures 0,9 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 20% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is Reeds Spring chert,
which is found in southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas into
northeast Oklahoma and extreme southeast Kansas. Mcroscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely re-, mbles the
Ensor type, which is associated with the Laat- Archaic Period.

.
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Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife/scraper recovered from
Surface Area C. It is an expanding stem specimen witf a
tip, an excurvate blade, comer notches, barbed
shoulders and Qconvex base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and uo beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.7 cm x 3.8 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 11.2
g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 3.2 cm and comprises about
35% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is

heat-treuted Burlington chert, which is found locally.

Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact and from scraping wet hide. This specimen is exhausted
and most closely resembles the Grand type, which is associated with the Middle Woodland
Period.
Artifact 1-7 is a dart point stem recovered from Surface Area C. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, coamer notches, square shoulders
and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with r.) edge abrading and no beveling.
MaAimum dimensions are 2.4 cm x 3.9 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 7.5 g. The stem
measures 1.4 ci x 3.2 cm and comprises about 58% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert. which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-8 is a dart point stem recovered from Surface
Area C. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip
and blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a convex base.
rne cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.8 cmt
3nd it weighs 11.7g. The stetn measures 1.4cmx2.8cmand
comprises about 39% of the total length of the specimen. The
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raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely res.;mbles the Big Creek
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-9 is a dart point stem recovered from Surface Area C. It is a parallel
stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, corner removed square shoulders and a
staight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edgye abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 7.9 g. The stew
measures 1.2 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 41% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is, an unidentified dark and light gray fossiliferous chert (Sedalia).
Microscopic examiaation revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Stone Square Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late ,xchaic
Period.
Artifact 1-10 is a stemmed biface proximal recovered from Surface Area C. It is a
parallel stem cc.ner removed specimen with a missing tip and blade, barbed shoulders and

a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions ate 3.6 cL .- 3.7 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 11.3 g. The stem
measures 0.9 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises 25% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Keoku~k cher, which is abundati, furt;er south but may be
available locally in highly restricted areas. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wtar. This specimen is an unclassified type that may be associated with the Late
Archaic Period. The short square stem has probably been broken and -::%Norked
unifacially. It may originally have been either a Smith or Stone Square Stemmed ,,int.
Artifact 1-11 is an arrow point recovered from Surface Area C. It is an expanding
stem corner removed specimen with a rounded tip, a straight blade, square shoulders and a
straight base. The cross sect~on is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 1.7 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 0.6 g. The stem
measures 0.7 cm x 0.9 cm and comprises about 41% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated with the Late Woodland through
Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-12 is a biface fragment recovered from Surface Area C. It is an
expanding stem corner removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the
stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.3 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.8 cm and it weigh.
11.4 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 30% of the total length
of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed battering but no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
is a variant of the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
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Artifbct 1-13 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area
C. It is a parallel stem specimen with a pointed tip, a straight
blade, no notches, no shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no
Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.7 cm and
it weiglh 7.3 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises
about 34% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is exhausted and is an unclassified type that
may be associated with the Late Archaic ?eriod. It has been

resharpened so much that all of the shoulders are gone. It may
have been a Smith point originally.

Artifact 2-1 is a biface recovered from Surwace Area D. It is
an expanding stem specimen with a pointed tip, a recurved blade,
corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The crossA
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.6 cm x 2.1 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 1.5 g. The
stem measures 0.q1 cm x 1.3 cm and comprises about 31% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is fourd locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimer is
resharpened and most closely resembles the Kings Corner Notched
type, which is associated with the Terminal Archaic Period.

__
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Artifact 2-12 is a stemmed bifýce proximal recovered from Surface Area D. It is
an expanding stem specimen with a iiissing tip and blade, comer notches, barbed
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 3.9 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 14.1 g. The
stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 38% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evicence of use-wear. 'This specimen most closely
resembles the Stone Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 2-13 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area D. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, cornt.r notches, barbed shoulders and
a damaged base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 7.7 g. The stem is 1.5
cm long and comprises about 45% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 2-14 is a preform proximal recovered from

Surface Area D. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
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missing tip anid blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm
x 3.9 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 8.5 g. The stem measures
1.2 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises about 48% of the total length
of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert,
which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic

examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 2-15 is a stemmed biface proximal recovered from Surface Area D. It is
an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, comer notches, barbed
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.3 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.8 g. The
stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises about 57% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 2-16 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface
Area D. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a straight
base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.7 cm and
it weighs 8.2 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises
about 29% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified type
that may be associated with the Middle Archaic Period. It
probably developed from Rice Lobed with bifacial resharpening.

Bitfa
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Artifact 2-17 is a bifacial drill midsection recovered from Surface Area D. It is an
unstemmed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a
missing base. The cross section is diamond-shaped with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.2 cm x 0.9 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 0.7 g. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from [.-rforating. This specimen is an unclassified
type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 3-1 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area A. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders
and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
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Maximum dimensions are 5.5 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it

weighs 14.8 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.6 cm and
-

comprises about 18% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact This specimen most closely
resembles the Steuben variant type, which is associated with tie

V
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Woodland Period.
A\

Artifact 3-2 is a bifacial knife
proximal recovered from Surface Area

-.

Stmub, vaiant (3.1)

A. It is an expanding well-thinned stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged

,
,

'

blade, side notches, sloping shoulders
and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x 2.9
;
cm x 1.2 cm and it weighs 11.5 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x
2.4 cm and comprises about 41% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
Hism variant (3.2)
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is a
variant of the Hanna type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period. This point
has a knot on one face that cot,'1 not be removed by knapping.
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Artifact 3-3 is a stemmed biface proximal recovered from
Surface Area A It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a
cor "ave base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.3 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.9
cm and it weighs 12.0 g. The stem measurzs 1.5 cm x 2.4 cm and
comprises about 35% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen most closely resembles the Hanna type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 3-4 is a projectile point/knife proximal
recovered from Surface Area A. It is a parallel stem comer
removed specimen wit', a missing tip, a damaged blade, square
shoulders and a straight base. The tip has been carried away
by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.8 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 12.1 g. The stem
measures 1.7 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 45% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
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Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles an unnamed
type, which is associated with the Middle Archaic Period.
Artifact 3-5 is a stemmed biface proximal recovered from

*

_

Surface Area A. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip
and blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a convex base. The
H, .
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cmx 2.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 5.5
;,,
g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 38% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Keokuk chert, which is abundant further south but may be available
Big
(3-5)
locally in highly restricted areas. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 3-8 include five bifacial knife midsections recovered from
Surface Area A. All have missing tips, damaged blades, no shoulders and missing stems
and bases. None exhibit edge abrading or beveling. The raw material is Burlington chert
(both heat-treated and uutreated), which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact These specimens are of an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 3-9 is a dart point stem recovered from Surface Area A. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, comer notches, missing shoulders
and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 1.5 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.6 cn and it weighs 2.0 g. The stem
measures 0.9 cm x 1.7 cm and comprises about 60% nf the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type that
may be associated with the Mississippi Period. It is similar to the LC-8 category
recovered from the Albertson site (Dikson 1991:166).
Artifact 3-10 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area A. It is a contracting
stem comer removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, missing shoulders and
a damaged base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.5 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 16.2 g. The
stem measures 0.8 cm x 0.0 cm and comprises about 18% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period. The
short thick stem appears to have been reworked into a contracting form. Originally, it
could have been squared or expanding.
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Artifact 4-1 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area B.

It is a contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, •o
notches, no shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
rhomboidal with edge abrading on the stem and beveling on the left
edge of the blade. Maximum dimensions are 4.7 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.8 cm
and it weighs 6.0 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 1.9 cm and comprises
about 30% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is

/

V

heat-treated Keokuk chert, which is abundant further south but may be
available locally in highly restricted areas. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
N
specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Dalton type,
(4-1
_
which is associated with the Early Archaic Period. Many would classify
this as an Agate Basin-like point resharpened in the same manner as a Dalton. The hafting
area contracts slightly to a concave base.
1
-

Artifact 4-2 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area B.
It is a parallel stem corner removed specimen with a missing tip, an
excurvate blade, square shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem but no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 3.1
g. The stem measures 1.0 cmx 1.4 cm and comprises 33% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination

1
TreRoc
S,•wad(4,2)
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Table Rock Stemmed type, which
is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 4-3 is a projectile p)int/knife midsection recovered from Surface Area B.
It has a mising tip, a straight blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a missing stem
and base. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The stem was probably
narrow and expanding. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Ma.-Jmuia diretsioas are 3.3 cm x 2.11 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 3.5 g. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 4-4 is a stemmed biface proximal recovered from Surface Area B. It is an
expanding comer removed stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, missing shoulders
and a damaged base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem but no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.4 cm x 2.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.2 g. The
stem is 1.5 cm long and comprises about 44% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper
valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most
closely resembles the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late

Archaic Period.
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Artifact 4-5 is a dart point stem recovered from Surface Area B. It is a contracting
stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base.
The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.0 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 2.3 g. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
Artifact 4-6 is a bifacial knife proximal recovered from Surface Area B. It is a
parallel stem corner removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, square
shoulders and a damaged base. It is split lengthwise down the center. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.0 cm x 1.9
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.4 g. The stem is 1.1 cm long and comprises about 22% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifacts cataloged as 4-9 include two bifacial knife proximals recovered from
Surface Area B. They are unstemmed specimens with missing tips, damaged blades, no
notches, no shoulders and a missing base. Neither exhibits evidence of edge abrading or
beveling. Raw materials include Burlington chert (both heat-treated and untreated), which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
23P0355
23PO355 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Middle to Late Archaic,
Early and Late Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Prewitt
and Associates investigators in 1984 and visited by Howard Wimmer in 1988 when he
collected 16 artifacts weighing 198.4 g. These included 1 arrow point (0.6 g), 2 biface
fragments (15.6 g), 1 stemmed biface (4.6 g), 1 dart point (5.6 g), 3
bifacial knife fragments (37-4 g), 3 bifacial knives (49.5 g) and 5
preform fragments (85.1 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem corner
removed specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, sloping shoulders
and a concave base. The tip has been carried away by an impact
fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 2.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 5.6 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.7 cm and comprises about
20% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
I
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,-(1-1)

examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Ellis type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-2 is a stemmed biface. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, basal notches,
barbed shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base but no beveling.

It

Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm 13.0 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs
4.6 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is an unclassified type that may be associated with the
Archaic Period.

224%

Stemmed bwa (1-2)

Artifact 1-3 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.3 cm x 1.3 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs
0.6 g. The stem measures 0.4 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises about 17% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn
type, which is associated with the Late Woodland through Mississippi
Period.
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Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel
stem corner removed specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, barbed shoulders and a straight base.
The cross section is plano-convex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.3 cm x 4.6
cm x 1.2 cm and it weighs 34.2 g. The stem measures
1.2 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 23% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Etley
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
This specimen is thick because the stone did not knap
well and hinged leaving the center thicker. The stem is

(1.4)

not as long as usual for the Etley type for the same reason. One margin is much damaged
and the other shows some use polish and breakage.
Artifact 1-7 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,
corner notches, barbed shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is
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biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x 3.9
cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 9.1 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact and from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an unclassified type that may
be associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel stem comer removed specimen with a
missing tip, a straight blade, square shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 2.7
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period. The stem has been broken 0.5 cm below the shoulders and has been unifacially
beveled and used to scrape a hard substance, possibly bone or antler.
Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is
an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and
blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximumxn
•
\1.\
dimensions are 4.6 cm x 5.2 cm x 0.9 cm and it
weighs 19. 7 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.7 cm
and comprises about 33% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is an unclassified type that may be associated with
the Middle Archaic Period. Similar bifaces were recovered from an apparent Middle
Archaic context at Calf Creek Cave in Searcy Co., Arkansas (Dickson 1970:70-71).

-

I'tHaI&(1-10)

•

Artifact 1-10 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, side notches,
sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs
8.4 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises about
39% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles
the Hanna type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-11 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross
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section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.6
cm x 3.4 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 8.6 g. The raw material is heat-treatex Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an urc¶dsified type not associated with

4 s,,ecific cultural period. This biface is a very thin cal t'-.-y made tool that apparently
ws unhafted.
23PO3 57

23PO357 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic, Late
Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Prewitt and Associates
investigators in 1984 and visited by Howard Wimmer in 1989 when he collected 29
artifacts weighing 315.3 g. These included 1 arrow point (1.7 g), 3 stemmed biface
fragments (11.3 g), 1 dart point fragment (1.7 g), 2 bifa!:ial knife fragments (12.0 g), 4
bifacial knife (46.7 g), 17 preform fragments (215.8 g) and 1 preform (26.1 g).
Artifact 1-1 is an arrow point recovered from Surface Area A. It
is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed tip, a straight blade, comer
notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.7 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 1.7 g. The stem measures.
0.7 cm x 1.0 cm and comprises about 26% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of usewear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is
associated with the Late Woodland Period.

,
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Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife proximal recovered from
Surface Area A. It is an exponding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a
damaged base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.3 cm x 2.7
,
cmx 0.5 cm and it weighs 3.5 g. The stem is 0.6 cm ioiug and
comprises about 26% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlingion chert, which is found locally.
Bi4. kf. (1-2)
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
specimen is a fairly rare type, possibly of Early Mississippi
This
contact.
bone
without
origin. The stem is not ground as are similarly shaped Archaic bifaces with broader stems.
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area A. It is an expanding
stem comer removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, square shoulders and
a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem but no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.5 cm x 3.2 cmn x 0.9 cm and it weighs 14.0 g. The
stem measures 1.6 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 29% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
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Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Amea A.
It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
side notches, missing shoulders and a convex base. The cros sec'Xrn
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
,\,
dimensions are 3.0 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.8 g. The
stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 43% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most
N Cr1(1-,4)
closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period. It was probably originally corner notched, but has been resharpened
so much that most of blade is gone and wide shallow side notches have been created.
*"

Artifact 2-2 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area B. It is a parallel stem
specimen with a pointed tip, a straight blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 5.8 cm x 4.6 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 22.7 g. The stem
measures 1.3 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises about 22% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed w=ar resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles the Late Archaic Period Smith type.
Artifact 2-3 is a stemmed biface proximal recovered from Surface Area B. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders
and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 2.8 cm x 3.8 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.1 g. The stem
measures 1.3 cm x 2.5 cr., and comprises about 46% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

FE,,(24)

Artifact 2-4 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area B. It
is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate blade,
side notches, square shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.2 cm x 2.0 cmx 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.2g. The stem is 0.7cm
long and comprises about 22% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Ensor
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 2-5 is a dart point stem recovered from Surfac, Area B. It is a parallel
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer removed missing shoulders and
a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.3 cm x 1.6 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 1.7 g. The
stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.3 cm and comprises about 35% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened
and most closely resembles the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 2-6 is a bifacial knife midsection recovered from Surface Area B. It is an
unstemmed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a
missing base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 8.5 g. The raw material
is heat-treated Jefferson City chert, which is found )ocally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
233P0359
23PO359 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Early to Late Archaic,
Middle to Late Woodland and Mississippi Peiod occupations. It was recorded in 1984 by
Prewitt and Associates investigators and visited by Howard Wimmer in 1989 when he
collected 84 artifacts weighing 816.2 g. These included 1 arrow point fragment (3.5 g), 1
arrow point (2.3 g), 17 biface fragments (78.7 g), 5 stemmed biface fragments(25.3 g), 1
stemmed biface (4.2 g), 9 unstemmed biface fragments (32.d g), 1 dart point fragment (1.7
g), 5 dart points (31.8 g), 1 bifacial drill fragment (0.4 g), 1 bifacial drill (4.8 g), 5 bifacial
knife fragment (31.3 g), 3 bifacial knives (31.6 g), 31 preform fragments (548.3 g), 1
preform (4.1 g), 1 projectile point/knife fragment (11.2 g) and 1 bifacial end scraper (4.2
g).
Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a parallel stem
specimen with a missing tip and blade, no notches, no shoulders axd a
concave base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading oit
the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3C cm
x 2.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4. 9 g. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examinatioL
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contac'. This
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Dalton type,
which is associated with the Early Archaic Period. It is broken just
above the hafting area. Two serrations are apparent above the
hafting area on each side and these feature some use polish. A flut,like thinning ilake runs the full length of the specimen on one face.
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Artifact 1-6 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen wiih a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches,
sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 6.1 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 16.8 g.
The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 20% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Pierson
chert, which is abundant in the Branson area and may be exposed
in limited areas locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
most closely resembles the Steuben type, which is associated wit
the Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-7 is a dart point. It is a slightly expanding stem
comer removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
damaged shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum
dimensions are 4.5 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 10.9 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm
x 3.0 cm and comprises 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Keokuk chert, which is abundant further south but may be available locally in highly
restricted areas. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen most closely resembles the Unknown type that may be associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanaing stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches,
square shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.2 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 9.3 f,.
ThC stem measures 1.3 cm x 3.1 cm and comprises about 41%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlincqpn cl,-rt, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Big
Creek type which is associatced with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife. It is an exp'_ading stem specimen with a missing tip,
an incurvate blade, corner notchc,, bzrbed shoulder'., and a convex base. The cross section
is biconvex with no ed;e abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x
2.5 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.5 g. The stem measurrs 1.0 cn x 2.5 cm and comprises
about 30% of the totl length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chcrt, which is found Iccally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is a variant of the
Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-10 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem corner removed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, missing shoulders and a convex base. The tip has
been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions arm 4.5 cm x 3.0 cm x 1.2 cm and it
weighs 14.2 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 29% of the total

length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated fossiliferous and coarse textured
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence

of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Big Creek
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-12 is a bifacial drill. It is an unstemmed
specimen with a pointed tip, a straight blade, no notches, no
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.6
cmx 2.9 cmx 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.8 g. The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
>_
/•
examination revealed wear resulting from perforating. This
specimen is an unclassified type that may be associated with the
5(*fI d~i21)j _ Woodland Period.
-

-

Artifact 1-13 is a projectile point/knife proximal. It is
an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged
blade, corner removed barbed shoulders and a convex base.
The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.7 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.7 cma
and it weighs 11.2 g. The stem measures 1.2 cmx 2.8 cm and
comprises about 26% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is

resharpened and most closely resembles the Big Creek type,

,

'

-

.
Bi1 Creek (I-13)

which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-14 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem corner removed
specimen with a missing tip and blade, square shoulders and a straight base. The tip has
been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm x 1.7 crm x 0.5
cm and it weighs 1.7 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.2 cm and comprises 40% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
is exhausted and is a variant of the Tabie Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with
the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-15 is a preform. It is an unst&rmmed specimen with a
rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders .nd a convex
base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the blade
and beveling on the right blade edge. Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm
x 1.9 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.1 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is Ln unclassified type
that may be associated with the Woodland Period.
Preform (1.15)

Artifact 1-16 is an arrow point. It is an unstemmed specimen with
a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex
base. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.4 cm x 1.6 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 2.3 g. The raw
material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in t:e deeper
valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen most closely resembles the Crisp Ovate type, which is associated
with the Mississippi Period.

White River,(1.17)

ca,,ov,,,.16)

Artifact 1-17 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip. a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a
concave base. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem but no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.4 em x 1.7 cm x 0.5 cm and it
weighs 2.4 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.8 cm and comprises about

420/% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heit-treated

' Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles
the White River type, which is associated with the Middle Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-18 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and
a concave base. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture.
The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm x 1.7 cm x 0.6 cm and
it weighs 2.3 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.7 cm and comprises 40%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Pierson chert,
which is abundant in the Branson area and may be exposed in limited
w• ,,•(t(1.18)
areas locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
is exhausted and most closely resembles the White River type, which is associated with the
Middle Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-19 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip
and blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a concave base. The tip has been carried
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away by an 'mpact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions aic 1.7 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 2.0 g. The
stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 59% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.

Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. "Thisspecimen is exhausted
and most closely resembles the White River type, which is associated with the Middle
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-20 is a bifacial end .craper. It is an expanding stem
corner removed specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade,
square shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.8
cm x 2.2 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4 .2 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 2.1 cm and comprises about 46% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington che'., which i_ foumd
Big C,•ek (1-20)
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
scraping wet hide. This specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Big Creek
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
-

Artifact 1-21 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an

expanding stem comer removed specimen with a missing tip and
blade, damaged shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.5 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 5.8 g.
The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 56% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Sine Corm Nocbed (1.21)
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-22 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, damaged shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.1 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.0 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.7 cm
and comps-se! about 45% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
exzmination revealed wear resulting from cutting mreat with bone
contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Big Creek type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

-.
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Artifact 1-23 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an Lxpanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, side notches,
sloping shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.5 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 6.3 g. The
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stem is 1.2 cm long and comprises about 34% of the total length of tie specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlhngtor chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Hanna type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period. There is a potlid fracture on one face and some heat
damage on the edges.
Artifact 1-24 is a biface stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip
and blade, corner notches, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2-4 cm x 2.3
cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 3.2 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.4 cm and comprises
about 42% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Kings Cc~rner Notched type, which
is associated with the Terminal Archaic through Middle Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-2,5 is an arrow point midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,
comer notches, barbed shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 1.8
cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 3.5 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed uo evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is an unclassified type that may be an early arrow point associated with the
Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-26 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders an6 a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.6
cm x 2.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.4 g. The stem is 1.2 cm long and comprises 33% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is het-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period. The biface broke due to inclusion of a brizoan

fossil in the chen.
Artifact 1-27 is a bifacial drill midsection. It is an unstemrnmed specimen with a
missing tip, a straight blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross
section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 1.5 cm x 0.7 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.4 g. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from perforating. This specimen is an unclassified type that niay be associated
with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-28 is a stemmed bifix proximal. It is a parallel stem corner removed
specimen with a missing tip and blade, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
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dimensions are 2.4 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.6 em and it weighs 4.0 g. The stem is 1.4 cm long and
comprises about 58% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Duncan type. which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-29 is a stemmed biface. It is an expanding sfm comer removed
specimen with a missing tip and blade, sloping shoulders and a coieaLe base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.4 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.2 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm
x 2.2 cm and comprises 50% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Hanna type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-30 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing tip and blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem but no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.1 cm x 2.1 cmx 0.8 cm and it weighs 3.9 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 1.9 cm
and comprises about 52% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Hanna type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-31 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, an excurvate blade,
basal notches, barbed shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross ,extion is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.4 cm x 2.8
cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.7 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Calf Creek type,
which is associated with the Middle Archaic Period. This specimen is broken lengthwise
and above and below shoulder and consists of one barb, a small section of blade edge and
a small portion of one side of the stem. It may have broken due to fossil crinoid sections
in the center of the blade.
23PO360
23P0360 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Middle to Late Archaic
and Middle to Late Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded in 1984 by Prewitt
and Associates investigators and visited by Howard Wimmer in 1989 when he collected 51
artifacts weighing 2,208.4 g. These included 1 flat abrader (986.0 g), 1 abrader, grooved
(428.9 g), I arrow point (2.8 g), 4 biface fragments (22.8 g), 3 stemmed biface fragments
(18.7 g), 1 dart point (7.1 g), 2 bifacial drill fragments (13.1 g), 7 bifacial knife fragments
(42.9 g), 7 bifacial knives (63.2 g), 1 knife/scraper fragment (26.7 g), 19 preform
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fragments (501.7 g), 1 preform (7.1 g), I projectile point/knife fragment (5.1 g), I
projectile point/knife (11.3 g) and 1 flake scraper (71.0 g).
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area B.
It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged
blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.2
g. The stem is 1.0 cm long and comprises about 24% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Kings Corner Notched type, which is associated with
the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-4 is a dart point recovered from Surface Area B. It
is a parallel stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
comer removed sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no
beveling. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture.
Maximum dimensions are 4.6 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 7.1
g. The stem measures 1.4 cmx 1.5 cm and comprises about 30% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Pierson chert, which is abundant in the Bran.on airA and may be
exposed in limited areas locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.

Artifact 1-6 is a flake scraper recovered from Surface Area B. Maximum
dimensions are 7.0 cm x 6.0 cm x 1.6 cm and it weighs 71.0 g. The raw material is an
unidentified medium and dark gray chert (Sedalia). Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This is a large decortication flake that has been
unifacially beveled to form a scraping edge. The shape is typical of Woodland scrapers.
Artifact 1-7 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area B. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a pointed tip, a recurved blade, comer removed barbed shoulders and
a damaged base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 6.6 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 10.2 g. The stem is 1.2
cm long and comprises about 18% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Kings Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
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Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife distal recovered from Surface Area
B. It is an missing stem specimen with a pointed tip, a recurved blade,
corner notches, sloping shoulders and a missing base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are4.4 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.2 g. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is fou.•d locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified type--.-..'
not associated with a specific cultural period.

>•,

BSialkakLe (1-4)

Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area B. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, an asymmetrical blade, corner notches, square shoulders
and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.8 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 11.0 g. The
stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about 29% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is resharpened and most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-10 is a bifacial knife proximal recovered

from Surface Area B. It is an expanding stem specimen with
,
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Notcbed (1.10)

a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.8 cm x 3.9 cmx 0.8 cm and it weighs 11.3
"g.The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about
4% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.

Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from

s__
(o
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Stone Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
-

-•

Artifact 1-11 is a bifacial knife midsection recovered from Surface Area B. It is an
missing stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, basal notches, barbed
shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.7 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 3.4 g. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
cxamination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is an unclassified type that may be associated with thc Wood'and Period.
Artifact 1-12 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area B. It is a contracting
stem specimen with a missing tip, ati excurvate blade, no notches, sloping shoulders and a
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convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.0 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.7
cm and it weighs 9.4 g. The stem measures 1.7 cm x 1.8 cm and
comprises about 34% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contacL This specimen most closely resembles the

.

Waubesa type, which is associated with the Woodland Period,

47

Artifact 1-13 is a projectile
-•

S

.

pointlknife recovered from Surface Area B.

,

It is a contracting stem specimen with a
missing tip, an incurvate blade, no notches,

Waubma (1.12)

sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
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biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. The tip
been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum
,has
dimensions are 4.9 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 11.3 g.
The stem measures 2.0 cmx 2.4 cm and comprises about 41% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This

specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Dickson
type, which is associated with the Woodland Period. This originaiiy was a broad bladed
Dickson point. It was resharpened much, removing most of the shoulders. After the size
was reduced greatly, it was used as a dart point, as evidences by impact fractures on both
faces.
D

.

Artifact 1-14 is a stemmed biface proximal recovered from Surface Area B. It is a
contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, damaged
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the
stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs
6.5 g. The stem measures 1.8 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 43% of the total length of
the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted
and most closely resembles the Dickson type, which is associated with the Woodland
Period.
,.---'-

Artifact 1-15 is a stemmed biface proximal recovered from

Surface Area B. It is a contracting stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, no notches, sloping shoulders and a straight

base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the
stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 2.7 cm x
0.7 cm and it weighs 5.7 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 1.9 cm
and comprk,es about 45% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Bwulington chert, which is found
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locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most
closely resembles the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through
Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-16 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface
Area B. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, side notches, no shoulders and a concave base.
The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 3.5 cm x
4
0.9 cm and it weighs 2.9 g. The stem measues 1.5 cm x 3.
cm and comprises about 38% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert

,M~

which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no

evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted and most

Rice Side

No,,d

(1.16)

closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-17 is a stemmed biface proximal recovered from Surface Area B. It is
an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, side notches, sloping shoulders
and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 6.5 g. The stem
measures 1.3 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about 52% of the total length of the specimen.
The rav,v material is heat-treated Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper
valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is associated
with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-18 is a bifacial drill proximal recovered from
Surface Area B. It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing tip,
no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The blade is
parallel-edged at the break and expands to a convex base below
it. The cross section is diamond-shaped with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.8 cnr x 3.1 cm x 0.8
cm and it weighs 8.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from perforating. This
specimen is an unclassified type that may be associated with the
Woodland Period.

/--
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(1-18)

Artifacts cataloged as 1-20 include two bifacial knife midsections recovered from
Surface Area B. They are unstemnmed specimens with missing tips, damaged blades, no
notches, no shoulders and a missing bases. The cross sections are irregular with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Together, they weigh 17.3 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert. which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
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from cutting meat with bone contact. These specimens are an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-21 is a projectile point/knife tip recovered from Surface Area B. It has a
missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried
away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 1.9 cmn x 0.8 cn and it
weighs 5.1 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chtrt, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This is an unclassified specimen, which is not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-22 is a bifacial knife/scraper distal recovered from Surface Area B. It is
an unstemmed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders
and a missing base. The cross section is plano-convex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.8 cm x 4.5 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 26.7 g. The
raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact and
from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.

Z--
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Godarvmst (2.1)

Artifact 2-1 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area
A. It is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed tip, an
excurvate blade, side notches, square shoulders and a straight base.
The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and
stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.5 cm x 2.7 cm x
0.8 cm and it weighs 12.3 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.6 cm
and comprises about 24% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the
deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This biface resembles both
the Middle Archaic White River and the Late Archaic Godar.
the base is not concave as in the
White River. The resharpening style is
typical of the Late Archaic (sloping
downward). The specimen seems to be an
early example of the Godar type.

Artifact 2-2 is a bifacial knife recovered from Surface Area

A. It is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed tip, a straight
blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The,
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.4 cmx 2.8 cm x 0.8 cm and
it weighs 11.2 g. The stem measures 1.6 cm x 2.8 cm and-<•
comprises about 30% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
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Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen Is resharpened and most closely resembles the Fairland type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.

K•,,(2.3)

Artifact 2-3 is an arrow point recovered from Surface Area A. It
is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, side
notches, square shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been
carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x
1.7 cmx 0.6 cm and it weighs 2.8 g. The stem is 0.9 cm long and
comprises about 28% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen most closely resembles the Koster type, which is associated
with the Late Woodland Period.

Artifacts cataloged as 2-5 include two bifacial knife midsections recovered from
Surface Area A. They are unstemmed specimens with missing tips, damaged blades, no
notches, no shoulders and missing bases. The cross sections are irregular with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Together, they weigh 6.7 g. The raw materials are Jefferson
City and heat-treated Burlington chert, both of which are found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. These
specimens are an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 2-6 is a bifacial drill proximal recovered from Surface Area A It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, no notches, no shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.1 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.2 g. The
stem measures 2.1 cm x 2.6 cm and comprises about 100% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper
valleys. Microscopic examination revt.aled no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an
unclassified type that may be associated with the Woodland Period.

23P0361
23PO361 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and Early
to Late Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded in 1984 by Prewitt and Associates
investigators and visited by Howard Wimmer in 1989 when he collected 16 artifacts
weighing 442.3 g. These included 1 flat abrader (275.5 g), 1 arrow point (0.2 g), 2
stemmed biface fragment (7.1 g), 4 bifacial knife fragments (32.5 g), 1 bifacial knife (3.6
g) and 7 preform fragments (123.4 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
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are 3.4 cm x 4.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 10.5 g. The
stem measures 1.1 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 32%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Keokuk chert, which is abundant further south but may be
available locally in highly restricted areas. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen is a variant of the Stone
Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.

s__________-__

Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife proximal It is an expb.nding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 4.2 cm x 3.6 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 15.3 g. The stem measures 2.6 cm x 3.0 cm
and comprises about 62% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is an
unidentified chert that is not found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact This specimen most closely resembles the
Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Biaca k

(1.3)

Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, corner notches,
barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.7
cm x 2.4 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 3.6 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm
"x2.0 cm and comprises about 26% of ae total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of usewear. This specimen is an unclassified type, which is associated with
the Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-4 is a stemmed biface proximaL It is a
contracting stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, no notches,
sloping shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.4 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 5.7 g. The
stem measures 2.0 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about 59% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic through Woodland periods.

"'

'"_
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Artifact 1-5 is an arrow pcinL It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip,
a damaged blade, side notches, square shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
bicouvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.3 cm x 0.9
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cm x 0.2 cm and it weighs 0.2 g. The stem measures 0.5 cmx 0.9 cm and
comprises about 38% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Keota type, which is associated with the Mississippi Period.

Artifact 1-6 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem corner removed
specimen with a missing tip and blade, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 1.9 cm x 1.4 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 1.4 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm
x 1.4 cm and comprises about 47% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is a variant of the Table Rock Stemmed type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-7 include two bifacial knife midsections. These are
unstemmed specimens with missing tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and
missing bases. The cross sections are irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Together, they weigh 6.7 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examinaticn revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
23P0366
23PO366 is a prehistoric and historic habitation exhibiting evidence of Middle to
Le Archaic, Middle to Late Woodland, Mississippi and Historic Period occupations. It
was recorded in 1984 by Prewitt and Associates investigators and visited by Howard
Wimmer that same year when he collected 63 artifacts weighing 1,790.7 g. These
included 1 flat abrader (547.6 g), 1 adze (109.9 g), 4 at-row point fragments (2.2 g), 2
arrow poi-t, (1.0 g), 4 biface fragments (19.0 g), 4 stemmed biface fragments (9.7 g), 1
tested cobble (64.0 g), 1 core (131.5 g), I dart point fragment (2.0 g), 11 bifacial knife
fragments (101.5 g), 10 bifacial knives (206.3 g), 1 square nail (9.3 g), 17 preform
fragments (308.3 g), 2 preform s(186.1 g), 1 aborted preform fragment (66.3 g), 1
projectile point/knife (19.0 g) and 1 bifacial end scraper fragment (7.0 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial. It is an expanding stem comer removed specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, square shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.4 cm x 3.1
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 11.5 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises
about 28% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wcar resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated
with a specific cultural period. This biface resembles the Hardin point in shape, but does
not have the typical workmanship and stem grinding.
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Artitct 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem
corner removed specimen with a pointed tip, a recurved blade,
sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximuw dimensions are 5.7 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.5 m and it weighs
7.6 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about
26% of the total length of the specimen. The Law material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Micro eopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact This specimen iLresharpeDed and most closely :."sembles,
the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
through Woodlaud periods.

/

tAavy (1-2)

Artifacts cataloged as 1-4 include seven bifa al knife midsections. These are
unstemmed specimens with missing tips, damaged blades, no notches, ni shoulders and
missing bases. The cross sections are irregular with no edge abrading and no ho-veling.
Together, they weigh 65.5 g. The raw materials include Jefferson City and heat-treated
Burlington chert.,;, which are found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. These are of an unclassified type not
iated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-6 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel stem
specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, corner
removed barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is irregular with no edge abrading and beveling on the
A 4
edge of the blade. Maximum dimensions are 7.2 cmx 3.7
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 20.8 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 1.6 cm and comprises about 18% of the total length of the
/
specimer The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chere.,
" .y ,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
F
H wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
.-7
specimen is a variant of the Smith type, whir, is associated
-- ..-~
with the LUte Archaic Period. The stem is smaller and
- narrower than is typical for the type and a left bevel cn týe
blade, possioly due to being made from a thick and crooked
,'K i_
flake, is unusual for. It may also be a reworked Big Creek
"pointwit- tangs damaged and reworked to a parallel stemmed
bifare since the blade is suggestive of those found on Big
o (1 -6)
V
S
L
I Creek points.

tleft

Artifact 1-7 is a projectile point/knife. It is a parallel stem corner removed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, square shoulders and a damaged ba.s. The
cross sectior is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. The tit and one
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edge have been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum
dimensions are 6.5 cmx 3.4 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 19.0 g.
The raw matcrial is Buroingtov chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resultiLig from cutting
meat with bone contact and from sawing bone or antler. Ihis
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Smith
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period. It
probably was us-,d as a dart point after resharpening reduced it

ff

in size./
Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial
knife. It is an expanding stem
'
comer removed specimen with a
\ i
missing tip, a damaged blade,
barbed shoulders and a straight
s-,.h (1-7)
>f
base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 4.1 cm x 0.5 cm and it
weighs 8.9 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.4 cm and
comprises about 31% of the total length of the specimen.
WWW WU (148)
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
- -found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem comer removed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 5.9 cm x 3.5 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 20.1 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm
x 2.2 cm and coLz.,,-ses about 17% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Jefferson City quartzite, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified
type probably associated with the Middle Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-10 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem corner
removed specimen with a pointed tip, an asymmetrical blade, square
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.1
cmx 2.2 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7 .6 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm
x 2.1 cm and comprises about 20% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw malerial is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat without bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely rcsemblcs the Steuben type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-11 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, corner removed barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.8 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 11.3 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.4 cm
and comprises about 37% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Stone
Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-12 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem comer
removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, barbed
shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x
2.1 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.6 g. The stem is 0.9 cm long and
comprises about 27% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Kings Corner Notched type, which is assmiated with
C

_=c,,=Nccbtdl)

the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-13 is a dart point proximal. It is an expanding ste corner removed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, square shoulders and ,. straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. The tip has
been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.5
cm and it weighs Z-0 g, The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.2 cm and comprises about 40% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is exhausted and is a variant of the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-14 is a bifacial knife proximal It is an
expanding stem corner removed specimen with a missing tip and
blade, square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 5.5 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.4 cm and
comprises about 34% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is a variant o" the

Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-15 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem comer
removed specimen with a missing tip and blade, square shoulders and a damaged base.
The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 1.8 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 2.9 g. The stern measures 0.9 cm
x 1.2 cm and comprises about 50% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is a variant of the Table Rock Stemmed type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-16 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem corner removed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.4
cm x 3.1 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.6 g. The stem measures 1.6 cmx 2.0 cm and
comprises %bout47% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most c!osely
resembles the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through Woodland
periods.

/

LAB

(1-17)

Artifact 1-17 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a
contracting corner removed stem specimen witl 3 missing tip, a
damaged blade, sloping shoulders "nd a concave base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.8 cm
and it weighs 6.6 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 1.9 cm and
comprises about 50% of the total length ot the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specirrj,:n most closely
resembles the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic through Woodland periods.

Artifact 1-18 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem
comer removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no be,' ling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.9 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 8.9 g.
The stem measures 1.7 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 44%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat without bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Dickson type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-19 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a
contracting stem comer removed r-pecimen with a missing tip,
an incurvate blade, sloping shouldert, and a straight base. The
cross section is diamond-shaped with edge abrading on the
stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.9 cm x 3.6
cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 12.6 g. The stem measures 1.7 cm
x 1.8 cm and comprises about 29% of the total length of the
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,

which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen most closely resembles the Langtry type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic through Woodland periods.

LAngtry (1-19)

Artifact 1-20 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is diamond-shaped with no edge abrading and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.4 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.4 cm and it
weighs 0.5 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises about 25%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallom
type, which is associated with the Late Woodland through Mississippi
periods.

f.

Artifact 1-21 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried away
by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 1.9 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.4 cm and ;t weighs
0.5 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.9 cm and comprises about 32% of the total length of
the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted
and most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated with the Late Woodland
through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-22 is an arrow point proximal. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a serrated blade, comer removed square
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.8 cm x 1.3 cm x 0.3
seo* (IM) cm and it weighs 0.5 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises
about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Keokuk chert, which is abundant further south but may be available locally in
highly restricted areas. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
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specimen most closely resembles the Sequoyah type, which is associated with the
Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-23 is an arrow point proximal. It is an expanding stem
comer removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, square
shoulders and a recurved base. The cross section is plano-convex with no
edge abrading and unifacial beveling. It was broken by heat, as evidenced
by a potlid fracture. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.4 cm
and it weighs 0.6 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.0 cm and comprises
about 40% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-

I

(-23)

treated Keokuk chert, which is abundant further south but may be available
locally in highly restricted areas. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of usewear. This specimen most closely resembles the Sallisaw type, which is associated with
the Mississippi Period.

Artifact 1-24 is an arrow point distal fragment. It has a missing tip, a damaged
blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.6 cm x 1.1
cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.2 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is an unclassified type probably associated with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-25 is an arrow point midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,
no notches, no shoulders and a missing stem and base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.5 cm x
1.5 cm x 0.3 cim kan it weighs 0.9 g. The raw material
is Keokuk chert, which is abundant further south but
may be available locally in highly restricted areas.
,
examination revealed no evidence of useI
.Microscopic
wear. This specimen is an unclassified type not
I
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and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 9.2
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1-26 is an elongated rectangular adze.

is a parallel stem specimen with a slight taper toward
the poll end, a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no
no shoulders and a convex base. The cross
/notches,
section is plano-convex with edge abrading on the stem

,,
I,

associated with a specific cultural period.

;"-.-,'7

cmrx 4.7 cmrx 2.0 cm and it weighs 109.9 g. The taw
material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting wood. This specimen is an unclassified type not

associated with a specific cultural period.

(1 -26)
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Artifact 1-28 is a bifacial end scraper proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with
a missing tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.1 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 7.0 g. The raw material is heattreated Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an
unclassified type that may be associated with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-29 is a bifacial knife. It
is an unstemmed specimen with a
rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no
notchc.-, no shoulders and a convex base.
The cross section is piano-convex with no
edge abrading and unifacial beveling.

Maximum dimensions are 10.6 cm x 6.1
cmx 1.6 cm and it weighs 109.7 g. The
raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a

/
AV

specific cultural period.

Artifacts cataloged as 1-30
include two stemmed biface proximals.
Both have expanding stems with missing
tips and blades, comer notches, barbed
/
,
K
shoulders and damaged bases. The cross
section is irregular with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Together, they weigh
5.2 g. The raw material is heat-treated
atCA ke (1-2)
Jefferson City and heat-treated
Burlington cherts, which are found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. These are of an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-31 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is a contracting stem corner
removed specimen with a missing tip and blade, no shoulders and a straight base. The

cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 12.6 cm x 1.7 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 1.6 g. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Langtry type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic through Woodland periods.
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23P0370
23PO370 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Middle to Late Archaic,
Middle to Late Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by
Howard Wimmer in 1984 when he collected 110 artifacts weighing 1,128.7 g. These
included 6 arrow point fragments (3.4 g), 18 arrow points (12.1 g), 3 stemmed biface
fragments (18.0 g), I unstemmed biface fragment (4.6 g), 2 dart point fragments (12.8 g),
I dart point (2.7 g), I bifacial drill (4.8 g), 1 hammerstone (117.1 g), 26 bifacial knife
fragments (164.5 g), 12 bifacial knives (111.0 g), 1 knife/scraper (12.9 g), 27 preform
fragments (432.8 g), 6 preforms (66.4 g), 1 projectile point/knife (7.3 g), 2 bifacial side
scraper fragments (67.6 g), I bifacial side scraper (41.2 g) and 1 flake scraper fragment
(49.5 g).
Artifacts cataloged as 1-2 include nine bifacial knife midsections. These are
unstemmed with missing tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and missing
bases. The cross sections are irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together,
they weigh 34.4 g. The raw material is Burlington chert - both plain and heat-treated and an unidentified chert. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-3 include 11 bifacial knife midsections. These are
unstemmed specimens with missing tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and
missing bases. The cross sections are irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Together, they weigh 81.6 g. The raw material include Jefferson City, heat-treated
Pierson and both plain and heat-treated Burlington chert. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with
/•
a specific cultural period.
Scn
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Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
corner removed specimen with a pointead tip, an excurvate blade,
reworked shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
lenticular with no edge abrading and beveling on the left edge of
the blade. Maximum dimensions are 6.5 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.8 cm
and it weighs 18.1 g. The stem measures 1.5 cmx 3.0cm and
comprises about 23% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles the Stone Comer
Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem

specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, corner
removed square shoulders and a concave base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.0 cm x 3.7 cm x 0.8 cm,
and it weighs 16.6 g. The stem measures 1.9 cm x 2.2 cm and
comprises about 32% of the total length of the specimen. The

raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting.
from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles the Dickson type,

,
'

which is associated with the Woodland Period.
(1.__)
,o__
_
__
Artifact 1-6 is a projectile
point/knife. It is a contracting stem
"specimenwith a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner removed

A

missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is

_

A

+•

,'

biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. The tip

has been carries away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions
are 4.6 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 7.3 g. The stem
1K"-!''measures 2.1 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises about 46% of the total
,'/!-

Dton (1,6)

length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
"wearresulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is resharpened and most closely resembles the Dickson type, which
I is associated with the Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-7 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a contracting stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, comer removed square shoulders and a concave base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.2 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.6 g. The stem measures 2.2 cm
x 2.3 cm and comprises about 69% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely resembles the Dickson type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem corner removed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.9 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 1 12 g. The stem measures 1.8 cm
x 1.9 cm and comprises about 37% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type,
which is associated with the Woodland Period. This distinctive biface type features
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parallel sided to slightly contracting stems, usually ground or dulled. At Albertson this
was a Woodland type used mostly as a dart point (Dickson 1991:94, Figure 58).
Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, side notches,
sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading on the notches and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 5.4 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 8.2 g. The
stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 26% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Keokuk chert, which is abundant further south but may be available
locally in highly restricted areas. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
most closely resembles the Steuben type, which is associated with
the Woodland Period.

/

Artifact 1-10 is a bifacial knife. It is a corner removed
contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
sloping shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 9.4 g. The stem measures 1.8 cm x 2.2 cm and
comprises about 44% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from

'

,
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cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Waubesa type, which is associated with the

(1-10)

Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-11 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a rounded
tip, an asymmetrical blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.6
cm x 2.7 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 10.0 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 2.7 cm and
comprises about 20% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson
City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting and scraping wood. The concave area on one side seems to
have been used as a spokeshave on wood, while the excurvate side seems to have been
used to scrape wood, since the microbreakage is unifacial. This specimen is an
unclassified type that may be associated with the Woodland Period. The V-shaped side
notches are unusual. Othervise it resembles the Steuben type
Artfact 1-12 is a
specimen with a missing
cross section is biconvex
dimensions are 5.3 cm x

bifacial knife proximal It is an expanding stem corner removed
tip, a damaged blade, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
3.7 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 11.1 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm
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x 2.3 cm and comprises about 23% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is a variant of the
Stone Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-13 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an
expanding stem corner removed specimen with a missing
tip and blade, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x 4.2 cm x 0.8
cm and it weighs 10.8 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.8
cm and comprises about 47% of the total length of the

specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most
closely resembles the Stone Comrer Notched type, which is
a'ssociated with the Late Archaic Period.

C

s,•C,,Nkhed(1 13)

Artifact 1-14 is an unstemmed biface proximal. It is an
unstemmed specimen with a missing tip and blade, no notches, no
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is piano-convex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
2.4 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.6 g. The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most
closely resembles the Copena type, which is associated with the
(.Woodland
Period.

Artifact 1-15 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, side notches,
square shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
C,
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. The
X
tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum
dimensions are 3.3 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 10.0 g.
The stem measures 1.5 cm x 3.0 cm and comprises about 45%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
wl, •,,w(I.-M
nost closely resembles the White River type, which is
associated with the Middle Archaic Period. The stem expands due to side notches, but
then contracts immediately below the notch, as is typical with many White River bifaces.
There are almost burin-like breaks on both sides where the broken blade and margin join
and one shows some signs that a soft material was worked. It seems probable that the
damage was caused by impact, however.
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Artifact 1-16 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a

parallel stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,

-

.
,

'7

shallow basal notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions art 2.9 cm x 3.7 cm x 0.7 cm
and it weighs 7.4 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.0 cm and
comprises about 34% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.

Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is a variant of the Smith type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Smith(1-16)

Artifact 1-17 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem
comer removed specimen with a missing tip and blade, square
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. The tip and much of
.1
the blade have been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum
dimensions are 2.6 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 2.8 g. The
stem measures 1.1 cm x 1.4 cm and comprises about 42% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert,
T,.e Rkst,, md(1.17
which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Table Rock
Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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"TableRock Stem

vaflzt (1-18)

Artifact 1-18 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a recurved blade, side notches, sloping shoulders
and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading
on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.7 cm x 2.2
x 0.6cm and it weighs 7.1 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 1.5 cm
comprises about 19% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is unidentified chert, which is not found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear re~ulting from cutting meat
without bone contact. This specimen is a variant of the Table Rock
Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period. The
blade is unusually long for the type and the needle-like tip is similar to
what is often seen on Lange or Big Creek points. The chert is not
recognized, but could be from the Sedalia
formation.
A

Artifact 1-19 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, an asymmetrical blade, comer
notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.4 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.4 g. The
stem measures 1.1 cmx 1.9 cm and comprise-s about 32% of the
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total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Kings Corner
Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through Woodland periods.

..
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Artifact 1-20 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, corner notches, barbed
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 4.7 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.7 g. The stem
measures 1.0 cm x 1.8 cm and comprises about 21% of the total
oi the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
resharpened and most closely resembles the Kings Corner
Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through
Woodland periods.

Artifact 1-21 is a biface stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip
and blade, corner notches, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.2 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.1 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm, x 2.3 cm
and comprises about 64% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Kings Corner Notched type, which
is associated with the Late Archaic through Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-22 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip. a
damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an
impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 2.7 g.
The stem is 0.8 cm long and comprises about 24% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examinaticn revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Kings Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through Woodland
periods. This biface is small enough to have been used for an arrow point, however the
thickness and width of the stem suggest that it was a small dart point. Kings Corner
Notcned points are usually Late Archaic, but smaller ones seem to have survived into the
Woodland. This example is probably Woodland.
Artifact 1-23 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The
cross ,secticn is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The basal notches slope
inward to form a short expanding stem. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.6
cm and it weighs 3.6 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.9 cm and comprises about 40% of
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the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen resembles an unclassified distinctive basally (rarely comer)
notched type with sweeping barbs usually associated with the Middle to Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-24 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, basal notches,
barbed shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.4 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.2 g.
The stem measures 0.7 cm x 1.6 cm and comprises about 29% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Bdc, k•ife (i -24)
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimcn
resembles an unclassified distinctive basally (rarely corner) notched type with sweeping
barbs usually associated with the Middle to Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-25 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem speckiaen with
a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.6 cmx 2.5 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 3.1 g. The stem measures 0.7 cmx 2.0 cM
and comprises about 27% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted and is an unclassified type possibly
associated with the Late Archaic Period. This biface may be the same as specimens 1-23
and 1-24, but it is comer notched.
Artifact 1-26 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem comer removed specimen
with a rounded tip, a recurved blade, square shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.3
cm x 2.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 7.0 g. The raw material is heat-treated Pierson chert,
which is abundant in the Branson area and may be exposed in limited areas locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is resharpened and is a variant of the Stone Corner Notched type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-27 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a contracting stem corner removed
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is pIano-convex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.2 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 7.2 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm
x 2.0 cm and comprises about 21% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type
not associated with a specific cultural period.
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Artifact 1-28 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is an unstemmed
specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.2
cm x 2.3 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 12.9 g. The raw material is
SBurlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
'.•revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact and
from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an unclassified type that
N
"may
be associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-29 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem
"specimenwith a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches,
barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross cection is biconvex
Hifacl kniftscrp,, (1-28)
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
1.4 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.5 g. The stem measures
0.5 cm x 0.9 cm and comprises about 36% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is
associated with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-30 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a pointed tip, a straight blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a convex
base. The cross section is diamond-shaped with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs
1.0 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 0.9 cm and comprises about 16% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which
is associated with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.

A

sL1-3

Artifact 1-31 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem corner removed specimen
with a pointed tip, an missing blade, square shculders and a straight base. The cross
section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
2.1 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0. 7 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 0.9 cm and
comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated
with the Late Woodland through Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-32 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.9
cm x 1.2 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.6 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm x 0.9 cm and
comprises about 47% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
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Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Sodlorn type, which is associated
with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-33 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem comer removed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.2
cm x 1.0 cmx 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.6 g. The stem measures 0.7 cmx 0.8 cm and
comprises about 32% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated
with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-34 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem corner removed specimen
with a pointed tip, an incurvate blade, square shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.7
cm x 1.2 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 0.6 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 0.7 cm and
comprises about 41% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated
with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-35 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, corner removed square shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.6 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs
_Sr
0.5 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 0.9 cm and comprises about 31% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
s
•
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Scallom type,
which is associated with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.
S

'•

Artifact 1-36 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem comer
removed specimen with a pointed tip, a straight blade, square shoulders and a
,
convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.7 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs
0.5 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises about 41% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
s,70,1.3)
of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Scallom type,
which is associated with the Late Woodland through Mirsissippi Period.
Artifact 1-37 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimer with a pointed
tip, a serrated blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a straig.ht baýe. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem arnd 1
,g. N'
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dimensions are 1.6 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.4 g. The stem
measures 0.5 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises about 31% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Keokuk chert, which is abundant further south
but may be available locally in highly restricted areas. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened
and most closely resembles the Scallom type, which is associated with the
Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.

Artifact 1-38 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem corner removed specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.2
cm x 0.9 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.5 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm and
comprises about 27% of the tota) length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated with the Late
Woodland through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-39 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a pointed tip, a serrated blade, comer notches, damaged shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.2 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs
0.6 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 1.0 cm and comprises about 27% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Sequoyah type, which is associated
with the Mississippi Period.

.

Artifact 1-40 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip and blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. MVaximum dimensions are 1.4 cm x 0.8
cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.4 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises
about 43% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert,
which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Sequoyah type, which is
associated with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-41 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, side notches, square shoulders and a concave base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.4
cm x 1.1 cm x 0.2 cm and it weighs 0.5 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 0.9 cm and
comprises about 36% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Haskell type, which is associated
with the Mississippi Period.
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Artifact 1-42 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a pointed tip, an incurvate blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a
concave base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.5 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs
0.5 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 1.0 cm and comprises about 40% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Haskell type, which is
associated with the Mississippi Period.
-

Artifact 1-43 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a serrated blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a
concave base. The crosg section is bico',,e" -'ith no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.2 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs
0.6 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 0.7 cm and comprises about 23% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Sallisaw type, which
is associated with the Mississippi Period.
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Artifact 1-44 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a
concave base. The cross section is plano-convex with no edge abrading and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.8 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.3 cm and it
weighs 0.6 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises about 39%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed

no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Sallisaw type, which
.s associated with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-45 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs
1.4 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises about 19% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Schild type, which is associated with the Late Woodland
Period.

V
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Artifact 1-46 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
____;

with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, comer removed barbed shoulders

and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
Art'

pn(1-)

and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2-5 cm x 1.7 cmx 0.5 cm and
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it weighs 1.6 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 1.0 cm and comprises about 20% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Bixlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an
unclassified type that resembles the Koster type somewhat, but stem is not as expanding
and it is slightly thicker. These are fairly common in the Ozark area. and appear to be
associated with the Late Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-51 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip, a
straight blade, no notches, no shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is planoconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no bevelitig. Maximum dimensions are 6.0 cm
x 2.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 8.1 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact and from perforating soft stone. This specimen is an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-53 is a bifacial drill. It is an unstemnmed specimen with
a pointed tip, a straight blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex
base. The cross section is diamond-shaped with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.3 cm x 1.6 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 4.8 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
perforating. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated
with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-54 is a preform proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a
B&Ic
drill (1-53)
convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 2.4 cm x 1.6 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 2.2 g. The raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally, Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimcn is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland
through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-55 is a heat damaged preform proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.7 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 2.9 g. The raw material is Jefferson City
chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the
Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-56 is a preform proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 1.8
cin x 0.5 cm and it weighs 3.3 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found
locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
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This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late Woodland through
Mississippi Petiod.
Artifact 1-57 i, h preform. It is an unsternmed specimen with a pointed tip, an
excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is planoconvex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. It is made from a thick decortication
flake, as evidenced by the presence of some cortex on one side. Maximum dimensions are
3.6 cm x 1.5 em x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.0 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late Woodland through
Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-60 is a preform. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip and
blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.7
cm and it weighs 8.6 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises about 38% of
the total length of the spec men. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Apparently it was broken at the notching stage since a bifurcated stem was roughly
delineated. It may be a late stage preform for a Hanna point.
Artifact 1-61 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,
basal notches, barbed shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The stem is broken away just below the
shoulders. The angle of the notch suggests basal notching and, therefore, a squared stem,
but one cannot be sure. Maximum dimensions are 4.8 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs
13.6 g. The raw material is heat-treated Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the
deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the
Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-62 is a bifacial side scraper. It is an unstemrmed specimen with a
rounded tip, an exc rvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.0
cm x 4.9 cm x 1.6 cm and it weighs 41.2 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
scraping wet hide. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the
Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-63 is a flake scraper. Maximum dimensions are 6.9 cm x 5.6 cm x 1.5
cm and it weighs 49.5 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide.
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"Artifact1-64 is a bifacial side scraper
. ..

.

midsection. It is an unstemmed specimen with a

, "-missing
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(1,3)

tip, an excarvate blade, no notches, no
shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
plano-convex with no edge abrading ,'-.1 unifacial
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.0 cm x 5.8
cm x 1.8 cm and it weighs 50.2 g. The raw'
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
"wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This
specimen is an unclassified type possibly
"associatedwith the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-65 is a bifacial side scraper

proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a

missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross
iection is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.0
cm x 3.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 17.4 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide.
This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland Period.
23P0371
23PO371 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Woodland and
Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1984 when he
collected 5 artifacts weighing 45.0 g. These included 1 arrow point (1.1 g), 3 biface
fragments (5.5 g) and I bifacial end scraper (38.4 g).
Artifact 1-1 is an arrow point. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, double side notches, square shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x 1.4 cm x 0.3 cm and it
weighs 1.1 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm x 1.4 cm and comprises about
3% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
high grade Burlington (Crescent variety?) chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. Thisspecimen is a well-made Cahokia side notched point with deep side
notches and small extra notch in the parallel sided stem portion below the
main notches,.

CAbOk
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Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial end scraper. It is an unsternmed specimen with a rounded
tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
pIano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.5
cm x 4.4 cm x 1.5 cm and it weighs 38.4 g. The raw material is heat-treated Jefferson
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City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an unclassified type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period.
23PO372
23PO372 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Woodland Period occupadions. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1984 when he
collected 6 artifacts weighing 53.8 g. These includtd 1 bifacial knife fragment (14.2 g), 2
bifacial knives (15.6 g) and 3 preform fragments (24.0 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem specimen with a pointed tip,
an asymmetrical blade, corner removed sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. One blade margin of
this biface has an angular, Afton-like outline, while the other margin has a strongly
excurvate edge. The tip constricts sharply and ends in a sharp point. Maximum
dimensions are 4.1 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 7.3 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 1.8 cm and comprises about 32% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact
This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Langtry type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic through Woodland periods.

A

(-2)
(1trj

Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem
specimen with a missing tip, an asymmetrical blade, comer
removed square shoulders and a concave base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading or'. the stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.5 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.7 cm
and it weighs 8.3 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 1.8 cm and
comprises about 31% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened
and most closely resembles the Langtry type, which is

associated with the Late Archaic through Woodland
periods. The morphology of biface 1-2 is almost exactly
the same as 1-1. There is one Afton-like margin and one
excurvate edge. The sharp tip has been broken off.
Arifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an,unstemmed specimen with a missing tip and blade, no
notches, no shoulders and a thinned concave base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x 4.5 cm x
0.9 cm and it w eighs 14.2 g. The raw m aterial is heat-
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treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting wood. Use wear, polish and microbreakage suggests use of the
concave base as a spokeshave. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
23P0373
23PO373 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic, Middle to
Late Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer
in 1985 when he collected 123 artifacts weighing 1,873.8 g. These included 2 flat
abraders (809.2 g), 4 arrow point fragments (3.0 g), 13 arrow points (11.7 g), 15 biface
fragments- (71.9 g), 8 stemmed biface fragments (49.1 g), 2 stemmed bifaces (14.9 g), 1
unstemired biface (14.6 g), 1 clay-tempered cord marked rim sherd (39.9 g), 3 dart point
fragments (4.2 g), 4 dart points (23.6 g), 2 bifacial drill fragments (3.1 g), 9 grit/claytempered plain body sherds (32.6 g), 9 bifacial knife fragments (44.3 g), 8 bifacial knives
(87.6 g), 1 knife/scraper (9.4 g), 29 preform fragments (407.8 g), 8 preforms (121.0 g), 1
projectile point/knife (11.3 g), 1 sand-tempered plain body (71.9 g), 1 bifacial side
scraper/end (16.3 g) and 1 unifacial scraper side fragment (26.4 g).
Artifacts cataloged as 1-6 include six bifacial knife nmidsections. These are
unstemmed soecimens with missing tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and
missing bases. The cross sections are irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Together, they weigh 14.4 g. The raw materials include Jefferson City, heat-treated Elsey
and heat-treated Burlington cherts. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-9 is a bi"

• 'T

"TableRock S,•emed
V,,,ant (1.-)

;%'1
knife. It is an expanding stem corner

removed specimen with .×, :ed tip, an excurvate blade, square
shoulders and a convex ba.-. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximium dimensions are 6.0
cm x 2.3 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 9.8 g. The stzm mne.t,- 1.5 -.x 1.5 cm and comprises about 25% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is Keokuk chert, which is abundant further south but
may be available locally it, highly restricted areas. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is a variant of the Table Rock Stemmed type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period. This biface differs
from typical Table Rock Stemmed point in its greater thickness and
convex or bulb-like base. It also resembles the Palmillas type cf
Texas.

Artifact 1-10 is a dart point. It is a comer removed e'panding stem specimen with
a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stein and no beveling. The tip has been carried away
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by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 1.5 m x 0.5 cm and it weighs
3.1 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 1.4 cm and comprises about 45% of the total length of
the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimzn is resharpened
and most closely resembles the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-11 is a dart point. It is a comer removed
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base, stem and the remaining
blade edge. There is no beveling. The tip has been carried away
by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x 2.7 cm x
;'
0.8 cm and it weighs 6.5 g. The stem is 1.1 cm long and comprises
about 37% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
R
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
TbR•St
(1-11)
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-12 is a dart point stem. it is au expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip and blade, comer removed missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.7
cm x 1.7 cm x 0.6 cmn and it weighs 1.8 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-13 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip and blade, corner removed missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
b.convex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.3
cm x 1.6 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 1.0 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic ezmizntion revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-14 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip and blade, comer removed missing shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. The tip and blade have been
carried away by an impact fractuie. Maximum dimensions are 1 .8 cm x 1.3 cm x 0.6 cm
and it weighs 1.4 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most
closely resembles the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-15 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
corner removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
sloping shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.9 cm x 2-5 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.2 g. The
stem measures 1.2 cm x 1.3 cm and comprises about 31% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, v.which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone coutact. This
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Table Rock
Stemned type, wl-ich is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

I
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Artifact 1-16 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem corner
removed specimen with a mi.,sing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders
and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on
the stem and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an impact
fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 1.6 cm x 0.7 cm and it
t,.-,€
weighs 3.7 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.4 cm ana comprises about
32% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
TaLie Rock
Reeds Spring chert, which is found in southwest Missouri and northwest
Stemmed (1-16)
Arkansas into northeast Oklahoma and extreme southeast Kansas.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted
and most closely resem) les the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-17 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
basal notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base.
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The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading

•and
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no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.8 cm x
cmx 1.1 cm and itweighs 22.3g. The stem
measures 1.6 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about 42%

of the total length of the specimen. lhe raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
smn (1-17)
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Smith
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-18 is a bifacial knife base. It is a parallel stem specimen with a missing
tip and blade, basal notches, barbcd shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.5
cm x 2.9 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 3.8 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.0 cm and
comprises about 48% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Keokuk
chert, which is abundant further south but may be available locally in highly restricted
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areas. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most
closely resembles the Smith type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-19 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem comrnr
removed specimen with a pointed tip, a straight blade, square shoulders
and a straight base. The cross section iL'biconvex with no edge abrading
x 1.7 cmx 0.7 cm and
0m are 3.2
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
and comprises
1.1
cm
cm3
x
0.7
measures
MIe
stem
3.2
g.
it weighs
about 22% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an
Am,, p•,( (1-9)
unclassified type possibly associated with the Late Woodland Period. It
is rather thick for an arrow point and it is possible "'*at it could have served as a dart point.
However, the hafting area seems too small.
Artifact 1-20 is a bitacial knife. It is an expanding stem

-,.

specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches,
barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.5 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 7.3 g.
The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 219% of.•
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson
City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
B1:,,iai.e (1-20)
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type,
which is associated with the Mississippi Period. Dickson (1991:174) reports four similar
specimens from a Late Caddoan context at the Albertson site in northwest Arkansas.
Artifact 1-21 is a dart point. It is a corner removed
contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, square
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with edge
.N ,
abrading on the stem and no beveling. The tip has been carried away
-}• : by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 5.9 cm x 2.3 cm x
0.7 cm and it weighs 10.3 g. The stem measures 1.7 cmx 1.5 cm and
•t,•.A
"
" )2
'
comprises about 29% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
imaterial is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of uewe ar.
" This specimen most closely resembles the Table
I
ý,'
Rock Pointed Stem type, which is associated with
the Loftin phase of the Mississippi Period
1980:313).
I(Chapman
I ,
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Table Rock Pointed

Artifact 1-22 is a bifacial knife.
It is an
expanding stem specimen with a pointed tip, a straight blade, corner
notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is
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biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3,3 cm x 2.1 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 3.6 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.6 cm
and comprises about 30% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Kings Corner Notched type,
which is associated with the Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-23 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is a contracting stem specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, sloping shoulders and a missing base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.8 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.6 cm and it v. eighs 9.4 g. The raw material is heattreated Bvurliogton chert, which is found locally. Micrw.copic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat without bone contact and from scraping %et hide. This
specimen is either a Langtry or Gary type, both of which are associated with the Late
Archaic khrough Woodland periods. Because the basal part of the contracting stem is
missing, one cannot tell whether a Langtry or Gary biface is involved.
Artifact 1-24 is a bifacial drill proximal. It is an unstemmed
specimen with a missing tip and blade, ito notches, no shoulders and
a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.4 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.4
cm and it weighs 1.8 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
BiUW &W (1.-2)
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from perforating. There is much bright polish on the base due to holding in
the hand. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-25 is a bifacial drill distal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a pointed
tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on the right blade edge. Maximum
dimensions are 3.1 cm x 0.8 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 1.3 g. The raw material is Keokuk
chert, which is abundant further south but may be available locally in highly restricted
areas. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from perforating. This specimen
i. an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-26 is a biface stem. It is an corner removed expanding stein specimen
with a missing tip and blade, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.8
cm x 42.1 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 2.2 g. The stem measures 0.5 cmx 2.1 cm and
comprises about 28% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed v) evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Kings Corner Notched type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Late Archaic through periods.
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Artifact 1-28 is a projectile point/knife. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
comer notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The

t
I.
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cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no!,
beveling. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture.

Maximum dimensions are 3.5 cm.x 3.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 11.3 g. The -rawmaterial is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact
This specimen most closely resembles the Grand type, which is

,\

"
Gn

(1-28)

associated with the Middle Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-33 is a preform. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 2.4 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.8 g. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is
an unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland or Mississippi
Period.
Artifact 1-34 is a preform proximal. It is a parallel stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. lie cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the blade and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.0 cm x 3.6 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 18.2 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm
x 2.3 cm and comprises about 18% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-35 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is a comer removed parallel stem
specimen with a missing tip and blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximutm dimensions are 3.4
cm x 3.8 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 10.1 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.4 cm and
comprises about 38% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-36 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip,
an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no bevJling. Maximum dimensions are 5.1 cm x 3.2
cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 8.5 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
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bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-37 is a bifacial side and end scraper. It is
an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate
blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and
unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.8 cm x 3.7
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 16.3 g. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide.
This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with
the Woodland Period.
B4Nala,ap•pe (1.3)

Artifact 1-39 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damagta blade,
side notches (more a side constriction neat the base than true
notching), sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.4 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 11.8 g. The stem measures 1.8 cmx 2.7 cm and
comprises about 53% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
cope,. (.1.)
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of
use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Copenia type, which is associated
with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-40 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, no
shouldt.-s and a concave base. The cross section is rhomboidal
with edge ibrading on the base and stem and beveling on the
A
right blade edge. Maximum dimensions are 3.4cm x 3.2 cmx
0.7 cm and it weighs 9.2 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 3.2 cm
and comprises about 38% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
kke se ,b(1)
fiom cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is associated
with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-43 is a bifacial knife It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing tip, an
asymmetrical blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
piano-convex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.5 cm x
4.2 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 20.7 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
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found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-44 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.4
cm x 3.7 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 17.6 g. The stem measures 1.8 cm x 2.8 cm and
comprises about 41 % of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Copena type,
which is associated with the Woodland Period.

S.

.
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Artifact 1-45 is a stemmed biface. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping
shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm
x 2.5 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 8.4 g. The stem measures 1.6 cm x
2.4 cm and comprises about 39% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed battering but no evidence of useToes specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the
type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
w
Copena

Artifact 1-46 is an ovate unifacial side scraper proximal. It is an unstemmed
specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex
base. The cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 5.2 cm x 4.3 cm x 1.1 cm and it weighs 26.4 g. The raw
material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an unclassified type typical of the
Middle Woodland, although similar specimens are found in the Late Woodland.
Artifact 1-47 is a bifacial knife distal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a pointed
tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.0 cm x 2.3
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.5 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associatexi with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-50 is a preform. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip, an
excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.3 cm x 1.4
cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 1.3 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
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specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland -Mississippi
Period.
Artifact 1-52 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.7
cm x 1.8 Cm x 1.1 cm and it weighs 5.5 g. The stem is 0.7 cm long and comprises about
26% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late Archaic Period. This notched
fragment is difficult to analyze. Looked at from one angle, it seems to be basally notched,
similar to the Ouachita point but with shallower notches. From another angle, it resembles
a corner notched Gibson point, but it is too thick.
Artifact 1-53 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base, The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.4
cm x 1.1 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.6 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cmt and
comprises about 43% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Scallorn type,
which is associated with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-54 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, an incurvate blade, corner removed barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is plano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 1.9 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 0.6 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm
x 0.7 cm and comprises al-.tit 26% of the total length of the specimea. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the
Scallorn type, which is associated with the Late Woodland through Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-55 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. The tip has been carried away by an imrpact fracture. Maximum
dimensions are 2.4 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 1.2 g. The stem
of the total length of
measures 0.6 cm x 1.0 cm and comprises about 25%
the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
ScaUo,. (1.55)
This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated with the Late
Woodland through Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-56 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, an incurvate blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
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section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.1
cm x 1.3 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 1.0 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.9 cm and
comprises about 29% of the total length of the specimen. The taw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Scallorn type,
which is associated with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-57 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, an incurvate blade, side notches, square shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs
0.6 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 1.0 cm and comprise.s about 30% of the
sallorn7
total length of the specimen. The raw material is Keokuk chert, which is
abundant further south but may be available locally in highly restricted areas.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened
and most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated with the Late Woodland
through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-58 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.4 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.3 =m and it weighs
0.7 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.7 cm and comprises about 43% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
( 5-)
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated with the Late Woodland
through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-59 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and
a convex base. The cross section is plano-convex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture.
Maximum dimensions are 1.7 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.6 g.
,
.
The stem measures 0.5 cm x 0.6 cm and comprises about 29% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Jefferson City
chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen is a variant of the Scallorn type, which is associated
with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.
S

Artifact 1-60 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is plano-convex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.6 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs
0.5 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises about 38% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
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chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated with the Late
Woodland through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-61 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, corner removed damaged shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.6
cm x 0.8 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.5 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm and
comprises about 38% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Scallorn type,
which is associated with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-62 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a pointed tip, an incurvate blade, side notches, square shoulders and a convex
4
bawse. The cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.5 cm x 0.9 cm x 0.2 cm and it weighs
0.3 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 0.7 cm and comprises about 33% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen is resharpened since the shoulders flare straight out from above the notches.
The stem is bulb-like, suggestive of the Alba type, which is associated with the Mississippi
Period.

fl!

.

Artifact 1-63 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a convex
base. The cross section is diamond-shaped with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 1.0 cmx 0.4cm and it weighs
0.8 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises about 32% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This arrow point differs from the Scallorn type in having a longer stem that is
,,,,,•63)
parallel for two thirds of its length before flaring out. This specimen is an
unclassified type possibly associated with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-64 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed
tip, an asymmetrical blade, side notches, square shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.0 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 1.1 g. The stem is 0.7 cm long and
comprises about 23% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late
Woodland through Mississippi periods.
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Artifact 1-65 is an arrow point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip and much of the blade
have been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 1.3 cm x 1.0 cm
x 0.4 cm and it weighs 0.4 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 0.0 cm and comprises about
54% of the total length of tue specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Scallom type, which is associated with the Late
Woodland through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-67 is an arrow point tip. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade, no
notches, no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.4 cm x 0.8 cm x 0.1 cm and it
weighs 0.2 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper
valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an
unclassified type possibly associated with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-68 is a preform. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip, an
excurvate biade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on the left edge of the blade. Maximum
dimensions are 3.5 cm x 1.4 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 2.8 g. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late
Woodland through Mississippi periods.
23P0374
23PO374 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and Late
Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1985 when he
collected 19 artifacts weighing 937.4 g. These included 1 core (154.7 g), 3 bifacial knife
fragments (27.3 g), 6 bifacial knives (54.3 g), 1 flake knife (28.1 g), 1 knife/scraper (25.9
g), 1 preform fragment (33.4 g), 4 preforms (539.3 g) and 2 bifacial end scrapers (74.4 g).
Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial kaiife/scraper. It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.3 cm
x 4.4 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 25.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat without bone contact and from scraping wood. This specimen is an tmclassified
type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-6 include three bifacial knife midsections. These are
unstemnmed specimens with missing tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and
missing bases. The cross sections are irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Together, they weigh 27.3 g. The raw material include Jefferson City and both plain and
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heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. These specimen are of an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife. It is a paralle! stem
specimen with a pointed tip, a recurved blade, corner removed
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 4.3 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.6 cm and it
weighs 8.6 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.6 cm and
comprises about 23% of the total length of the specimen. The

raw materiail is heat-treated Burlington chert. which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed .ear resulting from
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is a variant of
Aona•,ti(1-8)
the Afton type, which is associated with the I.te Archaic
Period. It has the typical angular blade edges of the Afton, but the shoulders are unusually
narrow and the stem more square than is usual. Very little use wear is evident in the lower
concave areas, but much use polish and rounding is present on the tip margins above this.
Pos-viblv the haft binding was also in the concave area just above the shoulders and the
blade originally was much longer.
Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches,
barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.2 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 8.2 g.
The stem is 1.6 cm long and comprises about 50% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Lander Corner Notched type, which is associated
with the Woodland Period.

'N
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(1-9)

Artifact 1-10 is a bifacial end scraper. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 6.0 cm x 4.4 cm x 1.1 cm and it weighs 38.3 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from scraping wet hide. Both ends have been unifacially beveled and used as scrapers and
there is use polish on the unbeveled sides as well. This specimen is resharpened and is an
unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-11 is a bifacial end scraper. It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing
tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
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piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.0
cm x 5.0 cm x 1.4 cm and it weighs 36.1 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert,
which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified type
possibly associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-13 is a flake knife. Maximum dimensions are 7.9 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.8 cm
and it weighs 28.1 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. This
specimen is an elongated blade-like flake with much damage on the margins indicative of
arduous cutting of a hard substance, probably bone or antler.
Artifact 1-14 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed
'tip, a straight blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section
is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
5.6 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 11.4 g. The stem measures 1.8 cm x 2.8 cm and
com pirises about 32% of ,i.c total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.

-••.•
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Rice Side No•dwd (1-15)

.

Artifact 1-15 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches,
sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.5 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 10.1 g.
The stem measures 1.6 cm x 3.4 cm and comprises about 46%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without
bone contact This specimen is resharpened and most closely

resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-16 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches,
barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.8 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.2 g.
The stem measures 0.9 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises about 32%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found iocally in the deeper
valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
st,,**r•
•,.,,,i( 16)
from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is a variant of the Stone Corner
Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
.
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(1-17)

Artifact 1-17 is a bifacial knife. It s an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, comer removed
barbed shoulders and a econcave base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x 2.8 cm,x 0.6 cm and it weighs
7.8 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 2.1 ct and comprises about
26% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper
valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Edgewood type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.

23P0375
23PO375 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Middle Woodland and
Mississippi Period occupations. It vas recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1985 when he
collected 18 artifacts weighing 339.7 g. These included 1 arrow point (0.9 g), I stemmed
biface fragment (8.0 g), 1 core (60.9 g), 1 dart point fragment (6.3 g), 5 bifacial knife
fragments (54.0 g), 2 bifacial knives (23.3 g), 1 knife/scraper (19.4 g), 2 preform
fragments (43.5 g), 1 sandstone & hematite (38.7 g), 1 bifacial end scraper fragment (32.6
g), 1 flake scraper fragmeut (17.1 g) and 1 unifacial scraper side fragment (35.0 g).
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is a comer removed
contracting stem specimen with a pointed tip, an asymmetrical
blade, sloping shoulders and a conve.x base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 6.7 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.5 cm and it
weighs 12.5 g. The stem measures 1.8 cm x 2.2 cm and
comprises about 27% of the total length of ^he specimen. The
raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely resembles the Waubesa type, which is associated with
the Woodland Period.

"

/

Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife. It is a comer removed
contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
wa,,• (1-2)
square shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is
rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on the right blade edge. Maximum
dimensions are 4.6 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 10.8 g. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely resembles the Waubesa or Langtry type, which are associated with the Late
Archaic through Woodland periods.
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Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife proximal. It Ls a contracting

stem comer removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
square shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.3 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.5 g. The
stem measures 2.0 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 61% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City
chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic

examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Dickson type, which is associated with
the Woodland Period.
S)

Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate
blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.5 cm x 3.6 cm x 1.0 cm
and it weighs 19.4 g. The stem measures 1.9 crx 2.9 cm and
comprises about 35% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact and from scraping dry
hide. This specimen most closely resembles the Lander

.

I

N
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Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland(

Period.

____

____

__

(1_-5)

Artifact 1-6 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip and blade, corner notches, damaged shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip and blade have been carried
away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 2.6 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 6.3 g. The stem measuies 1.1 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises about 42% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is
exhausted and most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-7 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missirg tip and blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.3
cm x 3.7 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 8.0 g. The stem is 1.0 cm long and comprises about
43% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembies the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial end scraper distal. It
is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip, an
exzurvate. blade, no notches, no shoulders and a
missing base. The cross section is piano-convex with
no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.9 cm x 5.2 cm x 1.1 cm and it

1
../

.
,I'i'

Bn

weighs 32.6 g. The raw material is Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This
specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified type,
which is associated with the Woodland Period.

zc"tpJ(1 -8)

Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,
basal notches, barbed shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. It probably had a parallel stem because
one short barb was formed by a basal notch. Maximum dimensions are 6.0 cm x 3.8 cm x
0.7 cm and it weighs 17.4 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is an unclass;fied type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-10 include three bifacial knife
midsections. These are unstemmed specimens with missing tips,
damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and missing bases.
The cross sections are irregular with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Together, they weigh 29.1 g. The raw materials
include Jefferson City and both plain and heat-treated
Burlington chert. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is
an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-12 is a flake scraper. Maximum dimensions
are 6.8 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 17.1 g. The raw
material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from scraping
wet hide. This specimen is not associated with a specific
cultural period.

Pt .
tampa (I12)
F1-ak•

Artifact 1-13 is a unifacial side scraper midsection. It is an unsteinmed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The
cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 6.5 cm x 5.0 cm x 1.4 cm and it weighs 35.0 g. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
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resulting from scraping wood. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated
with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-15 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem coiner
removed specimen with a missi,'- tip, a damaged blade, square shoulders and
"aconcave base. The cross section is irregular with no edge abrading and no
beveling. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum
dimensions are 2.0 L u x 1.0 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 0.9 g. The stem
measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises about 30% of the total length of the

iv

SlW

specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Bulington chert, which is found

locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most
closely resembles the Sallisaw type, which is associated with the Mississippi Period.
23P0376
23PO376 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Middle to Late Archaic
and Middle Woodland Period occupatiois. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1985
when he collected 13 artifacts weighing 120.8 g. These included 3 biface fragments (20.8
g), 1 stemmed biface fragment (2.0 g), 1 stemmed biface (8.9 g), 4 bifacial knife fragments
(37.1 g), 1 bifacial knife (6.0 g) and 3 preform fragment s(46.0 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches,
sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex
,
with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.4 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.5 g. The
stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises about 41% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact- This specimen is a
variant of the Fairland type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

'i

Aitlfact 1-2 is a stemmed biface. It is a corner removed contracting stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.9 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 8.9 g. The stem measures 1.8 cm
x 2.2 cm and comprises about 46% of the total length of the
Ssps
cimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of usewear. This specimen most closely resembles the Dickson type,
which is associated with the Woodland Period.
I
,anlhnvuot(1-3)

"Artifact
1-3 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
S
.?,cimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches,
1
I .arbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
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biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.3
cm x 2-9 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.0 g. The stem is 1.2 cm long and comprises about
36% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is a variant crf the Hardin type, which is associated with the
Middle Archaic Period. This biface has the Hardin shape and ground stem, but the edges
are not as carefully pressure flaked as typical for Early Archaic specimens. These are
probably Middle Archaic in age.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-6 include three bifacial knife midsections. These are
unstemmed specimens with missing tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and
missing bases. The cross sections are irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Together, they weigh 30.6 g. The raw materials include Jefferson City, heat-treated
Pierson and Burlington cherts. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. These are of an unclassified type iot associated with a
specific cultural period.
23PO377
23PO377 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late to Terminal
Archaic, Middle to Late Woodland, Mississippi and Late Prehistoric Period occupations
It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1985 when he collected 110 artifacts weighing
3,172.2 g These included 1 flat abrader (764.2 g), 1 adze (68.3 g), 2 arrow point
fragments (1.6 g), 4 arrow points (4.0 g), 1 3/4 grooved axe (268.6 g), 22 biface
fragments (174.7 g), 5 stemmed biface fragments (33.5 g), 1 stemmed biface (8.0 g), 1
chert, notched (11.5 g), I dart point fragment (8.7 g), 1 bifacial drih (18.8 g), 1 hematite
(27.0 g), 9 bifacial knife fragments (61.1 g), 11 bifacial knives (125.6 g), 1 knife/scraper
fragment (10.7 g), 1 knife/scraper (2.0 g), 28 preform fragments (550.9 g), 12 preforms
(878.2 g), 3 projectile point/knives (29.1 g), 1 bifacial end scraper fragment (9.8 g), 1
bifacial end scraper (13.7 g), 1 unifacial scraper end (61.5 g) and I unifacial scraper side
fragment (40.7 g).
Artifacts cataloged as 1-3 include four bifacial knife midsections. These are
unstemmed specimens with missing tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shouldern and
missing bases. The cross sections .ire irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Together, they weigh 10.2 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic e.xamination revealed wear resultingr from cutting meat with
bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
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Artifact 1-5 is a3A
grooved axe. Maximum
-

"

K

dimensions ame 8.3 cm x
5.0 cm x 3.6 cm and it

-

weighs 268.6 g. The bit is
battered and the poll is
damaged. The raw

-.

material is black igneous
S

-

....

. , -,

granite from an unknown
source. The most likely
is the Missouri
River,
which
contains
granite redeposited
by

.

action.
Microscopic examination

':4"

...- 'source
"
Si!•i;.
.

,.,glacial
"• '

,V.
j 17

revealed no evidence of
.
use-wear. It could have
served as a heavy duty
woodworking tool.
Grd
(1.5)
although it seems small for
such an application. It
may have also functioned as a weapon. This specimen is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-6 is an adze. It is an urstemmed
and unnotched specimen with an excurvate bit, a
straight blade and a rounded base. The cross
section is piano-convex with edge abrading on the
hafting area and unifacial beveling on the bit.
Maximum dimensions are 7.8 cm x 5.3 cm x 1.7
cm and it weighs 68.3 g. The raw material is
oolitic Jefferson City chert, which is found locally
in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination
revealed much battering on the bit as a result of
cutting wood. There is also polish well up on the
blade that resembles soil gloss, so the tool may
have been used in digging as well. This specimen
most closely resembles the Sedalia adze, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-12 is a preform. It is a parallel
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged
blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
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dimensions are 9.3 cm x 5.5 cm x 1.9 cm and it weighs 92.9 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm
x 2.7 cm and comprises about 13% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is probably a preform for a Smith point, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period. The base has been thinned and the notches
removed. However the blade is thick and roughed out with irregular percussion flakes.
This informs about the manufacturing sequence in this example. The base was finished
and notched before blpde reduction was well developed.
Artifact 1-13 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel
STIstem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, basal
notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.0 cm x 4.4 cm x
, ,-,
' .
1.0 cm and it weighs 25.2 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 2.3 cm and comprises about 26% of the total length of
"the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert,
deeper valleys. Microscopic
which is found locally in theresulting
fr'om cutting meat
examination revealed wear
.-•7/ •• ¢¢
l•:S

<.

s 0z (1.13)

s

with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and
most closely resembles the Smith type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-14 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,
basal notches, barbed shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.8 cm x 4.9
cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 16.8 g. The raw material is heat-treated Keokuk chert, which
is abundant further south but may be available locally in highly restricted areas.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
,•k
meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles
,r'",\•,
Archaic
Late
the
with
associated
is
the Smith type, v.hich
"ZA
Period.
Artifact 1-15 is a bifacial drill. It is a parallel stem
specimen with a pointed tip, an inc=vate blade, basal notches,
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is planoconvex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 6.7 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 18.8 g.
The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 19%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from perforating. This
specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified type possibly
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-16 is a bifacial knife. It is a corner removed
parallel stem specimen with a pointed tip, a straight blade, square
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 4.3 cm x
2.5 cm x 0.6 em and it weighs 6.1 g. The stem
measures 1.0 cm x 1.7 em and comprises about 23% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is resharpened and is an unclassified type possibly associated with
the Late Archaic Period. The workmanship is far superior to that
noted on Smith, Stone Square Stemmed and other similar points. It
is finished with fine pressure flaking.

S

Artifact 1-17 is a projectile pointiknife. It is an expanding
corner removed stem specimen with a missing tip, a damager' blade,
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. The tip has been
carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 4.01
cmx 2.4 cmx 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.0 g. "Me stedm measures 1.1
cm x 1.5 cm and comprises about 28% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact.. This specimen most closely
resembles the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with
the Late Archaic Period.

I.

T"eRo,

Sbad(1-17)

Artifact 1-18 is a bifacial knife. It is a comer removed specimen with a pointed tip,
a straight blade, square shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.7 cm x 2.5
cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 10.1 g. The raw material is Keokuk chert, which is abundant
further south but may be available locally in highly restricted areas. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
most closely resembles the Table Rock Pointed Stem type, which is associated with the
Mississippi Period.

B1f3ci

knife 1 19)

Artifact 1-19 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, comer notches,
barbed shoulder; and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.3 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 2.0 g. The
stem measures 0.9 cm x 1.2 cm and comprises about 39% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
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resulting from cutting meat without bone contact and ýrom scraping wet hide. This
specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-20 is a bifacial knife. It is a corner removed contracting stem specimen
with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximm dimensions are 4.8 cm x
3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 11.2 g. The stem measures 2.0 im x 2.8 cm and comprises
about 42% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly
associated with the Late Archaic Period. This contracting stem furm has no shoulders,
there is a continuous contraction from the junction of blade and stem to the rounded base,
Dickson (1991:76) recovered a comparable biface in a Late Archaic context at the
Albertson site.
Artifact 1-21 is a bifacial knife. It is a corner removed
contracting stem specimen with a pointed tip, an incurvate blade,
missing shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
y2>'• ,,
dimensions are 4.6 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.9 g.
. .
J
46%
of
about
cm
and
comprises
cm
x
2.0
2.1
The stem measures
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Keokuk
chert, which is abundant further south but may be available locally
in highly restricted areas. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is
exhausted and most closely resembles the Dickson type, which is
Dcs (1-21)
associated with the Woodland Period. This point has been
resharpened to exhaustion, with blade incurved and a short point at the distal end. This
short tip may also have been used to perforate soft material since some use polish is
present on it. The wide shoulders have been broken off.

[

Artifact 1-22 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a corner removed contracting stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.5 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 7.5 g. The stem measures 1.6 cm
x 2.1 cm and comprises about 46% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Dickson type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-23 is a projectile point/knife. It is a corner removed contracting stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried
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away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 5.7 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 13.0 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 26% of the total
length of the. specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in
the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact.. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Standlee
type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-24 is a bifacial knife. It is a comer removed
contracting stem specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade,
sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.7
cm x 2.2 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.2 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm
x 1.9 cm and comprises about 26% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely resembles the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic through Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-25 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a comer
((1-24)
- -removed contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged
blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 6.9 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 48% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Keokuk chert, which is abundant further
south but may be available locally in highly restricted areas. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Langtry type, which is associated with the Late Archaic through Woodland
periods.
Lnt

Artifact 1-26 is a bifacial knife/scraper proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
side notches, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.8 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 10.7 g. The stem measures 1.7 cm x 3.2 cm and
comprises about 45% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
SNotched (1-26)
Rice
cutting meat with bone contact and from scraping wet hide.
This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type,
which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-27 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a missing tip and blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross
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section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.3 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.2 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 2.3 cm and comprises about 57% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Pierson chert, which is abundant in the Branson area and may be exposed in
limited areas locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-28 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, side notches, no shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x 2.5
cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 6.7 g. The rnw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-29 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem comer removed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and beveling on the right blade edge.
Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 2.4 g. The stem
measures 1.0 cm x 1.6 cm and comprises about 40% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is exhausted and is a variant of the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with
the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-30 is an arrow point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, corner removed square shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is plano-convex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 1.4 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 1.3 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm
x 1.0 cm and comprises about 50% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland
or Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-31 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an
expanding stem comer removed specimen with a missing
tip and blade, square shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 4.2
cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 13.0 g. The stem measures 1.2
cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 39% of the total length
Sto,,t,
rNo,,,a~~t,,,t
(1.30
1)
of the specimen. The raw material is Keokuk chert, which
I is abundant further south but may be available locally in
highly restricted areas. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
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specimen is a variant of the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-32 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a pointed tip, an asymmetrical blade, corner notches,
barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling, Maximum dimensions are
4.2 cmx 2.8 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 7.8 g. The stem measures
1.0 cm x 2.6 cm and comprises about 24% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found
locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination rev:ealed
wear resulting frora cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is resharpened and most closely resembles the Afton type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period. The angular blade margin
typical of Afton is present only on one side. This angle has been
removed by resharpening on the opposite blade margin.

'

,l,,.
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Artifact 1-33 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip and blade, comer notches, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. The tip and blade
have been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x 2.2 cm
x 0.8 cm and it weighs 8.7 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about
28% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is
found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of usewear. This specimen is exhausted and is a variant of the Stone Corner Notched type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-34 is a biface stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip
and blade, corner notches, missing shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x 3.2
cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 9.4 g. The stem measures 1.6 cm x 3.0 cm and comprises
about 53% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-35 is a stemmed biface. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches,
damaged shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.3 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.0 g.
The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.9 cm and comprises about 45% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson
Bi3c,• 0-3-5)
City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted
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and most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-36 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.5
cm x 3.0 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.2 g. The stem is 1.0 cm long and comprises about
40% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is a variant of the Big
Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-37 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is a comer removed parallel stem
specimen with a missing tip and blade, damaged shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is plano-convex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
3.9 cm x 3.4 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 15.5 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 1.9 cm and
comprises about 36% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson
City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Smith type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-38 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel stem specimen
with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, basal notches, barbed
shoulders and a straight base. The cross se.ction is rhomboidal with
no edge abrading and beveling on the left edge of the blade.
Maximum dimensions are 3.5 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs
...
1
5.6 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 1.2 cm and comprises about
\V
20% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified type
BiacW Wie (1-38)
possibly associated with the Late Archaic Period. A similar biface was found in a Late
Archaic context at Albertson shelter (Dickson 1991:77) where it was labeled LA-5 and
functioned as cutting tool.
Artifact 1-39 is a projectile point/knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried
away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 4.6 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 9.1 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm long and comprises about 20% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone
contact.. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
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Artifact 1-40 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.6 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs
1.3 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 0.9 cm and comprises about 27% of the
total specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated
with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.

Artifact 1-41 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.6 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs
0.9 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.7 cm and comprises about 23% of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen most closely resembles the Sequoyah type, which is associated
with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-42 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with
a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, square shoulders and a
,
damaged base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.1 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs
0.7 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises about 29% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
(1.47
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no e•vidence
s,
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is
associated with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.

Artifact 1-43 is an arrow point. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing tip, a lanceolate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a concave base.

The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.

Maximum dimensions are 2.7 cm x 1.3 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 1.1 g.
The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Fresno type, which iLassociated with the Late Prehistoric
Period.

Fmwo (143)

Artifact 1-44 is an arrow point distal fragment. It has a missing tip, a damaged
blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.3 cm x 0.9
cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.3 g. The raw material is Reeds Spring chert, which is found
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in southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas into northeast Oklahoma and extrcwc
southeast Kansas. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late Woodland through
Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-49 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen with a pointed tip, a
lanceolate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 8.0 cm x 4.4
cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 35.9 g. The raw material is Elsey chert, which is generally
found further south. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen is a variant of the Red Ochre type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-51 is a bifacial end scraper. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.3 cm x 2.5 cm x 1.2 cm and it weighs 13.7 g. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from scraping dry hide. This specimen is resharpened
and is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late Prehistoric Period.
Artifact 1-52 is a bifacial end scraper. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
rounded tip, an asymmetrical blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The
cross section is plano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.0 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.8 g. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with
a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-53 is a unifacial end scraper. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is irregular with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 7.0 cm x 4.3 cm x 1.1 cm and it weighs 61.5 g. The raw material is Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from scraping a
gritty substance, possibly dried pottery. This specimen is an vnclassified type possibly
associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-54 is a unifacial side seraper distal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross
section is plano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 6.3 cm x 5.2 cm x 1.1 cm and it weighs 40.7 g. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
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23P0378
23P0378 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic, Late
Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in
1985 when he collected 12 artifacts weighing 108.6 g. These included 1 stemmed biface
fragment (4.6 g), 1 bifacial knife fragment (4.2 g), 1 bifacial knife (5.3 g) and 9 preform
fragments (94.5 g).
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip and blade, corner notches, missing
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with
,
no edge abrading and no beveling Maximum dimensions are
2.5 cmx 3.3 cmx 0.5 cm and it weighs 5.3 g. The stem
measures 1.0 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 40% of the total
,
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is a variant of the Stone
Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-3 is a preform proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing tip
and blade, no notches, no shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.2 cm x 2.1 cm x 0.4
cm and it weighs 2.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an
unclassified type possibly associated with the Late Woodland through Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Ma'r;-.um dimensions are 2.9
cm x 2.2 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 4.2 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
23P0379
23PO379 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Middle to Late Archaic
and Middle Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1985
when he collected 6 artifacts weighing 56.8 g. These included 1 stemmed biface fragment
(3.0 g), I dart point fragment (6.6 g), 3 bifacial knife fragments (35.2 g) and 1 bifacial
knife (12.0 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed tip,
a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section
is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.9
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cm x 3.4 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 12.0 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 3.0 cm and
comprises about 27% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat without bone contact. Thi specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Grand type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an

,,!.
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged'2
blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex
base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.8 cm x 4.2
cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 10.1 g. The stem measures 1.3
cmx 2.5 cm and comprises about 46% of the total length
Bi C.,,k (1-2)
of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which
is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
'-!

Artifact 1-3 is a dart point fragment. it is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip and blade, side notches, sloping
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with
V
edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.5 cmx 2.9 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 6.6 g.
The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 60% of
"wk Rv (1-3)
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the White River type,
which is associated with the Middle Archaic Period.
S

Artifacts cataloged as 1-5 include two bifacial knife midsections. They are
unstenimed specimens with missing tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and
missing bases. The cross sections are irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Together, they weigh 25.1 g. The raw materials include plain and heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting frorn
cutting meat with bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period.
23P0380
23PO380 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Early and Late Archaic
and Late Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1985
when he collected 20 artifacts weighing 365.4 g. These included 1 adze fragment (26.4
g), 1 adze (60.1 g), 4 stemmed biface fragments (27.1 g), 1 dart point fragment (6.0 g), 2
bifacial knife fragment (37.1 g), 3 bifacial knives (34.2 g), 5 preform fragments (96.5 g), 1
preform (55.1 g) and 2 projectile point/knives (22.9 g).
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Artifact 1-1 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is a parallel stem
specimen with a missing tip and blade, no notchem, no shoulders and a
damaged base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the
base and stem and no beveling. Maximum dimeMioas arm 1.9 cm x 2.1
cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 2.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination

revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
t
resembles the Dalton type, which is associated with the Early Archaic Period.

(.1)

Artifact 1-2 is a projectile point/knife. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, corner
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(1-2)

notches, barted shoulders and a convex base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip and
of the blade have been carried away by an impact fracture.
Maximum dimensions are 5.4 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.9 cm and it
weighs 16.0 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.4 cm and
comprises about 24% of the total length of the specimen. Th,e
raw material is he: '-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late

Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-3 is a stemmed biface proximal It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no b-•vý_!ing.
Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 4.4 cm x 1.1 cm and it weighs 15.1 g. The stem
measures 1.3 cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 42% of the total length of t. ?ecimen.
The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deept, . Ileys.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. "Tisspecimen most closely
resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-4 is a biface stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip
and blade, corner notches, missing shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.2 cm x 2.8
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 5.6 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises
about 55% of the total lLngth of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles :he Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-5 is a stemmed biface proximal. It is an expanding
stem comer removed specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
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Table Rock vaiant (1-5)

square shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on
the', ase and stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.2 cm x 2.4 cm, x 0.6 em
and it weighs 3.5 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm X1.4era and comprises about 41% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is beat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Micrc,,copic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
is a variant of the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-6 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a

-- S-

smlit(1-)
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basal notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x 4.0 crm x 0.9
cm and it weighs 18.4 g. The stem is 1.2 cm long and
comprises about 29% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found
locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Smith
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-7 is a bifacial knife. It is a comer

removed contiacting stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a convex base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 4.4cm
x 0.9 cm and it weighs 16.8 g. The stem measures 1.5
cm x 2.4 cm and comprises about 38% of the total
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length of the specimen. The :aw material is Burlington

"

chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wtar resuling from cutting meat with bone

.

contact. This spucimen most closely re"embles the
Waubesa type, which is associated with the Woodland

waubtsa(t-7)

Period.
Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife proximal. It i- a corner r:,moved contracting stem
specim.n with a missing tip, a damaged blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is plano-convex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.9 cm x 4.0 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 18.7 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm
x 2.1 cm and comprises about 22% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the derper valleys. Microscopic
examination reveale'l wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
specimen is an unciassified type possibly associated with the Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-10 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a rounded tip, an asymmetrical blade, side notches,
no shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximnum dimensions are
4.6 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.1 g. The stem measures
1.5 cm x 2.5 c~m and comprises about 33% of the total length of th,
specimen. The raw matcrial is heaminatoed Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is exhausted
and most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-11 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2
cm x .27cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 9.3 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone conta-t. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles
the Rice Side Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-12 is a projectile point/knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried
away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 6.9 g. The stem is 0.9 cm long and comprises about 25% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-.reated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is resharpen'ed and most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type,
which is associated with .he Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-13 is a dart point stem proximal. It is a parallel stem ,pecimen with a
missing tip and blade, no notches, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip and blade have been carried
away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.4 cm x 2.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 6.0 s. The raw material is -ieat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopi.- examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. T'his specimen is exhausted
and is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-15 is an adze It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing tip, an
excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the .tem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 7.4
cm x 4.2 cm x 2.1 cm and it weighs 60.1 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting wood. This
spl cimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
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Artifact 1-16 is an adze midsection. It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing
tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
piano-convex with no e-dge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.2
cm x 3.8 cm x 1.2 cm and it weighs 26.4 g. The raw material is Keokuk chert, which is
abundant further south but may be available locally in highly rttricted areas. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting wood. This specimen is resharpened and
is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
23P0381
23PO381 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Early and Late Archaic,
Middle to Late Woodland, Mississippi and Late Prehistoric Period occupations. It was
recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1985 when he collected 94 artifacts weighing 1,311.3 g.
These included 1 adze (71.1 g), 3 arrow point fragments (2.4 g), 15 arrow points (11.6 g),
4 stemmed biface fragments (17.6 g), 3 dart points (15.0 g), 1 bifacial drill (5.3 g), 22
bifacial knife fragments (173.9 g), 13 bifacial knives (220.8 g), 28 preform fragments
(751.8 g), 2 preforms (7.3 g), 1 flake scraper fragment (16.1 g) and 1 unifacial scraper end
(18.4 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed tip,
an asymmetrical blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross
section is rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on the left edge of the blade.
Maximum dimensions are 5.0 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.6 =m and it weighs 7.8 g. The stem
measures 1.2 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises about 24% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type,
which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is an parallel stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, sloping shoulders
and a concave ba, . The cross section is piano-convex with edge
abrading on the stem and uriifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 5.1 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 11. 9 g. The stem
lmeasunes 1.4 cm x 2.6 cm and comprises about 27% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is exhausted and is a
variant of the Dalton type, which is associated with the Early Archaic
Period.
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Artifacts cataloged as 1-3 include i1) bifacial knife distals with pointed tips,
excurvate blades and missing shoulders stems and bases The cross section is Biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together they weigh 64.3 g. The raw materials
include both plain and heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
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examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. These are of an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultual period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-5 include four bifacial knife midsection fragments. All
have missing tips, excurvaic blades and missing shoulders, stems and bases. The cross
sections are irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together they weigh 23.7 g,
The raw materials include both plain and heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear risulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. These specimens are an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip, an
excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.9 cm x 2.5
cm x 0.8 cm and it weigh s 10.6 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-10 is a bifacial knife proximal- It is a contracting stem specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, sloping shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 5.9 cmx 3.3 cm x 1.2 cm and it weighs 25.0 g. The stem measures 2.5 rm x 2.5 cm
and comprises about 42% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination :evealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. T"is specimen is an unclassified type
possibly associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-13 is a bifacial knife. It is an parallel sf•m specimen with a rounded tip,
an asymmetrical blade, no notches, s!oping shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is rhomboidal with edge abrading on the blade, which -salso beveled on the left
side. Maximum dimensions are 10.7 cm x 4.2 cm x 1.8 cm aud it weighs 83.7 g. The
stem measures 3.0 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 28% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-14 is an elliptical adze. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip,
an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 9.0 cm x 4.9
cm x 1.7 cm and it weighs 71.1 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
wood. This specimen is an urnclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
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/scrapers

Artifact 1-15 is a flake saper. It is made froma
medium thick egg-shaped decortication flake with all
margins unifacially pressure flaked to produce a scraper.
7The cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading
and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.2 cm x
4.1 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 16.1 g. The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
scraping wet hide. It is wider than most Late Prehistoric
and thus is probably of
Woodland origin.
.

Mak• smpet(1-15)

Artifact 1-16 is a unifacial end scraper. The cross section
is piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling,
Maximum dimensions are 4.7 cm x 2.9 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs
18.4 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found
locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an
unclassified type possibly associated with the Late Prehistoric
Period.

r,
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(1-16)

Artifact 1-17 is a lanceolate bifacial knife. It is an
unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip, an excur%ate blade, no

-

notches, no shoulders and a convex base. It is parallel sided most
/
of its length and then tapers to a rounded point. It probably has
•
been hafted. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
">
~ and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 9.3 cm x 2.8 cm x 1.2
"cmand it weighs 34.9 g. The raw material is Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is
f;.resharpened and is an unclassified type
' .j"'~
.not
associated with a specific cultural
, .... .
period.
.

.

Artifact 1-18 is a bifacial knife. It
is an expanding stem specimen with a
K ~~
S rounded tip, an asymmetrical blade,
•orner notches, barbed shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is,
biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.6
Bif iaeknife (1.17)
cmx 3.2 cm x 0.8 cm and it weigh 6.3
g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about
20% of the total length of the specimein. The raw material is
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heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination showed
wear from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the
Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-19 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, missing shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is piano-convex
1.0
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.7 cm x 3.2 cm x
25%
about
cm and it weighs 19.7 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 1.9 cm and comprises
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Smith type, which is associated with
the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-20 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a straight blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on the left side of the blade.
Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.5 g. The stem
measures 0.9 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about 25% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is resharpened and most closely resembles the Ensor type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-21 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip
and blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The tip and most of the
blade have been carried away by an impact fracture. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.8 cm x 3.8 cm x
1.0 cm and it weighs 10.0 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about
46% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-22 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1
cm x 2.8 cmx 0.6 cm and it weighs 7.0 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 1.8 cm and
comprises about 23% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contacL This specimen most closely resembles the Ensor
type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-23 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a straight blade, side notches, square shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.6
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cm x 3.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7.9 g. The stem measures 1.3
.
t .;.r•>,.,K•
SIresembles

cm x 2.5 cm and comprises about 36% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
the Steuben type, which is
associated with the Middle Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-24 is a bifacial knife. It is a
contracting stem specimen with a missing tip,
an asymmetrical blade, comet removed, sloping shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x 2.1 cm x 0.7 cm and
it weighs 6.1 g. The stem measures 1.6 cm x 1.1 cm and comprises
about 3S% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is an
"r.ieR r•°o
unidentified, probably non-local chert. Microscopic examination
Stm (1-24)
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Table Rock Pointed Stem type,
which is associated with the Late Woodland and Mississippi periods.
s,-,,e• (1._3)

Artifact 1-25 is a biracial knife. It is a contracting stem specimen with a missing
tip, an Incurvate blade, comer removed, sloping shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.1
cm x 2.2 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 5.5 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone -.ontacL This specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Table Rock
Pointed Stem type, which is associated with the Late Woodland and Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-26 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 4.0 cm x 3.8 cm x 1.2 cm and it weighs 9.3 g. The stem measures 1.6 cm x 1.8 cm
and comprises about 40% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
specimen most closely resembles the Smith typl, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
1-27 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a
concave base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the
stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 1.7 cm x 0.6
cm and it weighs 3.0 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 1.6 cm and
comprises about 35% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
Balai" knde 0(-n, material is heat-treated Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the
dArtifact
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deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
without bone contaCt. This specimen is exhausted and is an unclassified type possibly
associated with the Late Archaic Period. "iis biface is small enough to be classified as an
arrow point, but the stem is thicker than usual. The shape resembles the Fairland type of
the Late Archaic and it may be a small much resharpened example.
Artifact 1-28 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders
and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with no edg abrading
and no beveling. The tip has been damaged by an impact fracture.
Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm x 1.7 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 2.8 g.
The stem measures 0.7 cm x 1.4 cm and comprises about 24% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. An example of this small biface was found in a
Middle Woodland context at Albertson shelter (3BE174) (Dickson
1991:95).

,

,

Dam point

(I-2S8)

Artifact 1-29 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders
and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading
on the stem and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an
impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.6 cm
and it weighs 2.2 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 1.4 cm and comprises
-9)
Dar ( pin

Dsra point (1.29)

about 44% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is

Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is the same type as 1-28 and is an
unzlassified type possibly associated with the Middle Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-31 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a corner removed parallel stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, square shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and beveling on the left side of the blade.
Maximum dimensions are 2.4 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 3.1 g. The stem
measures 0.9 cm long and comprises about 38% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-32 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, basal notches, square shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.1 cm x 3.2 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 10.1 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm
x 1.5 cm and comprises about 26% of the total lerigth of the specimen. The raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
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resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an uncla&.ified type not

associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-33 is a bifacial knife proximal It is a parallel stem specimen with a

missing tip, an excurvate blade, corner removed, square shoulders and a damaged base.
The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.6 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 6.8 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm
x 1.3 cm and comprises about 42% of the total length of the specimen. 'he raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear

resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period.

Artifact 1-34 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, an excurvate blade,
corner notches, square shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.2 cm x 3.1
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 12.3 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,

which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Big Creek or Stone
Corner Notched type, both of which are associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-35 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,

corner notches, barbed shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is

biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x 3.5

cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 11.4 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found
locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-36 is a bifacial drill. It is an unstemmed specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, no shoulders and
a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.3 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.6
cm and it weighs 5.3 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from perforating. It is a side-notched blface that was reworked into
a perforator. This specimen is an unciassified type possibly
associated with the Woodland Period.
,'• (1.-3)
Artifact 1-37 is an arrow point. It is an
unswtmmed specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, side notches, no
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is plano-convex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an impact
fracture. Maximum dimensions are 1.9 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs
0.6 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination reveakd no evidence of use-wear. This
-
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specimen most closely resembles the Reed type, which is associated with the Mississippi
Period.
Artifact 1-38 is an arrow point. It is an tistemmed specimen with a
pointed tip, a straight blade, side notches, no shouldets and a straight base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 1.9 cm x 0.9 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.5 g. The
raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper
valleys. Microscopic examination revealed. This specimen most closely
resembles the Reed type, which is associated with the Mississippi Period.

A

RJd (1-3)

Artifact 1-39 is an arrow point. It is an unstemmed specimen with a pointed tip, a
straight blade, side notches, no shomlders and a concave base. The croiXs 'ctizn is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are !.8 cm x 1.1
cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.6 g. The raw materia! is lacat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microsccpic examiaation revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
spý.cimen most closely resembles the Washita peno type, which is associated with the
Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-40 is an arrow pxoinL It is an unstemmed specimen with a
pointed iip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a concave
base. The cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.4 cmn x 1.1 cmx 0.3 ctn ,nd it weighs
0.6 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found

L

locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is ;t variant of the Fresno type, which is associated with the Late
Prehistoric Period.

ý

Artifact 1-41 is an arrow point- It i. an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a
convex base. lhe cross section iLbiconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 1.4 cm x 0.5 cm and it
weighs 2.0 g. Th: stem measures 0.6 cm x 1.0 cm and comprises about
19% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn
Coryell type, which is associated with the Late Woodland and Mississippi
periods.
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Artifact 1-42 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and
a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.2 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.4 cm and it
weighs 0.6 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.7 cm and comprises about
27% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson
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City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Mcrospic examination rmvealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen moAt ckoely resembles the Scallorn Coryell type,
which is associated with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-43 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen

with a pointed tip, a straight blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.1 cm x 0.9 cm, x 0.3 cm and it

weighs 0.5 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.9 cm and comprises about
29% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles
the Scallorn Sattler type, which is associated with the Mississippi Period.

sC

•Y

Artifact 1-44 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is diamond-shaped with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.5 cm and it
weighs 0.8 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.6 cm and comprises about 20%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington cheit which is foand locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallom
Eddy type, which is associated with the Mississippi Period.

Artifact 1-45 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missinr'
tip, an recurved blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.5
cm x 1.0 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.4 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 0.6 cm and
comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Scallom eddy
type, which is associated with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-46 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a straight blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.5
cm x 1.2 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 0.6 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 1.0 cm and
comprises about 40% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallom sattler type, which is
associated with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-47 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a serrated blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.8
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cmx 1.5 cmx 0.4 cm and it weighs 1.0 g. The saem mcaures 0.7 cmx 0.9
cm and comprises about 39% of the total length of the specimna. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
most closely resembles the Sequoyah type, which is associated with the

M ississippi Period.I

*
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"Artifact 1-48 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a serrated blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a
"convexbase. The cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.4 cm and it
weighs 0.6 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises about
30% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
sw-,,i .p
no evidence of use-weam. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
the
Sequoyah type, which is associated with the Mississippi Period.
resembles
Artifact 1-49 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, an serrated blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.4 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs
0.7 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises about 25% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is Buriington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen mosi, closely resembles the Sequoyah type, which is
associamd with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-50 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tin, a serrated blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a convex base. The cross
secticn is piano-convex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
2.0 cm x 0.9 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 0. 7 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.0 cm and
comprises aboit 40% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington cheit, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Sequoyah type,
which is associated with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-51 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling, Maximum dimensions are 2.0
cm x 1.5 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 1.4 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 0.0 cm and
comprises about 25% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson
City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn coryell type,
which is associated with the Late Woodland aLd Mississippi periods.
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Artifact 1-52 is an arrow point midsection. It has a missing tip, a straight blade,
corner notches, barbed shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.9 cm x 1.2
cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.8 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found
Iocally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-53 is an arrow point tip. It has a pointed tip, a serrated blade, square
shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and ,o beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.4 cm and it
weighs 1.0 g. The raw material is an unidentified heat-treated chert of unknown origin.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an
unclassified type possibly associated with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-54 is an arrow point tip. It has a po rited tip, an excurvate blade, square
shou!ders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is piano-convex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.5 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.3 cm and it
weighs 0.6 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened
and is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Mississippi Period.
23P0382
23PO382 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Middle Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1986
when he collected 12 artifacts weighing 153.5 g. These included 1 adze fragment (22.6
g), 1 biface fragment (6.8 g), 1 dart point fragment (4.7 g), 4 bifacial knife fragments (14.2
g), 1 bifacial knife (10.5 g), I knife/scraper fragment (14.2 g), 1 preform fragment (51.8 g)
and 2 projectile point/knives (28.7 g).
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Artifact 1.1 is a projectile point/knife. It is a corner
removed contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, a straight
blade, square shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
"biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. The
tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum
dimensions are 4.9 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 12.1 g.
The stem measures 1.6 cm x 1.9 cm and comprises about 33%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Pierson chert, which is abundant in the Branson area and
may be exposed in limited areas locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without
bone contact. This specimen is a variant of the Dickson variant
type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
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Artifacts cataloged as 1-2 include four bifacial knife tips. These pointed tips,
excurvate blades, missing shoulders, stems and bases. The cross sections are biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together they weigh 14.2 g. The raw materials
inc' ,e both plain and heat-treated Burlington cheit, which -'souad locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimens
are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-5 is an adze distal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip, an
excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.4 cm x 4.1
cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 22.6 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
wood. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland
Period since the shape is typical of that time Period and the chert is heat treated.
Artifact 1-6 is a bifacial knife/scraper distal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.5
cm x 4.0 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 14.2 g. The raw material is Burlington ch'~rt, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
without bone contact and from scraping wood. This specimen is an unclassified type
possibly associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-7 is a projectile point/knife. It is a parallel stem specimen with a missing
tip, an excurvate blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried away
by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 4.7 cm x 4.1 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs
16.6 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 28% of the total length
of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Smith type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-8 is a dart point stem. It is a comer removed
parallel stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, square
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. The tip has been
carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.4
cm x 2.7 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.7 g. The stem measures 1.1
cm x 1.6 cm and comprises about 32% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination reveakld no evidence of
use-wear. This specimen is exhausted and is a variant of the Table

Rock Stemmed type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
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Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel stem specimen with a rounded tip, a
damaged blade, damaged shoulders and a 0traight base. The cross section is piano-convex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.0 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.8
cm and it weighs 10.5 g. The stem menasres 0.6 cm x 1.8 cm and comprises about 12%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw mate.al is heti.at-trted Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examinatam revealod wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
23P0383
231[0383 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Middle to Late Archaic,
Late Woodlind, Mississippi and Late Prehistoric Period occupations. It was recorded by
Howard Wimmer in 1986 when hi collected 131 artifacts weighing 1,565.3 g. These
included 2 arrow points (1.8 g), 13 biface fragments (65.5 g), 8 stemmed biface fragments
(73.8 g), 1 chopper (175.7 g), 1 dart point fragment (8.9 g), 5 dart points (21.7 g), 2
blfacial dri'l fragments (13.3 g), 17 bifacial knife fragments (124.7 g), 10 bifacial knives
(67.4 g), 61 preform fragments (909.3 g), 3 preforms (45.3 g), 1 projectile point/knife
fragment (3.7 g), 3 projectile point/knives (12.7 g), 1 bifacial end scraper fragment (6.3 g),
1 bifacial end scraper (16.3 g), 1 flake scraper fragment (5.6 g) and 1 unifacial scraper end
(13.3 g).
Artifacts cataloged as 1-3 include 11 bifacial knife tips. All have rounded tips,
excurvate blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. The cross sections are
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together they weigh 55.4 g. The raw
materials include both plain and heat-treated Burlington chert as well as an unidentified
chert. Microscopic examination ievtaled wear resultaug from cutting meat with bone
contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type ot associated with a specific culural
period.
Altifact 1-4 is a chopper. It is an unstemmed unanotched specimen with a an
excurvate blade. The cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 8.6 cm x 7.0 cm x 2.6 cm and it weighs 175.7 g. The
raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from chopping. This specimen is an unclassified type nut
associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen with a missing tip, an
excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.8 cm x 5.0
cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 31.7 g. The raw material L,Jefferson City chert, which is found
locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bonz contact. 'Iis specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated
with the Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-6 is a unifacial snub-nosed end scraper. The cross section is pianoconvex with no edge abrading and unifacial 'eveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x
3.0 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 13.3 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is
found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
scraping wet hiae. This specimen is reslbrpened and is an unclassified type possibly
associated with the Late Prehistoric Period.
Artifact 1-7 is a bifacial Iknife proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing tip and blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and zo beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.3 cm x 5.3
cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 19.5 g. The raw material is El&.-y chert, which is generally
found further south. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial kaife proximal. It is an tustemned specirmien with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading ,rd no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.8
cm x 4.2 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 21.5 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert,
which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear
. -_ _
resAting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an
S7unclassified
type not associated with a specific cultural period.
-_

Artifact 1-10 is a bifacial drill proximal. It is an
•
unstemrnmed specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, no
S:notches,
no shoulders and a convex base. The tross section is
,
diamond-shaped with edge abrading on the blade and no beveling.
.-.
__.,
Maximum dimensions are 4.7 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs
S
10.0 g. The raw matt ial is Burlmigton chert, which is found
~
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
_perforating.
This specimen is an unclassified type possibly
Biua ,ni (1-10)
associated with the Woodland-Mississippi Period.

I

Artifact 1-11 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, side notches,
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.8 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 10.2 g.
The stem measuwes 1.2 cm x 2.8 cm and comprise-s about 32%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper
valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of usewear. This specimen most closely resembles the Godar type,
which is associated with the Laoe Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-12 is a bifacial knife. It is a lobed stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maxitntim dim-ensions are 3.5 cm x 3.7
cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 9.1 g. 1he stem measure&1.4 cm long and compuises about
40% of the total length of the specimen. The. raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is
found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examinatioa revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is exhausted and is an unclassified type
possib!y associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-14 is a dart, point. It is an expanding stem spccinien with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shotv!ders and a stLaighi base. The cross section is
biconvex vvidi no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an
impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 2.7 cm 2.8 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.8 g.
The stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.7 cm and comprises about 37% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examin.tion revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Kings Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Peiiod.

SCrNth

(1-13)

Artifact 1-15 is a bifacial knife. It. is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, an excu'vate blade, corner notches,
barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is pianoconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.5 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 4.7 g. The
stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.6 cm and comprises about 29% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen most closely resembles the Kings Comer Notched type,
which is associated with the Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-16 is a projectile point knife proximal. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damagea blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no
beveling. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are
3.4 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 3. 7 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm x 1.5 cm and
comprises about 26% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Kings Comer
Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-17 is a projectile point/knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex bast. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried
away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 22 2 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.5 cm and it
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weighs 2.2 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm x 1.4 cm aWd compriis about 4% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is ieffemoa City chert, which is found local!y in
the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination reveae wear resulting from cutting meat
without bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Kings Corner Notched
type, which is associated with the Woodland Period. This specimen is small enough to
have served as an arrow point, but it probably was a small dart point also used slightly as a
cutting tool.
Artifact 1-18 is a bifacial knife. It is an expar.ing stem specimen with a missing
tip, a straight blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. Thb cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.8
cm x 2.0 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 2.7 S. The stem measures 0.8 cri x 1.4 cm and
comprise.s about 29% of the total length of the specimen. The raw nmaterial is a glassy,
high-grade Jefferson City chert, which is found loca'ly in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bore contact. This
specimen ir resharpened and most closely resembles the Kings Corner Notched type,
which is associated with the Woodland Period. This is a very small specimen, possibly
Late Woodland in age.
Artifact 1-20 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders
and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex wk'h no edge
t
abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an impact
fracture. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.5 cm and it
weighs 2.3 g. TI e stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.3 cm and comprises
about 40% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Kip pCowhed
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
vuat (1.20)
a
is
specimen
This
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
variant of the Kings Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-21 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a pointed tip, a straight blade, comer notches, barbed
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.7 cm x
2.2 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 2.2 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.4
cm and comprises about 30% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the
deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is a resharpened and is
v,,snt f1.2 1)
a variant of the Kings Corner Notched type, which is associated with
the Woodland Period.

Sedge

Artifact 1-22 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no bev.-ling. Maximum dimensions are 2.4
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cm x 2.0 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 2.4 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 1.3 am and
comprises about 29% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson
City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat without bow contac. This specimen is resharpened and
is a variant of the Kings Cornet Notched type, which is amcdated with the Woodland
Period.
Artifact 1-23 is a projectile point/knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried
away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.5 cm and it
weighs 2.3 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.1 cm and comprises about 32% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated BurlLington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is a variant of the Kings Comer Notched type, which is associated
with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-24 is a bifacial knife. It is an eparding stem specimen with a pointed
tip, an excurvate blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.6
cmx 1.7 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 2.0 g. The stem measures 0.8 cmx 1.2 cm and
comprises about 31% of the total length of the specimen. The raw materiai is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is a variant of the
Kings Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-26 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, barbed
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with nr:
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.2 cm 7
2.2 cmx 0.4 cm and it weighs 2.2 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.3
cm and comprises about 36% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the
deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
pc ,bNot"d•d
w*' (1.26)
a
is
and
resharpened
is
specimen
This
contact.
bone
with
meat
cutting
variant of Kings Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-27 is a bifac-al knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a mising
tip, an asymmetrical blade, coiner notches, barbed shoulders and a concave base. The
cross section is rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on the left side of the
blade. Maximum dimensions are 2.7 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 2.3 g. The stem
measures 0.8 cm x 1.6 cm and comprises about 30% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
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is resharpened and is a variant of the Fairland type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic and Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-28 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a
damaged blade, comer notches, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross section
is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. The tip has been carried
away by an impact fracture, Maximum dimensions are 2.7 cm x 1.3 cm x 0.5 cm and it
weighs 2.2 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.5 cm and comprises about 30% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlingtn chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear, This specimen is exhausted
and is a variant of the Kings Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland
Period.
Artifact 1-32 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a
SAstraight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm x 1.3 cm x 0,0 cm and it
weighs 0.7 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm long and comprises about 35%
s.ci(i•a
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of
use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn Sattler type, which is
associated with the ...ate Woodland Period. This is a diminutive copy of Kings Corner
Notched bifaces. The size and technique of manufacture suggest a Late Woodland
affiliation.
Artifact 1-33 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a poiuted tip, a serrated blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a
damaged base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveliih,. Maximum dimensions are 2.7 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs
1.1 g. 'i ne raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the
deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Sequoyah type, which is
a.,sociated with the Mississippi Period.

S,,*(1.33)

Artifact 1-34 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem spLcimen with a missing
'ip, a damaged blade, corner removed, sloping shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.7
cm x 2.6 ch. x 0.7 cm and it weighs 7 .9 g. The stem measures 0.0 cm x 1.7 cm and
comprises about 0% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most close!y
resembles the Waubesa type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-35 is a projectile point/knife. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
rounded tip, a straight blad?, missing shoulders and a damaged base. The cross section is
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biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.7 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 8.2 g. The
stem measures 1.7 em x 2.1 cm and comprises about 46% of the
total length of the specimem The raw material is Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Mictmscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted and is an
unclassified type possibly associated with the Middle Archaic
Period.
Proje

po

tN~f e (1.35)

I
Artifact 1-36 is a dart point. It is a
parallel stem specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, missing
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no

edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an
impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 1.9 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.5 cm
and it weighs 2.2 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.9 cm and comprises
about 53% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Datpoint (1.3)
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted and is an unclassified type
possibly associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-37 is a biracial cnd scraper made on the base of a Big Creek biface. It
has a missing tip, an excurvate blade, notching, shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.4 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.3 g. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen is a reworked
Big Creek point, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period. It has been broken at
the shoulders and the base has bee.n unifacially beveled and used as a scraping edge.
Artifact 1-38 ir a bifacial knife proximal. It has a missing tip and a damaged blade,
shoulders stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.8 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 3.0 g. The
raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-40 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, square shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is rhomboidal with no edge abrading and beveling on the right blade edge.
Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 3.5 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 12.2 g. The stem
measures 1.2 cm x 2.2 cm and comprises about 39% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Middle
Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-41 is a dart point proximal. It is a parallel stem specimen with a missing
tip, a damaged blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is piano-convex with edge abrading on the base and stem and no beveling. The tip
has been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 2.4 cm x
0.9 cm and it weighs 8.9 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 1.6 cm and comprises about
28% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen is a variant of the Smith type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-42 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a corner removed parallel stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, square shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stwm and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.2 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 10.1 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm
long and comprises about 38% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examinatson revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified
type possibly associated with the l.te Archaic Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-43 include two biface stems. It is a damaged stem
specimen with a missing tip, an missing blade, corer notches, missing shoulders and a
missing base. The cross section is N/A with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together
they weigh 15.7 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is ar
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-44 is a bifacial knife midsection. It is an missing stem specimen with a
missing tip, a straight blade, comer notches, damaged shoulders and a missing base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.1 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 3.0 g. The raw materia! is heat-treated Reeds
Spring chert, which is found in southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas into northeast
Oklahoma and extreme southeast Kansas. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact This specimen is an unclassified type
possibly associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-48 is a bifacial end scraper. It is a parallel stem specimen with a
rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross
section is piano-convex with edge abrading on the stem and unifacial beveling. It is
manufactured from a broken preform that has been unifacially worked on the proximal end
to form a scraper. Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x 3.4 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 16.3
g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.6 cm and comprises about 38% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear rtsulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen
is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
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Artifact 1-49 is a flake scraper fragment. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling, Maximum
dimensions are 2.6 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.5 cm and It weighs 5.6 g. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
23PO384
23PO384 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1986 when he
collected 4 artifacts weighing 60.2 g. These included 2 bifacial knife fragments (14.1 g)
and 2 bifacial knives (46.1 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip, an
asymmetrical blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 8.5 cm x 3.4
cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 34.8 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a rounded
tip, an asymmetrical blade, comer notches, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.9 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 11.3 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.7 cm
and comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is exhausted and most closely resembles the Stone Corner Notched type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, basal notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.8 cmx 3.4 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 5.7 g. The stem measures 1.3 cmx 2.0 cm
and comprises about 46% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact This specimen
most closely resembles the Castroville type, which is associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife tip. It has a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no
notches, missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex
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with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.9
cm and it weighs 8.4 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland
Period.
23P0385
23PO385 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of a Middle Woodland
Period occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1986 when he collected 8
artifacts weighing 119.2 g. These included 1 stemmed biface fragment (2.4 g), 1 bifacial
drill fragment (7.5 g), 2 bifacial knife fragments (13.9 g), 1 knife/scraper (20.7 g) and 3
preform fragments (74.7 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, damaged shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 5.9 cm x 4.2 cm, x 0.8 cm and it weighs 20 .7 g. The gem measures 1.4 cm x 3.0 cm
and comprises about 24% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from scraping wet hide. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Snyders type, which is associated with the Middle Woodland Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-2 include two bifacial knife tips. These are unstemmed
specimens with pointed tips, excurvate blades, no notches, no shoulders and missing bases.
The cross sections are biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together they
weigh 13.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
These are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.

BdacI

(1-5)

Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial drill proximal. It is an unstemmed
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, no notches, no
shoulders and a straight D-shaped base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.3 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 7.5 g.
The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in
the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from perforating. This specimen is an unclassified type
possibly associated with the Woodland Period.

23PO386
23PO386 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Early to Middle Archaic
and Middle Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1986
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when he collected 8 artifacts weighing 368.6 g. These included 1 hammerstone (260.5 g),
4 bifacial knife fragments (37.4 g), 1 muscl shell fragment (38.3 g), 1 preform fragment
(16.0 g) and I projectile point/knife (16.3 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expmnding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, basal notches, rounded shoulders and a recurved base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.1 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 10.9 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm
x 3.1 cm and comprises about 37% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is
an unclassified type possibly associated with the Middle Archaic Period. This is a portion
of a rare early Middle Archaic biface with deep basal notches, a recurved base, rounded
shoulders and thin excurvate blade. Marshall (1958:161) illustrates an example as K8.
Artifact 1-2 is a projectile point/knife. It is an
1,I
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade,
basal notches, barbed shoulders and a concave base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and
stem and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an
impact fracture. Maximum dimensionsare5.1 cmx3z,
x 3.7rx
0.7 cm and it weighs 16.3 g. The stem measures 1.7 cmx 2.6
A
,,'
cm and comprises about 33% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is
found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone
contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Hardin
Htzt• (1.2)
type, which is associated with the Archaic, Early Period. The
Hardin point is common along the Mississippi River, but is rare in the Stockton area.
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.8
cm x 3.3 crn x 0.9 cm and it weighs 8.8 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 0.0 cm and
comprises about 43% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson
City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Gibson type, which is
associated with the Middle Woodland Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-5 include two bifacial knife distals. Both are unstemmed
specimens with rounded tips, damaged blades, no notches, no shoulders and missing bases.
The cross sections are biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together they
weigh 17.7 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the
deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
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without bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
23 P0387
23P0387 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of a Woodland Period
occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wizner in 1986 when he collected 5 artifacts
weighing 87.9 g. These included 1 stemmed biface fragment (7.8 g), 1 piece of hematite
(47.6 g), 1 bifacial knife fragment (5.1 g) and 2 preform fragments (27.4 g).
Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife distal. It is an unstemmed secimen with a rounded
tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
piano-convex with no edge abrading and ne beveling. Maximum dimensions are 22.4 cm
x 3.4 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.1 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is
found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimcn is an unclassified type not associated with
a specific cultural period.
23PO388
23PO388 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late to Terminal
Archaic, Woodland and Mississippi Period ocsupations. It was recorded by Howard
Wimmer in 1986 when he collected 32 artifacts weighing 351.8 g. These included 2 arrow
points (1.8 g), 7 biface fragments (37.2 g), 4 stemmed biface fragments (15.2 g), ' dart
point fragment (4.2 g), 3 bifacial knives (36.6 g), 14 preform fragnents (242.6 g) and 1
preform (14.2 g).
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, an incurvate blade,
A /corner
notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
Vo4'
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base
."and
no beveling. Maximum dimersios are 3.8 cm x 4.2
cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 13.6 g. The stem measures 1.2
cm x 3.1 cm and comprises about 32% of the total length
of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert,
M (1.3)
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Marcus type, which is associated
with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-5 is a dart point proximal. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, cormer notches,
barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is irregular
with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried
away by au impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 2.5
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cm x 0.7 em and it weighs 4.2 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.7 cm and comprises
about 40% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Kings Comer Notched type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic and Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen with a rounded
tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, missing shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.6
cm x 3.1 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 9.1 g. The raw material is heat-treated Jefferson City
chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is exhausted and is
an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-12 is a bifacial knife. It is z corner removed contracting stem specimen
with a missing tip, a recurved blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.5
cm x 3.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 13.9 g. The stem measures 1.7 cm x 2.4 cm and
comprises about 31% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Standlee type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-14 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and
a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.2 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs
0.7 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.9 cm and comprises about 27% of the
total iength of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which
is found loca! iy in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. Th-s specimen is a variant of the Sequoyah type,
which is associated with the Mississippi Period.

,

vant (1-14)

Artifact 1-15 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stew specimen with a missing
tip, an asymmetrical blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.3 cm x 1.3 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 1.1 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.9 cm
and comprises about 26% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is a variant of the Sequoyah
type, which is associated with the Mississippi Period.
23P0389
23PO389 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late to Terminal
Archaic and Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1986
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when he collected 9 artifacts weighing 69.1 Z. Theae included 2 bifacial knife fragments
(10.1 g), 5 bifacial knives (41.2 g) and 2 preform fragments (17.8 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is a corner removed
contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade,
square shoulders and astraight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x 2.9 cm x 0,5 cm and it weighs
7.7 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.0 cm and comprifts about
42% of the total length of the specimen. The ray, material is
heat-treated Burlington cher which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely resembles the Dickson type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.

'I

A

'~comprises

j

Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is a corner removed
contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, an asymmetrical
blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section
stem and no beveling.
is biconvex with edge abrading on the
Maximum dimensions are 5.4 cm x 3.6 cm x 0.9 cm and it
weige.. 14.6 g. The stem measures 1.6 cm x 2.5 cm and
about 30% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw materia is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely
resembles the Standlce type, which is associated with the

Sian-et 1.2)

Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife. It is a corner removed contracting stem specimen
with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, sloping sho-alders and a concave base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maryimum
dimensions are 4.8 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 7.0 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm
x 1.7 cm and comprises about 31% of the total leng:h t.f the specimen. The raw material
is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting ,nett with bone contact. This specimen
is resharpened and is an unclassified type possibly associated with
the Woodland Period. The stem is more basally concave than
Langtry and less shouldered. Similar points were rDwevred fromr
Woodland levels at the Albertson site (3BE174; DicLo,.oi 1991:9496).
Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding' stem
specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, corner notches, barbed
shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is piano-convex
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with no edgos' abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 2.5 cm x

0.5 cm and it weighs 4.2 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.7 cm and comprises about
32% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is

found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
without bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Kings Corner Notched
type, which is associated with the Late Archdc and Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife. It has a pointed tip, an incurvate blade, corner
removed, sloping shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex
"withno edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.8
cm and it weighs 7.7 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting bone o. antler. This
specimen is exhausted and is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Late Archaic
Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-7 include two bifacial knife midsections. Both are
uastemmed specimens with missing tips, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a
missing bases. The cross sections are biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Together they weigh 10.1 g. The raw materials include Jefferson City and heat-treated
Burlington chert, both of which are found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. Thzse are of an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period.
23P0390
23PO390 is a prehistoric habitation of Lznknown cultural affiliation. It was
recrrded by Howard Wimmer in 1986 when he cllocted 6 artifacts weighing 114.0 g.
These included 2 bifacial knife fragments (,.-5 g) aad 4 preform fragments (87.5 g).
Artifazt 1-1 is a bifacial knife distal. It is an unstenmed specimen with a pointed
tip, an asyi'imetncal blade, no notches, no shoulders and i missing base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.7 cm x
4.2 con x 0.9 cm and i: weighs 20.6 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is
L,,nd locally in the de.,pet valleys. Mic-oscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This srecimeu is an unclassified type not associated with
j specific cultural period.
Artifa..n 1-3 is a bifacial knife distal. It is an imstemmed specimen with a rounded
tip, an asymmetrical blade, no notches, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x
3.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 5.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclasified type not associated with a
specific cultural pericd.
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23P0391
23PO391 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1986 when he
collected 11 artifacts weighing 106.1 g. These included 2 biface fragments (11.8 g), 1
stemmed biface fragment (2.5 g), 1 bifacial drill fragment (1.0 g), 1 bifacial knife fragment
(3.9 g), 2 bifacial knives (9.4 g) and 4 preform fragments (77.5 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, an incurvate blade, basal notches,
barbed shoulders and a recurved base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.1 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 5.7 g.
The stem measures 0.6 cm x 1.6 cm and comprises about 19%
'of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heatBfJf"
knCO-2)
treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without
bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period. This is an unusual biface with angular basal notches forming a short stem with a
recurved base. It probably is Archaic, but examples have not been found in datcd context.
_

Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, square shoulders
and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x 2.0 cm x
0.5 cm and it weighs 3.7 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm x 1.6 cm and
comprises about 28% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone
contact. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with
the Late Archaic Period. It features characteristics of the Table Rock
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point, but has a more expanding stem. It also resembles the Steuben
point except the notches are too narrow.
Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a concave base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.0 cm x 3.2 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 3.9 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.4 cm
and comprises about 33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Pierson
chert, which is abundant in the Branson area and may be available in isolated areas locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Fairland type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-7 is a bifacial drill midsection. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.3 cm x 0.9 cm x 0.4 cm and it
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weighs 1.0 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from perforating. This specimen is an unclassified
type not associated with a specific cultural period.
23PU394
23P0394 is a prehistoric habitation exhibidng evidence of Early to Late Archaic,
Middle to Late Woodland, Mississippi and Late Prehistoric Period occupations. It was
recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1986 when he collected 110 artifacts weighing 2,402.3 g.
These included I flat abrader (530.2 g), 2 adze fragments (49.3 g), 4 arrow point
fragments (3.3 g), 6 atrow points (5.1 g), 1 full grooved axe fragment (321.0 g), 1 biface
fragment (12.3 g), 5 stemmed biface fragment s(34.4 g), 1 stemmed biface (13.4 gE,1
burin fragment (8.0 g), 2 dart points (15.0 g), 40 bifacial knife fragments (248.6 g), 5
bifacial knife (56.5 g), I knife/scraper fragment (29.4 g), 1 knifcscraper (15.9 g), 1
Limestone (132.2 g), 26 preform fragments (440.9 g), 3 preforms (88.7 g), 1 aborted
preform (54.3 g), 2 projectile point/knife fragments (9.2 g), 2 projectile point/knives (7.2
g), 2 bifacial end scraper fragments (56.9 g), 1 flake scraper fragment (41.3 g) and 1 piece
of unmodified tripoli (229.2 g).

",.
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Artifact 1-1 is a full
grooved axe. Mammum
dimensions are 10.6 cm x 6.7 cm
x 3.4 cm and it weighs 321.0 g.
The groove averages 1.3 cm wide
and 0.3cmdeep. The raw
material is a very hard sandstone
of unknown origin. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is an
unclassified type associated with
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-2 is a flat
abrader. Maximum dimensions
are 11.1 cm x 7.2 cm x 4.5 cm

,

(530.2 g). The raw material is
-

sandstone from an unknown
source. Microscopic examination
revealed wear rcsulting from

pecking and grinding. This
Full
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specimen is an unclassified type
possibly associated with the
Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-7 is an adze distal end. It has a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no
shoulders and a missing base. The cross secton is biconvex with no edge abrading and
beveling of the distal end. Maximum dimensions are 4.3 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.9 cm and it
weighs 13.8 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting wood. This is an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-8 is an adze distal end. It has r rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no
notches, no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the Edge and Distal beveling. An attempt has been made to rework the
broken poll by percussion flaking, probably to assist in hafting and continuing to use the
distal part. Maximum dimensions are 4.9 cm x 4.6 cm x 1.2 cm and it weighs 35.5 g. The
raw material is Jefferson City chert, which i, fourA ldc.lly in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed brilliant polish on the ventral face, probably from
working charred wood. The dorsal edge, which has
been resharpened unifacially has moderate polish. This
•.
specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated
with the Woodland Period.
.
1%

Artifact 1-9 is a flake scraper. Maximum
dimensions are 5.8 cm x 4.7 cm x 1.2 cm and it weighs
41.3 g. A thick decortication flake has been unifacially
beveled to form a scraper. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from scraping wet
hide. This specimen is resharpened and is an
unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland
Period.
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Artifact 1-10 is a bifacial end scraper distal. It is an unnotched and unsternmed
specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no shoulders and a missing stem and
base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and bifacial beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 5.9 cm x 4.7 cm x 1.9 cm and it weighs 45.2 g. The raw
material is Pierson chert, which is abundant in the Branson area and may be available in
isolated areas locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from scraping
wood. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Middle
Woodland Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-11 include 15 bifacial knife midsections. All have a
missing tips, damaged blades, missing shoulders and missing stems and bases. None
eshibit no edge abrading or beveling. Together they weigh 85.8 g. The raw materials
include Jeffersun City, plain and heat-treated Burlington and an unidentified chert.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
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Artifacts cataloged as 1-12 include 14 bifacial knife tips. All have pointed tips,
excurvate blades, missing shoulders and missing stems and bases. The cross sections are
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together they weigh 70.1 g. The raw
material is Jefferson City, plain and heat-treated Burlington chert and an unidentified
chert, Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-13 is a bifacial knife midsection. The cross section is rhomboidal with
no edge abrading and left beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.3 cm x 2.5 em x 1.0 cm
and it weighs 15.7 g. The raw matetmi. is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact
and from sawing. This specimen is the beveled and serrated midsection from a large
Dalton or Rice biface associated with the Early Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-17 is a bifacial end scraper distal. The cross section is piano-convex
with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 4.4 cm x
0.8 cm and it weighs 11.7 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found
locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
scraping wet hide. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the
Woodland Period.

,'

Artifact 1-19 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an
•7 ýexpanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, an asymmetrical
blade, no notches, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The
: '(
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and
bifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 3.2 cm x
1.0 cm and it weighs 14.6 g. The stem measures 1.9 cm x 2.9
cm and comprises about 46% of the total length of the
i•-•specimen.
The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is
found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
Jae (2.19)
This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the
Jakie type, which is associated with the Middle Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-20 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and unifacial beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 5.0 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 15.9 g. The stem
measures 1.3 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about 26% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact and from
scraping wet hide. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Jakie
type, which is associated with the Middle Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-21 is a burinated biface proiimal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no
notches, missing shoulders and a concave base. The cross section
is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no b,-veling.
Maximum dimensions are 3.8 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs
8.0 g. The stem measures 2.0 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about
53% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
The specimen was broken transversely across the blade where it
was burinated at the break-edge junction on both sides, removing
Ja.. (_-.21)
the edges. Light use wear from cutting bone or antler is present on
chisel edge. This specimen most closely resembles the Jakie type, which is associated with
the Middle Archaic Period.
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Wbi, River (1.22)

Artifact 1-22 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, side notches,
square shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions ate 3.5 cm x 2.8 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs
10.6 g. The stem measures 1.7 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises about
49% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wewr resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen mot closely resembles the
White River type, which is associated with the Middle Archaic
Period.

Artifact 1-23 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a
contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, an
asymmetrical blade, no notches, sloping shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 44.3 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 7.1 g. The stem
measures 2.0 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about 5% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Waubesa type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-25 is a bifacial knife/scraper proximal. It is
a corner removed contracting stem specimen with a missing
Difaa kfe(1-23)
tip, an excurvate blade, sloping shoulders and a rounded
base. The cross section is piano-convex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
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Maximum dimensions are 7.4 cm x 3.7 cm x 1.3 cm and it weighs 29.4 g. The stem
measures 2-3 cm x 2.9 cm and comprises about 31% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact and from
scraping wet hide. This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the
Woodland Period. A thick knot was not removed from one edge. This type is unnamed
but fairly common and is characterized by a wide contracting stem with almost no
shoulders. Specimens are often over 10 cm in length.
Artifact 1-26 is a bifacial knife. It is a parallel stem
specimen with a damaged tip, a straight blade, basal

•.

•

notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no

beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cmx 4.1 cm x 1.0
cm and it weighs 16.0 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.2

. ,
C•

and comprises about 31% of the total length of the

,cm

specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting bone or antler. This specimen is
resharpened and most closely resembles the Smith type,

sWh (1.26)
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which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.

Artifact 1-27 is a bifacial knife. It is a corner removed contracting stem specimen
with a damaged tip, a recurved blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.6
cm x 2.8 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 14.9 g. The stem measures 1.6 cm x 2.0 cm and
comprises about 24% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Dickson type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-28 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate blade,
corner removed, square shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.4 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.9 cm
and it weighs 7 .8 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.7 cm and
comprises about 29% of the total length of the specimen. The
raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. This specimen is Unknown and most
closely resembles the Table Rock type, which is associated with
the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-29 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an missing blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.7 cm x 3.7 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.4 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 2.4 cm and comprises about 48% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is Unknown and most closely resembles the
Steuben variant type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.

4A'.,.•
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Artifact 1-30 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a pointed tip, an asymmetrical blade, side notches,
sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 5.9 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs
g. The stem measures 1.3 cmx 2.2 cm and comprises about
22.% of the total length of the sper'tmen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is a variant of the Steuben type, which is associated

the Woodland Period.

Swith

Artifact 1-31 is a bifacial knife
proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping shoulders
and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading
on the base and no beveling. Maximum dimensions ame 3.4 cm x 2.2
cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.9 g.The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.1 cm
arA comprises about 44% of the total lemgeh of he specimen. Tem
r•w material is Jefterson City chert, which is found locally in the
While Rier(1-31)
deeper valleys. Microscopic examinztiop revealed wear resulting from
closely
most
specimen
This
cor'tact.
bone
meat
without
cutting
resembles the White River type, which is associated with thz Middle Archaic Period.
-

SttUb•l (-3)
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Artifact 1-32 is a projectile point/knife proximal. It is an lobed
stem specimen with a damaged tip, a damaged blade, side notches,
•
sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex
-"~
with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been damaged by
S'*.
an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.6 cm
and it weighs 3.3 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.8 cm and comprises
32% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
u Rabout
heat-treated Burlington zhert, which is found locally. Microscopic
(_.3_)__
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
sp"cziuen is a vaiami of tile White River variant type, which is associated with the Middle
Archaic Period.
__
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Artifact 1-33 is a projectile point/knilfe. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a damaged tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, square
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. The tip has been damaged
by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 2.2 cm x
0.8 cm and it weighs 5.8 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.0 cm and
comprises about 45% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Duncan type, which
is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-35 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an asymmetrical blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a straight base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.9 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.1 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm
x 2.7 cm and comprises about 41% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles
the Rice Side Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-36 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, side notches,
sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex
with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.7 cmx 2.6 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 4.7 g. The
stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.6 cm and comprises about 37% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
I Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
,• Sie No•"' (1J)
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Rice Side
Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-37 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a damaged tip,
a damaged blade, side notches, slopiag shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
diamond-shaped with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. The tip has been
damaged by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.2 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 7.5 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 2.8 cm and comprises about 34% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted
and momt closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-39 is a bifacial knife. It is an lobed stem specimen with a damaged tip, a
straight blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
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biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.0
cm x 2.2 cmx 0.7 cm and it weighs 9.6 g. The stein measu 1.2 cmx 1.8 cm and
comprises about 24% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and is a variant of the
Steuben type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-40 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a damaged tip,
a damaged blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem/base and no beveling. The tip has been damaged
by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs
7.5 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 0.0 cm and comprises about 32% of the total length of
the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the
deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period. Most Rice Side Notched bifaces served as knives,
at least early in the use cycle. However, the edges of this specimen are all damaged due to
impact, so wear is impossible to recognize if it once existed.
Artifact 1-41 is a bifocal knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an missing blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.8 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 7.8 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm
x 2.7 cm and comprises about 46% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles
the Rice Side Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-42 is a projectile point/knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a concave base.
The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been
carried away by an impact fracture. Mrximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.7 cm
and it weighs 5.9 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm x 0.0 cm and comprises about 36% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Rice Side
Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-43 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, side notches, square shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is rhomboidal with no edge abrading and
beveling on the left blade edge. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 1.8
cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 3.0 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.6 cm
and comprises about 32% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
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Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland Period. This
biface is small enough to be an arrow point, however it is too thick and beveling is not
usually found on arrow points.
Artifact 1-45 is a projectile point/1 nfe. It is an expanding stem
Pspecimen
with a damaged tip, an excutvate blade, comer notches, barbed
shoulders and a recurved base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been damaged by an impact
fracture. Maximum dimensions are 1.7 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.5 cm and it
P
ue
(1.
C
weighs 1.4 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 1.5 cm and comprises about
29% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland Period. This is a
very small biface. The shape is like a San Patrice, but there is no stem grinding and it is
too small. Similar bifaces were recovered from a Middle Woodland context at the
Albertson site (category MW-2) where they seemed to function as dart points (Dickson
1991:95). This biface is small enough to have served as an arrow point.
Artifact 1-47 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a damaged tip, a straight blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and
a recurved base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm x 1.3 cm x 0.4 cm and it
weighs 0.8 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.1 cm and comprises about
40% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City
chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is a variant
of the Sallisaw type, which is associated with the Mississippi Period.

(1.4-)

Artifact 1-48 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
Ik with a pointed tip, a straight blade, side notches., square shoulders and a
convex base. The cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.4 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.3 cm and it
weighs 0.8 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 1.0 cm and comprises about 25%
eow, (1-48)
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert,
which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most
closely resembles the Keota type, which is associated with the Mississippi
Period.
Artifact 1-49 is an arrow point. It has a notched stem with a
pointed tip, a straight blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a straight
base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.8 cm x 1.4 cm x 0.3 cm and it
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weighs 0.8 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm x 1.9 cm and comprises about 32% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Reeds Spring chert, which is found in
southwest Missouri and northwest Arkanas into northeast Oklahoma and extreme
southeast Kansas. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen most closely resembles the Huffaker type, which is associated with the
Mississippi Period. This is basically a triangular amnw point with a deep notch placed on
each side 0.8 cm above the base and a shallow notch placed on each side in the center of
the slightly expanding hafting area.

•

RM (1.50)

Artifact 1-50 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, square shoulders and a
concave base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.7 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs
0.8 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 1.1 cm and comprises about 26% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is Reeds Spring chert, which
is found in southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas into northeast
Oklahoma and extreme southeast Kansas. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Reed type, which is associated with the Mississippi Period.

Artifact 1-51 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.3 = x 1.4 cm x 0.5 cm and it
weighs 1.1 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 0.9 cm and comprises about
30% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City
sa,,.EY
chert, which is found locally in the deeper vaUeys. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most
closely resembles the Scallorn Eddy type, which is associated with the Woodland and
Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-52 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed
tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
2.0 cmx 1.0 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.8 g. The stem measurcs 0.7 cmx 1.1 cm aud
comprises about 35% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn eddy type, which is
associated with the Woodland and Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-53 is an arrow point proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip and blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and ao beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.5
cm x 1.7 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.8 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.0 cm and
comprises about 40% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson
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City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallom coryell type,
which is associated with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-54 is an arrow point proximal It i an exnding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, miing shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 2.0 cm x 1.3 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 0.9 g. The stem mcasures 0.8 cm x 0.9 cm
and comprises about 40% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated
with the Woodland and Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-55 is an arrow point proximal. It has a damaged tip and blade, corner
notches, square shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.7 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.3 cm
and it weighs 0.7 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the
deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated with the Woodland
and Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-56 is an arrow point proximal. It is an unstemmed unnotched specimen
with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.5 cm x 1.7
cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 0.9 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found
locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Fresno type, which is associated with the
Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-57 is a bifacial knife distal. It is an unstemmed unnotched specimen with
a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, no shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x 1.8
cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 3.0 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found
locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with
a specific cultural period.
23P0395
23PO395 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic, Middle to
Late Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer
in 1986 when he coll,.cted 38 artifacts weighing 953.9 g. These included 1 flat abrader
(328.2 g), I arrow point (0.8 g), 2 stemmed biface fragments (23.5 g), 1 clay-tempered
roughened body (27.3 g), 1 core (87.3 g), 1 dart point fragment (6.1 g), 1 grit- tempered
roughened red slipped body (33.7 g), 1 hoe, chipped (63.8 g), 16 bifacial knife fragments
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(126.0 g), 3 bifacial knives (21.5 g), 8 preform fragments (175.3 g), 1 aborted pr,.orm
(53.0 g) and 1 projectile point/knife fragment (7.4 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a flat abrader. Maximum dimensions are 7.7 crn x 7.4 cm x 3.8 cm
and it weighs 328.2 g. The raw material is san&tone, which probably is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from grinding. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural perk.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a contracting stem specimen with a
missing tip, a straight blade, comer removed, square shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem/base and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.9 cm x 3.6 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 12.7 g. The stem measures 2.0 cm
x 2.2 cm and comprises about 41% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles
the Dickson type, which is associated with the Middle Woodland Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-4 include eight bifacial knife midsections. It has a missing
tip, a damaged blade, missing shoulders and a missing base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together they weigh 67.2 g. The raw materials
include Jefferson City and both plain and heat-treated Burlington chert, both of which are
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting fErom cutting meat with
bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-5 include five bifacial knife distals. All have pointed tips,
excurvate blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abradLig and no beveling. Together they weigh 21.7 g. The raw
materials include Jefferson City and heat-treated Burlington chert, both of which are found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-6 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, comer
notches, square shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and base
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.2 cm x 3.7 cm
x 0.9 cm and it weighs 5.5 g. The stem measures 1.3 cmx
2.7 cm and comprises about 25% of the total length of the
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The raw material is Burlington chert, which is

found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting bone or antler. This specimen most
closely resembles the Lander Corner Notched type, which is
associated with the Middle Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-8 is an arrow point It is an expanding stem specimin with a pointed tip,
an excurvate blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a damaged base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Ivaximum dimensions are 2.3
cm x 0.8 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.8 g. The raw material is Burliigton chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen
,,nost closely resembles the Schild type, which is associated with the Late Woodland
Period.
Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife proximaL it i, an expanding sterm specimen with a
missing tip, an excurvate blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 3.2 cm x 3.5 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 10.0 g. The stem measures 1.3 cm x 2.3 cm
and comprises about 41% of the total lei" th of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Lander
Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-10 is a projectile pointA/nife proximal. It is a corner
removed contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, an excurvate
blade, sloping shouldeis and a pointed base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and base and bifacial
beveling. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture.
Maximum dimensions are 3.9 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 7.4
"g.The stem measures 1.9 cm x 1.8 cm and comprises about 49% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City
chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone.
contact. This specimen mrnst closely resembles the Table Rock
Pointed Stem type, which is associated with the Woodland and
Mississippi periods.

sb- G 1o0

A,tifact i -11 is a bifacial knife. It is a corner removea contracting stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, missing shoulders and a straight base. The cross
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.2
section Li3
cm x 3.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 10.0 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 1.8 cm and
comprises abouz 29% of the total length of tne specimen. The rnw material is Jefferson
City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resu!ting from cutting meat with bone contact. This sptcimen is resharpened and is
an unclassified type possibiy associated with the Woodland Perioc. This biface could not
be classified because the shoulder areas were damaged too much. It is probably either
Langtry or a Dickson.
Artifact 1-12 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
cissing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a straight base. The
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cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.1 cm x 3.6 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 14.4 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm
x 2.9 cm and comprises about 37% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Btrlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting bone or antler. This specimen mom, closely resembles the
Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-13 is a dart point proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, damaged shouldr-rs and a concave basc. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. The tip has
been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 2.7 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.7
cm and it weighs 6.1 g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 2.5 cm and comprises about 37% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Rice Side Notched type, which is
associated with the Woodland Period.

Rxe
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Artifact 1414 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate biade, comer removed,
sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.6
cmx 2.2 cmx 0.7 cm. and it weighs 6.0 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm
x 1.7 cm and comprises about 19% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact This specimen mo6t closely resembles the
Rice Side Notched variant type, which is associated with the
Woodland Period.

Artifact 1-18 is a hoe. It is an unstemmed unnotched specimen with a missing tip,
an excurvate blade, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions arm 7.0 cm, x 5.2 cm x 1.8 cm
and it weighs 63.8 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from soil polish. This specimen most
closely resembles the Sedalia digger, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period
(Chapman 1975:200).
Artifact 1-20 is a grit-tempered red-slipped body sherd. This specimen is an
unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland Period. It seems to have been
pecked all over with some irregular object to roughen the surface while the clay was
pfiable and before slipping. The grit is mostly chert.
Artifact 1-21 is a clay-tempered roughened body sherd. This specimen is an
unclassified type pos.sibly associated with the Woodland Period. This sherd has been
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broken into two pieces that fit together. TIe surface was roughened with some irregular
object while still pliable.
23P0396
23PO396 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of a Late Prehistoric
Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1986 when he collected 6
artifacts weighing 67.7 g. These included I arrow point (1.3 g), 1 bifacial knife fragment
(4.0 g) and 4 preform fragments (62.4 g).
Artifact 1-1 is an arrow point. It is an unstemmed and unnotched
specimen with a pointed tip, a straight blade, no shoulders and a straight
base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 1.4 cm x 0.4 cm and it
weighs 1.3 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen most closely resembles the Fresno type, which is associated
with the Late Prehistoric Period.
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Artifact 1-3 is a rectangular bifacial knife fragment consisting of one shoulder and
1.6 cm of blade edge. It has a missing tip, a damaged blaC-, square shoulders and a
missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex witi to edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.9 cm x 2.5 em x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.0 g. The
raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
23P0397
23PO397 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and
Middle Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1987
when he collected 5 artifacts weighing 55.7 g. These included 1 stemmed biface fragment
(12.8 g), 2 bifacial knife fragments (7.2 g) and 2 preform fragments (35.7 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a corner removed contracting stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, square shoulders and a straight nase. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and base and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 2.9 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 4.8 g. The stem
measures 1.5 cmx 1.9 cm and comprises about 52% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is a variant of the Dick-son type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
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Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife distal. It is an unstemmed and unnotched specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, no shoulders and a missing base. The cioss section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.8 cm x 1.9
cm x 0.5 cm and it wdighs 2.4 g. Tie raw material is heat-trated Burlington chert, which
is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear ruulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
23PO410
23PO410 is a prehistoric habitation of unknown cultural affiliation. It was
recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1987 when he collected 3 artifacts weighing 30.8 g.
fhese included 1 bifacial knife fragment (13.3 g), 1 mussel shell fragment (7.7 g) and 1
aborted preform fragment (9.8 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife midsel-ion. It has a missing tip, an excurvate blade
and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no rige abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 =m x 3.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 13.3 g. The
raw material is Pierson chert, which is abundant in the Branson area and may be available
in iLs.lated areas locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat withouzt bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
23P0411
23PO411 is a prehistoric habitation of unknown cultural affiliation. It was
recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1987 when he collected 2 artifacts weighing 143.9 g.
These included 1 preform fragment (17.9 g) and 1 preform (26.0 g). Neither is
associated with a specific cultural period.
23PO412
23PO412 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic, Late
Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in
1988 when he collected 9 artifacts weighing 71.6 g. These included 3 arrow point
fragments (2.7 g), ! stemmed biface fragment (0.8 g), 2 bifacial knife fragments (7.2 g), 1
flake knife fragment (50.1 g), 1 preform (2.9 g) and 1 projectile point/knife fragment (7.9
g).
Artifact 1-1 is a flake knife. The coss section is irregular with no edge abrading
and unifacial beveling. Maximum dimensions are 7.8 cm x 5.3 cm x 1.4 cm and it weighs
50.1 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found koaflly. This roughly
rectangular flake is large and thin at one end where much use wear and polish is evident.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
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1-2 is a bifacial knife proximal It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, an asymmetrical blade, corner
notches, barbed shouldem a&d a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abading and no beveling. Maximum
/dimensions
are 3.5 cm x 2.4 cm x 0.7 ca and it weighs 6.1 g. The
stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.4 cm and comprises about 29% of the
4
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
-Artifact

-revealed

_____________

wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This

specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Kings
Corner Notched type, which is associated with the Late Archaic and Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-3 is a projectile point/knife proximal It is an
expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, an asymmetrical
•Q
blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a convex base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and base
and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an impact
fracture. Maximum dimensions are 2.8 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.9 cm and
it weighs 7.9 g. The stem measures 1.1 cm x 2.6 cm and comprises
about 39% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
.
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is exhausted and most closely
resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
-

",
t
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Artifact 1-4 is a preform. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
pointed tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a cot'.ex
base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.3 cm x 2. cm x 0.6 cm and it
" weighs 2.9 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat without bone contact This specimen is an unclassified type
possibly associated with the Woodland Period. This is a small slightly
asymmetrical preform for an arrow point that has been used briefly as a
knife.

Artifact 1-6 is an arrow point proximal. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a recurved blade, corner notches, barbed
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.9 cm x 1.4 cm x 0.4
cm and it weighs 1.1 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 0.9 cm and
comprises about 37% of the total length of the specimen. The raw

material is Jefferson City quartzite, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Sallisaw type, which is associated with the Mississippi Period.
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Artifact 1-7 is an arrow point proximal It i an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a straight blade, corner notches, damaged shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 1.0 g. The stem measures 0.8 cmx 1.0 cm
and comprises about 53% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Scallorn type, which is associated with the Woodland and Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-8 is an arrow point distal. It

s a pointed tip, a straight blade, square

shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.8 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.3 cm and it
weighs 0.6 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper
valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an
unclassified type possibly associated with the Mississippi Period.

Artifact 1-9 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a pointed tip, an asymmetrical blade
and a missing stem and base, The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.7cm x 1.6 cm, z 0.4 cm and it weighs 1.1 g. The
raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
23PO415
23PO415 is a prehistoric workshop of unknown cultural affiliation. It was
recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1988 when he collected 9 artifacts weighing 310.0 g.
These included 2 bifacial k"ife fragments (18.6 g), 1
bifacial knife (30.5 g), 5 preform fragments (131.9 g) and I

preform (129.0 g).

/

Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an unsternmed

and unnotched specimen with a damaged tip, an
i
:

'asymmetrical
, •
i.
'

.

x

blade, no shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 7.6 cm x 4.1 cm x 1.1
cm and it weighs 30.5 g. The raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone

This well-made specimen is an unclassified type
contact.
not associated with a specific cultural period but may be a
-

Ii&Lul(1-)

--j-

preform for a type like the Kings Corner Notched.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-3 include two bifacial knife
distals. Both have rounded tips, asymmetrical blades and
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missing stems and bases. The cross sections are biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Together they weigh 18.6 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat with bone contact. n, is specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
23PO416
23PO416 is a lithic scatter exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic, Late Woodland
and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1989 when
he collected 14 artifacts weighing 74.8 g. These included 2 arrow point fragments (1.7 g),
2 arrow points (1.6 g), 3 stemmed biface fragments(18.O g) and 7 bifacial knife
fragments(53.5 g).
Artifacts cataloged as 1-2 include five bifacial knife diatals. All have rounded tips,
excurvate blades and missing stems and bases. The cross sections are biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Together they weigh 39.9 g. The raw materials include
Jefferson City and heat-treated Burlington chert (both of which are found locally) and one
is made from an unusual purple quartzite. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified
type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-3 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a damaged tip, an excurvate blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders
with no edge abrading
and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.0 cm, x 1.3 cm x 0.4 cm and
it weighs 0.9 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 0.7 cm and comprises about
35% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
St- E&Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is resharpened
and most closely resembles the Scallom Eddy type, which is associated with the
Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-4 is an arrow point proximaL It is an expanding stem specimer. with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer notches, damaged shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 11.6 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 0.8 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm
and comprises about 5% of the to:al length of the speciwen. The raw material is Jefferson
City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn
type, which is associated with the Woodland and Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-5 is an arrow point proximal. It is an expanding stem
scya (1i-

specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, corner notches, barbed
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
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abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.8 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.3 cm and it
weighs 0.9 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 1.0 cm and comprises about 33% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evildenoe of we-wear. This specimen most
closely resembles the Sequoyah type, which is associasd with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-6 is an arrow point. It is an ulitemmed stem specimen
-"
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, double side notches, sloping shoulders
and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading
and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.3 cm x 1.5 cm x 0.3 cm and it
weighs 0.7 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.5 cm and comprises about
t0L-J
35% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City
chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Huffaker variant type,
which is associated with the Mississippi Period. The notch in the base is unusually wide
but otherwise the point is typical of the Huffaker type.
Artifact 1-7 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an asymmetrical blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base.
The cross section is irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.0 cm x 2.7 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 9.4 g. The stem measures 1.2 cm
x 2.1 cm and comprises about 30% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type
not associated with a specific cultural period. It has a large unremoved knot on one face
but was used as cutting tool in spite of it.
Artifact 1-10 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,
missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensiois are 1.9 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.6 cm and it
weighs 4.2 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
23PO417
23PO417 is a lithic scatter exhibiting evidence of a Late Archaic Period
occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1989 when he collected 5 artifacts
weighing 192.6 g. These included 1 stemmed biface fragment (5.4 g), 1 bifacial knife
(74.0 g) and 3 preform fragments (113.2 g).
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Artifact 1-1 is an elongated leaf-shaped or egg-shaped bifacial knife. It is an
unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and
a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the working edge and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 10.6 cm x
5.5 cm x 1.5 cm and it weighs 74.0 g. The raw
material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
~found locally. Microscopic examination revealed
q,
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period. This
biface is well made considering the coarse texture
of the chert. Use polish and rounding goes all
the margins, including the base. Probably
I'around
was a preform used as a cutting tool. This
4
preform shape is common in the Late Archaic, but
A
can be found in other contexts as wel!.
"this
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23P0418
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is a lithic scatter exhibiting
,,,23PO418
evidence of Late Archaic and Woodland Period
occupations. it was recorded by Howard Wimmer
in 1989 when he collected 10 artifacts weighing
/
62.2 g. These included 1 dart point fragment (2.3
g), 1 bifacial drill fragment (8.4 g), 6 bifacial knife
fragments (26.7 g) and 2 preform fragments (24.8
g).
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Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a parallel stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the stem and base and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.9 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.0 g. The
stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.1 cm and comprises about 52% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Jefferson
Daiwa (1-1)
City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened Fmd most closely resembles the Dalton type, which
is associated with the Early Archaic Period. This biface has been resharpened bifacially
but some serrations still exist on the blade fdges. A large potlid fracture can be seen on
one face, so it was probably broken by heat.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial drill midsection. It has a missing tip, an incurvate blade
and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.7 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 8.4 g. The
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raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period. This biface seems to be the
base and distal portion of a perforator. Any use wear would appear on the missing distal
portion, but 'the morphology suggests a perforator.
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife midscection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade
and a missing stem and base. The cross section is rhomboidal with no edge abrading and
right beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.1 cmx 2.1 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 4.1 g.
The raw material is heat-treated Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper
valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified type but the beveled blade
with slight serrations suggests an Early Archaic affiliation. The type was probably Dalton,
but it also could have been Rice or Breckenridge.
Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife proximaL It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches,
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
3.3 cmx 1.8 cmx 0.5 m and it weighs 2.8 g. The stem measures
1.1.0
cm x 1.6 cm and comprises about 30% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found
locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear
Knp C.,,,Nw,,d '.)
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most
closely resembles the Kings Comer Notched type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-5 is a dart point stem. It is an expanding stem specimen with a missing
tip and blade, side notches, missing shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. The tip has been carried away
by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 2.1 cm x 11.6 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs
2.3 g. The stem measures 0.8 cm x 1.6 cm and comprises about 38% of the total length of
the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Pierson chert, which is abundant in the
Branson area and may be available in isolated areas locally. Microscopic examination
revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted and is a variant of the
White River type, which is associated with the Middle Archaic Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-7 include three bifacial knife midsections. All have
missing tips, damaged blades missing shoulders, stems and bases. The cross sections are
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together they weigh 14.8 g. The raw
materials include plain and heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
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23P0419
23PO419 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Middle Woodland and
Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1989 when he
collected 13 artifacts weighing 578.8 g. Thew included 1 flat abrader (471.2 g), 1 arrow
point (1.6 g), 2 stemmed biface fragments (9.7 g), 2 bifacial knife fragments (8.2 g) and 7
preform fragments (88.1 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a flat abrader fragment. Maximum dimensions are 11.1 cm x 7.2 cm
x 3.6 cm and it weighs 471.2 g. The raw material is a hard sandstone, which probably is
found locally. It has been shaped by pecking and grinding and has a 2.5 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.2
cm pit on each face. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
Artifact 1-2 is an arrow poinL It is an expanding stem specimen with a damaged
tip, an excurvate blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and a damaged
base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abmding and no
beveling. The tip has been damaged by an impact firactti'. Maximum
dimensions are 2.7 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 1.6 g. The stem
measures 0.6 cm long and comprises about 22% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of usewear. This is a rare arrow point with its unusually wide blade, strong
Afrw at(t-2)
barbs and distinctive base. Four examples were recovered from an Early Caddoan context
at the Albertson site (3BE174) in Benton County, Arkansas (Dickson 1991:144).
Artifact 1-6 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has missing a missing tip, a damaged
blade, missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.6 cm x 1.8 cm x 0.6 cm
and it weighs 2.0 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-7 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a pointed tip, an excurvate blade,
missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.5 cm x 3.6 cm x 0.6 cm and it
weighs 6.2 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
23PO420
23PO420 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic, Middle to
Late Woodland and Mississippi Period ,-...: 3tioas. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer
in 1989 when he collected 16 artifacts weighing 823.7 g. These included 1 flat abrader
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(602.0 g), 1 arrow point fragment (0.9 g), I arrow point (1.0 g), 1 unstemmed biface
fragment (10.3 g), 2 bifacial knife fragments (29.0 g), 1 bifacial knife (10.6 g), 1 flake
knife fragment (9.9 g), 1 knife/scraper fragment (27.0 g), I knife/scraper (9.9 g) and 6
preform fragments (123.1 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a flat abrader. Maximum dimensioM are 10.9 cm x 7.7 cm x 4.4 cm
and it weighs 602.0 g. The raw material is a hard tan sandstone, which is found locally. It
has been shaped by pecking and grinding and exhibits one flat face and one convex face
with a 3.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.5 cm pint. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated
with a specific cultural period.
-.

Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial
knife/scraper distal. It has a rounded
tip, an excurvate blade, no shoulders

-

and a missing stem and base. The
cross section is piano-convex with
9,,',
.

no edge abrading and both right and

"left

beveling. Maximum dimensions
•..' , .. are 8.5 cm x 4.0 cm x 0.9 cm and it
.weighs 27.0 g. The raw material is
•,•,7/".
•.:Burlington chert which is found

• ' '.'.- 'd,%
."

-

,"im.,

.' .

-

locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting
eat with bone contact and from
scraping wet hide. This specimen
most closely resembles the Harahey
Knife, which is associated with the
Mississippi Period.
"Artifact1-3 is a biracial knife
~midsecion. It has a missing tip, a

Fat &brad" (1-1)

straight blade, no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 8.3 cm x 2-2 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 14.6 g. The raw matenial is Jefferson City chert, which is

'

found locally in the deeper valleys. Micruscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.

\

Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial. It is a comer removed

contracting stem specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate
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blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base. TU acr section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 5.7 cm x 3.1 cm x 0.8 cm and it
weighs 10.6 g. nThe stem measures 1.6 cm, x 2.2 cm and comprises about 28% of the total
length of the specimen. TPe raw material is Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact.
This specimen most closcly resembles the Dickson type, which is associated with the
Middle Woodland Pediod.
Artifact 1-5 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a corner removed contracting stem
specimen with a missing tip, an asymmetrical blade, sloping shoulders and a straight base.
The cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling.
Maximum dimenfions are 4.6 cm x 4.3 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 14.4 g. The stem
measures 1.3 cm x 1.5 cm and comprises about 28% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland Period. This unusual biface
probably has had the stem reworked. Originally, it recurved evenly down to the straight
base, but it seems to have been damaged and reworked to form a parallel-sided stem
oriented to one side.
Artifact 1-6 is a thick flake knife. It is an unstemmcd specimen with a pointed tip,
an asymmetrical blade, no notches, no shoulders and a pointed base. The cross section is
irregular with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling along three margins. Maximum
dimensions are 6.5 cm x 3.9 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 9.9 g. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not
a.&-sociated with a specific cultural period.
I

_
/
//

Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife/scraper. it is an expanding
specimen with a rounded tip, an reworked blade, basal

,stem

notches, barbed shoulders and a d~amnaged base. The cross

ý\A-

section is Plano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial
,

.// /I"•

beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.7 cm

"andit weighs 9.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact
and from scraping wet hide. This specimen is a variant of the
Vi, C.-Nh v~w,,•
,,,,
Kings Comer Notched var. type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period. This biface is more basally notched than is
usual for Kings Comer Notched bifaces. The tip has been unifacially worked into an end
scraper and one edge has been unifacially worked into a side scraping margin. The other
edge has been bifacially reworked and has been used for cutting.
Artifact 1-9 is a biface distal. It has a pointed tip, a damaged blade, damaged
shoulders and a missing stern and base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
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abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions arm 5.7 cm x 3.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 11.8 g. The raw material is Jefferson City cbert, which is found locally in the
deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat vith
bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-11 is an arrow point proximal It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, an incurved blade, comer notches, square shoulders and a missing base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 1.8 cm x 1.4 cmx 0.4 cm and it weighs 0.9 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn type, which is associated
with the Woodland and Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-12 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a straight blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are Z.6 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs
1.0 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 0.8 cm and comprises about 27% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn
Coryell type, which is associated with the Woodland and Mississippi
periods.

S"Buf

C•OU (1-12)

23PO421

A

23P0421 is a prehistoric workshop exhibiting
evidence of a Late Archaic Period occupation. It was
recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1989 when he collected 5
/
artifacts weighing 80.4 g. Thcse included 2 bifacial knife
SVfragments
(15.3 g), 2 bifacial knives (51.4 g) and 1 preform
•fragment
/
(13.7 g).
I !

('r

sih(1•.1)

Artifact 1-1 is a bice. It is a parallel stem
specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, basal
notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. TMe cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling.
SMaximum dimensions are 8.8 cmx 4.1 cmx0.9 cm and it
weighs 27.1 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.3 cm and
comprises about 17% of the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found
locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
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resembles the Smith type, which is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is,a paralkl stem
specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, b"sal notches,
barbed shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 7.9 cm x 3.4 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 24.3 g.
The stem measures 1.1 cm x 1.9 cm and comprises about 14%
of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without
bone contact. This specimen is a variant of the Smith type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period. The stem is
not quite as well made as on a typical Smith.

\

,•

'\

','

.

Artifacts cataloged as 1-3 include two bifacial knife
distals. Both have damaged tips and blades, missing shoulders
and missing stems and bases. The cross sections are biconvex
with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together they weigh
I
--- ,- - -.- )
15.3 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper
valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
23PO422
23PO422 is a prehistoric habitation exhibiting evidence of Late to Terminal
Archaic, Middle to Late Woodland and Mississippi Period occupations. It was recorded
by Howard Wimmer an 1989 when he collected 47 artifacts weighing 1,296.3 g. These
included 1 flat abrader (575.4 g), 3 arrow point fragments (2.8 g), 6 arrow points (4.2 g),
2 stemmed biface fragments (5.8 g), 18 bifacial knife fragments (143.1 g), 3 bifacial knives
(44.5 g), 6 preform fragments (129.6 g), 2 preforms (75.8 g), 1 aborted preform fragment
(6.8 g), 2 aborted preforms (277.3 g) and 3 projectile point/knife fragments (31.0 g).
Artifact 1-2 is an elliptical thin flat abrader. Maximum dimensions are 10.6 cm x
8.5 cm x 4.2 cm and it weighs 575.4 g. The raw material is a hard tan sandstone, which is
found locally. One face is convex and smooth from use, while the other is almost flat with
a faintly pitted area in the center. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with
a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-3 is a projectile point/knife proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a missing tip, an excurvate blade, comer notches, barbed shoulders and a convex
base. The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no beveling. The
tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 4.1 cm x 4.2
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cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 13.9 g. The stem measures 1.2
cm x 3.1 cm and comprises about 29% of the total length

-.

rA.

4

of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert,
which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bonecontct. This specimen is resharpened and most
closely resembles the Snyders type, which is associated
with the Middle Woodland Penod. Apparently this point
was used as knife until resharpening reduced size and then
used as a dart point, an unusual function for Snyders

Soyas (1.3)

points.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-5 include 10 bifacial knife distals. All have rounded tips,
excurvate blades, missing shoulders and missing stems and bases. The cross sections are
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together they weigh 58.6 g. The raw
material is Jefferson City chert, both plain and heat-treated Burlington chert and an
unidentified chert. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
with bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-6 is a projectile pointiknife proximaL It is
an expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a damaged
blade, corner notches, damaged shoulders and a convex base.
The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base
and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an impact
fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x 3.6 cm x 0.9 cm
--7
and it weighs 12.9 g. The stem measures 1.6 cm x 3.5 cm and
comprises about 44% of the
½
total length of the specimen.
s
a-6)
(y,1
97-,
The raw material is
unidentified chert. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This
specimen is exh,'usted and most closely resembles the
, . ,Snyders
type, which is associated with the Middle
Woodland Period. Normally Snyders points are cutting
.
tools, but this one was used as dart point after
resharp-ning reduced its size and width.

<
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"Artifact1-7 is a bifacial knife. It is a comer
removed contracting stem specimen with a pointed tip, an
asymmetrical blade, sloping shoulders and a concave base.
The cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the

stem and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.8 cm x
4.2 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 17.8 g. The stum measures
1.8 cm x 2.7 cm and comprises about 26% of the total

length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Standlee type, which is associated with
the Terminal Archaic and Woodland periods. The blade of this biface is angular, like an
Afton on one edge, while it has two angular areas on the other margin. Heavy grinding of
the stem and angularity of the blade suggest the Terminal Archaic, but the basic form is
found in the Woodland also.
Artifact 1-8 is a bifacial knife distal. It is a corner removed contracting stem
specimen with a pointed tip, a recurved blade, sloping shoulders and a missing base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 5.1 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 10.6 g. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat without bone conbact. This specimen is resharpened and is an
unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland Period.
Aortiflct 1-9 is a n--iectile point/knife proximal. It is a comer-[-N
removed contracting stem specimen with a missing tip, a straight
blade, sloping shoulders and a pointed base. The cross section is
piano-convex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. The
tip has been carried away by an impact fracture. Maximum
.
dimensions are 3.2 cm x 2.1 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 4.2 g. The
stem measures 1.6 cm x 1.6 cm and comprises about 50% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is a greenish-gray Reeds
Trbl RPn
Spring chert from the Stone and Taney county area of Missouri or
Madison County, Arkansas. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is exhausted and most
closely resembles the Table Rock Pointed Stem type, which is associated with the Late
Woodland and Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-10 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip,
an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a pointed base. The cross section is
irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.1 cm x 3.7
cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 20.1 g. The raw material is a fine textured greenish-gray Reeds
Spring chert, which is found in southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas into northeast
Oklahoma and extreme southeast Kansas. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period. While this may have been the preform for a
contracting stemmed biface, the distal end did not flake properly so the proximal end was
sharpened and used as a cutting tool (probably hand held).
Artifact 1-11 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is a corner removed contracting stem
specimen with a missing tip, an asymmetrical blade, damaged shoulders and a convex base.
The cross section is irregular with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.2 cm x 3.8 cm x 1.1 cm and it weighs 14.4 g. The stem measures 1.5 cm
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x 2.2 cm and comprises about 36% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is a very fossiliferous heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen
is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-12 include three bifacial knife midsections. All have
missing tips, asymmetrical blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. The cross
sections are biconvex with nc edge abrading and no bcveiing. Together they weigh 20.3
g. The raw materials include heat-treated Jefferson City chert and heat-treated Burlington
chert, both of which are found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-13 is a bifacial knife distal. It has a pointed tip, an excurvate blade,
missing shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.7 cm x 2.9 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 12.1 g. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found 1h)cally in the
deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revea!ed wear resulting from cutting meat
without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
Artifact 1-16 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, no notches, no shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.2
cm x 4.1 cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 15.3 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, wh.ch is
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
without bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the Red Ochre type, which is
associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifact 1-18 is a preform. It is an unstemmed specimen with a rounded tip, an
excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.0 cm x 3.0
cm x 1.0 cm and it weighs 16.8 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting
meat without bone contact This specimen is an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural period.

A
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Artifact 1-20 is a bifacial knife. It is an unstemmed soecimen
with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, no notches, no shoulders and a
straight base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 4.2 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.7 cm and
it weighs 6.6 g. Raw mdiefial is heat-treated Jefferson City chert
found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen
is an unclassiFed type not associated with a specilc cuj, al."
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Artifact 1-23 is an arrow point preform proximal. It is an unstemmed specimen
with a missing tip and blade, no notches, no shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.5
cm x 2.1 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 1.8 g. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear.
This specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Woodland and
Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-24 is an arrow point proximal. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, an incurved blade, corner notches, barbed
s'ioulders and a coacave base. The cross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 1.7
,N
7
cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 1. g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 1.1 cm
and comprises about 28% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
Arrow tiointt(1.24)
material is hcat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Mississippi Period. This is an
unusual type, similar to a specimen from 23PO419. Dickson (1991:144) documents four
similar specimens from an Early Caddoan context at Albertson (3BE174).
,.

Artifact 1-25 is an arrow point similar to 1-24. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, comer notches,
barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.2 cm x 1.6
cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 1.0 g. The stem measures 0.7 cm x 1.2 cm and
Armwpoint(1 2-,
comprises about 32% of the total length of the specimen. The raw
material is heat-treated Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the
deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This
specimen is an unclassified type possibly associated with the Mississippi Period.
Artifact 1-26 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a pointed tip, a recurved blade, corner notches, barbed shoulders and
a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and
no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.0 cm x 1.3 cm x 0.4 cm and it
weighs 0.9 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.7 cm and comprises about
20% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no
evidence of use-wear. This specimen is a variant of the Sallisaw type,
which is associated with the Mississippi Period.

s,,
(1-26

Artifact 1-27 is an arrow point proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
misFning tin, a straigh, blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions
are 1.7 cm x: 1.3cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0. 7 g. Thc stcm Tneasuies 0.6 cmx 0.9 cm
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and comprises about 35% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Scallorn Coryell type, which is associated with the Woodland and Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-28 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed
tip, a straight blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 2.5 cm x 1.0 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.7 g. The stem
measures 0.5 cm x 0.9 cm and comprises about 20% of the total length
of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is
found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the
Scallorn Coryell type, which is associated with the Woodland and
,ziscý ,c-u1i.-28 Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-29 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a damaged
tip, an excurvate blade, corner notches, square shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been damaged by
an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 2.1 cm x 1.1 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.7
g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.9 cm and comprises about 29% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely
resembles the Scallorn Coryell type, which is associated with the Woodland and
Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-30 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed
tip, an excurvate blade, side notches, square shoulders and a convex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.9
cm x 0.9 cm x 0.4 cm and it weighs 0.6 g. The stem measures 0.6 cm x 0.8 cm and
comprises about 32% of the total length of the secin~en. The raw material is Jefferson
City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed
no evidence of use-wear. This specimen most closely resembles the Scallorn Eddy type,
which is associated with the Woodland and Mississippi periods.
Artifact 1-31 is an arrow point. It is an expanding stem specimen with a pointed
tip, a straight blade, side notches, sloping shoulders and a straight base. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 1.4 cm x
0.8 cm x 0.3 cm and it weighs 0.3 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 0.7 cm and comprises
about 36% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence
of use-wear. This specimen is a variant of the Reed type, which is associated with the
Mississippi Period.
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Artifact 1-32 is an arrow point proximal. It is an expanding stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, corner notches, missing shoulders and a straight base. The
cross section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. The tip ,has been carried
away by an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 1.5 cm x 0.7 cm x 0.3 cm and it
weighs 0.4 g. The stem measures 0.5 cm x 0.8 em and comprises about 33% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in
the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. Tihis
specimen is exhausted and most closely resembles the Scallom type, which is associated
with the Woodland and Mississippi periods.
23PO423
23PO423 is a lithic scatter exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and Middle
Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1989 when he
collected 13 artifacts weighing 593.2 g. These included I stemmed biface fragment (13.5
g), 1 unstemmed biface fragment (12.2 g), 1 unmodified cobble (465.7 g), 8 bifacial knife
fragments (70.4 g), 1 bifacial knife (13.9 g) and 1 aborted preform fragment (17.5 g).
,\rtifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is a comer removed contracting stem specimen
with a damaged tip, an asymmetrical blade, sloping shoulders and a damaged base. The
cross section is biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 6.8 cm x 3.2 cm x 2.7 cm and it weighs 13.9 g. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Micriscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is resharpened and most closely
resembles the Dickson type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.
Artifact 1-4 is a bifacial knife proximal. it is a parallel stem specimen with a
missing tip, a damaged blade, comer removed, square shoulderI and a straight base. The
cross section is piano-convex with no edge abrading and unifacial beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 4.5 cm x 2.6 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 10.0 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm
x 2.2 cm and comprises about 31% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material
is Pierson chert, which is abundant in the Branson area and may be available in isolated
areas locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting bone or
antler. This specimen is resharpened and is an unclassified type not associated with a
specific cultural period. It was apparently unifacially worked from a large flake. The
square shoulders are narrower than on the Smith type and the flaking characteristics are
different as well.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-5 include four bifacial knife distals. All have damaged
tips, excurvate blades, missing shoulders and missing stems and bases. The cross section
is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together they weigh 19.9 g. The raw
materials include Jefferson City chert and heat-treated Burlington chert, both of which are
found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with
bone contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific
cultural period.
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Artifacts cataloged as 1-6 include two bifacial knife mridsections. Both have
missing tips, damaged blades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. The cross
sections are biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together they weigh 25.0
g. "he raw materials include plain and heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone
contact. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
Artifact 1-7 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an unsttmmed specimen with a
missing tip, a straight blade, no notches, no shoulders and a ccnvex base. The cross
section is biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are
33.9 cm x 3.8 cm x 0.9 cm and it weighs 15.5 g. The raw material is heat-treated
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
fiom cutting meat without bone contact and from engraving wood. This is the basal
portion of a preform for a lanceolate biface. Quite a bit of soft polish and rounding
suggest cutting of soft material. At one junction of blade edge and break, there is
moderate use crushing and abrasion, typical of that produced by engraving wood or a
moderately firm substance. The lanceolate form suggests Early or Middle Archaic, as
does the use of broken biface for engraving; but lanceolate bifaces were made at other
times too and the fragment is not diagnostic of a specific time.
23PO424
23PO424 is a lithic scatter exhibiting evidence of a Late Archaic Period
occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1989 when he collected 7 artifacts
weighing 41.5 g. These included 1 stemmed biface fragment (5.4 g), 1 dart point fragment
(2.2 g), 4 bifacial knife fragments (26.4 g) and 1 knife/scraper (7.5 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade, side notches,
sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex
/ •'. ,"9>j•
with edge abrading on the stem and no beveling. Maximum
'1
dimensions are 2.6 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 5.8 g. The
stem measures 1.5 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises abou: 58% of the total
length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert,
F~ahand((1)
which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact. This
specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the Fairland type,
which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
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Artifact 1-2 is a dart point proximal. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a missing tip, a damaged blade, side notches, sloping
shoulders and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with edge
abrading on the stem and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by
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an impact fracture. Maximum dimensions are 22 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.5 cm and it weighs 2.2
g. The stem measures 1.0 cm x 1.5 cm and comprises about 45% of the total length of the
specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in
the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed no evidence of u.e-wear. This
specimen is exhausted and is a variant of the Table Rock Stemmed type, which is
associated with the Terminal Archaic and Woodland periods.
Artifact 1-3 is a bifacial knife/scraper. It is an expanding
stem specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvate b!ade, corner
notches, square shoulders and a convex base. The ross section is
biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.0 cm x 2.8 cm x 0.8 cm and it weighs 7.5 g. The
stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.6 cm and comprises about 47% of the
total length of the specimen. The raw material is Burlington chert,
which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat without bone contact and from

B-

(1I3)

---

scraping wet hide. This specimen has been resharpened to a rounded stub and most
closely resembles the Big Creek type, which is associated with the Late Archaic Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-5 include two bifacial knife distals. Both have pointed
tips, excurvate blades, missing shoulders and missing stems and bases. The cross sections
are biconvex with no edge abrading and no beveling. Together they weigh 9.9 g. The raw
materials include plain and heat-treated Burlington chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat with bone contact.
These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
Artifact 1-6 is a bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing tip, an excurvate blade,
no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.5 cm x 4.2 cm x 0.9 cm and it
" ich is found locally. Microscopic
weighs 10.7 g. The raw material is Burlington cher
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting I. ,nt )r antler. This specimen is an
unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural period.
23PO425
23PO425 is a lithic scatter exhibiting evidence of a Late Archaic Period
occupation. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1989 when he collected 5 artifacts
weighing 76.4 g. These included 1 unstemmed biface fragment (22.7 g), 1 dart point
fragment (9.7 g) and 3 preform fragments (44.0 g).

Artifact I-1 is a dart point midsection. It has a missing tip, a damaged blade,
damaged shoulders and a damaged stem and base. The ;ross section is biconvex with no
edge abrading and no beveling. The tip has been carried away by an impact fracture.
Maximum dimensions are 3.4 cm x 3.3 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 9.7 g. The raw material
is Jefferson City chert, which is found locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic
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examination revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted and is an
unclassified (probably expanding stern) type not associated with a specific cultural period.
2.3P0430
23PO430 is a lithic scatter exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and Middle
Woodland Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1990 when he
collected 2 bifacial knives (24.9 g).

•'

Artifact 1-1 is a bifacial knife. It is an expanding stem
specimen with a pointed tip, an excurvate blade, corner
notches, barbed shoulders and a straight base. The cross
section is biconvex with edge abrading on the base and no
beveling. Maximum dimensions are 6.2 cm x 3.7 cm x 0.7
cm and it weighs 15.1 g. The stem measures 1.0 cmx 2.5 cm
and comprises about 16% of the total length cf the specimen.
Th raw material is Reeds Spring chert, which is found in
71c
southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas into northeast
Oklahoma and extreme southeast Kansas. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting meat
without bone contact This specimen most closely resembles
the Stone Corner Notched type, which is associated with the
Late Archaic Period.

Ston Comne Noted (1 -1)

Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife. It is a contracting stem
specimen with a rounded tip, an incurved blade, corner removed,
sloping shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the stem and base and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 5.7 cm x 2.7 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs
9.8 g. The stem measures 1.9 cm x 2.0 cm and comprises about
33% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is heattreated Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic
examination revealed wear resulting from cutting bone or antler.
This specimen is resharpened and most closely resembles the
L
Dickson type, which is associated with the Woodland Period.

,

,

c

(1.2)

23P0433
23PO433 is a lithic scatter of unknown cultural affiliation. It was recorded by
Howard Wimmer in 1990 when he collected 3 artifacts weighing 7.3 g. These included 2
biface fragments (3.0 g) and 1 stemmed biface fragment (4.3 g). Neither is associated
with a specific cultural period.
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23P0434
23PO434 is a lithic scatter of unknown cultural affiliation. It was recorded by
Howard Wimmer in 1990 when he collected 1 bifacial knife midsection. It has a missing
tip, a damaged blade, no shoulders and a missing stem and base. The cross section is
biconvex with no edge r.orading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 3.6 cm x 2.5
cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 6.7 g. The raw material is Burlington chert, which is found
locally. Microscopic examinat:on revealed wear resldting from cutting meat with bone
contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated with a specific cultural
period.
23P0435
23PO435 is a lithic scavr exhibiting evidence of a Late Archaic Period
occupation. !t was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1990 whert he collected 7 artifacts
weighing 238.7 g. These included 1 blank fragment (51.3 g), 1 blank (137.6 g), 4 bifacial
knife fragments (44.5 g) and 1 bifacial knife (5.3 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a bifac 'A knife. isLe an expanding stem
specimen with a rounded tip, an excurvatc blade, side notches, sloping
shoulders and a concave base. The cross section is biconvex with
edge abrading on the stem and base and no beveling. Maximum
dimensions are 3.2 cm x 2.3 cm x 0.6 cm and it weighs 5.3 g. The
stem measures 1.5 cma x 2.5 cm and comprises about 47% of the total
length of th, specimen. The raw material is heat-treated Burlington
Hata,, (1-1)
chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear
resulting from cutting meat with bone contact- This specimen is
exhausted and most closely resembles the Hanna type, whizh is associated with the Late
Archaic Period.
Artifacts cataloged as 1-2 iaclude four bifacial knife fragments. All have missing
tips, damaged biades, no shoulders and missing stems and bases. The cross sections aic
biconvex with no edge abrading a~nd no beveling. Together they weigh 44.5 g. The raw
materials inclu'le Jetrerson City chert, Pierson chert and Burlington chert. Sma" amounts
of the edge on each specimen seem to feature damagu. typical of that
caused by butchering with bone contact. However, the intact areas are
small. These specimens are of an unclassified type not associated with
a specific cultural period.
23P0440

I

23P0440 is a iithic scatter exhibiting evidence of a M14iddle
Archaic Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in
1991 when he collected 1 projectile point/knife (6.8 g). It is a lobed
"stemspecimen (1-1) with a damaged tip, a damaged blade, side notches,
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sloping shoulders and a concave base. The eross section is biconvex with edge abrading
o0 the base and no beveling. The tip has been damaged by an impact fracture. Maximum
dimensions are 4.0 cm x 2.0 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 6.8 g. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting
from cutting meat with bone contact. This specimen most closely resembles the White
River type, which is associated with the Middle Archaic Period.
13PO443
23PO443 is a lithic scatte, exhibiting evidence of Late Woodland and Mississippi
Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimrner in 1991 when he collected 5
artifacts weighing 918.5 g. These included 1 flat abrader (785.2 g), 1 blank (75.2 g), 1
bifacial knife (11.8 g), 1 knife/scraper (32.9 g) and 1 aborted preform (13.4 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a flat
abrader. Maximum dimensions are
13.9 cm x 7.7 cmx 4.7 cm and it
weighs 785.2 g. The raw material
is a hard tan sandstone, which is
found locally. This is a well-

,
"

'".

'

e

shaped elliptical muller with two

/

convex faces (no pits) and rounded
well-shaped sides. This specimen
is an unclassified type not
associated with a specific cultural
period ..
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial
knife. It is a comer removed
contracting stem specimen with a

,---

",''

C'.

damaged tip, a damaged blade,

-,

s!,ning shoulders and a pointed..
base. The cross section is
biconvex with edge abrading on the
stem and base and no beveling.
Maximum dimensions are 6.5 cm x
2.5 cm x 0.7 cm and it weighs 11.8
g. The stem measur&- 2.0 cmtx 2.0
cm and comprises about 31 % of
the total length of the specimen.
The raw material is Burlington
chert, which is found locally.
Microscopic examination revealed
wear resulting from cutting bone or
antler. This specimen is
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resharpened and most closely resembles the Table Rock Pointed
Stem type, which is associated with the Late Wmoolt.,d and
Missisaippi periods.

•,rY,'tl / •
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Artifact I-4 is a bifacial knife/sraper. It is an unstemmed
specimen with a rounded tip, an exeurvate blade, no notches, no
shoulders and a convex base. The croes section is biconvex with
no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 7.7
cm x 3.6 cm x 1.2 cmand it weighs 32.9 g. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination
revealed wear resulting from cutting meat without bone contact
and from scraping wet hide. This specimen is an unclassified type
associated with a specific cultural period. The distal end of this
biface is weli shaped and thin, with use polish. The proximal
portion still has cortex visible and has not been well thiiaed. It

apparently was hand-held.
23PO446
23P0446 is a lithic scatter exhibiting evidence of Late Archaic and Woodland
Period occupations. It was recorded by Howard Wimmer in 1991 whtn he collected 3
artifacts weighing 16.7 g. These included 1 stemmed biface fragment (2.9 g), 1 dart point
(4.7 g) and 1 preform fragment (9.1 g).
Artifact 1-1 is a dart point. It is an expanding stem specimen
with a damaged tip, a straight blade, side notches, square shoulders
and a convex base. The cross section is biconvex with no edge
abrading and no beveling. The tip has been damaged by an impact
fracture. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm x 2-4 cm x 0.7 cm and it
weighs 4.7 g. The stem measures 1.4 cm x 2.3 cm and comprises
about 45% of the total length of the specimen. The raw material is
Burlington chert, which is found locally. Microscopic examination

revealed no evidence of use-wear. This specimen is exhausted and is
an unclassified type po!sibly associated with the Woodland Period.
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23PO451 is a lithic scatter of unknown cdtural affiliation. It
was recorded by Howard Wimier in 1992 when he collected
4
artifacts weighing 209.5 g. These included 2 biface fragment (5.2 g),

1 blank fragment (199.5 g) and 1 bifacial knife fragment (4.8 g).
Artifact 1-2 is a bifacial knife proximal. It is an ;omer
removed expanding stem specimen with a missing tip, a straight blade,
square shoulders and a straight base. The cross section is irregular
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with no edge abrading and no beveling. Maximum dimensions are 2.9 =m x 2.2 cm x 0.7
cm and it weighs 4.8 g. The stem measures 0.9 cm x 1.5 cm and comprises about 31% of
the total length of the specimen. The raw material is Jefferson City chert, which is found
locally in the deeper valleys. Microscopic examination revealed wear resulting from
cutting meat without bone contact. This specimen is an unclassified type not associated
with a specific cultural period.
ANALYSIS OF THE WIMMER CERAMIC COLLECTIONS
Wimmer collected ceramics from 5 Stockton sites including 23P0394 and
23PO422 in Polk County and 23DA320, 23DA321 and 23DA397 in Dade County. These
collections were reviewed and analyzed by Dr. James E. Price of the University of
Missouri, Southeast Missouri Archaeological Research Center. Diagnostic attributes of
the 315 Wimmer ceramics were chosen to best describe variation in color, surface
treatment, paste and temper. These attributes are generally considered temporally or
culturally significant in defining ceramic types.
Prior to quantification the entire ceramic population from the Wimmer sites was
visually examined in detail and critically significant attrbutes were noted. The ceramics
from each of the sites were then assessed relative to these attributes and categorized
accordingly. The examined Wimmer ceramics were divided into 2 types based on clusters
of attributes. Our Type I is a coarse, poorly executed, ware that tends to be poorly
preserved, brittle and exhibit a propensity to exfoliate. Our Type II is a much more ref-ed
ware that has finer tempering materials, is more dense, is harder and exhibits much finer
workmanship than that demonstrated on Type I ceramics (Table 2).
Table 2. Analysis of ceramics collected by Wimmer.
23PO394 Type I Ceramics
23P0394 Type U1Ceramics
Sub-tuwi
23P0422 Type I Ceramics
23PO422 Type U Ceramics
Sub-toa
23DA320 Mics-tempered sherd
23DA320 Type I Ceramics
23DA320 Type I] Ceramics
Sub-ttal
23DA321 Type I Ceramics
23DA321 Type 13Ceramics
Sub-taW

Cord-mArked body
62
5
67
24
0
24
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

2
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Plain rim
2
3
5
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

rim

PCord-mark"
49
78
127
73
0
73
1
0
4
5
0
6
6

23DA397 Type I Ceramia.

0

0

0

0

23DA397 Type 11Cerumics
Sub-total
Wimmei Collection Tota

1
1
93

0
0
211

0
0
4

0
0
7
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TYPE I CERAMICS
*

Paste - This ware is made from a poorlyfired clay that appears in cross-section to be poorlybonded lamellar platelets. Surfaces exfoliate easily and the paste is quite crumHy.

"

Temper - Dominant temper is crushed limestone of which the majority has leached out
leaving small citcular holes in the inter:or and exterior surfaces. Other tempering agents

evident under magnification include fired clay particles or grog,

"* Color - Color ranges from dark red to orange on portions of vessels exposed to an oxidizing
atmosphere of fire. Other colors arm light to dark gray in reducrd zones on sherds. Most
often the cores of sherds arm dark gray to black.

"* Thickness - Shetds range from 8 nun - 18 mm in thickness with most being toward the lower
end of this scale. Thicker specimens are presumably basal sherds from subconoidal vessels.

"

Cord-,uarked - Cord-marked specimens exhibit poorly executed impiessions of a cordwrapped paddle. There is little uniformity or consistency in the direction and spacing of
cord impressions which tend to occur in a haphazard fashion on the exerior of sherds.
Some impressions appear to have been made from a wad of cord or fiber pressed into the
surface. On some sherds ,tnoothed-over cord.marking is evident. Impressions are so poorly
defined that it is impossible to determine if the cord was configured as a "s' twist or a "z"
twist.

"* Plain - Although badly eroded and often exfoliated sherds occur in the sample it can be
stated that well over 50% of them exhibit untextured exterior surfaces. No fine smoothing or
pebble burnishing are evident on these surfaces.

"* Rim Treatment - Rims are overwhelmingly plain near the lip area with the exception of one
large rim she.-d which exhibits notching.

"

Vessel Shape - Although most of the sherds are quite small, the assemblages demonstrate
that vesels were subconoidal, shouldered vessels with nearly vertical rimns. Vessel shape
appears not to deviate from typical Woodland vessel shapes throughout the Ozark Highland
of Missouri.

TYPE II CERAM.CS
" Paste - Thes- -eramics are more refined and better executed than Type I. The paste is
compact and lacks the porosity evident in Type I. Surfaces, both interior and exterior, arc
generally quite smooth and do not exhibit the exfoliation evident in Type I.

" Temper - This type fxhibits some finely-crushed limestone as temper but the dominant
tempering agent is a fine silty sand. Some specimens appear to be wholly sand-tempered,
sometinmes with medium-coarse sand particles. None appears to have grog incorporated as a
tempering agent.

"

Color - Most of the Type n sherds are a uniform gray to brown in color. Cores of sherds
tend to be uniform in color with the interior and exterior surfaces. Extremes of oxidation
and reduction arc not .xhibited by these sherds.
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Thickness - Sherds range in thickness from 5 mm. 9 mm. Thick rhrtds, presumably front
the bases of vessels, arm not as prevalent in Type II as in Type I.

0

Surface Treatment - The overwhelming majority of Type II ceramics are plain and quite
smooth on both interior and exterior surfaces. A few specimens exhibit cord-marking,

& Rim Treatment - Rims on Type 11 ceramics are plain and lips arc rounded. No lip notching
occurs oen any of the specimen&.
*

Vessel Shape - From the few rim sherds available in the samples it appears that the vessels
were morphologically quite similar to Type I ceramics, i.e., typical subconoidai to globular
Woodland jar shape,.

CHRONOLOGY AND CULTURAL PLACEMENT
Although considerable archeological research has been conducted in the Stockton
area (Chapman et al. 1962; Wood et al. 1965; Wood 1966: Kaplan et al. 1967; Roper
1977) there have been no ceramic types defined or names assigned. Work in the Stockton
area has concentrated on the excavation of stone artifacts and earthen burial mounds.
Ceramics from the mounds have been described and certain conclusions can be drawn
concerning these prehistoric artifacts in the Stockton area. It is evident that the Woodland
Period in the area spans a long period of time, probably starting some time in the first or
second centuries BC and continuing almost to the protohistoric era. Although evidence
for Early Woodland and Hopewellian (Middle Woodland) ceramics in the area is sparse,
evidence for Late Woodland occupation of the Western Ozarks is most abundant (Roper
1977:25). After ca. 1200 AD shell-tempered ceramics entered the region, perhaps as
trade vessels, from both the Spiro area of Oklahoma as well as the Cahokia area to the
northeast in western Illinois.
Roper (1977:25) summarizes Woodland ceramics in western Missouri as including
a clay- or grog-tempered cord-marked form, identified as relating to the Pomona Phase of
the Central Plains Tradition and a limestone-tempered type which is characteristic of the
Ozarks. Our Type I ceramics essentially are in keeping with the grog-teImpered type
discussed by Roper although specimens examined in this analysis also incorporate some
limestone with the grog. The fine limestone and silty sand-tempered ceramics in the
Wimmer collections apparently parallel the limestone-tempered type described by Roper.
Much of the research conducted by Wood (1967) and others in the area was
directed toward defining and refining burial complexes associated with mound
construction of which the Fristoe Burial Complex is the most well defined (Wood
1967:105). The Woodland ceramics recovered from the burial mounds in southwestern
Missouri are so generic and ambiguous that it is impossible to equate and relate them to
ceramics recovered from village sites such as those visited by Wimmer.
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USE OF THE WIMMER AND HPA COLLECTIONS IN AREA RESEARCH
In an effort to assess research needs in the Stockton area, we consulted the Master
Planfor ArchaeologicalResource Protection in Missouri (Weston and Weichman 1987)
and previous survey reports of work conducted around the lake (Girard and Freeman
1992; Mercado-Allinger and Jackson 1989 and Nichols et al. 1980). Not all of the
research topics posed by these investigators have been incorporated into this study. Some
require excavated data or probabilistic sampling strategies that render the information
gathered by us less than adequate. Still, other topics were not addressable because our
work did not produce the appropriate data. None-the-less, we did find a number of
research topics for which we generated sufficient information to address.
INDIGENOUS GROUPS OR CADDOAN GROUPS?
One of the regional research issues focuses on the relationship (if any) of
indigenous groups to Caddoan groups to the south. We reviewed the combined HPA and
Wimmer collections in an effort to assess whether such a relationship existed. Many
arrow point types in the Wimmer collection (Agee A, Alba-like, Scallorn, Sequoyah,
Haskell, Keota, Sallisaw, Morris, Reed and Huffaker) are commonly associated with the
Loftin, Huntsville, War Eagle, Harlan and Spiro phases in southwest Missouri, northwest
Arkansas and northeast Oklahoma. 23DA412, 23PO366, 23PO370, 23PO373, 23PO381,
23PO394, 23PO416 and 23PO422 produced 2 or more of these arrow point types, most
of which were made from local cherts (Table 3). Three specimens from 23PO366, 1 from
23PO370 and I from 23PO373 were made from Keokuk chert and 2 from 23PO394 were
made from Reeds Spring chert found south of the Stockton area. Of the 90 Caddoan-like
arrow points recovered, only 7 (12.8%) were made of materials probably obtained in
extreme southwest Missouri (i.e., Keokuk and Reeds Spring cherts).
One of the enigmas relating to the substantial quantity of arrow point types
normally associated with the southern Caddoan groups is the fact that no sherds
commonly associated with Caddoan components to the south (i.e., Woodward Plain,
Williams Plain, Le Flore Plain, Paris Plain, Poteau Plain, or any of the undesignated
polished plain, engraved or incised types) were identified in the Wimmer collections,
although several grit-tempered cord-marked and plain Late Woodland sherds were
prmsent.l It is recognized that the Dade and Polk County sites are mostly upland sites,
possibly hunting camps, and that sites containing cerarric. might have been located
adjacent to the river and thus covered by Stockion Lake. To assess this possibility, the
literature relating to sites studied in the areas now covered by Stockton Lake and in the
Downstream Stockton area was reviewed. In Plate 2 of the Downstream Stockton Study
(Roper 1977) specimen (h) seems to be a Haskell point and specimens (e), (f) and (g) are
Scallorn or Sequoyah-like arrow points. Scallorn varieties are extremely widespread
through Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Louisiana and Texas in Late Woodland and
1

See Dickson (1991:155.159, 180-188) for descriptions of tb- Caddoan setd varieties found at Albertson (3BE174). locatted in Benion
County, Arkawisa not far froto the Mimouri line.
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Table 3. Chert types by biface type and cultural period.
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Mississippi Period sites. The Roper (1977) Plate 2 artifacts are not labeled as to site of
origin and are only listed as "Late Woodland."
Although the remains of 3 houses were excavated at Flycatcher (23CE153), an
open village location (Calabrese et al. 1969:38), no ceramics were recovered. At least I
house and several activity areas were excavated at Dryocopus (23CE120), also in Cedar
County, Missouri. Again, no ceramics were recovered. The illustrated bifaces including
Afton-like, Smith, Table Rock Stemmed and Big Creek-like specimens are probably Late
Archaic, and the several contracting stemmed forms could represent either Late Archaic or
Woodland activitie3. Five of the 6 probable arrow points illustrated in Plate 3 are certainly
Woodland, while specimen (m) could be either a Woodland or Mississippi Period artifact
(Calabrese et al. 1969:1, 38-50).
Considering the fact that most of the Caddoan-like arrow points were made from
local Ordovician and Burlington cherts, trade does not seem to represent a probable
explanation for their presence in substantial numbers at several sites. One possible
explanation is that Caddoan hunting groups from extreme southwest Missouri and the
Table Rock area repeatedly visited these sies on hunting-foraging trips, losing only arrow
points and o:her bifaces related to faunal procurement and processing. The use of mostly
local cherts suggests that such stays would have been lengthy. However it seems probable
that more peints, especially broken ones, made from Reeds Spring and other extreme
southern Missouri cherts should be present if Caddoan groups from further south came
into the area repeatedly. Also, if family groups visited these sites, it seems probable that
pottery would be present. To the argument thal shell-tempered pottery may have
disintegrated in the acidic soils, it should be stressed that some of the Caddoan pottery
including Williams Plain and Le Fiore Plain were grog or grog and grit-tempered and
would have survived.
One explanation for these arrow points could be the possibility that in Late
Mississippi or Late Prehistoric times idea diffusion may have promoted the acceptance of
biface forms from other areas. In other words, concepts regarding the acceptable shapes
of arrow points may have crossed ethnic and cultural barriers. Support for this concept
can be found in the fact that the stemmed Scallorn varietics are distributed over such a
large area. And, of course, the triangular arrow point, variously labeled as Madison,
Mississippi Triangular and Fresno in the Mississippi Valley, western Arkansas, Oklahoma
and Texas, is extremely widespread in Late Prehistoric times as are snub-nosed end
scrapers, beveled knives, grooved sandstone abraders and bone shaft wrenches.
SHIFT FROM LARGE DARTS TO SMALL ARROWS?
Another regional question asked whether there was a shift from the production of
large dat points to small arrow point during the Early/Middle Woodland Period. Perhaps
a better question might be: "To what degree did arrow points replace dart points
throughout the Woodland and Mississippi Periods?"
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Data from such stratified sites as Rice (23SN200; Bray 1956:46-134), Bontke
(23MD43; Cobb 1975) and Albertson (3BE174; Dickson 1991:94-213) suggest that the
bow and arrow was gradually accepted. At Albertson, where 2 m of ceramic deposits
were present and components could be separated fairly well, a few late Middle Woodland
points (category MW-6) with unusual fractured bases may have functioned as arrow
points, hc'vever most bifaces were larger and apparently were used as dart points or
cutting implements. Late Woodland levels produced many corner and side notched arrow
points as well as several types of larger bifaces. The arrow points seemed to be diminutive
copies of the larger specimens and were very common at this time.
During the succeeding Caddoan and Neosho phase occupations arrow points
outnumbered the larger dart points and cutting tools, but they did not entirely replace
them. In other words, these data suggest a gradual acceptance of the bow and arrow
throughout the Woodland. While it is recognized that selective collecting by some
individuals in the Stockton area may have distorted the picture at c.,es visited by Wimmer,
he apparently picked up all artifacts other than debitage, and substantial collections exist
for several sites. Considering that these are select surface collections, we cannot quantify
the ratios of arrow points to dart points by component, although a few data are relevant.
For example, 24 diagnostic Woodland and Mississippian arrow points were collected from
the multi-component site 23PO370. Ten of these were Scallom, 2 Sequoyah, 2 Haskell, 2
Sallisaw, 1 Schild and 7 were unclassified fragments. Only the Schild point is not a
Caddoan type. Several Stone Comer Notched, White River Archaic, Smith, Table Rock,
and Kings Corner Notched bifaces from the site are probably the result of Archaic
activities. Six Woodland (3 Dickson bifaces, 1 Steuben biface, 1 Waubesa, and 1 Copena)
bifaces were recovered. While the Steuben type apparently survived into the Late
Woodland, most of them and the Dickson, Waubesa and Copena bifaces probably relate to
the Middle Woodland. Therefore, few if any Late Woodland or Mississippi Period large
bifaces were present, while 24 arrow points were recovered. This suggests that the bow
and arrow had become quite popular in the Stockton area by Late Woodland times.
Eighteen arrow points were found at 23PO381 including 7 Scallom, 4 Sequoyah, 2
Reed, 1 Washita, 1 Fresno and 3 undiagnostic fragments. While most of the large bifaces
were Late Archaic, 2 Rice Side Notched specimens (usually Late Woodland) and 1
Steuben (Middle Woodland into Late Woodland) were recovered. Again, the scarcity of
Late Woodland and Mississippian larger bifaces compared to 18 arrow points suggests
that the bow and arrow became the dominant hunting tool during the Late Woodland.
DID TRIANGULAR ARROW POINTS PREVAIL?
The basic question here is whether triangular arrow points eventually replaced all
other point forms. In an absence of stratified and datable sites, this is a difficult question
to answer. Certainly in extreme southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas, the Fresno
type arrow point seems to replace notched types during the Neosho phase (Dickson
1991:282). Whether this happened in the Stockton Reservoir area is uncertain.
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Thirteen Fresno or Mississippi Triangular points were recovered from several sites
including 23PO381 and 23PO377 but they are a minor type at the few qites where they
were found. Unless population densities dropped tremendously during Late Prehistoric
times, notched arrow point forms do not appear to have been replaced by triangular forms.
The HPA and Wimmer collections include specimens from a large number of sites in the
Stockton area and thus would appear to be more definitive than small assemblages from a
few local sites.
LATE ARCHAIC SPECIALIZATION?
Another area of regional interest is whether there was an increase in specialization
and/or diversification of tool forms during the late archaic? Since many ancillary tools
(i.e., gravers, unhafted bifaces used for cutting, scraper forms and choppers) are not
diagnostic of the Late Archaic, one must have a stratified site with sound contextual data
to address this question properly. Only the 3 Red Ochre bifaces, the Sedalia adze from
23PO377 and the Sedalia Digger from 23PO395 are characeristic Late Archaic tools
(Chapman 1975:200, 251). Because the large numbers of Late Archaic biface styles (i.e.,
Smith, Table Rock Stemmed, Afton, Big Creek, Stone Comer Notched, Fairland and
Kings Comer Notched; Table 3) indicate a larger local population than resided in the area
during the Middle and Early Archaic periods, many of the other tools found on these sites
probably are Late Archaic as wel!.
Notice in Table 4 that of 710 bifaces, 358 are Late Archaic. This is in strong
contrast to the 9 Early Archaic bifaces and 32 Middle Archaic specimens. An important
question here is whether the 21 different Late Archaic biface types found at Stockton sites
indicate a large number of Late Archaic groups or whether a few groups made many
biface styles. This question can be addressed only if single component or clearly stratified
multiple component sites can be found.
CHANGES IN LITHIC RESOURCE SELEC`TION?
A very interesting regional question is whether lithic resource selection changes
over time. Several questions regarding chert selection can also be addressed. First, can
any pattern be recognized from the data indicating that a major cultural division, such as
Early Archaic or Late Woodland, selected one chert type over another? Also, can it be
determined that any group from these more general periods was selective in choice of
chert? Table 3 depicts the chert types used during the various periods to produce the
diagnostic bifaces recovered from the Stockton area.
One question that cannot be adequately addressed with the data at hand is "to what
degree was convenience a factor in chert choice at each site?" At this time the closest
lithic sources, either stream cobbles or bedrock outcrops, have not been determined for
the Stockton sites. A general observatio i, based on collections of raw materials gathered
adjacent to or near several sites, suggests that mostly local resources were exploited at
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Table 4. Cultural assignment of bifaces at Stockton sites.
Blace Type
Early

Atc
Middle

Late

Afloo

4

Aba
Bilg Cftk

8

Woodland

Misissippi
2

Cabokla
Cahoklj Side Not ied
Calf Cnek variant
Calf Ctk
Cateoviil
Copeiu

3
I
3
4

Crisp Ovae
7

Dalton
Diclaon
Duncan

24
3

Edgewood

2

Ellis-like
E.nwur

6

Etley
Fairland
Frtsoo

1
8
13

Crary

1

Gisuo
C,,dA"
Grand

6
2

Hania
H•rahel Knife
H-Lardin
Hlaskell

27
2
3

Huffakee
Jakie
Keota
Kihp Come Notched
Klunk SiJe Notchbed
Koster.klik
Land" C_•ner Notched
Langtry
MAItr,0
Marshall-like
Martindale
Mortis
Nolan
Palmilla.like
Red Ochre

3
56
I
I
12
33
3
1
1
1
1
3
Reed

4

Rict Lobed variant
Rice Side Notched
Salliuw
Scallorn
Schild
Sedalia dtiger
Seiai-like ahtu
Sequoyab
Smith
Snyders
Slandlee
Steuben
Stone Corner Notched
Stone Square Stemmed
Table Rock Pointed Stem
Table Rock Stemmed
Wishits
Waube-a
Whit River

38
*
2
1
1

62

14
29
14
13
23
66
22
10
41
2
10
18

Total

9
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190

128

these locations. One cannot speak with assurance regarding the dozens of other sites.
Either detailed geological maps for the entire area would be needed or a field
reconnaissance of the areas adjacent to each site would have to be made. One problem
with most geological maps is that small outliers and thin lenses of some formations are not
always shown, and stream cobble sources are never depicted. A surface survey of the area
is the only way to thoroughly consider all possible chert sources.
In the Stockton area the most abundant chert is the Mississippian Burlington (MB)
and the next most common is the Ordovician Jefferson City (OJC). Small lenses or
outliers of Mississippian Pierson (MP) are locally available, and it is possible that some
very thin beds of Sedalia carbonatesq (MS) may exist in the Stockton area. In Cooper
County and adjacent areas of central Missouri, the Sedalia contains a dark gray to black
chert (Thompson 1986:39), but whether the feather edge of Sedalia possibly existing in
the Stockton area contains chert is not known at -_time. The Reeds Spring (MRS) and
Keokuk (MK) cherts recovered at Stockton area sites probably come from areas in
extreme southern Missouri where they are abundant.
The Early Archaic makers of Dalton and Hardin bifaces fashioned 3 specimens
from Jefferson City and 3 from Burlington chert. No trend seems apparent here. The
single biface made from Reeds Spring chert and 1 from Keokuk probably were brought
into the area from the south.
Dunng the Middle Archaic period, residents of the sites being studied made 6
bifacets from Jefferson City chert (17.7%), 3 from Pierson (8.8%), 1 from Keokuk (2.9%)
and 24 from Burlington (70.6%). Here we see a definite trend toward the use of
Burlington cherts, although the use of Jefferson City may approximate its local availability.
There also seems to be a trend toward heat-treating of cherts as 16 of the 34 (47.1%)
Middle Archaic bifaces were made from heat-treated cherts. Fourteen of the 24 (58.3%)
Burlington chert bifaces had been heat-treated.
At this time we cannot say how many groups were involved in the production of
the 21 Late Archaic dart point/knife types, the Sedalia digger and Sedalia adze. However,
42 bifaces (11.7%) were made from Jefferson City chert while 6 (1.7%) were made from
Pierson, 6 (1.7%) from Reeds Spring, 2 (0.6%) from Elsey, 9 (2.5%) from Keokuk, 283
(79.3%) from Burlington, and 9 (2.5%) from unknown cherts. It is apparent that
Burlington chert was a dominant choice by Late Archaic groups in general. It should be
pointed out that 51% of the sites being considered produced Late Archaic bifaces, so such
sites are widely represented in the reservoir area. It seems apparent that the Late Archaic
peoples were choosing Burlington chert more for cultural reasons than for availability.
The geological literature does not document the areal percentages of local outcrops of
Jefferson City and Burlington formations but the State Geological Map shows about 25%
of Cedar County, possibly 10% of Dade County and almost 50% of adjacent areas in Polk
County mapped as Ordovician Jefferson City. It is also interesting to note that 216 (76%)
Late Archaic bifaces made from Burlington chert had been heat-treated prior to
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manufacture. On the other hand only 3 (7%) Jefferson City bifaces had been heat-tieated.
In all, 226 (63%) of the Late Archaic bifaces were produced from heat-treated chert.
Several biface types (Lander Comer Notched, Langtry and Waubesa) were made
in both Middle and Late Woodland times (Woodland undifferentiated). Nine specimens
(12.3%) were made from Jefferson City chert, 1 (1.4%) each from of Pierson, Reeds
Spring and Keokuk cherts, 58 (79.4%) from Burlington chert and 3 (4.1%) from unknown
types. Here again, Burlington cherts are dominant and seem to have been chosen in
preference to Ordovician sources. Of bifaces made from Burlington chert, 75.9% had
been thermally pre-treated.
Seventy-two bifaces relate to the Middle Woodland activities. Eight (11.1%) were
made from Jefferson City chert, 2 (2.8%) from Pierson, 1 (1.4%) each from Reeds Spring
and Elsey, 2 (2.8%) from Keokuk, 56 (77.7%) from Burlington and 2 (2.8%) from an
unknown chert. As one can see, the percentage of Burlington used by Middle Woodland
peoples is very close to that used by the undifferentiated Woodland. Forty-four (78.6%)
of the 56 Middle Woodland bifaces made from Burlington cherts were thermally pretreated.
Forty-two bifaces reflect a Late Woodland activities. Of these 6 (14.3%) are made
from Jefferson City chert, 2 (4.8%) from Pierson and 34 (80.9%) from Burlington chert.
We found that 64.7% of the Late Woodland Burlington chert bifaces had been heattreated before manufacture. Chert data from the Late Woodland compares favorably with
the other Woodland categories.
One hundred cwenty-eight bifaces, mostly arrow points, were characteristic of
Mississippian activities Of these, 32 (25%) were made from Jefferson City chert, 4
(3.1%) were from Reteds Spring chert, 6 (4.7%) were from Keokuk chert, 81 (63.3%)
were flaked from Burlington chert, and 5 (3.9%) were from unknown cherts. With the
exceptions of the 4 Reeds Spring examples and the 6 Keokuk specitens, which probably
are from further south, the percentages of cherts used by Mississippian peoples probably
closely approximate local availability. We should note that 12.4% of Late Archaic and
Woodland bifaces were made from Jefferson City chert, while 25% of the Mississippian
arrow points were produced from Jefferson City. In part this may represent the fact that
unfractured high quality Jefferson City chert is usually found in smaller pieces than is usual
for Burlington. However, if this were a factor, one wonders why the Late Woodland
groups, who also made many arrow points, did not use more than 14.29% of Jefferson
City chert. Regarding heat pre-treatment, only 3 (9.4%) Jefferson City chert points had
been thermally pre-treated while 67.1% of the Burlington chert had been heat-treated
before being made into finished tools.
There seems to be little doubt that lithic resource selection changes over time.
Early Archaic data are too limited to suggest a trend. Middle Archaic occupants of the
area seemed to slightly favor Burlington cherts which are greatly improved by heattreatment. And about 47% of the Burlington examples were heat-treated. Late Archaic
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peoples definitely selected Burlington cherts since almost 80% of the bifaces were of this
product and about 76% of these were heat-treated before being reduced to a finished tool.
This is a definite trend. Only about 12% of the specimens were made from Jefferson City
chert. This trend continues throughout Woodland times with very similar percentages in
the use of Burlington cherts and of thermal pre-treatment. However, during Mississippian
times we see a sudden shift back to a greater use of Jefferson City cherts, although the
incidence of heat-treatment of Burlington still stays high at 67%. While it is possible that
climatic factors promoting deposition or removal of alluvial or colluvial deposits may have
reduced or augmented the availability of certain cherts at different times, we have no data
available to address this possibility. It seems most likely that cultural factors involving
personal preference played a greater role than availability, but we do not have either
ethnographic or archeological data from the immediate area that give clear examples of
this.
CHANGES IN UPLAND ACTIVITIES?
The central question here is what do the upland sites tell us about the activities that
took olace there, and do these activities change through time? First, one must consider
that the survey areas are biased environmentally because areas now inundated by Stockton
Lake are no longer available for comparison with upland sites and the areas surveyed do
not reflect the total upland variability present in the area. The fact that this was a surface
survey means that some components may exist in a subsurface context at certain sites.
This is particularly true of caves and shelters. In all probability the components
recognized in surface collections from these shelters are not the only ones present, but
without excavated data the buried components cannot be recognized.
Several types ot sites were recognized in upland contexts. The most common
seems to be hunting-foraging camps and judging from biface types recovered from these
locations these relate to Archaic, Woodland and Mississippian activities. Both Middle and
Late Archaic and Woodland hunting-foraging camps seem to be abundant, while
Mississippian camps seem to be fewer in number. The fact that more Mississippian
components were recognized in shelters and caves than in open settings may simply reflect
the fact that they were the last occupants of these sites. A few locations (23DA313,
23DA449, 23CE336 and 23CE473) featured abundant debitage over large areas and
23DA313 yielded several probable Woodland bifaces. These sites probably were at least
seasonal base camps and may have been used the year-around for short ptriods of time.
Other types of sites recorded in the uplands include lithic procurement areas. Five
of these were recorded during the survey. Generally these sites are found on hilltops or
hillsides and exhibit many decortication flakes and occasionally rough blanks or preforms.
Since debitage and preforms are not diagnostic of cultural affiliation, we do not know
which groups were active in the lithic extraction. There is no evidence that prehistoric
peoples were digging pits or quarrying into bedrock, rather the data obtained suggest that
exposed lithic materials were being gathered from talus slopes or broken from exposed
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ledges. Mention is also xe made of a petroglyph (23DA450) which features several linear
design elements and small pitted areas. The antiquity of this site remains unknown.
We simply do not have enough data to determine whether changes in the
occupation or use of these upland sites took place through time. Our data do not suggest
changes, however a positive evaluation cannot be made until more data are available.
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GLOSSARY
Unmodified ChippableStone. This is a raw material category and includes
fragments of chert suitable for the manufacture of flaked stone tools that exhibit no
evidence of modification. Specimens from which flakes have been removed are classified
as cores or tested cobbles.
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Tested Cobble. This is another raw material category that includes whole or nearly
whole chert or quartzite cobbles that have no more than two flakes removed and that
exhibit no further intentional modification. These are normally composed of poor grades
of raw material.
Core. This is also a raw material category that includes cobbles or tabular pieces
of good quality chert or quartzite from which more than two flakes have been removed
and which show no modification for other uses. Cores recycled for use as hammerstones,
choppers, etc. are classified under those categories.
Shatter. This category includes angular fragments of chert or quartzite resulting
from various reduction processes. Some shatter may be confused with cobble fragments
and fire-cracked rock, however, most of the latter are readily recognized.
PrimaryDecorticationFlake. This category includes unmodified flakes in which
ninety percent or more of the dorsal surface is covered with cortex. These are byproducts of the initial stage of core preparation, core reduction and biface manufacture
and are most likely to be found at quarry sites, workshop sites and base settlements.
Specimens exhibiting use wear or intentional modification are classified as modified flakes.
Secondary DecorticationFlake. This category includes unmodified flakes in
which cortex covers less than ninety percent of the dorsal surface and that exhibit clear
evidence of the removal of previous flakes. These are by-products of various stages of
core preparation and biface manufacture and usually occur at quarry sites, workshop sites
and base settlements. F!akes exhibiting cortex only on the striking platform are classified
as interior flakes. Those exhibiting use wear or intentional modification are classified as
modified flakes.
Preform. This category inciudes unstemmcd bifacial artifacts and fragments
thereof that do not appear to represent finished bifacial tools. Distinguishing
characteristics include generally crude flaking (usually percussion) and a lack of use wear.
Many occur as fragments that were broken during manufacture and discarded. These
items represent the final stage of initial biface reduction, before being worked into finished
tools.
InteriorFlake. These flakes are normally produced during the latter stages of
bifacial reduction. Distinguishing characteristics include a lack of cortex, steep platform
angles, deep flake scars on the dorsal surface and a thick cross section. They may
intergrade with some retouch flakes and may also be confused with decortication flakes
struck from raw materials lacking cortex. Specimens exhibiting use wear or intentional
modification are classified as modified flakes.
Retouch Flake. These flakes are produced during the final stages of bifacial
reduction and tool sharpening or modification. Distinguishing characteristics include acute
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platform angles, shallow and wide scars on the dorsal surface and a thin cross section.
Some specimens may be difficult to distinguish from interior flakes. Those exhibiting use
wear or intentional modification are classified as modified flakes.
Broken Flake. These are incomplete flakes that cannot be assigned to any other
flake category with confidence. Most are small, thin fragments that are probably
fragments of retouch flakes but lack a striking platform or other distinguishing attributes.
Biface. These are complete or fragmentary, unstemmed bifacial tools. Tip and
midsection fragments of projectile poiats are normally included in this category but
stemmed fragments are included in the projectile point category. Arrow point fragments
are not included.
Dart Point. Any relatively large, symmetrical, bifacially worked artifact that has
been modified for hafting, or any fragment that shows evidence of a hafting element is
classified as a dart point. Tip and midsection fragments are normally assigned to the
biface category.
Arrow Point. This category includes small, thin, symmetrical, pointed bifaces or
any fragment thereof. A hafting element is often present but may be unobtrusive in some
specimens.
Drill/Reamer. These specimens exhibit rotating wear on a pointed tip. We have
classified long, thin, bifacially worked specimens as drills. These are probably reworked
projectile points. Reamers include tools with a similar function that are made of fragments
of chert or flakes that are not bifacially worked or modified for hafting.
Modified Flake. These are flakes that exhibit use wear or intentional modification
for use as cutting or scraping tools. Working edges may be concave, straight or convex.
Specimens exhibiting unifacial wear (shear chipping) are classified as flake scrapers while
those exhibiting bifacial wear (wear chipping) are classified as flake knives.
Hanvnerstone. These are generally large chunks of chert or other hard stone that
exhibit well defined zones of battering on prominent comers or edges. Some are rounded
in appearance.
FlatAbrader. These are characterized by the presence of a flat or slightly convex
areas on the face of a cobble on which the patination has been wo-n away and/or a greater
degree of smoothness is present than is typical of the natural cobble surface. In the case of
sandstone or quartzite close inspection will show that individual grains on the abraded
surface are worn.
Edge-Ground Cobble. These tools are characterized by the presence of a well
defined ground or abraded facet, shallow groove or wide indentation on the edge of a
cobble. Some weathered cobbles may be mistaken for edge-ground cobbles but individual
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Edge-GroundCobble. These tools are characterized by the presence of a well
defined ground or abraded facet, shallow groove or wide indentation on the edge of a
cobble. Some weathered cobbles may be mistaken for edge-ground cobbles but individual
grains should be worn and there should be a difference in the amount of patination when
compared with the remainder of the cobble.
GrindingBasin. These tools exhibit a shallow, smooth basin on the face of a
cobble or slab of stone. These are usually made of a coarse grained stone and used for
plant food processing.
Pitted Cobble. These cobbles have one or more pits that are U or V-shaped in cross
section. Those with V-shaped pits may have been used in bipolar flaking as hard anvils
while U-shaped pits may have resulted from nut cracking.
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investigations in Arkansas, Louisiana, Missouri and Oklahoma. He received a B.S. in
sociology from the University of Tulsa in 1974 and an M.A. in anthropology from the
University of Arkansas in 1982. He is a member of the Society of Professional
Archeologists.
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the report. Mr. Klinger received an M.A. in anthropology from the University of Arkansas in
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APPENDIX A
Artifacts collected by Howard Wimmer
Sit

oei wencak

_ai

AiLad naboriptiod

Comments

WKM_

APPENDIX A. Artifacts collected by Howard Wimmer
231C-36
swfot- general
23CE•47
Surfaoe -general
23CE448
Surface -genetl

23DA52
Surf•"c - general

23DA63
Sw'rfso - general

Projeci polat'knife (Suandl•e)
aclAl bife (Lang")

1
1

10.7
9.2

Ualfadl end a•wntr
BH1acial knife proxsifal (Red Ochre-like)

1
1

11.1
32.3

Bitacld knife (Kinp Corner Noutced var.)

1

6.2

Biblcal knife (Ellit-like)
Bilacisal Iknie

1
1

6.6
12.7

Aborted preform

1

34.5

Aborted pitrorm proximal

1

13.7

Preform proximal
Preform disal
Rlrf-c alkife mIdsection

1
1
3

31.7
23.1
18.1

Dar point (Kings Conet Notched)

1

4.9

Bitacial side actaper proximal

1

6.5

Arrow point (Scallorn)
Biface distal

1
1

0.5
1.6

Probably a Terminal Archaic exampleHowever similar bifaced c•nti.nud into the
Woodland periods.
A Bake modified by unifacially beveling the
adding base
left side of each blade Wnd
6Otc•ha. Ba notching is sUgSBCtive of the
Smith type. Probably Late Archaic.
Tiny bit of tip missing.
Possibly broken before use.

Dart point stem (Langtry)

1

5.5

Broken immediately above the eboulders so

Stemmed biface proximal (R•e Side
Notched)

1

9.7

Aborted preform

1

5.6

Bifaczal Ibile

1

24.9

This is the base of a ianowlate biface.
on Kings Com-er
Sborter stm than is namu;
Notched. Similar to some Easot points.
Th1i lanceolane bilfat expands in width
tawd the center where it it. broken. One
emr is mniiwg iaso. This may bea preforn
for t Sedalia or similar biface.
Probably abandoned because of poor quality
raw material.
Breakage lattein redutdion sequeoce due to
flaw in chert.

function cannot be evaluted.
This specimen bas been reaharpened until all
sbouldern are gone. Only a slight indention
indicatm the notching. Not used alte last
resharpening. "Tlp missing and a chunk

mining from one edge.
Aborted doe to inability to remov central
port at one end.
This iS an unhafted bifacm mode probably

from a twisted flake in that beveling caries
to •enter of blade on right side of each face-.
Tool was apparendy hand held.

23DA83
Surface - general
23DA85
Surface ggetaral

Bifacial nife midsection
Bifacial knile distl
Pruform edge

1
1
4

7.8
1.4
64.1

Gnti-t•mp•red cord marked body sherd

1

11.3

Similar to Havana Cord Marked.

Dan point smi (Kings Comer Notched)
Arrow prt

1
1

4.7
1.0

All damage probably caused by impect
Side notche have been executed very low on
sides giving an effect of short expanding
stem. Base damaged but was probably

Bifacisi side scraper distal

1

5.4

ilifacial knife fip

1

2.5
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straight or slightly inairvvd.
The distal portion of a biface with a natural
wnchipped bevel on one left side and a flaked
bevel on opponite left side. Disincl polish
over whole suface due to handling during
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23DA330
Surface - keaerl
23DA339
Surtaft - general

23DA344
Suriace - genectal

3

4U4.0

Bdfacu~lklfacdistal

1

4.9

DAMt point dew

1

2.0

Bifaijal b I( ~ie 013&o
Bifad.al knife tip
Aborted preform

1
1
1

9.4
5.7
60.0

Dart point (Whlte River)

1

5.0

flat abradr

1

413.4

1

20.0

Bifadial knife (Stone Square Stemmed)

1

17.2

Blifadcal knie
Bifida knife midseecton
Flake sauper

1
1
1

1.9
5.1
4.3

23DA364
Surface -general
23DA365
Surface -general

Preform midmectiot

4

32.6

Bifacial knife (Castroville)

1

15.7

Bifacial kWie (Big Creek)
BifacialI knife

1
1

i6.8
2.5

Dart point stem (Fairiand-like)

1

4.0

Birace edge

I

3-v

Bilacial bife distal
Bifasdal knie midsection
Preform bur
Bafadal knife Proximal
Preform

1
1
1
1
5

9.1
2.4
65.2
21.4
31.5

2.3DA366
Surface - genets]

Bifacial knife (Smith)
Bifacial knife Proximal (Marcros)
Bifacta Ibkife (Murms)

1
1
1

36.2
14.7
22.0

Blifacial knife proximnaJ (Edgewood)

1

3.8

1

8.8

Bifacial bnife (Rice Side Notched)

1

12.7

Bifacial knife (big Creek)

1

9.8

Bifacial Wie

1

5.8

mi&.ection

wn~mie
" outie(hiteRivr)
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Preforitmi econ

Preform

23DA3,62
Surfs=ce general

CL.

Artifact L"ms pjon

Pkoumdd tianp. Some Vrindtg of notches
and base. Probably Archaic but too
fragmentary to say (fo sure.
Aborted due to cause textue places in
chert a d uarrw wldth.
Thick bificial beveing o""ts
mamarpeoirg; one potlid fracture.
An elongatd elliptical sandstone muller 'eith
owe ead nimaing. A shallow 2.3cmn wide pit
on one face none on opposite. Evidence of
pecking on sides which sit r-ndedOne blade edge has been damaged and
resharpened thus it is inegulir. 1However
original shape was exauvate. Some damage
on One shoulder.

Stockloo LAke Wimmer collections

Unlifacialy beveled on one edge. Pointed
projectom; at each end used ko perforate soft
muaterial.
One barb damaged
Originally barbued. Barbs and part of one
tang are mimingm.
Impact has removed the blade and fracture
eXInds into halting atea On oneside,
One barb abit of midsection and a small
wection of drmaged blade margin.

This long Marcos point features much edge
damage and both barbs amemim mg.
A fairiv rare variant of the Edgewood type
found throughout Southwest Missouri and
Northwest Arkansas Basal notches angle
unward and the thinnd base is conacave or
rncwvcd. Tanga are sharp or slightly
rounded and barbs tong usually aligned with
the base. Almost alUcf the blade is missing.
Exiemivc reaharperting produced a sihot
bevlinzg of the blade. Originally the biface
Would probably have been an example of the
Steuben type.
Resharpened so exleemavety that one shoulder
ts -mangand the blade is very short.
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SittVrovenience

CL.

WtNk
)

1

5.6

1

11.3

1

8.2

Bifacial knife proximau (Stone Squa-e
Stenr.edrn

1

15.6

Dart point

1

3.4

Biacial knife (Waubeu)

1

21.8

Bifacil knife

1

16.3

BiLacial krife

1

20.9

Stemmed biface proximal (Castrovifle)

1

14.7

Bifacial knife (Rice Lobed?)

1

9.5

Stemmed bliface proximal (Mai tindale)

1

12.7

Bifacial knife proximal

1

9.4

Bifacial knife proximal 'Ejsor)

1

3.3

Bilace edge

2

11.7

Arti facdeicriiption

B acisi

kife proximai (King Cornet
Notced)
Bkfaeal knife proximal (Calf Crtek variant)

Biracial

ile
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1.6 can of bade marin is on one side; 0.7 on
the othe.
TWAs
bWfsm is similar to the Calf Creek type
extet for the bLW notch. Barbs were very
long (now missgM)nd the blade is damaged
with margin eaisting only on one side of the
bihcOt MUd fFro 3 large lhket
h is an unnamed type midway in the
woatiuum between Br•.c•kridge and Rice
Lobed. rbe base is deeply coticve to
recurved like Breckenridge but the smen
edges am not allately beveled. Serrations
appr oi this etxample but no blade edge
beveling. One tatg is damaged.
This oiginally was a very long example of
the Late Archaic Stone Squ.'re Stemmed
biface. The chert Lsa griy and white beat
treatted fosilifercus Burlington and
supetfifially ttsembles Elsty.
One notch is strougly basal while the other is
almost a oxrner notc". One bulb is very long
exteading be",w the existing base while the
other is shorter. Similarly shaped points
have been found in Woodland contexts.
Sections of the blade edge are sapped off
and some waas show crushing and some
hinge factues N, poi•Lh is apparent so the
last use of the tool was probably not
dismembering. Possibly used topry
something open (bivalve shells for example).
This is a roughly elliptical biface with one
strongly exunvate edge and one -.:pghtly
excwrvate obe. It is made from an
Ortovicianu leierson City quartziteRtsharpening has produced stong beveling
alog one edge and slight beveling along the
other. Very slight indentions near the base
may indicate that it was halted.
This is a
e bifae with a venary
'rr
parallel stem.
Thiss a very iUjin segment of a Castroville
type biface with tp and both barbs mi-...
Thineas -Viggestsa cutting impleIcr,,
tse polish is not apparent on blade mu,
It may have been lirken before we.
This renns to be a Rice Lobed point which
Wabeta resharpemed so extensively as to
remove all of the shoulders.
One edge is mLssing and the other is so
battered that function canoot be evaluated
The tip and one barb are gone.
This side notched point is not like White
River or Archaic bifaces. Workmanship is
fairly crude Left beveling apparently
performed by peussion.
This seems to be a small Eamor point with
one missing tang (the other is sharp and
angu'.ar)missing barbs and miassng tip. Oue
blade edge is almost totally snapped away
sod the small part re.lmaing of the etber
margin ,bows slight ue rounding and some
polish. A very thin bifaoe.
These two fragmnent of bifaciea each contain
a notch and a small section of either stem or
blade margin.
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______Artifa~cts

Sie/roe~ent

Artifact [s*riptoon

_

_

CL.

Ww~)__

fliLaft midsectioll

2

16.0

rwo biface fragments (not preform
frapments) with ho diagniostic festurrs One
ham
tI" slight inicurmur arm the other has

BifaceaI Wnie protizaw

1

8.7

Stemmed blifce proximal

1

12.4

Bif seeanm

1

1.9

EiaM eeste(Waubesa?)

1

6.3

Th1s d1amged biface his a missing tip
='Agag baett and m~va of the stemo
mssi ftg.
Only a smal pint of one side still it 'niact.
Clac blade edge isbadly damaged while the
other Was ome use rounding and polish on
high p~ns insa small ubdamageld area.
Type uunmown but proi'ably either Fairland
of Marni~dsle (both Late Archaic types).
TIs is a fragment of ao uonusal biface with
low side notches next to a convex bamse.
All
of blade izjýone but P tiny portion of one side
and it incur-ins greatly due to unifacila
rmharpening. This possibly means it wasP
cutting tool but tno ohthecorroborating
evidence is Apparent. One Sharp tang
suggests Woodland affiliation.
Th"isha fragment of a small and Qtin corner
noolited point. Both topg am damaged one
shoulde is mis~na and almost all of the
blade is gont- Typtor time period or
func n canniot be cvaiuatsd.
Brnzjust above the bouldemx A great
amount of battefing is appsaret on the stem
edges p&ArU"Auy the bow edge as if the item
were used asa small hammersione zo remove
smnall flake perhaips in rnihaptaeing. Not
enough bUadexisks to evaluate original
functon.

Hi"aois! Unife distal
Elifacial knife distal
ildacialI knife
B3ifacall knife midsction
Adtze

1
1
1
1
1

7.5
4.4
8.7
5.9
91.5

Aborted preform

1

66.4

Preform

1

17.9

Aborte preform

1

31.6

Preform

1

5.3

HPA Reports

_

Sto&iL.on Like Wimmet Collectons

Cnrc~_

This is atarlycueadzewith distinct
hafting provision and thinned bit with isome
brAage of edge and slight use polish.
Appamanty the tcil was used but littleý
An early sutagre form. One margin ies
naturally beveled and the other was beveled
by percussion to ald red~ction.
This is a .nall1 leaf-ahaped preform made
from a tkrge flake hence thz thinnem. A
Small aection of beveled suinking platform
atitl present on one edgeTh1s is a small and thick preform apparently
aborted early due to a fla,& in the ston..
This isa most informative preform ;or either
a small dart point or an arrow point A flake
has been roughly percusion flaWn. Then
starting aitthe tip the speaimen has lbeen
careully prenure flaked about 2.3 cm
toward the bue. For an unknown rmaon
flaking ceasd her. Thbe
fina product
would have been quits thin. Probably
Woodland or post Woodland no way to be
sure.
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Sit.',ieee

Anjfacl EDaeiptjon
Unakenwed W~ant im

wtqn)

- -

1

26.1

22.9

Unistemmed bifafe base
Preform bast

1

27.0

Prefofi proximal

1

28.2

Mussel shell

4

41.0

Preform

56

829.5

Bitaciai knife stem

1

2.8

Bitacial knie

1

2.2

B~ifaaial knie

1

18.5

Preform baes

1

33.7

Bifacisa knife diital

1

6.0

Bifacial -mi't distal
Preform

1
10

7.6
111.1

Hemat~ite

1

47.4

HPAPReports

--

_

Comments

Thsis is the beat of atthin and Large triansulat
MMa~Remanin0ed anseverely
damagd brymailifing (pobibly by tsmuNq
orby f"n miclnery). Fiuncbon cannot be
evalubted4 however this fotni ofichst.ervedua
a cutting impletment (piobabl, hand held). It
Uipostible but unlikely that this reprounts a
late stage Pireformi.
This is a beaw fragmen, of AfaWy thin
unnotched bibaft with all mirgins damaged.
The bos may have be"n esol rva t.
Th1s is the bow portion of a preform with
uneven edges due to petwssioo flaking.
Resson for bftaiage unknown.
This Lsthe base of ao advanced preform
showing soae edge abrading alotig marginsRe~ason for breakage not clear.
Four fragments of mussel shell with
exfoliated suf"ces. ido use wear noted,
Posaibly represctA food selection.
Tlbeae aze soal! badly damaged and
undiagnosno; probable preform fragments.
34 am obviously heat Mtoetd and 22 seem to
be of raw ctert
Milsisa fairly rare but widely distribute~d
unnamed buface form. Basal noiches are
exymitcd at An angle to form a very short
expnd~ng slwi with nca~ve or =tecied
base. Massve burbsafiip with base. One
of blade is missing.
thouldef w wandst
This is it small anid very thin cutting
implement. Narrow ccier notches have
bee executed to form a short expanding
stem. Oae coiner of stem is missing so width
shownabove isuasis.' It wagonce wider.
Ilia is a tancosoatf bifare with shallow side
notches and convex base- One bute crier
hais been brokea away. The left margin on
each facm has been swej.Ay heveled bry
mreharpeningl Basally thinned and
apparntly hafted. Beveling aU&gcnn¶ EArly,
Archaic but no way to be aueThlis is a biwe fruagment from a large fairly
thin late saige preform with Do evideoct of
use. A wcnve ares has been broke.. frotr
oue zck unifacially but D' use wea in this
ares. Possibly this biface was broken during
reduction or accidentally before it was umed.
3.7 ctoof margin remainson one sidenod
2.0 cia on the othei

Stockton lake Wiimer Collectons

T'hisisa Lot of10 und~agnostic blface
fragmen;s probably piecas of preformis
broken in reduction. No Mae indications
noted on any of them.
T1hibisanu"modifiedfragment of bewaute
Slight polish on portion&of surface m,.y be
natural (possibly the specimen was fouad in
straeam bed) Could have beeti intended as
a source of pigment or possibly could have
been initede to be worked into a decorative
item. Cultural affiliation unknown.
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Artifacts collected by Howard Wimmer
Slte/provenlence

Artifact Description

CL

Grinding basin

1

Wt()
9900.9

-

-

Comments

This willing bia w

used n one tide until

acavity, in th6enater Of the $6006 was
reached (into which meal would enter).
The the Kobe was uaned over and the
opposite aide umed The specimen could be
either Woodlandot Mimiaipplan. The
weight is actually well in exces of that
actually meusur.
23DA367
Surface - general

23')A368
Surfa.c - generaJ

Dart point

1

3.7

Dart point stem (Stone Square Stemmed)

1

8.8

Bifacial knife distal
Preform midsection

1
5

12.3
95.2

Bifaial knife proximal (Lander Corner
Notcend)
KalfeMmper proximal (Stone Co.ner
Notched)

1

13.3

1

18.3

Knife/scrapet

1

10.0

Bifacial knife proximal (Big Creek?)

1

10.0

Bifacial knife proximal (Kings Corner
Notched)
Dart point stem (Stone Comer Notched?)

1

4.6

1

8.2

Dart point stem (Setne Corner Notched)

1

7.5

Dart point suem (Stone Corner Notched)

1

7.8

Projechle pointknife stem (Stone Square
Stemeid)

1

9.6

Bilace s•.,

1

3.9

(Stone Square Stemmed?)

HI"A Reports

Stockton Lake Wimmer Collections

A small dart point made from beat truled
Butiou cbhert. Side notching executed low
near convex base. One tang mising and
asght 6p damageDistInct impact factute on one face tip gone
and oe ahoulder isinag.

Biuse is snApped 3 cm above shoulder on
one side. The opposite shoulder barb and
blade edge afe missing.
A rote possbly unique specimen with short
squared stem one barbed and one aquared
shoulder and a side notch located
immediatly above each shoulder. Unlike
the Evans point in aem morphology. Use
rouading and polish auggeat working of
wood and the remaIning part of one margin
is uni--dally beveled. This plus rounding
and polish suggess amping of wood.
Tha is a probable Big Craek point with
distal porlion one shoulder or barb missing
and a central portiot of the bse snapped
away ,leaving bod, tahgs inuad).
rnapped 1.7 cm above the shouldr.
This is a badly damaged expanding saemmed
point probably of Stone Corner Notched
"type. Impact frast• has removed most of
blade and Llade margins and extenis into the
aflng area on one side. Part of base also
snapped ofL
An expanding stem with one shoulder and
tiny fragment of blade edge. Apparently
broken by impact.
This isa Stone Corner notbed base with one
shoulder misaing due to impact fracture,
Broken just above sho'ldems. Base is very
slightly convex not as bulbous as Big Creek
basta. Cbert is an unmreoxgized yellow and
tpay mottled material.
This Slone Square Stemmed point features
Impact cmure o one fac. However the
,mall amount of blade margin on one side
shows light use wev suggesting a odary
function asa cutting tool.
A stem fragment cosisting of one side and
pan of base and one shoulder. Broken
immediatevly above shoulder ad one side of
s1.m is niusaig.
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Site/Ptoverdeket

AYtVt,d NAM

CL.

Wgg)

Bif-cial end aenper proximal (TAble Rack
Stemmed)

1

3.2

KnI/ape Mdlction

1

21.2

-

on

-- -.

_

Comments

This rsall Table Rod point km bee
broken and rewotk, d bfacially into a
sranper. Much Ue ftounding and polish on

dilmI edge.
This is a dammed blface with the 6p
at.
=ille. T11he

probably dquard ha;

beempWs Jir below tbe sbouldiemi

Bis :stem (Big Creek?)

1

4.8

Bifacial knife base

I

5.6

Bifacial drill mldsection
Bifadal WItf distal
Bifacidl knIfe distal
Knilfe/scrapetr

1
1
1
1

3.1
12.1
14.6
11.5

Bifecial Wla.e distal
BiWad Ikoife distal
Bifaif I tkife
distal
Bifci il kaife distal
Flake knife

1
1
1
1
1

7.4
4.9
4.3
4.5
11.4

Aboru d preform

13

226.4

Bifacial knife (Stone Square Stemmod)
Bifacial knife (King Corner Notched)
Stmmed bifaoe proximal

1
1
1

24.3
6.5
12.6

Much edge ermIng paistelarly unl(acial
tm be amne on each blade edge along with
Cutting and
lide polist. TIU Ap
saI% g of a very Waldmatwr"al probably
bone ot tadet. Wofking of this hard
nmaterial ar. rev oved eqidernce of amy other
use (if tny ok piece). T'his could be pan of
a brokten Sxtil point but not enough of the
sem i pitsreta to be sure.
This fnagmoet cooswsa of one bett and one
side of a eum (probably expaadiig).
This is the ba•e part of a suall (.;iry thin
preform which was wed an cut a&gtooL
Probably had held wothafted.

This e small preform with a damaged base.
Part of one edge has been tsed to cut soft
material probably meatl The rat of that
edge (n•ar bau) and part of the opposite
edge (bear tip) has been uafec•dally beIvelel
and %wd
to scrape (probably wet skins).

Ths iska b&u blade with two lonotu•u.al
an'is and mach tee polish &Wsome edge
crua'iag on margins. The mirobreLeuge
prmably resulted from bane contsc, but
could have resulted from wood wedring too.
T'irite preform edge bste and essw
fragments. Most have some adr- abrasion
and mast -atm to have been bwktn during
tedtion Joe frspiment is bow black and
gray bandod JeffeTon City cberL

This bilace has heavy sittm grinding. Some
Woodland onatracting stem bices do and
the Early Archaic Hidden Valley has well
pround stems. The Hi-dd- Valley has rme
prcaure oige neatmerot often with seimboan
which the Woodland bifaon do not have.

However the edges on this specma are too
Bitfcial knife midoction

1

7.6

Bilacial Witie distal
Preform proximal
Biracial drill

1
1
1

16.3
17.4
1.6

1

14.2

23DA369
Surface - general

Stemmed biface proxima

HPA Reports

(Gibo i4tike)

Stockto Lake Wimimet Colleacons

damaged to evalua.
Frne ailmol parallel preussue flaking
stngers an Early Archaic afrdiation But the
ben portion is maansa&

A s.eader and sharp performin of chen with
some polish oi tip. A rt-angular hating
3are at proximal end has edge grinding.
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Sitrirovenieeoe

23DA370
Surface • general

C.

WtKg)

Dhrt polntatem (Falrdand varmt)

1

5.1

Doi ptint stem (Kinp Corier Nothed)

1

4.8

Arrow point stem (Sequoyah)

1

0.8

Aborted preform proximal
Flake sW"aper

1
1

1.7
4.7

Arrow point (SalIlsaw)

1

0.9

Bilaial knife ptoxlmat (Stone Square
Stewme)
BifaciAle proximal (StoneSquare
Stemmed)
Projectile point/nife proximal (Table Rock
Stemmed)

1

18.3

1

19.4

1

8.2

Btfacial Wile proximal (Lnder Cornet
Notched)

1

13.9

Bifacisi knife proximal (iRke Side Notohed)

1

12.0

Bifacial knife proximal (Standlee)

1

13.4

Bifacial knife proximal (Stande)

1

10.3

Bilacala

1

7.9

1
1
1
1
1

8.0
13.9
7.2
4.9
21.0

BiLfae midedion
Preform

2
7

3.0
74.3

Bifacial knife proximal

1

13.0

Bifacial knife proximal

1

10.3

Artifact Deimoipflon

Bilacial
Blbacial
BifsacWa
Btfacial
Bilacial

23DA371
Surface - general

ile midsection

knife
knife
knife
knife
bilfe

distal
ridr•beon
midsection
tip

I-PA Reports

Stockton Lake Wimmer Collections

-

_

Coranwa

tNistemmed
Tsisa a i"sghtlyxp•y
dart point with impact fratue sad damage
obothedgsaiadherbs MomtFarland
poia have more contve beas.
This is a ama proably much reahtpened
examFle of Kihg Corner Notched.
OrWigally It may have beta used as a cutting
imo but after Lag resharpenilg It was not
used in this way. Tip brealtkge was probably
by iMPACI.
ThI isa good example of the Sallisaw type
with uefted blade edges, Made from Reeds
Spring chert a variety found in McDonald
County Mo. and further south in Arkansas
and Oklehoma.
A short pmran;el sided flake has a light
unitacial retouch on one margin.

Blade snapped 3 cm above shouldus.

Table Rock point brok•,i 1.9 cm above
shouidem One shoulder znxtg poesbly
due to impact fracture possibly due to
anruous dismembering activity. Much use
wea And polish on existing blae margin.
Btface snapped 2.4 cm above shoulders ad
oe asoulder miming. Some damage to one
side of sde.
Thin biface mapped 3.2 cm above shallow
wide notches Both Lang, damaged.
Biface msapped about 2.21cm above
shoulder. Stndle type starts in Terminal
Archaic but is exit common in Woodland
times.
Sloping break starting 2.8 cm &Love
shoulder on one side sod sloping to 1.2 cm
above other shoulder.
Halted blt" snapped 2.4 cm above
shoulders aod just below shoulders.
Probabiy exwp•ding stemmed. Type
unknown; posibly LAte Archaic.

This is a small beat treated oolite pebble
which has been bifaially flaked to a shArp
edge on base part. Cortex still appears at
opposite end where hckmes is gatest.

Thds is an unusual type featuring narrow
bow notches masive barbs and a very wide
thin blade. Notches are too narrow ad the
stem too expanding to fit into the Ouachita
typ and the gwem is too shor aWdberbs too
rounde-d to r,---s-at the Smith type.
Thinrase ar.
-Ad blade suggests
Woodland. Compare with 1-2.
Same type as 1-1 but nothes shallower.
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.

-s"Alfad Dmcrpton

Wkx)

-Ct.

Biftactal kite (Lasgtry)
Biadal ki proximal (Stone Corner

1
1

1.9
16.6

Pro*jci

1

6.8

Projedlle r• knomute
stem (Kiop Corne
NotdS)
Dar polt sgem (latr)
Doi polat me (L•agtr)
Bifadal bite proximal (Cal Creek variant)
Stemmed bnace proximal (Big Creek)
Blfacii knife (Kings Corner Noclbed)

1

3.4

1
1
1
1
1

12.6
8.5
8.8
11.9
13.4

Bftacial knife proximal (Stone Squre
Stemmed var.)
Bifacial knife proximal (Mantall-Pke)
Bif.cial end •carper

1

5.5

1
1

7.6
7.3

BifaciAl knIfe
Basa mem ('Ltgsry?)
Blface stem (Big Creek?)

1
1
5

9.7
4.0
22.2

Bitacn kilfe mldecalon
Stemmed bWant proxe
BMifadal Wse mkeclou
Preform midmction
Unemmad bWnSW
proximal
Preformn
Preform bow
Adze distal

10
1
3
11
1
1
1
1

60.8
1.9
26.1
197.4
24.0
20.8
21.0
11.9

Adze fragmet proximal
Adze frgment proximal

1
1

15.5
29.3

Flat abrader

1

238.8

Blfacdal knife (Sayders)
Bilacial kbife (Snyder)

1
1

23.2
1316

Bifacial knife (Snyders)
Bifacdal knife prcxima (Sayders)

1
1

16.9
22,2

Bifacial We proximal (Snyders)

1

9.4

Bitacial kWife proximal (Snyders)
Preform midsecdion
Preform midsection
Bifcial knife (Snyders preform?)
Adze
Teasted cobble
Bifadal knife mslctmeion
Stemmed bitace
Bifacial knife distal

1
74
6
1
1
2
17
3
1

12.6
1227.5
405. I
60.3
86.8
195.4
91.8
6.8
22.7

poiatInits sitm (Stoew Squae

HPA Report

Sockton Lake Wimmer Collections

Coanteew

Uusugally thick and cudk became the ehett
ws difficult to work.
Broken horizontaly and vertically.
A broken unrecognized side notched point
atsbeet reworked into sraper by unifacial
pervifion work. Saping edge slants.
Type differs from White River in that area
below notched is rounded
Five biles fragrment whih consist of .
notch and stem fragmenL Blades ate nminig.

Tis adt bit fatue much u•epolisb and is
made from a yellowibhett with wide
teture naje- Similar to some KAna
citerts.
Ad=es of this shape were found in the Middle
Woodland at the Albertson site (3BE174;
Dickwo 1991:118).
This is a small loaf-alaped or elliptcal mano
with a flattened oval crm saection of
sandstone.
Made from Aheat treated and very
foslilferow brown and tan mo-lootl stone.
This large bifae has one unifaciaUy beveled
eg that has not been completely reduced.
Ap•utenUy broken in maufactwwr.
One bar tati pand tip ming PcOid
fonnia prmeont Indicating exposure to beat
after mAnufactwe.
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SieAvownie

c

Dariaion
bAeiftet
Btfadal knife tIp

CL

Wtq9)

1

15.5

_

Commenot

This broad bilface tip has exremle use
roudiMg and cruMiig aU alofg maM"iS.
Polish mad rounding sugget that a hard &id

ritty subiae wM being cu. Comparable
w t paoduced on experimental spedm es
Bifadial knIfe
t

11.7

Bitacial knife proximai
Bif,:mal knife proximal
,Mitcial knife proximal (Snyder-like)

1
1
1

7.6
12.4
5.1

B facial knife (Snyders)
Bifadal knife (Steubea)
Knife.csaper (Stone Corner Notobed)
Bllfacial knife proximal (Langtry)

1
1
1
1

6.4
9.1
12.7
10.7

Bifacial knife proximal (Langtry)
Bitfacal knife proximal (Dickson)
BElfaal knife proximal (Dickso)
Biladal knife (Standlee)
Bifadal knife (Standlet)
BI•,•I knife proximal (Siandlee)
Prý
1po11V01ift
a.144")
Bifachal knife (Langtry)
Drt point (Lang"r)
Biracial knife (Standlee.like)
Bifacial knife (Gary)
Projectile point/kAnife (Sgone Corner
Nowdbed)
Bitadal knife proximal (Stone Coiuer
Noticed)
Stemmed biface proximal

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

6.6
6.9
7.2
8.0
12.3
11.2
7.3
9.4
8.3
13.5
8.5
23.5

1

4.7

1

8.2

Bifacial knife proximal

1

10.3

Projectile point/knIfe
Projectile point/nife proximal
Bifaial knife
Bifacial knife proximal
Biracial knife proximal
Stemmed biLfae proximal
Blibdal knife midrction
Bifacial knife proximal (Sayders?)
Dart point
Bigt(acl knife proximal (Steuben)
Projectile point/knife proximal (Steuben)
Bifacial knife
Bifacial knife
Stemmed biface proximal (Rice Side
Notched)
Biface stem (Table Rock Variant)
Biace edge

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5.9
6.6
12.8
5.8
4.7
2.9
8.2
11.2
10.8
6.4
7.2
10.0
13.2
4.3

1
3

2.5
16.8

Ajygw point (Khunk Side Notched)
Bifadcal knife midsection
Drt pointmimezion

1
2
2

1.0
21.1
11.7

HPA Reports

Stockton Lake Wimmer Collections

Cutling moderately soft gtobe such as tripoli
or daystoat.
The lobed bu suggests the RNo type but
there li o beveling or setafin. Tbee is
some timilatity to the Jakie t
but the
lasbe tmaUy hua a more oonttvt base.
Comparable specimens were found in
Middle Aydihac levels at the Potly site
(34MYS4) in Mayes County Oklahoma
(Ray).
Tangs are mot. rouded and notches slightly
tarrower than in typical Soyders bifaces.

Unrecognized chert is a taa And light pay
material with dirk gray indutions,

ResmbIes Standlee except for shorter stem.

Specimen badly beat damaged with potlid
fractures oo both faces.
Heat damaged: part of stm and one edge
gone.

Severe crushing on one existing margin.

Tbrn botches with acoompanying tiny
fragments of blade or stem.
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CL.

WKA)

Bdhfacl Wnie proxima

1

6.0

Bi&aWl side scraper ahldeedion:

1

4.9

Btfeciaa drill

1

4.2

BitficWa drWltoldseeaion
Baifacsadriljbas

1
1

2.1
9.4

Dart point stem (Hann?)
KnifehmWa eflake tool
Bifaci~al side scraper
B~ifacial end scrapeT
Preform proximal
Bi"aIa knife proximal

1
1
1
1
1
I

7.5
18.0
8.7
6.8
19.3
Z5.8

Preform proximal
Preform proxmiml
Prefo~prtoximal
Came scraper
Make wiaper
Bifmeal aide aauaper proximal
Scraper bifacial proximal
BifAdal end scrpe3

1
1

14.2
4.2
19.9
55ý9
34.5
39.8
27,7
27.6

-LdDescription

-

Broken leanihwise: one bladt edge and stem

edge

1
1
1
1
1

-uis

A Wiaco broken lengthwise and with miasi g
atem bas a concave area udbefAclly worked
into remaaiuing aedc Cfuahiag with polis
on high poias only indciuea hard sube ccto
being Worked. Earler use wear oblitera ted.
A small probable arrow point preform with
left tide of eAch face beveled to aid reduction
had oos corner bralken away. Specimsen then
wad as pelofltat.
Thissu oval drllbasewith onesiade
damaged. Perforating tip btvken off .3cm
a bowe bw-

Made fromn a steamed bitacc proximal.
Broken duniag ediictioa due to chalky place
Incbert.

UThisuongpled piece of biladially worke

cheil possibly a modified preloein fragment
Bifacial
Hifacial
Difadal
Bifacial
Bifacial

shows bright use polish tit one end (which
has been unifacially beveled).
knife (Lander Corner Notched)
knife (Lander Corner Notched)
knife (Lander Corner Notched)
knife (Lader Corner Notched)
knife proximal (Snyder&)

1
1
1
1
1

16.8
24.3
14.6
10.1
11.1

Bifacla knife (Big Creek)
Stemmed biface proximal (Big Creek)
Dant point caim (Big Creek-like)
Bifadal knife proximal (Grand)
Bitacial knife (Rice Side Notched)
BiLacWA
knife (R~ice Side Notched-like)

1
1
1
1
1
1

10.6
4.2
7.9
6.8
18.8
8.9

Bif&aCi~l knife (Standlee)
Dart point stem (Langtry)
BlHacial knife proximal (Langtry)
Bifacla knife (LAngt")

1
1
1
1

11.4
8.5

HPA Reporta

One comrer of the broken tip has been
beveled by percussion lo form a diagonal
ctigedge which ba been reaharpened
aeveral bumes by percussion. A burin-like
chaisel edge baa much use rounding and
polish suggesting cutting a hard material
suich as bone or antler. Wbether thisi
.reinvention' of a PaleooEarly Middle
Archaic tool type to fulfill a spuaific need or
something else is unknwnt. Rare Late
Middle Woodland tool.

Tius btface baa been resbarpenird so
extensiely that no abouldier exist Atall.
Originatl ahape indeterminate: could have
Steuben Sayders Lander etc-

6.4
7.3

Stockuin Lake Winimer Collactiow
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Site/1Provaiete

Ct

W.g) _

Stemmed biLaom (Waubeas)

1

7.3

Mf aial knife proximal (Table Rock Poiated
Stem?)
Stemmad biboe proximal

1

8.7

1

4.9

Stemmed biface

1

9.8

Dan point ate (Stooe Corner Notched)
Stemmed biefts proximal (Stone Corwr
Notched?)
BHfac edge

1
1

9.1
7.4

5

29.4

Bifadal knife midsetion
Preform midtaetiotn
Ptojectile point/knife (White River)
Arrow point

9
5
1
1

79.3
175.5
9.3
2.6

Arrow point
Arrow point (Scallom)
BilAcial end crper

1
1
1

1.5
1.3
42.0

Rake scaper
Flake scraper

1
!

12.8
46.7

Flake soaper

1

25.3

Preform
Preform proximal

1
1

31.4
57.0

Preform proximal
Preform proximal
Core
Adze

1
1
1
1

51.6
17.9
86.6
76.2

1

937.0

I
1
1

27.1
37.0
16.5

Arlifact Decription

Fla;t
23 DA3 72
Surface - general

ader

Preform proximal
Preform proximal
Preform proximal

Comment

The U
of th bie ha b resh arpeed
and vot tied afte this Lost •a•-hing of one
itxain. The other margin has been removed
via a butls *MU Or by Itmpct
earctait. Tip
is sharp &ad Wrs
soft use polish on it
ppaarendy fom perforating a soft mai.-ria.
lbtde broken just above sboulders &Wd
bta.
of long parallel aided stem is gone. As found
the mem is 2.7 amlo ng and 1.5 cm wide.
Possibly the origina form resembled the
Wells typ
An odd bdce with fractured base (like on
Decatur type) but probably accidental one
mising brb amd miming tip. Biface has
been pressure retsarpened unifaciatly and
then not used after this aptcently. Probab!y
originally a curttig tool.

Five fragmests each containing anotch sad
tmal fragment of stem or Shoulder.

Comparable arrow points were found in
EaUly Misiippi context by Dickson
(1991:144.145) at AJbertson site (3BE174).
The point also resembles the Koaste type a
Late Woodland arrow point (Perno
1983:211) excep it is completely flaked.
Most Koster points have pa of original
flake sBu& sahowing.
A. ovate biface hars
one end uni.adall,
beveled o serve as scrper. Has only been
used briefly since last ?eshlarpening. Some
polish on other edges iodicatrs cating a soft

A thick elongated flake has one end
unifacially worked into acraping edge.
A thick elongated biade-like flake has been
uni~acially worked at one end and along both
edgts. Use polish is apptreat at 25X.
Elongated leat-haped preform with one side
and part of tip gone.

A large snd thick (at one end) wedi shaped
flake has been
,
odified alightly at Lhethin
ard aharuped sad used as ed e.
Elongated lh.ticll mano with 2 sghtly
convex gpinding srfaces and rountd edges.
Made ot hard light in asndsmne.

23DAJ373

HPA Reports

Stockton Lake Wimmer Coll-'5ons
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APPENDIX A
Artifacts collected by Howard Wimnmer_
Site.Provenience
SwfaM - gewalei

23DA374
Surface - getieal

23DA3A75
Surface - geneta
23DA376
Surfaez - general

23DA377
*uL&
general

23 DA.379
Sud~ace -genc-ral

Ari~fed DesoIpiftI~

Ct.

Wqj)

Dart p04111
sien (Big Creek)
Ptfffrm
Bifadl knife aI~d~oato
Prufom pmxuma
PWeOMr
proximal
Blank Pboximal

1
1
2
1
1
1

10.3
11A..
16.2
27.0
16.1
53.8

Flake acetaper
Hilacisi end scraper fragment

1
1

27.3
8.2

Pretorm dista
Stemmed bfaoce pro~mal
Bifacial knife aisedti'na

1
1
2

19.3
£5.
19.9

Bifaaial knife

1

4.4

1
1

4.7
103
3.0

1
7

13.9
1161~

Bliadal bnile (Eabot)
Projecsile. postt/knife (Ilanna-like)
Mofdal knife f~oxim~al
Bilacial knife proximal

1
1
1
1

7.8
7.3
7.6
9.2

Projectile poizVkalfe (Kimp Cornet
Noutohd)
Bifadial knife (Big Creek)
Stem~med hi~ace proximal (13ig Creek)
Bifacda' knife

1

2.9

1
1
1

9.6
5.3
14.2

Bifacial knife proximal
HiAifall knife mlitkedlon
Preform proximal

1
3
2

20.5
13.6
A86

i3ifacisl knife proximal

1

10.0

Broken d.z to brizoan fossl mA'ektninj

1

6.1

Thi ooroer notched biface has angular
*Aftoa-Ake' blade with much us cnadhing in
LxnMC~v
Amiss apparently doe to
woodwurking. Tip and one tang missing.

Bifacia knWe (Kings Corner Notched)

1

2.7

Although bow is missing the biface bas all
charadterstica, of Kings Corne Notced.
Becausc these points became smaller in powt
Archaic times this small example is probably
Wood lAnd

Bit~ajia knife midisectiou
Preform distal
Blank

1
1
1

5.7
26.5
97.1

BMace 61cm
Preform proximal
Preform midionb

1
1
1

1.7
12.2
18.3

Bafacisl knife
BSLadal knife (Stone S4taarv Stemmed wtr.)
Dart point inldactiot (Kinis Corner
Nolcked?)
Preorm proxine*
Preformminiseerioc

Bizacial knife- (Afton varant)

23DA380
Surface - general

23DA381
Surface -general

~

Comiments

Thsis is probaubly the base of a Whipreform
which hit beta modified into a soup"r by
bevLin the beau.Two murg~izal
contictions &Iopposite nd oily MUDn
saduin Was hafumi.

Similar bilam found in Latt Ardai~ac at
Albertson site (3BEF74. Dickson 1991:87)
where tlhy were classed as LA-3 Nfaczi

Originally a long bilaoe specimen Wpit
Iongtebuknally frow noat tip to one aboulclr.

Cue blade mi&nj is erratically excurvatt the
OthT CtiVcnlly 5stright. Made by
percussiz~ with no retouch by preteure
Possibly early Mmiissppian?

Stem possibly trom Kings Corner Nothed.

23DA382

HPA Reporle

Stockton Lake Wimmer Colteciou
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APPENDIX A
Artifacts collected by Howard Wimmer
Si fieoftuvev

surfae • general

23DA383
Surface - general

23DA394
Surface - general
23DA385
Surface •general

C

"tooni •isiipioln-

) .

Amm poiut (Scdiost)
Do-tpat sem (T e Rock Stemmed)
Prefom~
BLLtaal knife midmeslo
Bilace mndeliof

1
1
1
2
2

1.8
3.1
3.4
12.5
20.5

Biradal knife (Big Creek)
Winds' knife (Waubma)
B d bkutfe midseclou
Slomm4 biface proximal (Big Creek?)
Preform midmction

1
1
1
1
7

12.6
12.4
19.9
11.1
86.9

Biracial kife midsectioa

1

14.3

Bldclal knife (Smith)
Preform midoncton
Bifacial knife midsect.on
Knife/scraper bma
Bifacial side scraper midsedion

1

17.1

21

333.8

4
1

46.8
18.8

1

15.1

.

.

Comment

The base of an advanced preform shows
slight niifacial premsurt beveling.
A large biface fragment with a concave are
uniLacially worked into the one existing

edgr. Elther spenm not uaed or
resharpewed aW not used further.

23DA386
Surface - general

Dart point stm (Hanm)

1

7.4

BWfacial knife (Sieuben variant)
Blfacial knife (Gibson)
BLfacl knife (Big Creek)
Dan point slem (Duncan)
Bilacla end acaper (anna?7)

1
1
1
1
1

15.2
7.4
10.0
3.0
6.4

Bifacalw knife (Hig Creek)
Bifacinl knife (Gibson)
Dart point midnection

1
1
1

10.3
12.2
12.9

BWiaci1 knife
Bifaciel knife (Lan8iry-like)

1
1

16.9
9.7

Bifacial knife midmeeion
Sdrill madsetdi
Bitacial knife proximal

1
1
1

3.3
2.5
22.2

Bifaacl knife (Calf Creek variant)

1

8.8

Bircial knfe

1

9.3

Preform midejtion
Bidal Wile midsection
BiadsWa knife dmection

38
4
9

621.0
25.7
69.9

HPA Reports

Stockton Lake Wimmer Collections

Blce taa beetn boken by beat. No Use
wear. Utaal function for Hann is dam
point.

Seems to be bae fragment of aUnau
point
broken and uniufacilly reworked just above
the side no cbes to form halted scraper.
Could be Wte Archaic or a reworked fred
modified into scaper at a later time. Has
bee= battered somewhat after us on hides.
Tiny portion of stem lcfL Could have been
square or cntecting. If square point is Late
Archaic if contracting probably is Woodland.
Crudely manufactured by percussion flaking
One blade edge strongly incurved one
straighLt.
Most of eem and muie of blade mismsin
Thin triangular fragment with one margin a
break. Probably not hafted. Use wear on
both exist!i margins. Thin for ize but
original shape uncerain.
Bif.sace has been exposed to fire and has been
smoked dark but it is a fosiLiferous
Burlington pperently. Concave bae and
Lack of stem grinding not typical of Calf
CreekwThis probably a late variant of the
type. Both barbthsmi g.
This unnamed specimen ems related to the
Calf Creek type but is probably younger.
Similarly shaped specimeam wemrercovered
ianCall Creek Cave in a disturbed context
(Dickson 1970-63).
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APPENDIX A
Artifacts collected by Howard Wimtmer
AriatDesch-ptio

_

Ct.

WOg)

PWefen Proximsal
Projectile poislutaffe (Big Crack)

7
1

233.2
7.0

Bilfaciai knife (rabic Rock variant)
Bilacia kwoaA~elAU)
Doil point saw (Hasws)
Deji pole I (Ila san)

1
1
1
1

6.2
6.8
4.0
7.3

Dart point (H&Anu7)

1

4.0

Bilaciai knife pruitimail (Table Rock variant)
Bidacuia knife midsoctiot (Gibaonti-ikt)

1
1

5.6
10.0

Dart point (l~na)1
Dant point stem (Big Creek)
Bifactal knife

1
1

5.5
10.9
10.0

Bifacia.1 knife (Stone Comner Notched)
Staemmed biface Prolb"s (Stone Coroe"
Nokbchd
Projectile poinvtdknile Proximal (Stonce
Corner Notced)
Stemmed bifac proximal (Kings Corner
Notched

1
1

10.2
9.3

1

12.6

1

8.9

Stemmed bitace proximnal
Miadel kWie proximal (I~j Creek)
prvorecik point/nife (Palmillas-like)

1
1
1

8.7
8.0
8.0

Projuntile pointA~ife

1

6.8

BileatsIa knife
Bdaadal knife prox~imal (Smaith)
Preform proximal
Blank

1
1
2
1

5.
13.6
30.7
217.3

Unasewmed bifac proximal

1

5.4

Stemmed bllac proximal
Projectilte poiav&nife proximal (Rice Side
Notched)
projectile point~nlproximal (Rice Side

2
1

13.0
10.2

1

8.7

Billecial drill proximal
PAUiWncis iaieciou
Preformi

1
1
1

9.6
6.0
18.3

Preform
Bitecial
BiaCaLW
Blif&aCW
BLfAcis

35
1
4
1
I

579. 2
12.5
32.8
18.6
1~77

aMi~sdlon
knife (Rice lobed vfatnan)
knife midsetion
knife (Big Creek varianit)
knife (Big Creek)

HPA Reports

StocktwonLakeWimmer Collections

Comtments

-

Apparnatly ni~d as da point after

Sloping slaouldtft &Adedies just above them
bave been abraded..
Specimien hm bets resharpeond to a pointed
stub probably on foreahakt Stmopy beveled
edges wou.14 not be eff &-live as cutting tool.
Probal~y Pethaipeened in field and discarded
wheat new bifce mia&
Beare of ew sod tip misin~g. Seems to be
damaged example of Gibsott. Easey cbe-i ts
from utunhee south.
Bi~iec 4ias be"n vresha oed too extetnsively
to determine ongip" shape. Probably point
was Steuben or Rice Side Notched butI one
cannot be suit, The tip wais probably
Pointe&.

Potid fracture on out tLe. Type most ofkn
dairl point with cutting seaeAtdary.
Niece has been brokena aid relafr~apened.
Rna restairpea log bas eliminated one
shouder. Small blade vun may feature
aome wee? but not enough present to
evs;lje.
Typical of the P' aimillas bi Escc a Texas yp
aot umsialy considered to extend asfair north
as Missouri. Tip damaged.
Similarly shaped bifce fotund in Wie
Woodlmnd conatext at Aibemaoj Site
(3BE174; Dickson 1991:131).

Sinceths is lasic Elieycherlt probably
was obtainedl in either Barry Stone of Taney
counaties. Elsey formation isnot found in
Dade County.
AUl margins excerot baise concavity at~nigd
severely.
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Swt/Tovenaence

CL

Wttj)-

stfadal kwie (Nug Creek)
HifaciaJ batf (Stone Comtet Notceld)
Wol-aia knife (Big Creek)

1
1
1

10.0
12.0
5.3

BI (Ame
mldeectioa
Poetle poidominfe (Stone Corner
Noickned)
Kalfeho per

4
1

9.9
14.5

1

13.3

Bifciall side scraper m~idsctiot

1

13.2

Bif~acia] knife (Stone Square Stemmed)
Bifacial kitife, (Steuben)
Stemmed biface proximal

1
1
4

19.0
8.8
32.7

Bi~aci~al knife midsection
Projectile point~nife (ITable Rock variant)
B1f1cial drill proximal
Bifacial dril midsection
Bifacial knife
Ekfacial knife (Rice Side Notcbedl)
Stemmed bfface proximal (White River
variant7)

5
1
1
1
1
1
1

91.0
7.6
6.1
1.1
6.2
11.2
7.4

Projectile polnt/kiile 69eM(Stone Square
Stemmed)
Bifacial knife proximal (Akfin?'t

1

12.9

1

18.1

bifacialknife (BigCreek)
Dantpoint(Big Creek)
Stemmed hiface mi~dwioa(Big Crxek?)

1
1
1

9.4
12.7
13.7

Bifaciat knife proximal (Stone Square
Stemme)
Mofdal knife (Steben)
Stanmed biace piorcunal (Stone Corner
Nolchind
Stemmed bWhat proximal (Stone Cornro
Notched var.)
Ste-in biface proxilma :Stone Corne
Notched)
Projoatie poiat/knlfe proximtal (Big Creek)
Knife/scrapm proxinnaJ

1

12.6

1
1

8.0
7.9

1

8.7

1

5.1

1
1

11.3
14.8

Stemmed bilace proximal (Kinc~ Corner
Noktced var.)

1

3.9

_Airlfa

De!M--

tPA Re-ports

-

Stockto L-ake WurnnerCollectiotis

Reaharpened to stub. Not used much aLetu
final reshokaipeg. Sitm and bLade both of
simfla, sen and shape.

Asauaraesemed bifaim has been
rmharpeced blfaeiaaly to a ronuded ashort
bisad&One ocmtu of stem and part of base
damaged.
A thin conr ne owbe biface has uapmimiang
and asm daatoged. One sbraight biade edge
haa wrore rounding from amsping an
atwuazve mittetanot probably dsned potter).
Thart is some rounding on the oppos ite
blade margin. Scraping function obttmitmk
ally evidence of earlier mage If it existed.
These biface fragments &fl seem to have bad
expanding sitema
but all aix damaged. WWta
portions all missing and sinll remaining
blade edges all damaged.

This is a fairly rame
varmiant of White River
type. Instead of being parallel below the
notches this amacontracse sharply to a h"~
no"d.
This%cortier otchd" biface seems to have bad
an anguda. blade. The specimen has a
missing tip and is spli lengthwise through
blade and stem.
Stem mostly missingsand blade margins;so
battered that evaluation of function is
'imposnibde.

ExTpanding stei beecomes convex
inimediately below shoulder (one missiar,
one damnaged). One blade margin and tip
misinin The other bla~de
dg uttifacialty
beveled with polish from borth cutting sand
scraipng.
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Siepov

'enlece

23DA388
Surface - general
23DA389
Surface - geneal

23DA390
Surface • gene,,al

23DA391
SurfbaM- general
23DA392
Surface - general

23DA393
Surface - general

_

Ct.

WKS)

Comtwoenw

Bifacial kife

1

18.4

T"isI possbly a preform for type like Ki W
Corner NoichW, but them is no haltimg
peoo. Biface is tn and shows use wew
and evkience of eeliajupeciAg.

flake knife
Prelorm
Preform proximal
Preform
Pre(rm

1
1
1
1
1

12.3
22.2
25.3
34.3
34.0

Bltac kbife (Langy)
B Ibdl We smaiecton
Stecitd biface (LAndet Coarer Nothed)

1
1
1

9.6
13.8
8.2

Bfaeisl knife (Dickson)
Bifacial knife (Dickson)
Bifacial knife (Dalton)

1
1
1

11.3
7.8
10.2

Bifacial knife midsection
Preform proximal

1
2

6.9
58.0

Blank
Bifadl kife mldsedion
"BlaCial bile widsettios

1
1
1

125.8
6.4
21.8

Steammed bitace proximal (Lang"ry)
BiLacial knife midseeion

1
1

3.4
11.2

Dwa point (Big Creek)

1

8.0

Bifa£Wl aide scraper midsection

1

8.4

Knife.'saaper distal

1

21.6

Preform proximal

1

38.1

Preform midction
Bifadal knife midsecion
Preform proximal
C-ope

61
20
6
1

1347.5
159.2
117.2
348.6

Hematite
Biacial knife misetction
Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
preform
Preform
Preform

1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I

31.4
21.3
183.8
100.0
129.1
127.5
107.2
81.5
24.6
29.0
25.7

Artifact DOMatipon

I"PA Reports

Slockton Lake Wimmer Collections

-

TU dark gray fosllifetous cbhet is pfotlbly
Sedilii but could be lower Budingtn.

Crude Dalton made from a poor grade of
Jefferson City dCert.

One blade margin unifacally beveled.

Biface much raharpeled the lat tam by
percussion. Only me evidence is tip
damage. However ftriet me is probable.
Biface midaecion fragment has curved edge.
The other margins are irregul• breah.
Curved edge has much ue rounding and
bright polish line idiicative of scraping dry
hide.
Distal portion of biface with rounded tip.
LAteWr has been unifacially beveled to serve
as scraper mad has bright polish line. Other
edges show use polish indicitive of cutting
soft material.

This large artifact may rpresent a preform
for an axe or boe but some bartering can be
seen on margins so it was used a iL. A bit of
saream orlex is present on one Lam
otherwise it is worked bilacialiy. Veiry
fowiliferous red gray and cream colored
Pierson chert with much vmiation in texture.
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~oenec

Artifact Dcsc~ripiton

CL

--

-WI~g-

Preform

1

16.0

Prtormpromiws

1

Core
BlRisadI butf

1
1

24.0
58.5
12.2

Steniazed Mace proximal
St.'maed hlface proximal (Jakit.Ilke)
Wnie (jakit-like)
Hlf-acs
Hifacial knfe (Stone Square Stemmued)
Difadial Wnie proximal (Stoue Square
Stemmed)
Knife ý-.-tper proximal (Ston Square
Stemmeo)

1
1
1
1
1

9.3
13.5
22.1

1

12.5

BiLaciul knife proximail (Stone Square
Stemmed)
Stemmed bifice ptoximal (Smithb variant)

1

12.1

1

13.6

Knlle/sorapci (Kinp Corner Notched)

__

~

nl

TIU s a*uiy
W cowmia but unnamed type
P.retuemW Hreckaui~d4. ex"epis
unhevaeld and tangs amt too pointed for Rice.
Siam does not expand as mouch ad does the
"Mitl Archaic Jakie poiAi

5.8
4,ri

11.7

Bifdal knite (Kings GrerNotched var.)
Bitacial bnife (White PiwVr variant)

1
1

11.8
8.4

Knife/seiupet fBa Creek)

1

10.7

Dan point(Big ýreels)
Bifacial knife (Big Creek)
Bi[Acial knife (Rice Side Notcoed)

1
I
1

10.7
i 2.8
6.2

mifadl
knife (Stone Comret Notched)
Bifacial knife (Stane Comrne Notched)
Stewmed biLuce proximal (Stone Corner
Notchc4)

1
1
1

13.5
9.2
11.2

Bifacial knife poximal (Stone Coro"r
Notched)
Knife/acraper proximal (Socuben vauiant)

1

12.7

1

10.1

Bifaizial krife (Situben)

1

9.8

Projechle point/nife (Big Creek)
Stemmed bifacc perxinm2 (Stone Corneir
Notched)

1
1

8.0
10.0

HPA Reports

_

Stockton Lake Wimmer Collections

Bright polish line and rounding iisdicatt fiail
use in saspng dry hide. This use his
obtiter~ate any earlier function such as
cutting. Made from motted Jefferson City
chei
Unlike typical Smith biface the Acm very
Slightly eXpands Blade margins too
dntesged to evaluAte however the Smith type
usMUay is a cutting tool.
This is a Large a&d very thin Kings Corner
Notched with use found~ig &adpolish on one
e beveling
margain.Tethrasaaih
aWnd
ome polish indicating a saspeng action
briefly. Polish ilne has aot developed.
Typical While Piver Azeba shape except
lor the aerratinse whkL Are unusual. No
beveling of blade edges.
The distal pant has been unifaciallIy beve Ito
by prtnwm and used briefly asa scasper.
Use polish wrilower (unbeveled) pan of
edges sv.ggwts cutting soft material.

This biace made from a cur-ved flake with
minimum alteration by percussion mostly.
The =rall amount of blade intact suggests
incwrving maargins. Too much damage to
evaluate fundion but slight tUlm Of use
polish can be seen. Both tmngs missing from

The remaining 1.2
alofone blade margin
features extreme rounding and alight polishb
typical of that prod uced by wcrintg dried
po~ttey (or a very soft grity slone). This
roundig has obliterated any evidence of
earlier function. However Steuben poits~
usually fundtioeed as cutting tooks.
Exhausted (by resharpening) blade has much
edge crushing typica of working bone or
antler and somne rounding and abrasion
typical of that produced by cutting soft sam~e
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Sit/oeiecs

Art iad Nielptiiot

CL-

Wa)_

Stemmed Whleaa
PMvUmaJ (SkW Ca~rW
NO6c,660
BIUfWknalife p,41001 (Sk-taC ~~.
Notfbed)
Ahomd postnras proximal (Smith peeforat)

1

8.7

1

5.9

1

18.5

BIw la kbade (aNW~)
Blfiaci, alie proxidw(laHau)
bal~,poin(t(Hnn)
Dont point (1-6usn)
lBtlacial Wnie (Haftu)

1
1
1
1
1

Y/'V
5.6
6.4
6.9
9.1

Dan point I(tua"n)
Bifacla~l knife proximail (Haua)
Projcilde puintitnlfe

1
1
1

5.1
7.1
5.4

adiacial knife proima (Smith)
B~ifadal kWie proimnal
Blfaoseam

1
1
10

7.3
6.0
A9.3

Elifu"a knife (Kings Coinef Notched)
Difacial knife (Kings Corner Notched)
Profecalle polatvnie steo (raL..4 Rock

1
1
1

9.2
7.8

Bilfadial knife

1

2.9

Blifocial knife

1

2.4

Bifadal knife

1

3.7

Projectile poinvt~nife

I

1Lb

"Knfe/cAmper

1

3.5

1

17.5

__

ona

__

1'bh it a preforna rot Sitall point oroken late
inieductioe. Notches weft started but not
fidI.b Blade toughly flaked and beveled
to aid reduction.

ilxpofeld to beat. L-arge podid fracture from
ont side. Tip probably broken by heit oo.
Fairly rame
type found by Dickson (1991:95)
in Middle Woodland levels at AIhrt~w. Pite
where it was Lted as damt point. The
Z3DA393 spocinsco ha%evidence of iwcao
fracture but baa been resbarpeftd
obliteftetng; most Of it.
Teeundiaospntic roboulde
fragmenets.
Mast probably came from expending

ftttiood bifaces.

4.6

Stemmed
The stetm is small eotlugh for in arrowhead
however the blade is wide and very thin and
fesatres wome use polite.
Similar shaped biraces were found at the
Albertson sate (3HE174; Dickson 1991:95)
and clsified as MW-2 bifaces. 7These very
thin examples seem to have served as cutting
tools thicker examples as daft points.
Shape similar to Kings Cornier Notched but
Dot good example of this type. Use polish
dtshW on existin~g edges.

(Kings Corner Notchedl)

Stemmed blface

HLIA Reports

Stckton Lake Wimmer Collections

This biiace is small enough to have
fNDCtiOned anl arrow poiLt but hAsiSome
use polish on margins indicating at least a
partial fu
aho
of cutting tool. Possibly so
early example of an arrw point and possibly
a neatly exhsausted very small cutting tool.
Reworked beladcally to a round pointed stub.
Use polish from cutting abundant but a
possible polish line suggest liMited scraping
Or Skins,.
Untusul expaniding stemmed tbi~ae with
wide said 0"ti blade Iam two deep and narrow
ntoches worked into one edge. T1he opposite
edge has had atleast oae (probaebly two)
DOX~ses placed in it bui the crel is broken
away. Somietwe polish can be seen in the
notches as if something soft were being
drawn thtoasrtb thew. Specimens like dmn
usually are called *oe~ntics.' At frst
glanace Itwould seem someone wa
practictng notching but the wear to notches
suggesta inteamiona production forson
unknown purpose.
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Site/Pove•aiefit

Ardtfladeription

-w

Flake notdhed

CL

W_)

1

10.0

ComMteO
AD unmodified beat treated lake hm oue
u'ch ih•W L, di edge. One okth is
mater *a ead the oue on opposlte edge i

cjaw in the otw end. Purpo

23DA394
Surface -generl
23DA395
Surface - general

Bifatda drill ptaxlal
Bifial drill proxial
BifAdal drill miatkiom

1
1
1

2.6
4.4
5.3

Bifacial knife (King Corn" Nothed)
Dart point (Sloae Comer Notched var.)
Bifacial knife proximal (Statie CArs•e
Notched)
Blf.aciJl knIfe Steuben)
Spokeshave bitfacil proximal

1
1
1

6.9
8.9
16.0

I
1

10.8
12.8

BlIacial knife (Gibson variant)
Prefonu proximal
Bifaeal kWfe (Jakle vaiant)
Stemmed biface proximal
Dart point stem (Stone Corner ,wtcSed
Flake kV'1fe
PrefMom proximal
Bifaial kWife
Dan point
Klfefcrsper (Bigs C k)
Bifae iere (Big Creek)
Stemmed biface proximal
Bifadal knife (Steubea)
Steamed bidace proximalJ

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

8.8
12.1
11.1
12.4
16.2
2.7
13.6
3.±
64
8.3
5.2
7.6
9.3
5.6

Arrow point (Freso)
Preform proximal

1
2

1.1
13.7

Stemmed biface proximal (Rice Side
Notched)
Projectile point/knife (Rice Side Notched)

1

9.2

1

7.3

for notching

The dsta portion of a biLace has had edges
well gpound and a arrow point flakad on tip
(mw of whrch is misiqg. Used as
perforator.

The base portion of a preform with convex
bave ias a concave ar-a uni(acialy worked
in each blade edge near the base. Use polish
found in concavity.

Much mebarpoaed bifaft was probably used

as cuting tool until reaharpening

tduced

diz and then Used as dart point. Final Use
was dart point

:'3DA396
Surface - general

Preform proximal
Preform -= (Rice Side Notched preformi

2
1

46.4
11.2

Bifacial ktIfe (Rice Side Notched)

1

7.3

Preform hose
Stemmed bilace proximal (Stone Corne
Notched)
Grg-tempeemd plain body sberd

1
I

21.5
8.7

1

62.8

Bifaial knife
Preform proximal
Bifacal knife (Stone Square Stemmed)
Bifacua side Scraper
Bificial knife midcotiou
Preform bell
Biface tem (H&=?)

1
4
1
1
1
2
1

55.0
69.3
14.6
74 ¶
9.5
10.0
3.3

HPA Reports

Stockton Lake Wimmer Collections

This base preform frament teflects a
1aneolate shape with slight edge constriction
near bese (damaged).
Exhausted biface '-barpened tist by
perveumon in rough manner. No wear. One
tang mIMa4g too.

mostly clay
Thick body aherd ahetd aneme
tempered with slight amount of grit or saod
induded.
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SiWeireves.ItdM

23DA397
Surface - gefeal

AitUW-D0KeiUoe-

-

--

23DA399
Surface - general
23DA400
Surface general

Ci.
1

4.4

o wscdeos
Pf
Baik proxim"
Blasdal b- ide ldloo
Bitacds] Wet midsculos
Bib" "d scraper ba

15
1
4
5
1

2.40.5
121.8
36.4
30.0
8.4

Bliahdl drill miclaction
Preform
Projile polnt/lkife (Jakie variant)
Dan point (Big Creek variant)
Bifacial bife (Big Creek)
BitAcil Wie proximal (Big Creek)

1
1
1
1
1
1

1.3
62.5
13.8
13.8
10.0
11.2

Stemmed bilace proximal (Big Creek)
Biracial knLfe
BMeail knife (Standu•e)
Dirt point tem -(Hum)
Dar point stem (Hans variant)
Bifacl knife proximal (Table Rock varizat)

1
1
1
1
1
1

7.2
11.3
8.0
4.9
5.5
9.1

1

1.5

Preform proximal
Preform mldextion
PMAem mldctloe
Stemmed biface poximal
Biacial knife (Rivc Side Nothed)
Blindil bite (Seaubee variant?)
Bilact milpcdlon

1
1
2
1
1
1
1

45.4
49.2
9.6
9.8
14.8
6.5
4.0

Bilacial kbile midetion

2

12.5

Knife/scraper (Daiwa)

1

"7.6

Prefotw midiro
Bifacial ie proximal (Smith)

9
1

137.9
24.6

Projectle poial/knlfe (Smith)

1

17.2

Blank
pukeaScaper
Biface stem (Smith)
Projemtile poinAnife iNg Corne
Notched)
Bifadal be (Stone Corner Nowtcil)
Stemmed biace proxima (Table Rotk
varia•t)
Bfacial kife (Langtry)
Biface

1

108.5

1
1
1

31.8
10.3
6.2

1
1

9.6
4.9

1
1

7.1
3.8

HPA Reportl

comments

-Wig)

Buinill We mtddlec

facea
ste
23D.398
Surface - general

_

Stocktoo Lake Wimmer Colloctions

The covex bem of a thin Ilae stage preform
was wtmalLially beveled and used as*

Pmrbbly broken during owtiing or one side
*.a not notched (it is missin). Bright polisb
cJ tipeciin5 as if strm turibled some.

lug specimen ha an unusuialy dimt stem
for a Table Rock but otberwise is typical for
the type.

No ue wear pomsibly broken before it could
be used.

Tip of Dalloo point bas been unifacially
rounded and ued asa scaper apparently of
wet bides.
One barb was mesav (broken) while the
other one (damaged) was smaller. Stem
-ither small for Smith with Its massive bladk,
however this w probably due to the
diilculty of asking the Jefferson City
dolomiie. Very litle of osiginal bade left
intac on one side but "x ahoa wse polish.
Impact fracur seem to be unusual on
Smith bi:o. since they were mostly ed as
as a dart
cuttig toobi This one was MWe
point alter much resharpening reduced size.

This variant of the Table Rock type bs a
shorter stem without be" grindinag.
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S4t4provewaienc

23DA401
Surface - general

23DA402
Surface - general

CL.

W(I)_

Arrow point

1

1.2

BMfadal kiafe mildAwdo
13itce meaac•lon

1
1

5.6
2.9

BILfacal knife (NotSide Notched)

1

4.1

Preform brae
Stemmed bifact proximal (Stone Corner
Notched)
Bifacial knife proximal (Stone Corner
Notched)
Bifacal knife (Stone Corner Notched)
Projecle pow•OnMi' (Stone Corner
Notched)
Bifadial knife proximal (Stone C~
Notched)
Bifadal knife peoximal (Stone Coret
Notched)

24
1

368.1
10.0

1

9.8

1
1

.7.4
16.1

1

10.5

1

16.2

Bifacial knife proximal (Stone Conw
Nowbted)

1

6.5

Btfadal knife Proximal (Big Creek)
Stemmed bilace proximal (Grand)
Bifacial knife midsection
Biace mldaection
Biface mnion
Dan point (Stone Corner Notched)
Projectile pont/knife (Stone Square
Stemmed)
DaA point proximal (Big Creek7)
Bdfaial knife Proximal
Bifacial knife

1
1
4
3
4
1
1

8.0
12.8
30.0
16.2
15.5
13.7
13.5

1
1
1

10.7
11.6
6.8

Bifaclial knife

1

8.3

Stemmed biface

1

6.1

Blank

1

BiWacal Iknie

1

35.7
22.3

Prefonn
Preform bse
Blank
Blank

1
1
1
1

20.0
33.9
94.4
107.3

Bifacial knife (White River)
Preform mldlection
Biradal knife proximal (Stone Cornet
Notduie)

1
3
1

11.0

Umaemmed bifacc proximal

2

8.4

Artifad Delaaipton

HIPA Repofts

_

_Comnents
Th siamI and vey hort bdane has been
ruhuarped to a stub. It may have etrred as
thick for this
point but is rtet
"an
etw
cabqory of tool.
Ong pomible notch portion of possible stem.

No biade margins or barbs or distal poofion
ThUs Is an example of Rice Side Notebed
which has all of the &light&houldersremoved
by rtaharpening. This variety of Rice Side
Notched differs from the Copeona t that the
heal is oncave. The 'Side norching" i
really mone of a oMtrictlon than a true
notch.

AD but a small part of one blade matgin is
damaged. There is nme polish and rounding
on this small area.
Fragment ones" of half of stem onw B.,tch
out shoulder mad 2.0 cm of one blade
margin.

Broad bifat* with very sh t but broad
eCpending stem. Small amount of blade
itfk.d but It hat use rounding atd polish.
Bilacbhas v,:ry sbort square stem. Not the
"sametype as specimons 19 and 20 whicb
also have sbort sems.
Preform aborted due to flaw in chert. Slight
polish suggests light use as cauting tool after
reductIon sloppeL

37.7

12.5

Stochlon Lake Wimmer Collections

Blfaoe broken scor 2.0 cn above sboulder
to blade midpoint and then downward
through the stem. Some use rounding and
polsh on existing blade margin.
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Siitofvtnietaq___ Artifbatieoriptiati
23DA403
Surface yeberal

-

"roeotle point/kife (Nolan)

CL

Wt~g)

1

8.5

__

-

Cmet

exit pit of the Nolan Point
TWi is agOWd
utually not found this far wvitt. Howevtt
(Neriso 19MI274) sowte that simliar points
have base fotand Inwea~t-enatl Ulin1ois so
this AMnmay relate to atdifferent arta.

1

Biface middection

6.8

This looks like atmetitheion fragmenit which
Wahad antexpanding stewn undacially
ptoduced. Existing bladie margins aft too

badly dahmaged to interpret (probably
:ra pli ng doatsaIe).

3

BiLacwa Wnie wilsectioc
Hifeaial knife (Stoat Cormer Notched)
Bifadial wn~e

3
1
1

30.7
11.8
11.0
6.9

Bifiacial knife (Kings Comet Notched)
point (Stone Corner Notched)
Darm
Arrow point (Saillorn)
Corebscraper
Bilasceit nedlon
Pretoria nildandlon

1
1
1
1
1
1

4.7
17.2
0.4
29.7
1.?
7.2

Bifacial knife proximal

1

18.5

Sabdasupered nommnarke body aberd
Flake knife
Unidentifled mammtral bone (Odocoluew
vivietiaabis?)
Bifacial knife proximal
Utsdeadfied borne

1
1
1

13.3
15.8
28.5

1
5

4.2
30.1

Bifadal knife (Stone Square Stemmed)
Bilacial knife (L.ander Corner Notched)
'ak scasper

1
1
1

32.6
14.6
10.8

Preform mithecion
Puake knife

1
1

25.2
3.5

Unidentified manmialbone (Odocoileus
vleginianus7)

1

1.6

23DA41ýG
Surface - geeriml
23DA412

Arrow point (Sequoyab)

1

0.9

Surface -grenera

Arrow point (Scallorn)

1

0.9

Arrow point (Keota)
Arrow point (Haskell)

1
1

0.8
1.2

Jefferson City quartrite.
Blade appears reworked asIt is narrower

1

4.8

than xusul for l-aakell.
Resembles Steuben; except (fo shorter than
hafting area.

Stemmed biface proximal (Big Creek)

1

8.7

Dart point (White Rtver)

1
1

6.2
6.4

1

10.7

1

0.7

HLIfCM fra~gment

23DA405
Surface -general

23DA406
Surface - general

23DA44Y7
Surface - general

This type ha a bifurcated expanding stein
however both rounded map are mimsing on
this example and the tip is missing.

23DA48
Surface - gerteral

Stem.;-

I bilacx proximal (Stcubent-like)

23DA413usual
Surface -general
23P0230
Surface - Area 21
Surfaft - Area 1

BMarial Wie proximal (Kings Corner
Notched)
Projectie point~nife proximal (Di(*snn)
Arrow point stem, (Sca Vorn)

HPA Reprts

StocktonL-ake Wimmer Collecions

This is eibthr the base of an advabced

preform vied as a knife or an unhaimed
the rounding and Polish ame
specimen "Mnc
ata.
found on ihe bean

All broken fragments. One lairge fragment
rodnt pnawed along edges.

A blade-like flake which has the extreme
rounding caused by scraping leather-hard
dried pottery.

Dee K?) tooth.

Well made biface rimibed by prraaurc
flaking. Ser-rations on oie mit-gi. Blade
mrispoal

pae 34';

e~v

APPENDIX A
collected
by Howard Wimmer~rV~efiCArtifacts
Sikprveitoe

23PO304
Sutr~acn Be erej

C1.

W!Wa

Bllfacis Iknfe(hIta River)
Skounaud biface peouina (Big1 Creak)
Bltneacal Wn~e

1
1
1

8.0
6.0
11.7

Preform di"a
Preform 02lioetlon

1
1

41.5
53.0

Bhace edge

1

8.7

fat-iacphoe.

23 P0320

surface general

Comet

Slim broken just below shoulders. Cannot
el whetber It was oontractlng swa or whiL

Fragment coomits of pWrof anotch and
adjaimnt Area.

23P0351I
Surface -Arma C

Preform proxmiml

1

0.4

BIlacia knife (RiCAi variant)

1

10.1

Bitadial knife (Eiuor)
KnAifelsc,'per (Grand)
M~lace midwction

1
1
7

5.9
11.2
'79.5

Prtrformniuliecfion
Bifhcmmidocton

4
6

125.9
22.7

Daun point dewn (Big Creek)
Dart iwintdam (Big Creek)
Damt
point siem (Stonte Square Stemmed)

1
1
1

7.5
11.7
7.9

Made fwim a dark soad light gray

SeIMmed W~ACO
prOXWma

1

11.3

fosalilferows etert probably Sedahla
Very ahort square stem has probably been

Thi1swm to
b be a late variant of the R~ice
type without stem prmindig.
All 7 of those Ups seem to be from advanced
stage preforms and do not appear to have

beenaued.

broken and reworked unkfacially. May
originally have Lonen eithe Sniith or Stone
Square Stemamed
Arrow point (Scallots)
al(Table
Stieemsd aprxm
variant)
Blfacial knife

Surface -Area D)

Surface - Area A

1
1

0.6
11.4

1

7.3

PreorM
Preform proximal
Preform proximal
Preform proxim-al
Biface midection
Biface mmrdeeuon
Blifacal Wie (Kings Corner Notched)
Preforutm ildsecion
Miace midaection
Bi~sce midsection
Miussel s"el
Sandstone concetion

1
1
i
1
1
1
1
9
6
5
5
1

32.2
22.9
20.9
26.2
7.8
8.3
1.5
157.3
35.0
31.4
79.9
64.7

Rlat abrader

1

564.9

Preform
Preform proxamal
Preform proximal
Preform proximal
Stemmed biface proximal (Stone Corner
Notched)
Bifacial knife proximal (Big Creek)
Preform proximalI (Stone Comoet Notched)
Stenme bifae proximal (Big Creek)
BitacauI knfe

1
1
1
1
1

102.3
37.3
15.2
7.7
14.1

1
1
1
1

7.7
8.5
4.8
8.2

Protubly a developm~ent from Rice Lobed

Bifacial drill midseetion

1

0.7

wihb"

Bifacial krife (Satuben variant)

1

14.8

HPA Reports

Rork

Sutwoko

ae Wimmer Collecjion5

Biface has bee" resharpened so much that all
of shoulders gone. Possibly a Smith point
originally.

Trese eandekne conrelions wene formed in
small cavities in the sandstone. This one ts
round in shape and may have been used assa
&mall hammenloone,
EllIptical shaped flattened niano with much
tusewear on one face.
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SitelfProvawwnce

Surface - Area B3

___rtfact Deacriptsion

-

-,

aCt.

tU

BHfclis knife proximal (Uanns vaduat)

1

11.5

SbeiauwdhlMace pmxlmal(ýIman)
Projectile polIAtnlfe Proximal
Swo N uch~e
Proximal (BIg creek)
BirAft saiddeeion

1
1
1
7

12.0
12.1
5.5
94.4

Sitace midsection
BHitsdu afetemlsectloa

5
3

47.4
28.6

Dart point maem

1

2.0

Maistc

1

16.2

knifle

Prtiomr proximal
Hamnmersb'ziw

1
1

3.6
88.6

Muelshed

6

87.5

Bfitcial knife (Dolton)

1

6.0

________

Coniztnen
This 1-anaailike point has a knot on one faee
which Moud not be reMow by kuppng.
Some we Polish on Gotneagia suggests the
tool wu se1& Tb. stems it well WOWse.

Edge&too dAmaged to evaluvAtt for function.
Some of tbam could be preform fragineam.
Some usepoish an be uenOn all ofthe Up
fragmaent.
Th"is siumilar to the LC-8 category from the
A.Iberason site (Dickson 1991l:166).
Ileshort thickstem apto have been

reworksd into a contracting form. Thet suem
originally oouli; have be"n squared or
expand-~g.
An elliptirtl shaped core or preform has
muchbisutring at one cod ind~cating use
briefly as a bamnuerstowc.
A lsnceolate point slightly contracting
toward the bs hIsm
been muc~h rusharpeoed

by beveling each left margin. While most
archeologisua would classfy "i as Waton It
souy have been a lanceolate Agate Basin-like
Point reaharpened in the nowe OMane as a
Da1ltonr.
Thehating arma conItrcs Slightly

Bifacial knife (Table Rock Stemmed)
Projectile painomIfe mid"eTfion

23 P0355
Surface - general

t
1

3.11
3.5

Stemmed bifac proximal (Table Rock
Steuiran)
Dan pontat tem
Bifacial bnife proximal
Preform proximal

1

4.2.

1
1
7

2.3
7.4
96.7

Utroemm bllace proximal
E~iSi
~c t2a
Preform proxtmal

6
2
1

38.7
12.4
133.6

Mussel shell

4

28.2

Dan point (EMhs-tlke)
Stemmed biface

1
1

5.6
4.6

Arro

1

0.6

point (Scalloro)

HPA Reports

Stocton Lake Wimmner Collectons

to a cionceve hooSpecimen had a narrow probably expuidin%
stem foruied by base notduing but socm is
mmi"4. Some impact fraCMr CEO be seen
on one fame and some use Polish is found on
margi"s

Split Icagthwim down the center.
One fragroent is fromn dark chart possibly
Sedalia.
This is tie base of a large preform made
from unaMseexturh" anj fossiliferous
Burtington ebeiti Probably broken during
reduction.

This biac bassa short expandig stem with
oopcove hose heavy sweeping barts
(damaged) and a wide thin blade. Probably
Archaic. Bladc margins damiaged. Either it
was used in some arduous activity or was
broken by trampling or machinery in historic
times
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Site/ProVeniecef

Commeats

Ci.

WUt)

Blfacial bue (M~ey)

1

34.2

Preform mideactioti
Wiant WidsmOn
"Btfda knife midmeedlon
Difacdal knife

5
2
1
1

53.1
15.6

Bitacial knife proximal

1

19.7

Bafacial knife (Hna)O
BafacIa knife proximal

1
1

8.4
8.6

Arrow point (Scallorn-like)

1

1.7

Bilacial knife proximal

1

3.5

BifacWa knife (Big Creek)
Bifaclwaknife (Big Creek)

1
1

14.0
5.8

Stemmed biace proximal
Stemnmed bWace proximal
Preform
Preform mnidsection
Prefor indeection
Bdaiaal Wie (Smith)
Stemmed bilace proximal (Big Creek)
IBifacIl knife (Emor)
Dan point atem(Table Rock Stemmed)
Bilacial knife midsection

1
1
1
3
14
1
1
1
1
1

1.2
1.0
26.1
27.7
j88.1
22.7
9.1
4.2
1.7
8.5

Preform midminion
BiLace midsection
Bilwm mdeection
Undemmed biface bowe
BitecWa kniie proximal (Dalton)

31
11
6
9
1

548.3

lBifacial knife (Steuben)

1

16.8

Daulpoint

1

10.9

This Dalton Point is broken juam above the
hafting: area. Two serrations am apparent
on each side and these
above the halting am&a
feature acme use polish. Flutelike thinning
flake runs full length of specimen on one
fewBaface is made from red Pierson diert from
further mouth.
MiacebWaaavery wideslightly expanding

Bifacial knife (Big Creek)
Bitaclal knife (Blig Creek variant)
Dart point (Big Creek)

1
1
1

9.3

se.Rsmlsn

Atildactl~vsc,1pdof-

--

_

Spedme s hikbeausetswtdid not

kwpwenl and hinged leaving thecenter
08asusual for
thicker. Stem is ot lad
1~lley for the mine remeo. Oat margin much
duamad the other shows some use Polish
and breakage

23 P035 7
S wfact -Am&a A

Surface -Area B

23 Pr359
Surface - gencMl

HPA Reports

9.1
6.0

53.5
25.2
32.8
4.9

5.5
14.2

Stockton Lake Wimmer Collections

Steow has beten broken .5 cm below the
ghou~lders and has been unlIsacily beveled
and wsed as a scraper.
This ty" Wiane was recovered from an
apparent hilddle Archaic context at Calf
Creek Cavw in Searcy Co. Arkansas
(Dickson 1970:70.71).
ThIs Watt is a very thin carefully made
unnotdied biface with use polish and
niacrbraiakWg along the oue partly intact
edge. Apprntly unhafwd
Typical of LAte Woodland Scailor points in
amis greater than usua and
that ticks
worlknanship is lon skiled.
A faiuly raft type possibly of Eauly
Mlaissssppi ouigin. Stem isanot ground as ame
similarly shaped Archaic bifaces with
brooder deni
B~lewas probably originally cornet
notched but ha been resharpened so much
"that at Of ade is gone and Wide shallow
aide nothes seem apparent.

nw

ye

This Big Creek point is made (ruina very
fammiliferoua and coarse textuted Burlington
chart And is thick just abov-e the batting area.
Considervt'e impact damage is Apparent-
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APPENDIX A
Artifacts collected by Howard Wimmer
CL

w* .
W.j.

iffee SUNm
B•acial drUl
Piowjecle poisoatcf proximal (Big Creek)
Dot PIOt SM (Table Rock vmimat)
PrefoMAnrow point (Cusp Ovata)
Dan poit (While Rive)
Dari point (White RIv)

1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1

8.4
4.8
11.2
1.7
4.1
2.3
2.4
2.3

Dait point (White Rivet)
Bifacial end scraper (Big Creek)

1
1

2.0
4.2

Stemmed blw puov.xi (SlwoCorner
Notched)
Biracial knife proximal (Big Creek)
Bidacia knife proximal (H ua)

1

5.8

1
1

9.0
6.3

Bilace Sem (KLo Corner Notched)
Armw point mideseoion

1
1

3.2
3.5

Bilaclal knife proximal (Big Creek)

1

4.4

Biracial drill mideectin
Stemmed biLa proimall (Dwamn)
Stemmed biace (1-latna)
Stemmed bLace peoxlma (lJnn)
BiLfadA knife MiddOcti0n (Calf Cteek?)

1
1
1
1
1

0.4
4.0
4.2
3.0
6.7

FlAt abrada

1

986.0

Abmude, gmoved

1

428.9

Biradal knife (Kings Corner Notched)
Da poin(Tabe kok Stemmed)
Preform mideaction
Flake scraper

1

6.2

1
19
1

7.1
501.7
71.0

Bifacia knie (K•ng Coner Notched)
Biraciat knife distal

1
1

10.Z.
4.2

B lacialkzife (Big Creek)
Biraial knife proximal (Stone Corner
Notched)
Bifacial knife mdaection
Biracial knffe (Waubesa)

1

11.0

1

11.3

1
1

3.4
94

,vewence
a

IIPAReorts

_.

Stociton Lake Wimmer Collectons

...

..

.

BHce rulmrpaaed to a small stub. Some
impac damage ontp.
As exhausted Big Creek point was rewoikd
into an eadaraper. Some use polish cau be
seen on distial end which is bI•aciaily

-rdebypr-

One potlid fractue on one (acm and some
best damage on edge&
This small bintae is probably an early &traw
point. Stem is mining so type connot be
eva~isie4
Blface broke due to indtasion of a briza
fom( in chert.

This specimen oomorila
of one berb a small
secion of blade edge And a smaml potion of
o0e side ofaten. Posibly biace broke due
to fosiml crinod aections in ceter of blade.
Broken leagthwis and above and below
Shoulder.
Elliptical shaped mawo with pecked rounded
Margm. One face is ouavex and moothed
from we the ouser is irreglalar and unwed.

Seven narrow grooves along one margin and
5 or 6 along another. Possibly used in awl
sa rpening; possibly usd some as preform
edge abrader.

7hisia large decortication flake from a
medium and dart gray che posmibly Sedatia
which has been unifacally beveled to fom a
souping edge. Some se roundiog and
polish cam be seen on the margin. Shape
typical of Woodland s:rapera.
This bWface ha5been reharp••ed several
times. Type cannot be determised since the
Item Iaalmost•
atUmist ing.

Rawe probably orignally rounded.
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Artifacts collected by Howard Wimmer
Siteroveirce

ArftaDeaarpi2!n
Prjectile pfitavke (DkMheon)

CL.

WKI)

1

11.3

.

coimwent

-

-

T'r originUaly was a broad bladed Dicdaon
pOl*r It was feaharpened much removing
wed o the sho•t4ets. Tlen flally alter sae
was educed greatly It was teod as a dlan

polarLtpad fraortb is (ouad on both
Stemmed bifat proximal (Dckoe)

1

6.5

StIeMMe bMfIce proximal (LWag)

Hlade margins we U missin or damaged.
Usually Dilaoo points served as knaves

1

5.7

Stem too marrow for Dickson. Wb

All

blade ede either missing or damag~ed so
fnacduo

sasot be evauate&. Most Laa-giy

points mrwved as cutti
Bif.acial knife (Rice Side Notehed)

1

2.9

ools.

Almost a&L
o' the bLade margins are either

mimirg or damaged ao functiot, cannot be
evaluted.
Stemmed biface proximal (Rice Side

1

6.5

Bifacial drill proximal

1

8.9

Bifa.e midsection

4

22.8

Bdacidl knife mId0ection
Profactile potalnsole tip
Kakfescraper distal
Bifacial knife (Godar variant)

2
1
1
1

17.3
5.1
26.7
12.3

Notched)

Surface Area A

231P0361
Surface - general

Blade is parallel-edged at break Below
break specimen expamd to a oonvex base.
Teardrop shape.
One fragment is frno a fossiliferous dark
gray chert probably Sedalia although It is
Lited as uaknown. Fragments are too small
and damaged to evaluate fuhctiom

T"is bitace resembles both the Middle
Az.al.c White River and the Late Archaic
Godar, However the base is mot concave as

in the White River. T1h`e
eahMWe
style is
typical of the Late Archaic (sloping
downowsr
The speamen seems to be an
earty example of the Godar type.

BNadul knife (Fairtand-like)

1

11.2

Arrow point (Koster-like)
Preform

1
1

2.8
7.1

Probably aborted due to breakag

iBifacdal bilfe midsection

2

6.7

and inability to thin one margin.

hifachl drill proximal

1

4.2

Miachl knife proximal (Stone Corn

1

10.5

Biacial kuife proximal (Big Creek)
Bldacial Wile

1
1

15.3
3.6

A-o

1

0.2

of base

This is the oval base from a perforator.
Distal part has been broken at junction of
base.

Noadied var.)

231•P366
Surface -general

point (Kaola)

Stemmed biface proximal (Table Rock
varant)
Bitaal kife midsecon
Preirm midsection
Ftat abrader

1

1.4

2
7
1

6.7
123.4
275.5

Bifacial knife

1

11.5

Function probbly has been cutting however
the specimen does not seem to have been
tSaed after lost resharpenýag.

Th" biface ma

bics the Hardin point in

shape but doe not have the typical
wortkmanhip &adstem grinding. Stem is
slightly expanding and could be a variant of
Bifacial knife (LAngtry)

1

7.6

Preform mideailoo

13

228.0

Biftcial knife alidwction

7

65.5

-PAReports

StockWtonLakeWimmerCollectios
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Artifacts collected by Howard Wimmer
Slte/Prvenjeaft

23 PO370
Surface - general

Artifact Dmcriptioti-

CL_ _WýI)

Sibolac
ddection
WBial We (Smiath vwlt)

4
I

- ,

"Projectile potl/kInife (Smtth)

1

10.0

Bifacial bilc
Wifacial knife

1
1

8.9
20.1

Rifdal knife (Steuben)
Bifacal knife proximal (Stone Corcny
Not-hed)
BiLacudl knife (Kings Coter Notheod)
Dad point stem (Table Rock variant)

1

7.6
.1.3

1
1

4.6
2.0

Bilacial knWfe proximal (Table Rock variant)

1

5.5

Stemmed bitact proximal (Tlble Rock
vriant)
Bfadwa knife (LaDSVy)
BilIal knife peoximal (Langtry)
Bihdal knife (Dickao)
Biacial bie proximal (Lang"ty)
Arrw point (Scamlor)
Arrow point (Scallom)
Arow point proximal (sequo-ah)
Arrow point proximal (SalLisaw)
Arrw point disdal
Arrow point mkisection
Adze

1

2.9

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

6.6
6.6
8.9
12.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.2
0.9
10).9

Preform proximal
Bifaca end K.I'tf prOXimAJ
Bifacial knife
Stemmed biface proximal
SLemmed biface proximal (..aogtry?)
Preform proximal
Teted cobble

1
1
1
2
1
1
1

1912
7.0
109.7
5.2
1.6
61.1
64.0

Prtform
Preform
Aborted preform distal

1
1
1

70.1
116.0
66.3

Squareail
cor
Flat abrader

1
1
1

9.3
131.5
547.6

Preform midwndo,

24

424.4

•PA Repoft

StocklonlLake Wimmer Coliectons

-

coinments

' aem" ass.,ier .hd narower tUri is
tyia o Smith and WA bevel on blade
piusiby dw to being ,ade from a thick and
coe
k is ualf
r
l fo Smith. The
specm may ao be a reworfd Big Creek
polit wit tsA damaged and rewurked to a
plIWleattmed bface. Blade is suggestive
of those found on Big Creekpoint•.
Pmwebly used as d•n point atlcr
mtdhapeaia6 redced size. Much use polish
Red edge
ing on the one intact mar•n.
impact h,, apparenly ,i moved ,oe edge.
Made from heat brsted Jefferson City

This bifnce is almost exactly like the Epps
point of northern Loulsna as far as
moropIlogy isaoaceroed. However it
probably is an unnamed variant of the Table
Rock category.
This point also •,rewmbles the Epps type but
probably is a variant of Table Rock
Stemmed.

Broken by beat. Potlid fracture on break,
Ti wel shoed adze is eonagad
mdcaugular in shape with A~
alight taper
towald the poU end. Bit featurn much use
rounding and pohish. Sides have been
heavily abraded.

A roughly recUagular shaped piece of cbert
features natural bevels on right side of each
face. Two fMks have been struck from one
of thcu bevels to tat the chet.
A long lanceolate shaped preform which
broke during reduction due to a brachiopod
fomd in che.
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Artifacts co!lected by Howard Wimmer
Ste/ovenjence

Artif act Desimpiioo
BiLst
kith mldieadou
ial kbog mlidmtdion
aBfaclal knife (Stoft Corner Noxised)

CL

w-_ )_

9
11
1

34.4
31.6
18.1

Both shouldie have beut broken and
reworked to souse degree. The left bevelin
has hate takm to the cntent of the blsde
evenly so a lenticular cr~ india seeas

Bifaclal knife (Didckso)
Ptjectile poiuttnife (Dickson)

1
1

16.6
7.3

Bifadal knife prvximal (Dickson)
Bifacial k•efe

1
1

5.6
11.2

Bifrial knife (Steuben)
Bifeciil knife (Waubea)
Bifacial knife

1
1
1

8.2
9.4
10.0

This disuinive biface type featurs parallel
sided to slightly woatreding seus wuslly
ground or dulld. Dickson (1091 .- 4 Fig.
58) called this type CS-3 in his Albertson
repo.t At Albereon this was a Woodland
type ued xmstly ma dai pOinL

Blade of this side notched bifact is
asymmetrical with one side recurved sod one
convx. The concve area on one side seems
to have been used as a spokeshave on wood
while the ecurval saide sems to have been

used to scepe food si
•t mictobroeakge
is ufifadal. Slight use polish on high points
of edg compares to that p~roduced by
working wood with experimental specimeo&
"V, ahaped side notches wre unusual.
Otherwime the biface resembles the Steuben
type.
BiLacial knife proximal (Stone Cornet

1

11.

Stemmed Wlface proximal (Stone Corne"
Notched)
Ounsemmed bita= proximal (Copeaa-like)

1

10.8

1

4.6

This iaectially triangular point has been
much reaharpened. It seem to have
originally been something like a Copens

D..:- point stem (White River)

1

10.0

Bifecial knife pro3xmal (Smith variam)

1

7.4

Stnim expands due toaide notches but then
contracs immedialely below the noth as %
typical with many White River bifaces.
There are almost urin-liki
bmr.3s on both
sides where the broken blade sad marzsn join
and one shows some sipgs that a soft
material was worked.& It eani tbable that
the damage was caused by impaet however.
Baal notches am unusually shallow for the
Smith type.

Dart point stem (Table Rock Stmmed)
Bilactal knife (Table Rock varia•o)

1
1

2.8
7.1

Bif&cL-d knife (Kings Corner Notched)
Bifecial knife (Kings Coroer Notched)
Biface stem (Kings Corner Notchied)

1
1
1

4.4
6.7
4.1

Notcbed vat.)

biface.

HPA Reports

Stockion Lake Wunimer Collections

Blade is unusually long for Table Pock type
and eedle-4ike tip is not oommou on Table
Rock points (similar to what is often men on
Lange or Big Creek). Ihe chcrt is eat
recognized but could be from the Sedaia
formation being of the proper color and
texturf.
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Slt

,venie

Comm""

CL.

Wt(g) -

Dan point (Kings Cor•et Notched?)

1

2.7

This biWace is small enough to have been
ved f(or an arvw point how.ver the
thicksm mad width of stean Suggest it wM s
dart point. Kin Comer Notched
mmIl
putaw atre uaUy lWte Archaic but smaller
oses sean to hgve survived into the
Woodlani. This example is probably

Bfacial knife proximal

1

3.6

his ila di-tiniw basely (rarely omnr)
nohc.ed bliacs with oweeping barts. Basad
notcs llope narwud to fatm a short

Bifacial knIfe
Stsemed biface proximal

1
1

4.2
3.1

Bifacial knife (Stone Corner Notched var.)
Bifacial knife proximal

1
1

7.0
7.2

Knlifehsrper

1

12.9

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.5
1.0
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.4

Arrow point (Haskelt)
Ar.or point (Haskell)
Arrow point (Sailim•w)
Arrow point (SaIllmw)
Arrow point (Schild)
Arrow point

1
1
1
1
1
1

0.5
0.5
0.6
0.6
1.4
1.6

Arrow point misection
Arrow point distal
Preform
Preform
Bifacial knife

2
4
1
1
1

1.6
1.8
9.2
3.6
8.1

Preform
fifsacaal dPreformn proximal
Prefo'a proximal
Preform proximal
Preform

1
1
I
1
1
1

8.9
4.8
2.2
2.9
3.3
4.0

Preiorm

1

32.1

Artifad DasacjixEo

.-xpWlSIMine.

Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow

point (ScaIllor)
point (Sadlors)
point (Scallor')
point (Scallors)
poiat (Scalors)
point (Sablors)
point (Scailo)
point (Scalors)
point (Scallorn)
point (Scalloro)
point (Sequoyah)
point (Sequoyab?)

HPA Reports

This bifdmc may be the Same as 1.23 and 1u cornet notched. Blade is too
2.4 bu it seems
badly damaged to evaluate for wear.
This is a Oake that has teen bifacially
wmktd and given a short contracting sum
with a wv' ttd bast. Use polish on existing
A thin and leaf shaped preform was
unMacilUy beveled on convex proximal end
and ued a Ksper. Some use polish on
edges Suggest the tool was also used as a
cutting implemeat

Stockton Lake Wimmer Collectons

Although much of blade is miming the stem
LsmOM rypicel of Sequoyab than Scallorn.

Rmblesthe Koster type omcwhat but
stem is mt as expnding ad point is .jghd y
thicier. Fairty common in Ozark ara.

ip of this tool shows much use
Te rou; dex.,d
roemdin, and a bright poliph. This type cf
roundiAL and polish duplicated by cutting
ano driiling into soft stone such as tripoli or
shal,-

Heat , u a#-d.
,a'nication ftake hmas trenp•tly
A thick
flaked but r.tne cortex remains on one side.
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Site/ovetiience

AIIcDhiaIAion

-

a-

Hmnaae1

-i WtWg

117.1

Preform

1

8.6

Billainal knlle hiloemcsi

1

13.6

Bifadiallside scraper
Flake smreW
BifcWJ side scraper midsecion
Bifiial sideuscaperpmalc

1

41.21

1
1
1

49.5
30.2
17.4

Arrow point (Cabokis)

1

1.1

BifACWI end scriper
Miaxe tldsaiion

1
3

?A8.4
5.5

Bifacla knife (Lang"r)

1

7.3

B11fackla
knife (Langtr)

1

8.3

Iaknife proximal1

1

14.2

3

"4.0

Peenrm midoton
Biiacwmidiediou
So~d4empered plain body sbed

26
15
1

297.7
71.9
11.9

Clay-tempered cord marked rim sk,erd
Gaiticlay-tecpett4 plain body shard

1
9

39.9
32.6

Bificial kniife midsection
flat abrader

1

14.4
468.2

Flat abr~ad
BiL-iAl knife (Table Rock. variant'

1
1

3-il.0
9.8

Dam point (Table Rock Stemmedl
Dart point (Table koc,- Stemmed)

1
1

3.1
6.5

Dan pobnt stem (Table Rock Slemmed)
Dan *oat item (T',blt Rock Stemmed)
Dart point stem (Table Rock Siewmna)

1
1
1

1.8

-

-commcel%

A auk and thickpreormof porotlspoor
grade iulaeria. has bitteing on one bhie
oorner iadicain we as a hunanemeerowAppoeaty preormn was broken it the
soichiq saWingn that a bdfwcated stem was
roughly delieated. Probably a late stage
preform (fo a flaw point.
Simt has been broken awny just below the
shoudem, AA&i of botch miggewasae
nokiliq an therefore a squired actr but
one cannot be su-m. Probably We~ Archaic.

-iP0371
Surfa-A - general

23 P037 2
Sutface - gentale

13i"

3P33Prtform
SWUM~o
generaJ

mid&wcion

HPA Reports

A well-made Cahokis side Ditched point
with de" side. ootc~e and small extra notcb
in parallel sided st~em portion below ai~in
now-bes. Madc from a high grade Burlington
cbest possibly Crescent variety.

One bladle margyin of this bidace has an
angular Afton-like outline while the other
Margin has a strongly sirsirvate edge. The
tip oonstrim s harply and ends in a sharp
point.
The morphology of biface 1.2 is alt:
eaW y the same as 1-1: Oue Alton-L
=L&p and one excmrvai Mdgt. Sharp tUp
ha been broken off.
This is the bLe rortio:- cra triinguitn- biface
with a thisred cobcave Lme mv'ron. 1)6..
wftt polish and microbru~kage ssuggrsts; "
of concazvt boae lik a spokeshave. Use wear
a"-coltd nr base edges of tovi.
The -Anitown chen is possibly Sedalia c-bcrt.

Larg tbidJ sherd broken into two fragments
(which fit 4)getber).
One medium aized sberd (5.3 x 3..4 x 1.0 cr.)
ar.i eight tiny fragments conastiutie this
s&mP~e,
T'hin elliptical mawo with one end damagedShallow pit on cot fact,. Well shaped from
sandstoneSasthoonemano.
This bilace diflerm from typical Table Rock
pc it' in greater thicknem and convex or
bulb-like bue. It reeembles the Palmillas
type of Texas,
The stem is well ground on this typical Table
Rock point however the oue intacs blade
edge is Lalo ground up to the break. The
ohrmri

1.0
1.4

Stockton Lake Wimmer Collecitons;

pyete 5

sdmV
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APPENDIX A
Artifacts collected by Howard Wimmer
/IV veniene

AAftiac Description

_

_

mladacl bie (Table Rlock Siemmed)
Dan point (Table Rock Stemawd)

CL

WWa)

1
1

6.2
3.7

Comne-nah

Wpmp

fticiute ha CIUSSited the diwal War

andcarriet down use face to the shoulder
dama"l
Bitfadal kait. bae" (Smith)
Arrow point

1
1
1

22.3
3.8
3.2

BifaCiAl b011te

1

7.3

Dart point (Table Rock Pointed Stem)

1

10.3

Biracial kcnife (Kings Corne" Notched)
Krilfe/scraper (Langtry or Gary)

1
1

3.6
9.4

Hbdl~ae Wie (Smith)

iL Bise of Aem not Well thifnned

The apecimen is rather thick tor an airow
point and it ispossible that it oood have
served as a dart pOiaL Howevr the hifting
Area is athekr small and It probably was AD
knrow point.
Dicksoo (1091:174) report 4 siml~u thin
specimens trom a Late Caddoan context at
Albertson in northwest Arkaeeas.
Chapman (198&.3 13) saigns; this type to the
Loftt phae at the Village Farmer
(Missisippi) Tradition.
Becatee the base part of the conbndxng stem
is missing one

Biracial drill proximal

1

1.8

Sifacial drill distal
Bitace stem (Kings Corner Notched)
Stemmed bilace proximal

1
1
1

1.3
2.2
11.7

Projectie point/bnife (Ganod)
Stemmed bi Ewe

1
1

11.3
6.5

Preform
Preform
Preform
Preform
Prefom Proximal

1
1
1
1
1

3.6
37.2
13.3
0.8
18.2

Stemmed bitace proximal

1

10.1

Biracial knife

1

8.5

Bibdcal side scraper/end
Stemmed bitace proximal

1
2

16.3
5.8

Stemmed biface proximal (Copens)

1

11.8

H-PA Reports

Stockton ae WnmmerCollections

cannot tell whether a Langiry

or Gary bitace is involved. ApparenOl Y .ed
for both cuatting of sott material and scarping
of Wet Alias.
This is the tiliptical base Area of perforator.
Much bright polish on bear due to holding in
hand. Tip missing,
Hiade was apparretly very wide with
excurvate edgts ao specimen probably
tunctioned as a knife but almost all of blade
margins am 3ooe. The wideasod thin blade
suggests a Woodlaad afriliatioa.
Most ofblade edges am damaged so fubdion
cannot be evaluited

Vidomn with notcding just atarted. A thrd
notch has been made in the blade About 1.5
cm Above fbhoulder on one side. Existung
blade edges have preform edge abrading.
Texture of mot ne edum to coarse.
Appamanty notching ceased due to difficulty
of making them.
Speamen apparently broken late in
reducton sequenc. Stem roughly shaped
but Dot [inisbeaL Almost all ot margins
datnaged but existing areas ahow no use
Very thin unnotc*,d bilace with evidenc or
Useon .mlargln Apparently not halted.
Apparently both specimens have bad v'ery
slighty expanding stems and narrow sloping
shoulders. Do not conform to a recxognuzd
type; And function cannot be evaluated
because of fragmentary atate.
This typ biface has mor a side coinstiction
near the base than tnae notching. No
eviidence of w-ear on small amount of blade
margi present This may mean itwas not
uaed or was broken alter last reaharpe tin g.
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Site/Proveuiecae

Atirfd Dekti[poaf _

C

Wt

Biacial knife (Rice Side Noicbed)
Umzond btace

1
1

9.2
14.6

"Žreform proximal
BIfadial knife

1
1

5.4
20.7

Bif~acial knife proximal (Copena)

1

17.6

Stemmed bises (Copewa)
UJifacial side scraper proximal

1
1

8.4
26.4

Bifacial ile disJ
Preform proximal
Preform
Preform
Stemmed biface proximal
Stemmed bifaoe proximal

1
1
1
1
1
1

8.5
86.5
55.6
1.3
2.0
5.5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.6
0.6
1.2
1.0
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.3

Arrow point

1

0.8

Arrow point

1

1.

Arrow point gem (Scallorn?)
Arrow point midsection

1
2

0.4
2.4

Arrow point distal
Preform
Preform

1
1
1

0.2
2.8
6.4

Preform
Preform
Preform
Kniue/aaaper

1
1
1
1

146.0
151.9
190.2
25.9

Preform
Bifacial knife midsection
core

1
3
1

51.2
27.3
154.7

Anow
Arow
Arrow
Arow
Arrow
Arrow
Arow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow

23P0374
Surface -general

point (ScaLloro)
point (Scalorn)
point (Scallo)
point (Scalorn)
point (Scallorm)
point (Scallorn)
point (Sccllorf variant)
point (Scal am)
point (Soalon)
point (Alba?)

HPA Repors

Stockton Lake Wimmer Collections

Comments

Appaiswaly the boe of a btoad labovoLate
bWLace
with a concave but Made of poor
quality fonflifeuro cbert
Ow blae margin is convex the opposite is
concve. Ba•e is slightly convex.
Appareatly not hafted.
Bifact badly damaged. More of a
consticion than he notching near base.
Typical of Middle Woodland although
similar specimens amtfound to Late

TIs notckbed fragment is difficult to analyze.
Looked at from one angle it ems to be
basely •owhed simil to the Ouashiti point
but with shallower aocies. Looked at from
another anget it resemblizs a cox'er botched
Gibson point but It is too th"kk.

This shill point is partially flaked on one
fact only. It may have been ftshtrpened
since the shoulders Dame straight out from
abov the notche. T-e stem is bulb-like
sugestive of the ANb type.
This arrow point differs from Scalorn in
having a longer stem which is parallel for
twi' thirds of its length below the shoulders
before flaring out.
This point is made on a curved flake that
wasworted usllaciaUy. Crude
workmaamhip. Possibly never used.
Two midsnctions from arrow points with
serrated blade edges.

One excwuvate margin shows m-polish
rounding and micioborakage typical of
butchering. The opposite blade edge is
concave and unifacially beveled. DIamage is
uniLacial indicating a aslping of rm
substaoce probably hard wood.
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23P0375
Surface general

CL.

WwK)

Bifacial IWe (Al Io variant)

1

8.6

Bifacial knife (Lander Cornr Notched)
Bifiaial end scrapef

1
1

8.2
38.3

Bifaciail end screper

1

36.1

PreforM mideeon
Mlake kniife

1
1

33.4
28.1

B1iacial knife (Riot Side Notched)

1

11.4

BifaCla knife (RiCe Side NoWIhe)
Bllfacial knife (Stone, Corner Notched var.)
Bifacial kAife (Edgewood)

1
1
1

10.1
8.2
7.8

Sanidstone A hematite

1

38.

Bifacial knife (Waubeina)
Blifeciail knife (Waubeasa or Langtry)

1
1

12.5
10.8

Bifacial knWe prox~imal (Dickson)

1

7.5

K~nifc/scrsper (Lander Corner Notched)

1

19.4

Dant point dem (Stone Corner Notched)
Steetmed biface proximal (Stone Comrne
Notcbed)
BifacW aled scraper distal

1
1

6.3
8.0

1

32.6

Bifacial knife mideedion

1

17.4

Blifacial knie mirhect on
Prefor m inic~ioti
Flakc scrnper
Unifacial side scraper midseciion

3

29.1
43.5
17.1
35.0

Art (aft D~esripfiob

KPA Reports

2
1
1

Coinments
This has the typit-.ai aplatlr blade sdges of
WhAft, ty" but the aliouhldes ain
vusuistlly martow seid the sifte mote square
this is usual. Very Unittlse, wear in the
li~ amicve areas but muich tse polish atid
rouiding on the tip margins Shov this.
Posiby the haft binding was also, in the
conmcveueamJust above the sbouders and
the bind originally was much longer.
Emigzatfic biface.

Stockton LakeWimnier Collections

Both ends ofan ovate bifa have been
undkaially beveled and used as scrapers.
Some use polish an un beveled sk*.
Much reaharpetied. Not much tse polish or
roind...g&on margins. Appiarttly not used
much sfV-It~l~ "v.'IvrrnIg.
An elongated large blade-like fCake has
much damage on margmins dicative of
arduous cuttling of a hard sututince probably
bone or antler.
This specimeni has apparently been much
rw-harpened. Only slight polish on blade
edges indcatet little use since 1"s
reaharpening.

This is bascally a piece of onarse vandatozie
with qutawt and grains cemented together
with ferric moaterial. A Wthilayer of hematite
is noted on one face. This surface is polished
ponibiy from handling. Probabie bettering
at ends may mean the item was used with
flint as a fire mtaring device.
Proximtal portion of stem missing so exact
type cannot be stated.
Only 1.2 cm of blade edge intac but wear on
this Si~ts useas a buitlcering tool. Biface
hat; been much reaharpened & width much
reucedui
Blade has bee resharpenod towied the t6p
and this area shows some polish and
microbreakage: typical of butcbening. Toe
lower blade margins feature a distinct
rounding and bright polish typical of
scraping of dry hide.

The distall half of a preform has been
unifaciatly beveled to serve as scaper. After
last reshatpeni tool has only been used a
limited amount for use polish is lightBitac probably had a perallet stem because
no
otc.
one abort barb was formed by a
Thbe
other shoulder and all of the stem are
missing. Specimenavszhlna.
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23P0376
Sutfac general

23PO377
Surface - general

.

Artita-

.aa...

t._

_Wtr ...

COne

1

60.9

Artow point (S&alsaw)

1

0.9

Ridacial knife lwaximal (Fairiand variant)
Stwam, edb " oickma)

1
1

6,5
8.9

Bifclal kaife (lardln vairiat)

1

6.0

Stemmed bllacn proximal
Biface midsection

1
3

2.0
20.8

BifacJm knife mkisboton
Preform mladilon

3
3

30.6
46.0

Preormw mdoodcon
Mlface midsection
Bilacial ifc mir.lth ion
Stemmed biaced4ge
Axe, 3/4 grooved
Adze (Sedalia.llke)

28
22
4
2
1
1

550.9
174.7
10.2
4.4
1268.6
68.3

1
1
1
1
1
1

187.0
153.1
137.0
104.2
92.9

1
1

25.2
16.8

Preform
Praorm
Preform
Preform

Preform
Prform (Smith)

Bita

l 1ielbfe
(Smith"

"Bcial knife midseaxion

(Smith?)

..

.

in

=

_W

bilac has the Hardin ahape and pound
stem but the edges afe not as Cvfu-ly
resse laked as typical for the Early
Arehaic opemeAL Thaeft aftprobably
MIddle Archaie in W
Thli

This isan adze typical of the type assoiated
with the Sedlia Complex made from oolitic
Jeffe roa City chart. Mwuh battering on bit.
Alto them is some polish well up on the
blad which resemblee soil goom so the tool
may have ben used In digging too.

99.8

This sgnificant atifadct is the preform for a
Smith cutting implemeaL The base has been
thinned and the notches removed. However
the blade b thick and roughed out with
irregular perc•miio. This informs about the
mmnufactu ring aeqnce in this Smith
example: the base was fiisbhed and notched
before the blade reuuction was developed.
This is a mid

tion fragment Containng one

abort barb (the other broken) no stem and 2.7
.
i7jd•'Jh
Bifacial WIle

*

1

18.8
6.1

cm of blade margin. Some se rounding and
pollsh on exiiais edge.
The workmanship on this square stemmed
type is far superior to that noted on Smith

Stone Square Stemmed etc. FiR presure
flaking rtnished and reaharpebed the blfa,•.
Projectile poiatmlfe (Table Rock Stemmed)
Blfcaal ke (Table Rock Pointed Stem?)

1
1

7.0
10.1

Knira-aper

1

2.0

BMfadal Wile

1

11.2

The smail pMotion of stem sUil Intact Suggests
a narrow ontracting form or Table Rock
Pointed Stem.
A mull biface with rouded very thin tip
and mix] narrow saem. Much polish and
alight ouan~ing on tip indicating wotact with
a soft material probably flesb without bone
ontact. Bightnm of some pobish auggem
some we n scraper or drefleahe.
This contracting tem form has no shoulders
theme is a cotinuous contraction from the
junclion of blade and atem to the rounded

b -e.Dickson (1991:76) recovered a

comparable bi[tac in a Late Archaic contexi

at the Alberton ite..

HPA Reportz

Stockton Lake Wimmer Collectios
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"slte/Pe

n -

CL

wiptio
Wtp)

BifciAl hiue (Dicks"n)

1

79

Bllfaal kbife proximal (Dickon)
(Studle)
Projecile po•a"tI

I

75
!3.0

1
1
1
1

8.2
6.9
10,7
4.2

1

6.7

Artifacti Do_

BiracialIknife (An')
BHlacial kife proximnal (Lamgt)
Knife•a,•per proximl (Ric Side Noatbed)
Stemaed bifWce proximal (Rie Side
Notched)
Bifcia kide proxial (Ri Side Notched)

at
TWApoint has been ruahaspened to
tAhmvlnift with blad in0.ifl'ed and a sbort
point at the ai W ead. Tis Abort Op may
ado have bae 'Iwed k pteou'ota soft ,utill
sib, some n p'llh Ispement on iL Th
wide shouldert hov been broken off,
Appgeuly nd 1a,dad 0o011 Aift,
UtYI iz
,eshupening tedor

Specine- i exhIausted. RshirPening has
reoved all shoulder

and essentially All of

blade is miming. Stem cinwot be measured.
Bifacial knife (Table Rock valiant)
Arrow poinsitem

1
1

1.3

Bilaial knife proximal (Stone Corner
Notched vat,)
Bifacialknife (Afton)

I

13.0

1

7.8

Dart olnt tem (Stone Carer Notched vat.)
Btl-. acm (Big Craek)
Stem bface (Big Ctek)
Wkile (Bilg Crteek varint)
Blf
Stemmed bifacc proximW kSmith)
Blfclal knife

1
1
1
1
1
1

8.7
9.4
8,0
5.2
15.5
5.6

Projectile pointlknife

1

9.1

2.4

The anulir blade mawiin typical 'if Afton is
seen only on one side. This angle has beet
reatoved by rsbarpening on the Opposite
blade tnargin. Small Afton Witt.

Tls type of biface waa found in aLite
Archaic context at te Albertson shicttt
(Dickson 1901: n7) ibere it was labeled
LA-5 and fuactio -:d -s acuttiogtcol.
One shoulder bo tangs And the tip am
misagi And a cbtuk is ie ng from one
blade largiLn SCmeIne polish Cln be seen
and probable imltwl fraure is noted on the

tip. Shallow side notches were placed above
a w•avwebase. Point is not very diagNostic.
Posiby it is Middle Arihaic but not sure.
Arow paint (Scallore)
Arow point (Sequoyah)
Arrow point (Scallorn)
Arw poit (Frezoo)
Amrw point distal
Heatatite

1
1
1
1
1
1

1.3
0.9
0.7
1.1
0.3
27.0

Flat abrader

1

764.2

Preform
Preform
Bidacl We (Red Ochre variant)

1
1
1

17.1
40.8
35.9

Preform
BiciLal end scraper
Blfaaal cod sraper distal

4
1
1

46.3
13.7
9.8

HFA Reports

Sockton Lake Wimrnr Collections

D,4haped millirgsine ot mano of bard

puple sandone- Edges pecked one side
unoothed.

A good example of the Red Ochre ex!pt for
the slighty anvex bams.Red Ochre Kiaces
isually have flat bans. Much ue rounding
and polis on edges.
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_Attifact.Deseripou -_

CltW~X1)Come

Uufcal gad scraper

1

61.3

Each e.d of a uall tahular plece of cheti
wtlmcaUy bveled. The Lao use of
k" beers
fte end hia beo besamsp a gritty substaaoe

posiby dried po"ey The edge itsmuoothed
&Wtoraidad but with Do microbreskagc.
tod
Tho opposite
aliu
ose.ll~
I had wen lotsuse for a

23 P03"/8
Surface • genral

23PO379
Surface -general

23P0380
Surface •eneral

23P038 1
Surface - generaw

Ulilacial side temper dital
Chebt botched

1

40.7

1

11.5

Preform midiecdoo
BUdalkife (Stone Corner Notimed var.)
Prfom proximal
BMiaceleto
Blf(Adl kalfc pmoxlin

8
1
1
1
1

91.6
5.3
2.9
4.6
4.2

Bifacial knife (Grand)
Bifacial knife proxiual (Big Ceek)
Dari point stem (White River)

1
1
1

12.0
10.1
6.6

Stemmed biface proximal

1

3.0

2

25.1

Stemmed Mine proximal (Dalton)

1

2.9

Pojectlle point/knife (Big Criee)
Stetmed bitace proximA (Big Creek)
Bifk* stem (Big Creek)
Stemmed Wace proximal (Table Rock

1
1
1
1

16.0
15.1
5.6

Bifacal itle proximal (Smith)
Bifdiad Wife (A'usbes)
Bitaail Iile proxi"ma
Preform mieion
Bifaciad knife (Rice Side Notched)
BifAal knife (Rice Side Notched?)
Proiecele point/knife (ice Side Notched)
Dant point stem

1
1
1
5
1
1
1

1

18.4
16.8
18.7
96.5
8.1
9.3
6.9
6.0

1

55.1

1
1

60.1
26.4

Bifacial knife (Rice Side Notched)
bifalcm knlfe (Dalton variant)
Bifacial knife distal
Preform
Biacial knIfe maidection
Bifae alem
Preform distal
Preform pmoxiial
Bifacial knife
Bifactl knife proximal

1
1
10
19
4
3
8
1
1
1

7.8
11.9
64.3
616.3
23.7
14.8
118.4
17.1
10.6
25.0

Preform
Preom

I
I

3.5
3.8

B2ifad knifte midsetion

Preform
Ad•
Ade midmochon

HPA RAPorts

Shape of speimen is triang•lar with tip

gooe. Some edge abradng and polish from
rubbing on (ace. Could be either the baae of
&pe'forato or the e,.tlusted mmanut of a
costpetely exhatusted cutting lmpleznenL

Ths is the ptrximal 1.9 cm of halting area.
Both ulang damaged. Heavily groud stem

3.5

Stockton LAke Wimmer Collections

Point was probably iquum.arenmzW ,
sbouldemr are gone and inpact fmtcxumr
int"Ui into iem ruea. Length of stem
(unhot be detemnd

Miscellaneous bilace ragineots.

Unflaished peform for a contractng stem
bifamc.
Arrow point preform.
Tis is a small bipointed preform similar 1,
those ued for Nodena points. However th"
is NoMwOM of the am&where Nodna points
sit frequently found.
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Blfacial knift

1

83.1

Adte
Flake tamper

1
1

71.1
16.1

Unlfacil end tacmper
Bifacial knw'e

1
1

18.4
34.9

Bifaclal knife (Stone Comer Notched)
BifacIal knife (Smith?)
Bifacial knife (Ensor)
Dan point (Big Creek)
Bifacial knife (Esr)

1
1
1
1
1

16.3
19.7
6.5
10.0
7.0

1
1
1
1
1

7.9
6.1
5.5
9.3
3.0

1

2.8

Bifabial
Bie1dl
Blfacial
Bifacijl
Bifacal

knife proximal (Steuben)
knife (Table Rock Pointed Slew)
knife (Table Rock Pointad Stem)
knife proximal (Smith-ilk-)
knife

Dar point

A very thick amd cnAe perctsmion flaked
bilac with soie abasion and us polish
appuring on Irreguar nugiu.

2.2

Dart point
Stemmed bifacc proximal (Kings Corner
Notced)

1

2.8

Bifacial knife proximal

1

3.1

Bifadal knife proximal

1

10.1

Bidadal knife proximal

1

6.8

on (Big Creek of
BaiaDCknife mia
Stowe Comr No.ibed)
BIfacial knife midiection
Bitachal drill

1

12.3

1
I

11.4
S.3

Arrow point (Read)
Anow point (Reed)
Arrow point (Washits peno)
Arrow point (Freso variant)
Arrow poin, (Scallorn coryell)
Arrow point (Scallorn coryeU)
Arrow point (Scllorm aatller)
Anrw point (Scllorm eddy)
Arow point (Scallom eddy)
Arrow point (Scallomuat,'"r)
A-ro point (Sequoyah)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.6
0.5
0.6
0.6
2.0
0.6
0.5
0.8
0.4
0.6
1.0

I"PA Reports

Stockton Lake Wimmer Collectiois

A meditum thick efl4haped deccticaion
flake has had all margis uuniaclay
presure flakUsd to podue a scraper. Ir is
wider than most LAt Pristoric sacspers
and thiu is prohbly of Woodland origin.
Use rounding is distnt Inplaces and polish
elm be So" on all pars of the margin.
Not vied much.
This lanceolalte blface is parallel aided most
of its legt and then tapers to a rounded
point. It ptobably has been hafled.

All but small sctioni of blade marsin
damaged Or missing. H-cat-produced pollid
fracture on oae face.

This biface is small enough to be classifred
"as a•r ow point but the stem is thicker than
Usual for arrow point. The shape resembles
the Fairtandof the IAte Archaic and it may
be a mall much ninarpend example.
An example of this small bface wai found in
a Middle Woodland context at Albertson
(3BB174) (Dickson 1991:95). Specimen
features a abort bIurcated stem and
orig•nally had long lathe.
This is tie same type as 1-28 and was als
used Ma dart pointL
This is a very small Kings Corner Notched
point and may be Woodland in age. The
N--de margins am too damaged to evaluate
for functon.
This is a vcl small bilace with beveled
blade and small square suem (damaged) that
is as narrow ASmany arrow point Newas.
A very shourt pIE-llel mewe and thick crudely
worked blade.
This biface has a very long and narrow but
crudely made stem.

A ,ide-ootctd biface has bien broken at an
angle and reworked into a perforator.
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23PO382
Surface - general

Ci.

WIV3 )

Anmo polial (Sequoyah)
Affw polat (Sequoyah)
Anew point (S6qtwyah)

1
1
1

Affow point (Scalloi coryeU)
Ammupoint sainedaoa
Autow point tip
Arrow point tip

1
1
1
1

0.6
0.7
0.7
1.4

Projectl~e polsA~ufe (Dickson variant)

1

12.1

Blwal knife uip

4

14.2

BFluce midsection
Preform proximnal

1
1

6.8
51.8

Adzre frigment d&stal

1

22.6

K~nife~rasper disWa

1

14.2

AlfdauctDsciption

_

a
b~me

0.8
1.0
0.6
11aU bltao msemblit the Diksaon point
except for more skso grinding td" is typical
aod the deeply oncsve Iruested contracting

Very wide god thin.
Thais adze is probably Woodland since the
shape is typical of that time pe-riod and the

chert is beat ouea"
One bifacially beveled marji &howssome

use as a Cutting tool. the other edge
unifadaly beveled has bee n used to a
sacrpee.
Projectile potnt~nlfe (Smifth)
Dan point stem (Table Rock varlant)

1
1

16.6
4.7

Blifadal bie

1

10.5

61
12
11
1

909.3

Bifadiai knife

1

31.7

Utilfadial end scamper
Bifadial bile proximal
M~aoist knife pruximal
Bifacial drill proximal

1
1
1
1

13.3
19.5
21.5
3.3

Bifaclail drill proximal

1

10.0

Dant point (Godar)
Bifacial bnife
Summned biface proximal (Kinp Comne
Notched)
Dart point (Kings Comae Notched)
Bifacial bie MWng Corner Notche)
Pr~edkl pos
ie proxartal (Kings
Corner Notched)
Projectile pal et/1ife (Kings Cot-e
Nosoisd)

1
1
1

10.2
9.1
4.8

1
1
1

4.8
4.7
3.7

1

2.2

Biltadal knWe (Kings Cor ner Notched)

1

2.7

Svummed billace proximal (Kings Corner
Notched)

1

1.7

Impact am exteda Into stemu
All of blade
edges damtaged.
Stim is formed by breaks along side at
proximual end. Blade is asymmetrical and
damaged by borne contact. Rste

2.3P0393
Swtfat -e
genea

Prefor
BILM onlthectlo
Bi1faclal Wie tip
Chopper

1-IA Repars

63.3
55.4
175.7

Stockton Lake Wimnmer Collections

Strum cobble Ism been bibdally altered to
prdc two chaopping edges. Some we
haltering appeas on one edge. Somet oorte2
lcs.
temains on bot am
Thais is the bose half of a Large leaf-ohaped
biface.
A snub-nse scraper.

A portion of the bwnand mlnbinrction from an
ovaie(7) perforator.
The round but and 2 cm of parallel aided
perforator. These paraUel sides ame
well
pmond or abraded by intent or use-

This is a Kings Corner Notchsed biface small
enough to have served as an arrow pont.
kowever it probably was a small dain point
also used slightly as a cutting tool.
Thbis asvery small Kings Comner Notched
biface probably I-ate Woodland apparently
used as cOiling tool. Made from glafty high
grade Jefferson Cty tterl.
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"tfact Description
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-

_CL

WXI)

Dart point (XClap Corset Notched vat.)

1

2.3

BHiacial knife (Kinga Corter Notched var.)
Bifacial knife (Kings Corner Notched vat.)
PrOj~ctile POW~laalfe (Khap C~re Notched
var.)
Wtsifd~, kne (KiaV Corner Notched var.)
Stemmed bifamoproximal (KAV Corset
Notched vat.)
Bifacial knife (K~ings Corser Notched var.)
Biadiui kWie (Fairtand variant)

1
1
1

2.2
2.4
2.3

1
1

2.0
33.3

1
1

2.2
2.3

Damt point (Kings C~oroer Notched var.)
Stemmed bifacc proximal (Table Rack
variant)
Stemmed bifce protinal (Table Rack
Variant)

1
1

2.2
1.9

1

1.6

Bi1face widsection (Kings Corner Notched?)

1

2.2

Arrow point (Scallors, sa~ttr)

1

0.7

Arrow point (Sequoyah)

1

1.1

Bifaciail knife (Waubesa)
Projectile Point/kmife

1
1

7.9
8.2

Dan point

1

2.2

Bifacial end acmper pro~ximal (Big Creek)

1

6.3

Bifacal knife prox~imal

1

3.0

Stemmed biface proximal (Smith?)

1

14.8

Bifacial knife proximal
Dart point proximal (Smith variant)
Bifacial kaife proxima
Bifaccestem
Bifadca Wnie midsection
Preforml
Preform
Preform
Bifarial end scraper

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

12.2

Flake scraper

1

1{PA Reports

-COBUL06

11seae ansalt examples of Kings Cerrner
Notched feature much shortet £sim and
smaller ame ima do L~ate Archaic examplas
Somteaft small enough to have served as
arroW points.

This Maau cutting impteezien has the sabpe
of a FaiJ~and bWace but it is much smaller in
size than is typical. Resharpening has
reuced1 size somewhbat hojwcever
A small specimen.
Th1s bifact has untupally abort steml for
Table Rock typ &Wdbuts am tamt on the
type too. All of bla" edges. damaged or
iniing so function c~anno be cvnluated.
Point is broken just above sbouldmr arid
below them. Narrow neck and tong burt*
ame
typical of Kings Cornier Notched.
Tb"ismaall arrw point is a diminutive copy
of Kings; Corser Notched bifacma Size and
techniue of Emaufacture suggests Late
Woodlland.
A mail portion of proxima pean of base is
inisaing An attempt has beeni made to
rework it.
A Middle Awrchac square stemmed point
resharpeoed to exhaustion.
Specimen with short squared stein has been
reaharpened to exhaustion. Last use seems to
have been ASa dart poleL
A Big Creek point has been broken at the
shoulders leaving only the siem. 1te base
has bece tinifcially bevelod -,ad weed assa
scraper.
Specimen badly damage bv beat (potlid
fracture) and by breakage. Originial shape
and type cannot be determined.
Specimen was proba~y a cutting tool broken
by be-at (potlid fractiums) Lamtuseewas assa
scraper of a aoft but gritty materia such as
sotanerevnhdcly

8.9
10.1
13.7
3.0
17.8

~7.9
19.6
16.3
3.6

Stockton Lake Wimmer Collections

A broken preform has been unifadially
worked on the proximaal end to form a
scraper.
A roughly rectangular shaped cod of a flake
has use weer around three muargins. The
other margin is a tweak.
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Surfoot -pOaetal

Bltca~la
Maf.al
Niadal
wiadal

Wie
Wail (Site C ~raeNolcbWd
bile p=Lxmal (CatsbwAU4ikt)
weil tip

1
1
1
1

U4.8
11.3
5.7
8.4

Surfaft gemDow

2P36Preform
Surface - general

The broad buat treated Well miade bdAft Uip
ugg"S Woodtanad.

23PO395

KAUSeMcaPer (Snyders)

1

20.7

Bilucial knife tip
Sithot sm

2
1

13.9
2.4

Preform Proximal

2

28.2

Bifacial drill Proximal

1

7.5

7t"~ WO a IaMP "l SOyder. PetaL AMl
milsia but oat awdion
origina MWMli arm
masga bas beea reworked unibcaaiy and
M26AK e.

This perforakor baa a D0-shmped- tas

with

tle
of the "D wmqin &S
the flat pMAl

proxi~aI

Bifacaal knife pro~unial

u

1

46.5

Poia

1

10.9

A portion of arar Early Middle Archaic
bllao with deep bwe noicleam redived
excarai
ban. "cadedahouldera and &Wthi
blade- Maiual(1958:161) lUttralft &a
example asKA.
The Hardis point is common along the
Mississippi Rhwe but is rare in the Stockwon

Pro~ecfl~e point/cnile (Lardin)

1

16.3

Bifacia bile stem (Glibwo)
Hiammetsto

1
1

8.8
260.6

2

17.7

2
1

16.0'
38..

1

7.8

Preform mideection
Hema1tite

2
1

27.4
47.6

Part of it has been ground and polished and
pert has been flaked. It may have broken
from RDaxe or other tool and was reworked

knife distal

1

5.1

bykao

Prefomw midwection
Preform bu
Bifacial knife (Marcus-like)
Bilace Oueeciou
Dart point proximal (Kings Corner Notcheod)
BMace tip
BMace mat (Big Creek)
Stemmied bic Proximal (Table Rock
Variant)
Bdfaciatbkife
Stemmed hiface proximal
Stemmed W-ac Proximal (Fairtand vaiant)
Bilacal knile (Standlee)
preform
Arrw point (S"quyah variant)
(Seuc yabvariant)
2P
89Arrowpoint

11
3
1
3
1
4
1
1

180.3
62.3
13.6
10.3
4.2
26.9
6.5
1.9

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9.1
3.9
2.9
13.9
14.2
0.7
1.1

1
1

7.7
14.6

ow
Bd&Mlbut
Preform edge
Mussel AMe
23POU7with
Surface . general

2P38BifaciaI

M~ace suem

Surface -general

Surface - general

Bifci-l knile (Dickon)
BSifacil Wie (Stabdiee)

HPA Reports

StocktoLake Winijer CotWncoS

Usiml fuaco for Gibson point.
A muda used and very round hsmnersloae
made from a very bard swulsione.
LAWgfragment from a thick musasel &hell
eroded surfaceý
T'his could be from a Lzntr or Dickson
ce
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Siemvnew

Artl~d ac -mpetoo

Wt~)

1

..0

1
1
2
2

4,2
"/,
17.8
10.1

BHlaI rWe distal
Preform mildietion
Bitadal knife dilsal

1
4
1

20.6
87.5
5.9

Bitacial knife

1

5.7

Preform maidsectioo
Bifacial knife

4
1

77.5
3.17

Bifacisi knife pro tima] (Fairiand)
Stemmed biace pr-.xi"ns]

1
1

3.9
2.5

Biface mnidsectio

2

11.8

Bifadacdrill mid*46eion

1

1.0

Full grooved axe

1

321.0

kue made from a veqy bard muadstone.
Groove avnragme 1.3 cm wide and 0.3 cm

Flat abrader

1

530.2

Limeswoc

1

132.2

Unmodified tripoli

1

229.2

Well made from andstone. One end
damaged.
Rounded piece of weathered limestone
rougl•y shaped like a celL
A rouaded stream tumbled rock possibly
intended to be used as a hammerstooe but no
evidence wem

Preform midsmioo
Preform

25
1

424.0
49.8

A4,s di"tal

1

13.d

Adz distal

1

35.5

Flake ar per

1

41.3

Bil'adal end scraper distal

1

45.2

BiacialS knife midsaction

15

85.8

BElnetal knife

Bical
Bifadal
Preform
Blicaal
23PO390
Surface - general

23PO391
Su
-egeneral
-gle

23P0394
Surface -general

~

CL

nifte Nng Co~
bniut
asiebetioe
wife mideieaf

HPA Re"port

Noh)

Stockton LAke Wimmer Collechons

one

-

-

-

Una~m type with se monm basely
cocove Om Lnug" and Was shoukiered.
Siilar poals we mwve rd from
Wo,•dnd levels at the Albertson stt
(3BP.174)(Dickon 1991:94.•96).

Unusual biace with angiular base notches
forming a shoet stem with a rVrved base.
Probably Archaic but exAmples have not
be" ound in daled context.
Ti bifac: does not fit into any named type.
It feaht €trarMristics oa the Table Rock
point but has a more expeading stem, It also
namemblas the Steubec point except the
not hebs
we too Dnrrow.
Th low side notches are deepest mear the
shoulders.
Eac fra&gmenl has one ntrh in It but it is
ucear regarding other notches or even

A large and thin leaf-shaped late sage
preform with no evidence of use. Edges very
A small adze has the proximal end or poll
missiung. Much use rounding on bit.
The ventral face near the bit has brilliant
wood polish probably from working charred
wood. T7e do"al edge which h, been
resharpeed unifacially has moderate polish.
Poll has been broken and an attempt bhs
been mae to rework the break by perrm ion
probably to •sat in haffiAg and contiaing
to vac the distal peft
A f idckt decocation Nak has been
unifacially beveled to form a scraper. Part of
working edge " not been used ater last
rnbarhpnig.
A thick ovate bilace has been bitacially
sharpened and used as a wood scaper.
Umijal micaobreakage is o extreme for
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BufAal kwie tip
Bad"i kalfe rldmecton

14

Bdace atm
Peteoral
Abaeprefoirm
Bif&ca ed scaperdistatl
Bifane mididectao"

3
1
1
1
1

10.6

13ifaciai knife proximal (Jakie)

1

14.6

Knife/acrper (Jakie)

1

15.9

Burin proximal (Jal-ie)

1

8.0

Bifacial knife proximal (White River)
Miaclal knife proximal (Waubesa)
Stemmad biface proximnal
"Knfelfiaper pioximal

1
1
1
1

10.6
7.1
17.1
29.4

Bilaeial knife (Smith)
Bifadal knWe (tDickaoa)
BifaciAl knife proximal (Table Rock
SteMed)
Bifacial knife proximal (Steuben valiant)
Bifacwa snife (Steuben variant)
Bilacal knife proximal (White River)
PrMoectile point/knife proximal (While River

1

16.0

1
1

14.9
7.8

1
1
1
1

8.4
13.0
4.9
3.3

1
1

5.8
13.4

1

10.1
15.7

This is the berveled and smtied midseedai
froaea IsigDaLht or Rke biatec Sometip

daag con be se"n
35.0
54.3
11.7
12.3

variant)

Projectile pointvssife,(Duncan)
Stemm~ed bilace (Steuben)

8.

ide otced)
prximl
(Rce
Bd-Wknie
Bifadal knife proximal (Rice Side Notched)

1

8.7

Dartpoial (Rice Side Notched)
Stemmed biface proximal (Steuben)
BdwWia knife (Sieubtn variant)

1
1
1

7.5
6.7
9.6

Datn point (Rice Side Notched.)

1

7.5

BifacisI knife proxmal (Ri." Side Notched)

1

7.8

Proitcdie Poin~knife proximal (Rice Side
Notched)
Bitactal nlfe

1

5.9

1

3.0

HPA Reports

Stockton LAke Winimer Colteonos,

A anklaction from bitace ha bren pressure
fasked ltnifa"Aly along ofe odge and oue
corner 10 form a &Mrper. Ught use wer is
apPMznL
Jakis biface him serrations on convex blade
Margin- The other margin Lsconacve,
The distal partof aJakie pointbasbee a
unifacially rounded and beveled o foi,m a
scraper. Use polish on both straigbi edgc~i
and on beveled edge.
A Jaibe point broken transvervely aocrM
blade has beev burikuted at the break-edge
juncton on both sides emoving edges
Ught use weaist noted on chisel edge.
Buialm am common in die Middle Archaic.

A Oddcknot was not removed froms one
edge. Type is unnamed buatfarly common.
Itis a wide cotacating meta with al1a nO
abouldema specimensatie often over 10 cm
inkgh

Tangs ame
slightly mome rounded than is
usual on White River bifaceu.
Appaenidty corner was broken off during
fi~nal enoching of bif a'm. This prevented
was not wsad,
bafting no HUMac

One notch consaim of a half moon-shaped
aexid~eatal break.
Most Rice Side Notched bilaces served as
knives at least evary in the use cycie.
H-wveraedguaes alla damaged due to
impact so wee does not appear now (if it
oneexialled)
There is Only about 0.5 cm Of undamaged
blade On o- margin This area exhibits use
rounding and polis but this is so
U001tisaclority small area to evaluate for
function.
T'his biface is small enoughio be anarrow
point howver It i too thic and beveling i
not IuusAIy found on arrow poini.
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Wimmer
Artifacts collected by Howard
CLt. WKS)...
L',.rption
1

16.9

1

1.4

Preform

1

3.0

Arrow poit (Saltw variant)
Arrow point (
meota)
Arrow point (iufIak•d)

1
1
1

0.8
0.8
0.8

Arrow point 'Reed)

1

0.8

Arro oint (Sclloe eddy)
Arrow point (Scraota eddy)
Arrow point proximal (Scalloro coryeUl)
Arrow point proximal (Scallom)
Arrow point proxmal (ScalkWn)
Arrow point proximal (Ftno)
Bladal knlfe distal

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.1
0.8
0.8
0.0
0.7
0.9
3.0

Flat abrader
Bi.acial knife proximal (Dicksoa)
Prefotm edge
Bifrial knife midsectioa
Ijifacial knife distal
BifacIAI knife (Lander Corner Notched)
Stemmed biface poxiMal

1
1
7
8
5
1
1

328.2
12.7
138.6
67.2
21.7
5.5
17.3

Arrow point (Schild)
Bilacial knie proximal (LAnder Corner
Notcbed)
Projectile point/knife proximal (Table Rock
Pointed Stem)
Bifacial knife

1
1

0.8
10.0

1

7.4

1

10.0

Bitacial knife proximal (Stone Corner
Notched)
Dot point proximal (Rice Side Notched)
Bifacial knife (Rkze Side Notched variant)
Stemmed bifWe proximal

1

14.4

1
1
1

6.1
6.0
6.2

Prtform daw
Aborted preform
Hoe chipped (Sedalia diger)

1
1
1

36.7
53.0
63,8

Cole

1

87.3

Grit-tezmpered muehbenA red sipped

1

33.7

Preform proximal
Pmp

23PO395
Surface - Bmcml

idk
powtlw.

HPA Reports

Stockton Like Wimmer Collection

Comxmens

T11 a probably a prform for a Rict Side
Nocbed Wes
7a is a very Semil bitace. Shape is ike a
Paterho but ther, is so stlm gribdiq and
N1sa*
were
sift s too mum". Silwiar Whoama
ve from the Middle Woodland it
Albertsn (cuto MW.2) wsbew they
itemed to frtuoiao a dAt points (Dickson
ksnissmall etough to
t90Q1:.•4 this
point
have served ax an AITOW
it ia ptforfor a arrow point
This is tbmeally a triangula arrow point
with a deep notu" placed ot eact side 0.8
cm above the base and a shallow notch
placed on eachi side in the center of the
slightly expanding hafting ares. Classic
Huffaker nit a Cabokia point.
The hafting area on this Read point is
parallel below the two narrow but deep

Poesbly intendd to be a Dickson point the
specimen was broken laar in the roduction
sequence and was apparently never used.

Thi biface oould not be classified because
were damaged too much.
the shouldcr areMs
It is probably either Ilrty or Dickson.

The specimen does not fit into any named
corner notched type although it resembles the
Grand type vagueIy.
Chapman (1975:200) describes Sedalia
diners from the Northwest Prairie Region.
They are fou d in the Stockton area too.
Tis sherd se m to have I.-en pecked all

over with some ireg'udar ojec to roughen
the surface while the dav was piin' Ie and
before sbpping. Grit is mostly chert
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Sie/roventlel)"

23130396
Surface .genecral

ArtifactDmnipon

9L

W~

Ctay-wimpeteu roughend body aib~d

1

21.3

Anyw po lat (!to)

1

1.3

-

62.4

Perm4

_

_

n"us" baa been broken itow two pieces
that £itwyedw. l Sarfiew~asew
roughened
wi& anou lirrepil objed w"il stWlpliablenkisanau*Miuay longtud well usade
tnnidAtirilt TW POlLO
Four unfiagnoflc prefoem frampelLL

4.0

A ftctanguW bitace fagmeat conis±ixg of
ofit abouldeir and 1.6 cm of blade edge.

Bitacis; kmifz proxitma] (Dicirwa variant)

1

-. 8

S tem is ili 0 dy shoirw than is nuats ona

Stemmed tiface proximal (T.abic Rock
V"01an)

1

12.8

taidwitn

_

_

1

BlLUWiaiaJhu
2R0O397
Surface - geneiii

_

C,,mI-LUs

Dieltson bihces.

Pvtioisj
13MP4 10
Surfuv - general

2

35.7

Bd&adal knife dists]

1

24

BificiaJ kmife umicehciou
Abotitd preformn prox~imal

1

13.3
9.8

Resembles Tabir Rock b-utall edges Wre
missing or art ..-o d~afugaed to evaluate for
IuaCtr0Li AWL :Ikf ottase is atxgili

This late stage -rvform wa.s Lhinoiod fully at
the base but was brokn &andaborl4 %bbco
rczwval of a hkck place ,. the store near the

tip waUwuWzUCOJL.
Mie]shll1

7.7

Arwntly triazg%"a shaped piece aofshell has
rovaided edill" fom cro~oio of outer suvio-fe.

This is probably natural.
23PO411
Sunlace-grera
20P0411.
S uiface -general

praeorm
Preorm di"un

1
1

126.0
11.9

Flake kiifc

1

50.1

1

6.1

Notebed)
Projectile poimt/knife pwruomal (Big Creek)
Preform

1
1

1.9

Biface stew ('abic Rock Stemnoed4)

1

08

Areaw point proximal (Saitfivw)

1

i.1

Arrow poisnt proximal (Scalloru)
Arrow PEAn na(I
Bitacialknfe disWj1

1
1

1.0
0.6
.

Stem broken =U4.4iatety, below ShOUIn&dJ

Bdaial knife

I

3).5

Thi" w4l nude bllcse rosy be a prelorm fir

Preforta

1

129. 0

a "p l~ke the Kinge Corner Notcbc4.
This crude bilaci is mtade of poor qua] ir

Wbl

xkacpodial
sKI

7%s roughly tecujnplarflNkeislrgt &and
thin #t oae end. Much imewear and poLish
appear on the thim end.

Corer

29

Th~is s~ a small slightly Oay~mntricaj prctoru.
for an arrow p~iwL 1, has btee used briefly
LS a kitS..e

7%c slightly ejanding heavily pround telrro
is ty-pial of that tojud on Table Rock
only the proximal par is
specimtest.

pi

23 P04 15
Surface - gewner

~L

One W4n~
is damiaged. Arrow point is madt
fro quartznep.

cheer. The formo rcisibleis t*at of a care but
tkr- chert is of A qualnr: tkat would Dot
product tood usable flakes
B~ifaciatknife dmwJ
Preform mukdomn
Preform proximtal

3
1

Prfom ioanal1

WIA Reprts

13.6
43.7
54 6

33.6

Ste ýkto0Lake WimmnerC-oUactoos

Btface has broken dunag ftO~mcuft for
Wliknowni reasolo. Sbrik..g platforvas bad
heem beveled to further reduce the preformz.

A prefonsi was hu~n4 Cashjoftd from a Large
flake when it was broken for unknc-on
rmeasou A Utrking platform had been
bev~eled and pounld (,a one eoge to amusi
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Site/Provettiecoe

-Arffsl DeaOrip~oa

23PO416
Surface •gewirl

Stemmc biace lpeoial (Stowe Confer

1

10.5

Biladcal itWe dista

5

39.9

1
1
1
i

0.9
0.8
0.9
0.7

Bitscial knife proximal

1

9.4

Stemmed bftace proximal (Big Creek?)

1

3.4

Stemmed biface proximal

1

4.1

Biacial Wite midsctioe

1

4.2

Bifdial blife

1

74.0

Stemmed biee proximal (Stone Corn"
Noed)

1

5.4

P~reform proximal

1

49.9

Prv~orm p~oxraJ

1

42.9

Pnlorvo peoximal

1

204

Biac

t

5.0

BilUsa drill midecos

1

8.4

Bifat.J kWe nudsemon

1

4.1

Blacial kbie proximal (Kimpg Core
Notched)

1

2.8

Anow
Arrow
Arrow
Atrow

23PO417
S udce - genctal

23PO418
Surface - general

Wt(g)

poit (Scallor, eddy)
point proximtl (Scaliorn)
point pr"ma (Sequoyah)
point (lHuffaker vatiat)

Wie proximal (Dilton)

HPA Relort

Stokt*vo Lake Winumwr Collechoar

Cmee

One bdace tip is made (iota an untual
purple qwutiw

The boub in the base in unusually widet but
othewise the polat is typical of the Huftak-r
ThsisIa boodearip( stemmed point with a
IAWgunrtniovel kmot on one tame. The
speame was used as cu"g tool iL spite of
the knot.
Th•i•sq •e e w.ds. o f oe a
margw
and Wt of tbe bes.
This is a wontracting stem [romibifdt broken
immediaty above the sboulders. Probably
one tang was damaged and the area was
rcworked forming protrsioon one side of
the Atm= It is impomsble to deutrmihc the
otnginal s,•ap with assurace but it probably
was eithe Lavgtry Dickdo or Standlee.
This biLam is well Made comde.ing the
coarse texture of the heat-tbeied &cht.Use
polh M g goes&H wauf•ld the
mari"in laduding the base. Te shape is
elongated healha*e or egg shaped.
Probduy ths was a pmfotu whh was us"
as cutting tool. This preform shape V
coommo in the Late Atc•c but can be
found ia other cnewite aswell.
Specimen I broken just &hovethe sbovidoumL
Rounding on Spbdea
seem to be puforna
abrason. Preform seems to have been
broken dur.ag rmductuo.
Basal portion of tate stage preform brokeb
due to a iarr fossil in the arma a: the bmaL
Thi • ecime•. probably beL kiapped from
a crooked flake may he the preform for a
Woodland Ric Side NotcbW bdses. There
Ia evidenc of heet dana
oGom- -en
(pW lrectres ).
This Daltlo biface has been rtsharpened
bitf.ily. Some
rationstl ex••t on
bladic dge. A larg poilid rocwc can be
*0ea on oft tamcose ~xaie
ctm was probebNY
buoker,by heat.
This bifac sems to be a porbou ol the base
aod dista poriro cf a perforator. Any use
we would appearon the mLsmag dhtaJ
poroon but morpiology skiggta
perforator.
Beveled bade with slight senations sugg.st
the Early Archaic. Type was probably
Daltowem It
11cotd have been Rice Or
Bramcaridge.
Part of the tip and a sm•l portion of blade
edge hasbeen brok f.lo, one side of this
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Sitc/Provenienct

23P04 19
Surface - general

23 P0420
SUrfacc - general

CL

WXIE)

Dal point stem (White River variant)

1

2.3

Preform: proxintal
Bifidal knife misetion

2

3

24.8
14.8

Flat Abrader

1

471.2

Arrow point

1

1.6

Stetamed bitace proximal

1

7.7

Preform tldonsoo
Stemmned biace proxima

7
1

88.1
2.0

Bifacial knife mldaesjon
Pifacial knife distal

1
1

2.0
6.2

Fat abrader

1

602.0

Knifcscraper ditsW (Hrabey Knife)

1

27.0

Bifacimal knife Miilection

1

14.6

Bidacia! knif (Dickson)
Bifacial knife proximal

1
1

10.6
14.4

Flake knife

1

9.9

Preform prsmal

6

123.1

Artifact Dscvlpfiop

HPA Report

Stockton-Lake Wimnmer Collections

-

_

Cormectst

removed momt of the
tas
Impact frauee
blade sad shouldersi The "h~ notches have
been exam',~ lower on the biact than usual
(fthe White River type,

An elliptical mullet haa aportion of one exige
mlsiz&g On each face isa 2.5 x 3.0 cm piti
0. an deetp. Some smoothing (into use can
be seen on broad faces while peckinS is
noted on the edges, Made from bard bin
saindsone.
This is a rat arrow point With its unusall1y
wide blade strong barbst and distintctive baet.
Four eameples of this category were
recovered from an Early Caddo~an oontexi at
the Albertson site (3BE174) in Benton
County Arkasams (Dickson 1991:144).
Twelve examplas of this buface were found
in Woodland levels at the Albertaon site
(3B2 174) Beaton Co. Arkansas. Most of
them were used asdart p~ints (Dickson
1991:94). Slight userounding on theedge
Of this specimen VugeatA cuttng. However
the tip is wini~ due to beat breakage and
cannot be examined (fo impact fracture. The
type rese-bios the Krame type of Ilin is.
HalloftbL
m one shouldersad 1.0 cm~of
blade margli, rep
iesan unnamed
(possibly unfirnishied) bifacc.

This elliptical milling Stont fe~atures one
cotrvex and out flat face with a 3.5 x2..5 x .5
cm pit in1L Function of the pit unknown.
Made from hard tan sandsole-ot
This is about one third of a broad probably
elbptieal earty stage Hanhbey knife with
left
beveling started on botth the right mand
sides of one face. Out endmismissng. Much
use wear and rounding can be noted on the
beveled Wre"a
This r, a very long inidsection froto either a
Laancootite or double ypoined bilace.
This unusual biface probably has bid the
ste- reworked. Originally it i.omrved
evenly down to the stsight bae but it sceris
to have been dwaagod and re-worked to form
a parallel aided stin oriented to oft side.
Siame this possible reworking is uniladial it
could a~so rep ~t pl'~w damage.
Th~is is a fa irly thick flakecLst hats beeno
modified fmoatly unifacially into a cytting
implement with a triwanular shape-. Edges
around the three sicit kave been unliaciaily
beve~leid. Only slight use polish can beseen
nbecdcs
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e
5ioueieo

Artifact Deacriptton
Kalfemcper 0Kinp Cotwt Notcahe vat.)

C-.

Wt(A)

1

0.9

Cornuent_

_

Tis biface it more bualy botched t"a is
atual lot Kian Co4rne Notched btfam&
The Up has been, u•nfacta y worked into an
coa aper and one edge has been
M1fisalv worked into a side upiAg

uatgt

other edge hIs been bifacially
illThe

reworked and cm been used for octting.

23PO4/1
Surface . general

Bf.tacl We diutal
Unsewmed blce proximal
Arrmw point ptoximal (ScaJIon?)

1
1
1

11,8
10.3
0.9

Arrow point (Sealo
lm cotyell)

1

1.0

Bifacial knife (Smith)
Bifacial knife (Smith variant)

1
1

27.1
24 3

2

15.3

1

13.7

Abortedprefotm

1

261.7

Tlisacrudelywoted piec ofpoorgrade
chert aborted du to a thick 'knot on one
fame

-at .brider

1

575.4

Projectile poinsmnife proximal (Sayder)

1

13.9

Preform dia]

4

117.8

TIl elliptical thin maoe ia made from hard
Slight damage (plow?) on
tan smadeto.
0ew end. One tace is ronv.ex and wmooth
froin me while the other is almost flat with a
faintly pitwtd area in the center.
Appartly this point was used as knife until
veaharpe• g reduced smrz and then used as a
dart pointL Dai point function is unusual for
Snyders.
One fnagl eal has unifacial beveling and
some abrasion on tk., edge. The other

Bifatcial knife distal
Pojele point/knife proimal (Suyders)

10
1

58.6
12.9

Biflfaal knife distal
Preform niidsectioo
23PO422
Surfsxc .-general

Although the bae of the expanatg stem is
mksL,:"the point is probably a vainety of
Scallorn. The tip is simply supped and is
evidence of impad
miunmg. No dear
c

StuAmis not quite " well made ason a
typical Smith. There is not mum use wear
on blade. Appiutntly it wa not used much

flagmemig "',4- Dot %boded.
Base of Snydern with sharp tanp. Sbouletts
atmdamaged and much resbarpened blade
has strong impact fracutre. Normally

Snyden points am cutting tools but this one
Bilfaial knife (Standee)

1

17.8

Bifacial knife disat

1

10.6

Projetile po•tnOnife proximal (T'ble Rock
Poitele St=m)

1

4.2

Bfacial knife

1

20.1

was ued as datr point after resharpening
redwucd si
ad widthThe blade of this bifacc is angular like an
Atton on one e4d while It bw two angular
Ameason the other mrgn. eavy grinding
of s•ew and angularity of blade suggest the
Terminal Archaic but the basic form is found
ti the Woodland also.
A thin blfa•o has ron trading stem with
mnian base. There is so way to ell

whether the haew was. ro.n, or truncated.
Bifa, made from a taW
sd ipeMxbkh•-xy
Reede Spring chert from the Sono-Taney
County am of Minsouri or Maelsoo County

AR

HPA Reports

Stockton .ake Wimmcr Collectious

Made frM afine textuwred Cr
ish-gray
P-Meds Spinmg cba. While this may have
beens
the preforzo fot a coutractung stemeowi
bilace the distal ead did sot fUkc propeil•y
and so the proximal end was sbarped anod
used as a cuating
io(probably hand held).

pa
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APPENDIX A
Artifacts collected by Howard Wimmrer
SiWe/Pruvewnitee

Artifact Description
Hitadal knife prolinIa!

1

14.4

Bffmal kWie midiowa
Us"da knif distal
Stemmed Mave proximal (Table Rock
Pointe Stem)
Stemmeod bilaet proximal (Langtr)
Bifesail Wnie proximal (R~ed
Ochr)

3
1
1

20.3
12.,1

1
1

3.3
15.3

Preform

1

59.0

preform

1

16.8

Aborted preform

1

15.6

Bifacial knife

1

6.6

Preform proximal

1

10.0

Aborted preform proximal

1
1

6.8
1.8

Aniow point proximal

1

1.7

Aneowpoint
Arrw poitn (Salitimw variant)

1
1

1.0
0.9

Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow
Arrow

1
1
1
1
1
1

0.1
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.3
0.4

Bifacial knife (Dickson)

1

13.9

Stemmed bitace proximal (Smith)

1

13.5

Cobble unmmodilied

1

465.7

Bilacial Wnie proximal

1

10.0

Bitaimia knie distal
Bifdal knife siidaecion

4
2

19.9
2.5.0

Pformproximial

23 P04Z23
Surface -general

_WK9fn

-CL

point proximal (Scal torn coryell)
point (Scalloro wtyeUl)
paint (Scaliorn coryc il)
point NSAB-or eddy)
point (Read variant)
point proximal (Scallorn)

IWA Reports

.-

Commients

_

A crudely chipped enetractit* stenmed
Nufao with damaged sbouldew and flaw in
chrtaross ba6& Very fowsilferous.
A long and very sharp wefl-made biface tip.

2.5

Stockton Lake Wimmecr Coltecwtio

Proximal portion of Red Ochre bifac
probably broken during mianufactufe.
A welilehmped elliptica pftform with some
edge abrasion. R~ason for ceasing reduction
unkniown.
Asmal Iaf shaped preform hassomecuse
Poliah on margins,
Apparently abolud due to knot on one edge
which could not beremoved.
This is small preform with some evidence of
use on edges.
This is a thinned base section of a triangular
preform probably a preform for Rice Side
Notched bifcrm
Baseof anarrow pointpreform broken
during reduction.
This is an unusual typt similar to a specimeni
from 23P0419. Dickson (1991:144)
docutments four spedie from an Early
Caddoant context at A.1bertson (3BE174).
Uisthe same as1-24.
Siem iAslightly narrower than oft typical
SSILS&W and MaW are Shorter.

Tip and both blade edgter missing due to
impamt Variety of Scaliorn not
delerminable,
A small areAofbet amnd
tiny bit of tip
missing
A small concave area apparently unifacially
flakred by presnure Lsfound on one blade
margin; however no evidenam of use can be
seen in this concavity. The other edgeis
either daniaged or misting, Smith bifaces
normally function mas
cutting toots but diretd
evidence cannot be aseen
for this examople. At
teamd
the disial half is missing.
ThI"smeeam k) be a stream tumobled cobble of
acute which was probably picked up by
swmeoneAnd taken to the sme. It is avery
deumt and heavy rock- No evidence for use
is P11 eL
Apparently unifacially worked from a large
flake. Square shoulders are narrower than
on the Smith t"panmd flaking daaracieiisics
arm differeni
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Artifacts collected byHowardWimnier
Sie/roenene

23P042 4
Surface - general

23 PO425
Surfacc - general

2131P043,0
Surface - general

23 P043 3
Surface -general
23P0434
Surface - genteral

23 P043 5
surface - general

Atfact Descriptioni

WKj)-

-ci

N~adal haifs prottmal

I

15.5

Unstenmed bWnce proimal

1

12.2

Aborted preform proximal

1

17.5

Bifacial knife proximal (Fairlaod)
Darspoint proximalJ(Tablc Rock variant)
Kmifeiscuupet (Big Creek)

1
1
1

5.8
2.2
7.5

Stemomed tifacs: proxima (Stone Corder
Notched)
Bifacial knife dittal
Bliadall knife tmidseetion

1

5.4

2
1

9.9
10.7

Dt" poinft si~dstion

1

0.7

Preform
Uinstemmed bilface proximal

3
1

44.0
22.7

Bifaaal knife (Stobe Corner Notched)
Bifacial knife (Dicinon)

1
1

15.1
9.8

Stemmeda bitace proximal
Ebifacediutl

1
2

4.3
3.0

Bifacial knife midaection

1

6.7

Bifaci~al knife (I-Lien)
Busiaal knWe misc.

1

5.3
44.5

H-IA Reports

4

Stockton Lake Wimmzer Collections

.

-

comments

-

This sees~ to be the bae pottl~oe of a
preform lor a Wiscieolate bitaft. Ouite a bit
of "of Wish and Muad4a sugget cuitein of
soft manswisl At "te jubotioa of blade edge
mad blink that is asodemsle wie c'inbng and
alvaamion typical of that produced by
eagiaviag wood or a amodentlely fi=
iusuhtiaac.
e 1sacelate foam suggests
Eszy or Middl AKchl as does the use of
broken bintaf (fo eagriving~ but LIU1ceOLAt
blUnc were Made At Othaer times too And the
fragment is not diagnostic of a spedclie timse.
This is the base porton of a thin leaf-shaped
bibat
Advancitd stage preform Apparently broke
during reduction due to Afontitlferous Place
in the ebert and a short ftracture.

A Big Creek point has been reshAr"Pened to A
rounded stwb.

All margins of blit&= Almag
But himpac
fractuire enter%the halting are on one facte.
Type unont be deieuwiiad however the
spWeie probably was expanding stemmsed.
This is possibly the preform for a Red Ochre
blifam At least the shape auuests this. The
bass edge has been ground heavily wAt an
abrasve material probably sandstone
probably to aid further thinning. But
specmen was broken befoe dhunning took

Much use crushing and breakage indicates
contact with a hatd mateWa during Last
usage of bintze. Moat probably it was use~d
to cut a hard substance such asbone but itIis
possible tWt it wa s ed in dismembering of
joints with much coint~act with bone.

Mideed~oio of a well iade biface. Potlid
InacmMr
on one fa0ce
suggests exposmre to
heal
Small amounts of edge, on each specmen
seem to feature damasge typical Of that
caused by butcibering with bone contact
However the intact areas Of marsgui am
s1401111
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Sjtelprnveftience

_WKS)-

Blank

1

137.6

Blank distal

1

51.3

23 P0440
Surface - general

Projeictile poiatnomle (While River)

1

6.8

23 P0443
Surface - goenera

Flat Abradet

1

7&5.2

Bitnboal knife (Table Rock Pointed Stem)
Aborted prfo~rm

I
1

11.15
13.4

KniAUCrAVpe

1

32.9

Blank

1

75.2

Durt point

1

4.7

Bdlace Blew

1

2.9

Pre~form proximial

1

9.1

Black proxb"a

1

199.5

Bifadial knife proimal

1

4.8

Biface nidsection

2

5.2

Z3P0446
Surfaft - generiJ

23PO451
Surtax -general

___

__

Arelfac Dasw-ptton_

Cl.

_

lPAkepuitu

_

__

.-

-

Co"Uiales

_

A enidely wrkachunk of tbuWhbiltinde
Hur4Lag0t Chefi. One Odge On oae face it
bevinh to aid redutsion while the some edge
on tw opposiedLate is pziy beveled. Form
is beelceily e~lptiesl without discernible base
of ip
A tabular pie= of Burtinton obett baabeen
flake crudely along mnargin&. Oae end is
TIls specimen has narrow side notckes.
Immediately below the notebee the maqugin;
cotatto a deeply concave base.
1tis is a well .4haped elliptical muller wiLb
two convex (am (no pits) and rounded we l.
shaped sides. Made from hardi wasaadsi~c
Aborted bemause a thick knot could not be
necovyed born one face.
The distol end of this biface is well shaped
and thin with us polish. The proxima
portion stW ba cortex visible and bas not
bee" well thinned. Specimen apparently was
hand.
Tbls Is a ahort mooadmetipt side notched
bilace WWhas bumeemuch reharpened. At
leas Last useeprobably was *aa dart point.
Morphology anW flaking NOW~ Woodland.
Only the stem is intad on this fr~aget and
the staim sugget the Fairiand type. But
since ahouldeus and blade are goae one
cannot be sure of type or function.
About hal of a very Iarp quarry blank of
Burlington chat. The blank broke due to a
foind incenmer of Chemt
Crudely flaked from crocked Blake of
IEFFERSON CITY cbat.
Tbeae two fragmnenta do not have ute wear
and may be broken advanced sage preform
fragmeants Owe fragment is made from a
fowsiliferousgay psibly SedAlia chert.
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